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Our digital
inventions not
only perform,

they also arrange
and record.

The Compact Disc is now happily performing

its musical magic in some 20 million American

homes. This progress has inspired the engineers of

Sony ES, inventors of the Compact Disc, to extend its

digital brilliance to the rest of your system. So now

you can arrange music with Sony Digital Signal

Processing, record it on a Sony Digital AudioTape

Deck and hear it performed as never before on a

Sony digital Compact Disc Player.

The definitive performance.

For a convincing demonstration of audible

differences between CD players, listen to the

CDP-C85ES Carousel Changer. Its High Density

Linear ConverterTM system solves what university

researchers* have found to be the number one sonic

shortcoming in conventional CD players: low-level

non -linearity. Sony overcomes this with a pulse con-

verter design operating at an unprecedented 45

MHz. So you hear all the overtones that distinguish a

Guarnerius violin from a Stradavarius, and differen-

tiate the voices in gospel harmonies.

Quite an arrangement.

Sony'sTA-E1000ESD Digital Signal Processing

Preamplifier lets you rearrange music to suit your

source material, your listening room and your taste.

Take the music and expand it. Compress it. Equalize

it and place it in an acoustic environment down to the

row and seat number of your choosing. Proprietary

Sony integrated circuits perform all of these wonders

in the digital domain. So not only are CD and DAT

© Copyright 1990 Sony Corporation of America. All rights reserved. Sony, High Density Linear Converter and The Leader in Digital Audio are trademarks of Sony
A landmark study using objective and subjective testing performed by Lipshitz and Vanderkooy at the University of Waterloo. Audio Engineering Society Preprint No. 2586.



digital inputs kept digital, but analog noise and pnase

distortions are kept away.

The debut of a recording star.

Now you can make tape recordings with digital

precision, thanks to our DTC-75ES Digital AudioTape

Deck.This is the very first of a new generation of tape

recorders in the DAT format, itself the result of years of

Sony ES research. DATcaptures up to two full hours of

CD -quality sound on a durable, reusable tape that's

47% smaller than the cassettes you're using now.

Making DATa breakthrough of incredible proportions.

Each of these components includes the security

of a three-year limited warranty and the support of an

authorized ES dealer (who nas details on the war-

ranty). For more information, see your dealer or call

1-201-930-7156 during business hours, Eastern time.

You'll discover there's only one choice for the all -

encompassing all -digital experience. All ES.
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Anyway you look at it, or listen to it.
Proton's 600 Series Stands Apart.

Sculpted for dramatic impact, and designed for
ease of use, Proton's 600 Series components fit
elegantly into any environment. Seldom used
controls are concealed, yet revealed at the touch
of a button. Cables, hidden by rear panel covers,
disappear into the pedestal of this sleek, free-
standing unit.

And naturally, the sound is pure Proton. With
high performance technologies like Dynamic
Power on DemandTM (DPD), the new Schotz II
tuner circuitry and the exclusive Aphex® Aural
Excite?". 6(X) Series components provide
absolute clarity and realistic reproduction for
incomparable listening pleasure.

111111111101

The series includes the AM -656 Integrated
Amplifier, the AT -670 Tuner, the AV -646 AM/FM
Receiver, the AD -630 Auto Reverse Cassette
Deck, the AC -620 Compact Disc Player and the
matching AB -600 pedestal. Each component can
be controlled with the versatile AH-681 remote,
which also controls select Proton video products.

Proton's new 600 Series. A rewarding
investment for the discerning listener.
From every point of view.

For lion

Call 1-800.888.8237

-For a free brochure and the
Proton retailer nearest you,_
call (800) 829-3444.
Or write to 5630 Cerritos Avenue,
Cypress, CA 90630.
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It's not just the technology;
it's the application of the
technolo

Denon's "Design Integrity" philoso-
phy has always held that the way a tech-
nology is employed is as important as the
technology itself.

To test this premise, Denon digital
audio and studio recording engineers com-
pare their own vast library of digital master
tapes with the Compact Discs releases of
the same material. This on -going listening
and measurement research reveals that at
present the finest CD quality can be
obtained by the meticulous application of
20 -bit digital -to -analog conversion.

Case in point: The DCD-2560
employs four separate DACs utilizing
Denon's Lambda System Super Linear
Converter technology to eliminate the
zero -cross distortion and non -linearity that
plagues conventional CD players, especial-
ly at low signal levels. Each Denon Super
Linear Converter is factory hand -tuned for
maximum resolution. In addition, Denon's
unique half -sample interpolation system
produces an effective 16x over -sampling

rate to eliminate phase shift for a more
accurate sound stage with true three-
dimensional imaging.

20 -bit SLCs enable Denon to offer
Variable Pitch, which lets you compress
recordings, tune your CD player to musical
instruments, adjust tempo for dancing, cre-
ate perfect segues while mixing, etc. Peak
Search finds the point in a disc with the
highest level to set recording levels most
accurately. Auto Space inserts four second
pauses between tracks to help locate selec-
tions. A Digital Fader fades recordings in
and out while dubbing. Time Edit allows
you to input the tape length you are using.
Pick enhances this function by letting you
rearrange the order of tracks for the best fit
on the tape. Link extends the process over
2 CDs for longer tape lengths.

The critically -acclaimed Denon
DCD-2560. A reaffirmation of one of life's
oldest adages: It's not only whether you
win the technology race, but also how you
play the game.

3 70 S Er3 I.$$$$$$$ ...

DENON
The first name in digital audio.

Denon Arierica, Inc., 222 New Road. Parsippany, NJ 07054, (201) 575-7810
CIRCLE NO. 101 ON READER SERVICE CARD

For Product Information

Call I.800-888-8'237
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BULLETIN

by Rebecca Day and
William Livingstone

COMPANY ACQUISITIONS
Philips, which owns the

Marantz brand name in the rest
of the world, has bought North
American rights to the name from
Dynascan for $8 million effective
January 1. Philips will assume all
servicing obligations for Marantz
products on that date. Philips has
not yet decided how it will position
the Marantz line, but the company
expects to introduce its own
products under the Marantz name
early in 1992.... Germany's
Federal Cartel Office has
authorized BASF to acquire the
magnetic tape business of Agfa-
Gevaert, including factories in
Avranches, France, and in Berlin
and Munich in Germany.

EQUIPMENT NOTES
Casio is currently selling its

DA -7 portable digital audio tape
recorder ($999).... KLH has
enlisted the design services of
company founder Henry Kloss for
two new loudspeakers. The KLH
Virtuoso series includes the three-
piece KLH 6V ($1,595) and 17V
($695) speakers.... Kenwood's
new KAC-622 car stereo power
amplifier ($149) can be used
to drive a pair of full -range stereo
speakers with 30 watts each, to
power a mono subwoofer with 80
watts, or to drive a pair of stereo
satellite speakers and a mono
subwoofer, all without the need of
special adaptors.

BIRTHDAYS
Monuments and celebrations

are devoted to composers and
performers more often than to
producers, but National Public
Radio is celebrating the fiftieth
birthday of rock producer Phil
Spector on December 26 with a 2 -
hour special, "He's a Rebel: A
Tribute to Phil Spector." Included
are interviews with Brian Wilson
of the Beach Boys and with the
singer/songwriter Harry Nilsson.
Check local NPR listings....
Toward the end of 1990 the
pianist Earl Wild and the
composer David Diamond turned
seventy-five, the composer William

Schuman was eighty, and the
composer Aaron Copland reached
the age of ninety.

HAPPY RETURNS
Other anniversaries celebrated

this season are twenty-five years
for Bose Corporation and for TDK
in the United States. The Live from
Lincoln Center TV series on PBS is
in its fifteenth season, and Scny
Classical is marking the fortieth
anniversary of the Marlboro
Festival with reissues of
recordings by Rudolf Serkin,
Alexander Schneider, Jaime
Laredo, and other Marlboro artists.

DRIVING TEST
Alpine is selling a reference co

for evaluating car audio systems
through its dealers. The $9 disc
includes jazz, pop, and classical
selections from the American
Gramaphone, DMP, GRP,
Reference Recordings, Sheffield,
Telarc, and Windham Hill labels,
as well as pink noise from B&K
and three minutes of zero data.
Proceeds will be donated to the
"Just Say No to Drugs" program.

ROCK HITS
What did Jimi Hendrix, Janis

Joplin, Eric Clapton, Lou Reed, and
Carl Perkins have in common
besides enormous talent for rock
music? Each had only one Top 40
hit in his or her career, which also
gives them something in common
with the Nutty Squirrels, the
Singing Nun, the Mormon
Tabernacle Choir, and Sniff 'n' the
Tears. You can read all about it in
The Billboard Book of One -Hit
Wonders by Wayne Jancik,
recently published by Billboard
Books. Price: $19.95 (paperback).

MUSIC NOTES
The artists chosen by the

National Academy of Recording
Arts & Sciences to receive the
1990 Living Legends Awards are
Johnny Cash, Aretha Franklin,
Billy Joel. and Quincy Jones.
These four have received a total of
forty-six Grammy Awards from
the Academy.... In connection
with the observances of the
bicentennial of the death of
Mozart, the Mozarteum Orchestra

of Salzburg, Austria, conducted by
Hans Graf, will tour the United
States from coast to coast in
February and March. Capriccio
has released a cycle of all the
symphonies of Mozart performed
by this orchestra and conductor
on thirteen CD'S or cassettes.... A
Holly -wood Bowl Orchestra has
been formed by the Los Angeles
Philharmonic Association. The
new orchestra (to be separate
from the LA. Philharmonic) will
be conducted by John Mauceri and
will record for Philips Classics.

OPERATION DESERT SHIELD
Members of the Electronic

Industries Association (EIA) have
donated 11,300 portable Amin/
radios and 17,400 batteries to U.S.
military personnel serving in the
Persian Gulf area. Donated by
Aiwa, Dynascan, Sony, and other
manufacturers, the radios and
batteries will be distributed
through the USO.... Maxell has
donated 15,000 blank video tapes
to Montgomery Ward's "Better

Than a Letter" program so that
families of U.S. troops in the
Middle East can record
personalized messages of
encouragement and send them to
their relatives in uniform. Maxeil
has also provided blank tape to
USO centers and military posts to
the Persian Gulf area for troops to
use in recording similar messages
for their families back home.
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Music by Mozart.

Don't get us wrong. We wouldrit presume to

tamper with something as perfect as Eine Kleine

Nacht Musik or The Magic Flute. We just wanted

to make them easier to play.

So we created the M -T5010, the world's first

cassette deck with on -screen commands. It's

the newest part of Mitsubishi's Home Theater

system, designed to make your audio and video

The M -T5010 dual cassette deck. The M -R8010 Home Theater receiver.
© 1990 Mitsubishi Electronics America, Inc. For the name of your authorized dealer, call (800)527-8888 ext. 145. Dolby is a registered trademark of Dolby Laboratories Licensing Corp.



Tape Menu

1 Tapel Counter Reset
2 Tape2 Counter Reset
3 On Screen Counter
4 Counter Search
5 Intro Scan Time Set

Press number to select
Press MENU to exit menu

0t14111,44.11141.11

Words by Mitsubishi.

components work together as one cohesive,

easily -controlled unit.

No more straining to see those tiny little LED

displays on your audio components, or guessing

whether you've done something right. This tape

deck has on -screen menus for every function,

from recording to scanning. And visual displays

that confirm what you're doing every time you

press a button.

Of course, the M-1.5010 is more than just a

new toy for videophiles. It has all the technical

perks you'd expect from state-of-the-art audio,

including dual amorphous tape heads, Dolby®

HX Pro, and Dolby B & C noise reduction. Add

to that functions like blank skip and intro -scan,

and you get a cassette deck that makes playing

your favorite music easier than it's ever been.

We like to think Herr Mozart would approve.

MITSUBISHI
TECHNICALLY, ANYTHING IS POSSIBLE"

CIRCLE NO 22 ON READER SERVICE CARD



A Complete Sound Deserves A Complete System
HEADLINER" Classic Audio Accessories

HEADLINER audio accessories add more than elegance to your sound system. They add organization.
Use them to customize storage needs, hold cases while music is in play and keep favoriteselections
close at hand. Only the new HEADLINER series offers all aluminum stands and organizers for CDs, LPs,
video/audio cassettes, laser discs and remote control units. Model sizes vary to hold two, six or thirty
cases at a time. Available in five rich color treatments.

Allen Products,Company 279 South Beverly Drive Suite 1188A Beverly Hills, CA 90212
For more information call toll -free: (800) 729-1251

CIRCLE NO 50 ON READER SERVICE CARD

A little Venturi makes
a sizeable impression.

Introducing remarkable room -filling
sound and Venturi high efficiency in

bookshelf size.
The V62 packs a powerful,

front firing "venturi" venting system
for greatly enhanced sound Ares
sure and bass
output. With the
very same quality
components and
design integrity of
Venturi mini
towers.

All of which
delivers sound
performance that
clearly rises above in comparisons.

To judge the size of its value
yourself, just listen to a little Venturi.

Call us or write:

BIC America
8951, Hampshire Road
Stow, Ohio 44224
Phone: (216)928-2011
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Unfortunately, most CD changers
change more than the discs.

Typically, a CD changer's
complex transport mechanism
doesn't isolate the playing disc
enough to prevent vibration
interference.

Something that can turn
a perfectly good performance
into a rather shaky one.

Fortunately there's a CD

changer that won't add any
additional shake, rattle or roll
to your music.

The new CDC -805 from
Yamaha The first CD

changer with a vibration -free
transport system.

A remarkable accomplish-
ment which isolates and
clamps the just
like a single -disc p er, so
your music won't s er from
any vibes of the bad variety.

But there's much more
to it than merely a superior
changing mechanism.

Due to Yamaha's Single -
Bit Technology, the
CDC -805 sounds far better
than most single -disc CD
players on the market

There's also something
we call PlayXchange.

A creature comfort that
provides uninterrupted
music, permitting you to
load up to four CDs without
interrupting the disc playing.

The CDC -805 is also the
only changer with a built-in

equalizer.
Five

digital
presets
designed
to give
every

type of music even more
musical presence - even a
flat setting so you can bypass
the EQ altogether

The CDC -805 is the only
five -disc changer that can
provide 10 -disc relay play
by patching two CDC -805s
together- something defi-
nitely worth considering
for custom installations.

Here's yet
another point well
worth considering.

The CDC -805 The
only CD changer with
a five -mode digital
equalizer

Instead of your typical
belt drive, Yamaha's CDC -
805 uses long-lasting gears
for added reliability. A small,
yet si scant reason why
Y a can confidently
back every CDC -805 with a
two-year limited warranty.

A
Stop by your Yamaha

dealer's wroom for an
earful of Yamaha's remark-
able new CDC -805.

The first CD changer
capable of changing even
the most ardent audio-
phile's mind about buying

changer YAMAHAI N"m"-AHAg

(.1990 Yamaha Electronics Corporation, USA. P0. Box 6660. Buena Park. CA 90622. Tom Scott's newest release. Them Changrs. isavailable on (;RP Records at your local record store.



LETTERS

QSound
I have been considering adding a digi-

tal signal processor and side and rear
speakers to my stereo system for 3-D
surround -sound effects. After reading
about QSound in November's "Bulle-
tin," however, I have decided to wait
and see if the QSound mixing technology
would be a cheaper and space -saving
alternative. How do the effects from
QSound compare with those from sur-
round speakers and a DSP unit? And
where can we buy QSound recordings
when they are available?

CHARLES ANONYE
Glen Burnie, MD

The functions are not really very similar.
QSound is designed to permit placements
of sound images that are not normally
possible with ordinary stereo. Ambience -
synthesis units use digital signal process-
ing (DSP) to mimic the acoustical charac-
teristics of typical music performance
spaces, such as concert halls, in a home
listening room. Recordings made with the
QSound process will be distributed in the
same way as other recordings and will
thus be available from the usual sources,
such as record stores.

Sound Dzsperszon
Howard Ferstler's "Sound Disper-

sion" in October mentions the Acoustic
Research AR-LST and AR -3a speaker
systems. Sometime after joining AR in
1%5, I was directed by Ed Vilichur and
Roy Allison to redesign the AR -3 with
the primary criterion of improved dis-
persion in the middle and high frequen-
cies. To accomplish this, I had to devel-
op new miniaturized midrange and high -
frequency drivers along with a new
crossover network. The result was the
AR -3a.

Because the new drivers were so
small, we had for the first time hemi-
spherically omnidirectional drivers in all
frequency ranges-in other words, an
approximation of a pulsating half -
sphere! The problem was that I was
unable to match the on -axis middle- and
high -frequency output with that of the
woofer. As a consequence, the AR-3a's
composite power response exhibited a
gentle mid/high-frequency rolloff. We
felt that this effect simulated the kind of
ambient high -frequency absorption loss

We welcome your letters. Please
address correspondence to Editor,
STEREO REVIEW, 1633 Broadway,
New York, NY 10019. You should
include your address and telephone
number for verification. Letters may
he edited for clarity and length.

of concert halls like Boston's Symphony
Hall. It became an identifiable trade-
mark of the so-called New England
sound. It is interesting to speculate what
directions this regional sound might
have taken if I had been able to extract a
few more decibels of output from the
tweeter and midrange of the AR -3a with-
out sacrificing dispersion.

CHUCK MCSHANE
Mt. Prospect, IL

CD Player Lzstenzng Tests
The first paragraph of Ken Pohl-

mann's "The New CD Players" in Octo-
ber really got me upset. He says, "The
performance of even very early compact
disc players was, after all, excellent
compared with what we were used to
getting from phonograph equipment."
Although I am not an "analogophile," I
find this statement outrageous.

For the last six years I have used
compact discs primarily because they
are more convenient than LP's and be-
cause classical music is no longer being
released on LP'S. I find that the dynamic
range of CD's is superior, but I firmly
believe LP'S are superior in some re-
spects. The frequency range of the music
recorded on an LP is limited by the parti-
cle size of the vinyl material, and it can
easly go up to around 50 kHz. A co's
sampling frequency is 44.1 kHz, and the
players' low-pass filters cut off almost
everything above 20 kHz.

"My friends say, "So what? We hear
only up to 16 to 20 kHz; the rest is for
dogs." Real musical instruments played
in a concert hall produce harmonic fre-
quencies above 20 kHz that we sense,
feel, or imagine. If those frequencies are
not reproduced, the character of the
instruments changes slightly, and when
a recording of the concert is played some
of the music is inevitably lost.

GEORGE SKELLY
Wilmington, DE

Digital recording requires that the input
signal be filtered to remove frequencies
greater than half the sampling rate.
Consequently, LP's of digital recordings
and all CD's cut off sharply above about
20,000 Hz. But even if a digital recorder
is not used, there will be little or no real
signal above 20,000 Hz on any stereo
phonograph record. The main reason is
that musical instruments produce al-
most no energy in that range. And what-
ever tiny output might exist up there is
further attenuated by acoustic absorp-
tion and by natural ultrasonic rolloffs in
microphones, line -balancing transform-
ers, analog tape recorders, disc cutters,
phono cartridges, and loudspeakers.
The good news is that such losses don't
matter. Nobody can hear much above
18,000 Hz or so, and we have no other

means of perceiving high frequency
sound.

What comes off a CD normally will
sound exactly like what went onto it. This
does not mean, however, that you will
necessarily prefer a particular CD to an LP
of the same recording. The errors intro-
duced by phono reproduction tend to
make the sound warmer and more ambi-
ent, which may flatter some recordings in
a way that CD's, in their brutal honesty,
don't.

"The New CD Players: Can You Hear
the Difference?" was excellent. I am an
electronics engineer and, of course, a
true believer in that type of scientific
testing. It removes the ego from hi-fi
opinions. I was, however, a little disap-
pointed that Ken Pohlmann had to resort
to a certain amount of voodoo in his
setup, I suppose to pacify purists.

H. W. MAIER
San Diego, CA

Ken Pohlmann replies: By "voodoo" 1
suppose you are referring to the Monster
Cables we used in the listening system.
They were selected because they are,
without question, excellent cables and
their use forestalls criticism from people
anxious to dispute the results of the test. If
we had used zip cord, for example, some
people would have claimed that it was the
cables that prevented us from hearing
obvious differences between the various
players. But the question of whether Mon-
ster Cable actually "sounds" better than
zip cord was not tackled in this test.

Marella Freni
I would like to thank William Living-

stone for his excellent and insightful
article on Mirella Freni in November.
He captured the essence of this marvel-
ous soprano who has given so much joy
to opera lovers around the world.

GERALDINE SEGAL
Randallstown, MD

Correctzons
The "Laboratory Measurements"

box on page 46 in the December issue
gave an incorrect figure for the total
harmonic distortion at 1,000 HZ and 0 dB
of the Nakamichi CDPlayer2. The cor-
rect figure is 0.004 percent, as was stated
in the main text of the test report.

The review in November of Andre
Campra's opera Tancrede gave incorrect
dates for the composer's life span. He
was born in 1660 and died in 1744.

The October review of the Jeff Healey
Band's "Hell to Pay" states that the
song / Think 1 Love You Too Much has an
explosive drum finale. That finale be-
longs to the next track, I Can't Get My
Hands on You.
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PRECISION
- WAY

IN WALL
S P E AK ER

SYSTEM

ACCURATE
MUSIC REPRODUCTION

The only component in your
audio system expected to

reproduce the sound of a violin,
voice, or symphony orchestra is

your speaker system. To do so it
must perform many complex

electrical and mechanical functions
without adding any character or
"colouration" of its own. Added

colourations may sound impressive
at first, but before long they become

irritating and much of the enjoyment of
listening to music is lost. Musically

accurate speakers, however, provide a
very satisfying listening experience.

Many people would like to have this
high quality sound reproduction in a

variety of rooms and locations, but the
thought of placing "traditional"

speaker systems throughout the home is

not especially appealing. Mounting
speakers in a wall is much more

convenient. The wall, however, has
unique acoustic characteristics that require

careful consideration in the design of the
complete in -wall speaker system.

CRMCAL ACCLAIM
Better audio retailers, the audio press and
thousands of customers have discovered

that PARADIGM speakers offer a level of
performance unmatched at the price.

Exhaustive R&D was undertaken to apply
this same performance/value objective to

in -wall speaker design. The result is the

Architectural Monitor Series AMS-200 -a
landmark in speakers desigm.y1 for in -wall use.

With a one piece die cast aluminum
chassis and use of advanced components
throughout, the AMS-200 moves beyond

conventional in -wall speaker performance.
It provides a window to the music, revealing

the musical and spatial reality of the live event.

Now you can get more music from in -wall
speakers.... without more expense. Visit your

authorized PARADIGM Dealer.... and listen.

A M S 2 0 0

ARCHITECTURAL MONITOR SERIES

A dedicated design :sicorporaling precision couponents specifically engineered for 11w zvall eninornment.

In the L G AudioStream, NI r0 \ 2410, Niagara Falls. NY 14302
In Canada Paradigm Electronic: Ire., n9 Fermat Drive, Westo-1, ON M91_ 2S1:4

CIRCLE NO 97 OM READER SERVICE CARD



NO OTHER HEADPHONES HAVE THESE
PROFESSIONAL CONNECTIONS.

Go to the places where Compact Discs originate. Take a look
around. Resting atop Sony professional mixing consoles, alongside Sony
24 -track digital recorders, and plugged into Sony CD mastering systems,
you'll find the Sony MDR-CD999 Digital Monitor Series- Headphones.

Reflecting Sony's unique digital expertise, these are headphones only
Sony could create.Their sound is so revealing, they help the pros make
crucial judgments in the creation of the Compact Discs enjoyed by millions.

0 Copyrghl MO Sony Got;xxsoon al Amoco NI mita fourvod Sant( DOM Mc411101 Soros old The Low* ., NOW Audio
are madornorks aSony The Dytal Macula Swot Ina,dm n. MOR-00333,CD556.CDM. and cocoa Pilaw,.

St .
choose the 999's for their uncanny ability to convey

every nuance of the music, their phenomenal dynamic range, and their
hour -after -hour comfort.These are the same qualities, in fact, that music
lovers require at home. So don't settle for headphones that bring you
something like the original sound. With Sony's Digital Monitor Series
Headphones, you can get something
infinitely better. The sound itself. SON -1r

THE LEADER IN DIGITAL AUDIO'



SONY

WAINITIRC

SONY
Sony's TCD-D3 DAT Walkman is the

company's first portable digital audio
tape recorder to be available in the U.S.
It has analog and digital inputs and out-
puts and a long -play mode that records
up to 4 hours on a 120 -minute DAT cas-
sette. The Serial Copy Management Sys-
tem permits a single generation of direct
digital copying from prerecorded digital
sources. Digital -to -analog conversion is
handled by dual 18 -bit converters com-
bined with an eight-times-oversampling
digital filter. Dynamic range is rated as
greater than 90 dB and total harmonic
distortion as less than 0.008 percent.
Wow -and -flutter is said to be immeasur-
able. The recorder comes with a carrying
case, rechargeable battery, AC adaptor/
recharger, analog patch cord, optical
digital cable, and one DAT cassette; a
coaxial digital output cable is available
as an option. The TCD-D3 weighs less
than a pound without battery. Price:
$850. Sony, Dept. SR, Sony Dr., Park
Ridge, NJ 07656.
Circle 121 on reader service card

NEW PRODUCTS

REALISTIC
The Realistic Four -in -One remote

control is preprogrammed to operate
thousands of audio/video components
made by Radio Shack and other manu-
facturers. It comes with a list of compo-
nents that have been assigned three -digit
codes. When the user enters a code into
the controller, it is instantly set to oper-
ate the corresponding component.
Codes for as many as four different com-
ponents can be activated simultaneously.
The Four -in -One uses four AAA batteries.
Price: $40 (Radio Shack catalog No. 15-
1904). Realistic, Dept. SR, 1700 One
Tandy Center, Fort Worth, TX 76102.
Circle 120 on reader service card

 ON -VOL 0 BASS
E E

FADER -PULL

P*4411U CATE morix,me

41111..
4414A..1 L.1,1. UMW 11111111

J

MIL

 TUN.NS -T9EBLE
ON -- SEE, LJP

ON -TRACK -UP
BALANCE -PULL

BLAUPUN KT
The Blaupunkt Nashville CM40 AM/

FM cassette receiver is the first car stereo
head unit with a co -changer remote con-
trol designed to fit standard three -hole
dashboard cutouts. The CD controller,
which works with Blaupunkt's CDC 01
changer, includes disc and track skip and
scan, track mix, cue, review, pause, and
play functions. The receiver is rated at
20 watts each into two channels or 71/2
watts each into four channels, and there
are separate preamp outputs for the front
and rear channels for use with an exter-

nal amplifier. The cassette section has
autoreverse, Dolby B noise reduction,
dual -azimuth hard-Permalloy tape heads,
a metal -tape switch, program search,
and ignition -off pinch -roller release. The
tuner has eighteen FM and six AM presets
as well as six TravelStore presets, which
find and store the six strongest signals in
an area. The Nashville has Blaupunkt's
security -code theft -deterrent system.
Price: $630. Blaupunkt, Dept. SR., 2800
S. 25th Ave., Broadview, II. 60153.
Circle 122 on reader service card

CUSTOM WOODWORK
& DESIGN

CWD's modular Woodmore wall sys-
tem combines natural -oak cabinets with
black -oak doors, trim, and storage draw-
ers. which can hold recordings of all
types. At the heart of the unit is the
Highboy video cabinet, designed to ac-
commodate direct -view TV's with screen
sizes as large as 35 inches. As shown, the
unit measures 853/4 x 1431/4 x 19 inches
and has a suggested retail price of
$6.308. The cabinets are available sepa-
rately and can be finished in either natu-
ral or black oak. CWD, Dept. SR, 5200
W. 73rd St., Bedford Park, IL 60638.
Circle 123 on reader service card
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NEW PRODUCTS

ON KYO
Onkyo's fourth -generation DT -9000

digital audio tape deck is its first DAT
deck for the U.S. market. It uses the
company's quartz Accupulse analog -to -
digital and digital -to -analog converters,
ultra -high -precision digital clocks, and
Opto-Coupling infrared data transfer be-
tween the digital and analog stages,
which keeps them physically separate to
prevent digital signals from interfering
electrically with the analog output and
causing sonic degradation. The deck can

scan 40 minutes of music in 6 seconds.
Other features include digital fade-in and
fade-out, intro scan, and a remote con-
trol with a keypad for direct access to
numbered selections. The DT -9000 in-
corporates the Serial Copy Management
System, which allows digital dubbing
directly from an original co or prerecord-
ed DAT but not from digital copies of the
originals. Price: between $1,100 and
$1,300. Onkyo, Dept. SR, 200 Williams
Dr., Ramsey, NJ 07446.

WHARFEDALE
The Diamond IV is the fourth genera-

tion of Wharfedale's two-way Diamond
speaker, first introduced in 1983. The
woofer is a 41/4 -inch polypropylene cone,
and the tweeter is a I -inch metal dome.
Frequency response is rated as 50 to
20,000 HZ ± 3 dB and sensitivity as 86 dB
at I meter with a I -watt input. Soft,
tapered trim rings around the drivers and
wrap -around grille frames are said to
create more uniform off -axis response
and stereo imaging. The Diamond IV,
finished in a black woodgrain vinyl, mea-
sures 11 x 7 x 7 inches. Price: $399.95 a
pair. Wharfedale, Dept. SR, 1230 Calle
Suerte, Camarillo, CA 93012.
Circle 124 on reader service card

AUDIO-TECHNICA
Audio-Technica's AT6078 laser -lens

cleaner has an eight -brush wet/dry sys-
tem designed to remove dust, oil, and
other contaminants from the lens of a
compact disc player. The company rec-
ommends using the cleaner once a
month to reduce the chances of mis-
tracking. After applying a drop of clean-
ing solution to the innermost brush on
the cleaner disc, you insert it into the
player like a regular CD. After 10 sec-
onds, the cleaning and drying process is
complete, and the player stops automati-
cally. Price: $24.95. Audio-Technica,
Dept. SR, 1221 Commerce Dr., Stow,
OH 44224.
Circle 125 on reader service card

A/D/S/
The a/d/s/ SW2 passive subwoofer was

designed to be placed between joists in a
floor or ceiling, in a closet, or in a deep
wall cavity. Frequency response is rated
as 32 to 100 HZ -3 dB and sensitivity as
87 dB sound -pressure level at I meter
with a I -watt input. Nominal impedance
is 4 ohms. The 10 -inch driver has a cast -
aluminum basket, a 2 -inch dual -wound,
high -temperature voice coil, and a ferrite

magnet. Recommended for use with am-
plifiers rated between 20 and 100 watts
per channel, the SW2 measures about 9 x
271/4 x 131/4 inches. For in -wall installa-
tions it requires a vent 4 inches in diame-
ter. In exposed installations it can be
painted to match the surroundings.
Price: $400. a/d/s/, Dept. SR, One Pro-
gress Way, Wilmington, MA 01887.
Circle 126 on reader service card
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Definilve BP 10

Under $550 ea:ti

"Definitive's Revolutionary New Bipolar BP 10
Is a True Sonic Triumph!"

DefinilveTeciriology's BP 10 is
a revs) utionary new designer
styled, auciorhi le engineered

loudspeaker intended far musical re-
production aid home theatre systems of
the highest opal ty. It is a full -range bi-
polar (front Lnd rear. radiating system
which combines :he lust spacious

soundstaging, life -like depth -of -field,
razor-sharp resolution and pinpoint
imaging of the line dipolar panel
loudspeakers wit the extended bass
response, high-e-Ticiency, wide dy-
namic range and easy -to -position
convenience of the 'Jest conventional
box systems.

Experience this rex() utionary sois J!

Please see page 100 :or dealer lisp

nitive Technology
11105 Va Heights DO% e  3aliimou !V.ar land 2111:

CIRCLE NO. 10 ON FEADER SERVICE CARD



NEW PRODUCTS

TOSHIBA
Toshiba's TRX-2000 integrated satel-

lite receiver/descrambler has an S -video
output for use with similarly equipped
monitors and vat's; S -type connections
are said to improve picture quality. More
than a hundred channels divided into
twelve categories are factory -preset and
can be selected via on -screen menus. A
UHF transmitter built into the unit's
handheld remote control enables all key
functions of the receiver to be operated
from anywhere in a home. Dual audio/

video outputs allow on -screen graphics
signals to be sent to a monitor/receiver
while a signal without graphics is sent to
a VCR, and dual -source switching lets the
unit serve as a control center. Other
features include twenty user -program-
mable presets and a built-in VideoCipher
II Plus descrambler module. Price:
$1,949. Toshiba America Consumer
Products, Dept. SR, 1010 Johnson Dr.,
Buffalo Grove, IL 60089.
Circle 127 on reader service card

TERK
Terk Technologies' Model 9425

Wedge powered antenna has an AM sec-
tion designed by audio engineer Larry
Schotz and an FM section that uses
Terk's Gamma Loop circuitry. A three -
position switch on the side sets the gain
at +9, +18, or +33 dB. The Wedge is
said to increase FM signal strength and
reduce multipath distortion. It operates
omnidirectionally or directionally de-
pending on whether it is placed flat or
stood upright. Dimensions are I inch deep
and 5 inches square. Price: $60. Terk
Technologies, Dept. SR, 233-8 Robbins
Lane, Syosset, New York 11791.
Circle 129 on reader service card

BOSE
The Bose 901 Series VI Direct/Re-

flecting speaker system is now available
in two new variations, the limited -
edition black piano -finish Concerto
(shown) and the Classic, which has a
walnut -finish cabinet with a dark -brown
grille cloth. Both models come with a
black -finished outboard active equaliz-
er. Black pedestal stands are included
with the Concerto, optional with the
Classic. Each complex, injection -mold-
ed enclosure has reactive air columns
that isolate its nine 41/2 -inch Helical
Voice Coil drivers to reduce distortion
and enhance bass performance. The
driver positions are designed to re-create
the balance of direct and reflected sound
heard in a live performance. The sys-
tem's nominal impedance is 8 ohms, and
power handling is said to be unlimited in
noncommercial applications. Prices:
Concerto, $2,200 a pair; Classic, $1,499
a pair. Bose Corp., Dept. SR, The
Mountain, Framingham, MA 01701.
Circle 128 on reader service card

CARVER
Carver's TLM-3600, a ten -disc maga-

zine -type compact disc changer, uses an
I8 -bit, eight-times-oversampling digital
filter and dual 18 -bit digital -to -analog
converters. It also incorporates Carver's
Digital Time Lens sound -enhancement
circuitry. Operating features include
thirty -two -track programming, intro
scan, random play, and repeat, skip, and
scan functions. A full -function remote
control that duplicates most front -panel
features is included. Price: $700. Carver
Corp., Dept. SR, 20121 48th Ave. W.,
Lynnwood, WA 98036.
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DISCS, DISCS, DISCS, DISCS!

PICK ANY 8 CDs
FOR A PEN

S A CHANCE TO GET ONE MORE CD -FREE
complete details on other side

1 ARIA I -I CAREY

Vaughan Brothers -Family
Style. Brothers, Hard To Be
etc. (Epic/Assoc.) 411.306

AtiddTravis -Heroes
rnends (Warner Bros )

413328
Jimi Hendrix -Radio One
illykobso 412.379

David Bowie -
C hangesbowm (Greatest
Hits) (Rykorksc) 412247
Mitch Ryder & The
Detroit Wheels -Rev Up:

Best Of Mitch Ryder &
The Detroit Wheels (Rhino)

405.753
Taamnmmyy James & The
ShorrdelIs-Anthology
(Rhino) 405-746
The Band -To Kingdom
Cane... The Definitive
Collection (Capitol)

388.181/398.180
Crosby, Stills, Nash and
Young -So Far (Atlantic)

378.745
Grateful Dead -Skeletons
From The Closet
(Warner Bros) 378406
Roy Orbison- The All-
Tirne Hits, Vois 1 & 2
(Columbia Special Prod )

377-945
The Who -Who's Better.
Who's Best (MCA) 376-657

George Benson -Big
Boss Band Featuring The
Count Basle Orchestra
(Warner Bros) 412478
Steppenwolf -16
Greatest Hits (MCA)

372.425
Jerry Lee Lewis -18
Original Sun Greatest Hits
(Rhino) 369-108
Best of Ritchie Valens
(Rhino) 369-082
Marvin Gaye -Greatest
Hits (Motown) 367-565

Jethro Tull -Thick As A
Brick (Chrysalis) 367.136
Traffic -John Barleycorn
Must Die (Island) 364935
Supertramp-Classics
Vol 9 (ARM) 364.471

Take 6 -So Much 2 Say
(Reprise) 413-310

Wilson Phillips. Release
Me. Hold On. Impulsive
more (SE() 406.793

Pump Up The Volume -
Original Soundtrack (MCA)

412-593

Rolling Stones -Sticky
Fingers (Rolling
Stories Rec.) 350645
Buddy Holly -From The
Ong Master Tapes (MCA)

348-110

The Beach Boys -Made
In U S A. (Capitol) 346-445
Chuck Berry -The Great
Twenty -E ight (Chess)

343-657
The Byrds-Greatest Hits
(Columbia) 342.501
A Decade Of Steely Dan
(MCA) 341.073

Frank Zappe-
Apost rophe/Overrute
Sensation (Rykodist)

412.395

The Best Of Fats Domino
Volume One -My Blue
Heaven (1 MI) 411-579

The Rascals' Greatest
Hits -Time Peace
(Atlantic) 411.322

Classic Yes (Atlantic)
313.031

Creedence Clearwater
Revival -20 Greatest Hits
(Fantasy) 308.049
Lynyrd Skynyrd Band -
Gold & Platinum (MCA)

307-447/397-448
Electric Light Orchestra
--Greatest Hits (Jet)

300-095
Led Zeppelin -Houses Of
The Holy (Arrant.) 293-597
Jackson Browne -The
Pretender (Asylum)

292-243
Woodstock -Ong.
Soundtrack (Atlantic)

291-864/391-862

Vladimir Horowitz -The
Last Recording
(Sorry Classical) 405-985

Neil Young And Crazy
Horse -Ragged Glory
(Reprise) 412-528

Mariah Carey. Vision Of
Love, Love Tares Time.
etc (Columbia) 407.510

Breathe -Peace Of Mind
(A&M) 411.686

Best Of The Dooble Bros.
(Warner Bros) 291.278
The Steve Miller Band -
Greatest Hits 1974-78
(Capitol) 290.171

Eagles -Greatest Hits
1971-1975 (Asylu-n)

287.003
Linda Ronstadt-
Greatest Hits (Asylum)

286.740
Chicago -Greatest Hits
(Columbia) 260-638
Bruce Springsteen-
Born To Run (Go lIfIltAti)

257-279
Cat Stevens -C realest
Hits (ARM) 256-560
Jim Croce -Photographs
& Memories Ha Greatest
Hits (Sala) 246.868
Santana -Greatest Hits
(Columbia) 244-459
Warrant -Cherry Pie
(Columbia) 411.389

r

Grateful Dead -Without
A Net. Cassidy; more
(Arista) 410.365/390.369

Indigo Girls -Nomads
Indians Saints (Epic)

411-355
Simon & Garfunkel -
Greatest Hits (Columbia)

219.477
Donovan -Greatest Hits
(Epic) 173-740

Bob Dylan -Greatest Hits
(Columbia) 138-586
David Benoit -Inner
Motion (GBP) 411.751

Garth Brooks -No
Fences (Capitok 411.587

Reba McEntire -Rumor
Hash (MCA) 411538
Judy Collins -Fires 01
Eden (Columbia) 411-348

The Rippinglons-
Welcome To The St
James' Club Featuring
Russ Freeman .GRP)

410-498
Kronos Quartet -Black
Angels (Elno) 409-912
Bob Dylan -Under The
Red Sky (Columbia)

411199

Prince -Graffiti Bridge.
Thieves In The Temple,
etc. (Paisley Park) 409.870

Dan The Wild
PlacesFV72- 411.074
Brahma: Sonata No 3/3
Intermezzi. Op. 117 -
Emanuel Ax
(Sony Classical) 409.375
Brahma: The 3 Violin
Sonatas- l'zhak Pertman/
Daniel Barenboin
(Sony Classical) 409-367

Esa-Pekka Salonen-
Tchaikovsky The Rite 01
Spring/Sy-nphony In Three
Movemen s
(Sorry Classical) 409-342

Brahms: Ear Deutsches
Requiem -Lorin Maazel,
Cond I iiny .1i)

409.235
Vladimir Feltsman-
Tchaikovsky Piano
Concertos Nos 1 8 3
Mstislav Fostropovich
National Symphony Orch
(Sony Classical) 409-227

Carly Simon -Have You
Seen Me Lately? (Arista)

411-066

George Michael -Listen
Without Prejudice Vol. 1.
(Columbia) 411.181

Nelson-Atter The Rain
(DGC I 411.009

Dionne Warwick -Sings
Cole Porter
(Arista) 408-823
Carlo Maria Giulini-
Mozart Recuiem
(Sorry Classical) 408-575
Michael Franks -Blue
Pacific (Reprise) 408-328
Pat Metheny Group -
Question And Answer
(Geffen) 408-286
Larry Carlton -Collection
(GRP) 407.825
Spyro Gyra-Fast
Forward (GRP) 407-817

George Strait-Lnnn' It Up
(MCA) 407-68.4

Zubin Mehta, Cond.-
New Year's Concert 1990
Wiener Phlharrnoniker
(Sony Class) 407-189
Soul l l Soul -Vol 111990-
A New Decade (Virgin)

406 702
Duran Duran -Liberty
(Carraoll 410-449

BUSINESS REPLY MAIL
FIRST CLASS PERMIT NO Or-

POS-AGE WILL BE PAID BY ADDRESSEE

Columbia House
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TERRE HAUTE, IN 47812-9202

NO POSTAGE
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UNITED STATES
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M.C. Hammer -Please Hammer Don't Hurt Living Colour -Time's Up. Type. Anita Baker -Compositions. Talk To Me. Branford MamaIls-lausic From Mo''Em. U Can't Touch This. etc. (Capitol) 403.477 Someone Like You. etc. (Epic) 010.357 Perfect Love Affair. etc. (Elektra) 408.989 Better Blues. (Columbia) 410.928

ANY 8 CDs FOR A PENNY
The Time-Pandemon-
turn (Reprise/Parsley
Park) 409-847

Kathleen Battle -Handel
Arias Academy Of St
Martin In -The -Fields
Neville Marriner (Angel)

407-155

JANE'S
ADDICTION

RITUAL
DR LO

HABITUAL

iinn

Jane's Addiction -Ritual
De Lo Habitual
Warner Bros) 407.098

Wynton Marsalis- The
Resolution Of Romance
(Standard Time, Vol 3)
(Columbia) 406.637
Greenpeace: Rainbow
Warriors (Getter,)

406. 603/396  606
Simon Rattle, Conductor
-Patrick Doyle Henry V
Soundtrack Recording
(Angell 406-199

Poison -Flesh 8 Blood
rr'arr,irr,) 408.963

The Boston Pops
Orchestra -Music Of The
Night/ Pops On Broadway
1990/John Williams,
Conductor (Sony Class )

405-993

Bonnie Raitt Collection
(Warner Bros) 409-466

Steve Vai-Passion And
Warfare (Relativity) 408.104

Slaughter -Stick It To Ya
(Chrysalis) 404-830
Isaac Stern/Daniel
Barenboim-Schubert 3
Sonatinas, Etc
(Sony Classical)

404.681/394.684

Crosby, Stills And Nash -
Live It llp (Atlantic)406. 686

Alannah Myles (Atlantic)
404.475

Jean-Pierre Ramped/
Marielle Nordmann-
Music For Flute And Harp
(Sony CIassir..11) 404-228
Zubin Mehta, Cond.-
Bartok Concerto For
Orch, Miraculous
Miraculous Mandarin
Berliner Philharmoniker
(Sorry Classical) 403-410
Murray Perahia, Piano -
Chopin Piano Concertos
Nos. 1 8 2 Israel Phil /
Zubin Mehta Conductor
(SOCI I 403-387

Roger Norrington-Early
Romantic Overtures
London Classical Players
(Angel) 406-090

Bob James -Grand Piano
Canyon (Wavier Bros )

408-906

John Scofield -Time
My Hands (Blue Note)

405.928
Nalee-Tokyo Blue
(EMI America) 405-910
Isaac Stern -Humoresque
-Favorite Violin Encores
(CBS Master) 405.720
Heart -Brigade (Capitol)

405.555
Pretty Woman -Original
Soundtrack (EMI) 405407
Fleetwood Mac -Behind
The Mask (Warner Bros )

405-126

Keith Sweat -I'll Give All
My Love To You (Elektra)

407.791

On The Cutting Edge
Aztec Camera -Stray
(Sire/Reprise) 410.951

Pixies-Bossanova
(Elektra) 410-753

Iggy Pop -Brick By Brick
(Virgin) 409.854
Concrete Blonde -
Bloodletting (I R S )

409 - 706

Gene Loves Jezebel -
Kiss Of Life (Gotten)

408-377
Sonic Youth -GOO (DGC)

408.294

The Sundays -Reading,
Wnting And Arithmetic
(DGC) 408 062
The Lightning Seeds-
Cloudc uckooland
(MCA) 407.718
Depeche Mode -Violator
(Sire/Reprise) 405 423
World Party -Goodbye
Jumbo (Chry,..111,) 405 027

Sinead O'Connor -I Do
Not Want What I Haven't
Got (Chrysalis) 405-001

Jeff Healy Band -Hell To
Pay (Arista) 407.569
Show Boat -Broadway
Show Album. McGlinn,
cond (Angel) 402-586
Amore -The Great Italian
Love Arias. Te Kanawa.
Pavarotti, Marton, more
(CBS Master) 402.081
Ricky Van Shelton-RVS
III (Columbia) 402-040
Basis -London Warsaw
New York (E pro) 401.752
Rush -Presto (Atlantic)

401-695
Dionne Warwick -
Greatest Hits (1979-1990)
(Arista) 401-679
Handel: Water Music
Marriner, Academy of
St. Martin -in -the -Fields
(Angel) 401.638

Yo -Yo Ma -Great Cello
Concertos (CBS Master)

401-604/391.607
Best Of The Canadian
Brass (CBS) 401-596
Kenny G Live (Arista)

401.505
Chicago -Greatest Hits
1982-1989 (Reprise)

401-166

Madonna -I'm
Breathless (Sire/
Warner Bros )

Johnny Gill (Motown)
406-991

Barbra Streisand-A
Collection- Greatest Hits
and more (Colnititka)

401.141
Robert Palmer -
Addictions. Volume One
(Island) 400-937
Paul Simon -Negotia-
tions And Lore Songs
(Warrior Bros) 400. 721

The Best Of Luther
Vandross-The Best ()-
Love pi(,)

400-473/390476
Eric Clapton-
Journeyman (Reprise)

400.457
Beethoven: Symphonies
Nos 4 and 5 Norrington,
London Classical Players
(Angel) 400.784

Brahma: Violin Concerto:
Bruch: Concerto No 1
Nadia Salerno -Sonnen-
berg, De Waart, Minnesota
Orch (Angel) 400-35
Linda Ronstadt -Cry L. ke
A Rainstorm, Howl Like
The Wind (f leirtia) 389.674

Quincy Jones -Back On
The Block (Owest
Warner Bros) 389.577
Bell Biv Devoe --Poison

407.213 (MCA) 406.819

SEND NO MONEY -JUST MAIL POSTPAID CARD
Columbia House, 1400 N. Fruitridge
RO. Box 1129, Terre Haute, IN 47811-1129

Please accept my membership application under the terms outlined in this
advertisement Send my 8 Compact Discs and bill me only X, plus shipping
and handling. I agree to buy six selections at regular Club prices in the coming
three years -and may cancel membership at any time after doing so.
My main musical interest is (check one): (But I may always choose from any category)

Soft Rock Modem RockHard Rock
Billy Idol.
Aerosmith

Heavy Metal
Motley Crue.
Slaughter

Richard Marx.
Fleetwood Mac

Black Music
Luther Vandross.
Bell Bev Devoe

Sinead O'Connor,
The Sundays

Easy Listening
Johnny Mathis.
Ray Conniff

Jazz Country

i Mr
II Mrs

Light Sounds
Carly Simon.
Barry Manilow

Dance Pop
Mrlh Vanilh.
Technotronic

Classical

E7 Miss Print Foil Nome Inniol Iasi Nome

Address Apt

City

State Zip
Do you have a VCR? (04)  Vas  No 276/S91
Do you have a credit card? 0 Yes 0 No
Note we reserve Me right to repo any applwahon cx cancel any meirtserstap These offers not waslabl APQ FPO.
Mall, a. rem.,, Puerto Rico. waif tor Maas aimmee. oder Carrion resalents flawed how lbronio A001.0.
'Mesta. added to ail orders

Send these 8 CDs for N

r-1 Extra Bonus Offer:
LI also send one more CD
right now. for which I will be
bled only $6.95.

.. and I'm entitled to get
this extra CD FREEI

06V -F6-59

AND A CHANCE TO GET
ONE MORE CD -FREE!
See details below.

Public Enemy -Fear 01 A
Black Planet (Columbia)

406-710

Janet Jackson -Rhythm
Nation 1814 (ARM) 388-918

Taylor Dayne-Can't Fight
Fate (Arista) 388017

Aerosmith-Pump
(Geffen) 388.009

Elton John -Sleeping
With The Past (MCA)

387-993
Tracy Chapman -
Crossroads (I lektra)

387-951
Billy Joel -Storm Front
(Columba) 387-902

Faith No More -The Real
Thing (Reprise/Slash)

387-399

Billy Idol -Charmed Life
386-789

Dvorak: Violin Concerto,
Romance. Carnival Over
Mkdon, Mehta, NY Phil
(CBS Master) 386.573
Cher -Heart Of Stone
(Getter 383.893

Don Henley -The End Ot
The Innocence (Gotten)

383.802

Andrew Lloyd Webber -
The Premiere Collection
(MCA) 383-570

Michael Bolton -Soul
Provider (Columbia)

383-083
Gloria Estefan-Cuts
Both Ways (I tiic( 382.341

Tom Petty -Full Moon
Fever (MCA) 382.184

Bonnie Raitt-Nick of
Time (Capitol) 381-087
Richard Marx -Repeat
Offender (EMI) 380-915

Winger -In The Heart Of
The Young (Atlantic)

406.678

Harry Connick, Jr. -We
Are In Love
(Columba) 406-645

Bangles -Greatest Hits
(Columbia) 405-977

The Traveling Wilburys-
Volume One (Wilti)375-089

New Kids On The Block -
Step By Step (Columba)

405.415
Bobby McFerrin -Simple
Pleasures (T MI) 369-306
Milli Vanilli-Girl You
Know It's True (Arista)

379.610
Fleetwood Mac -
Greatest Hits
(Warrior Bros ) 375.782

The Police -Every Breath
You Take The Singles
(ARM) 348-318

Ratt-Detonator (Atlantic)
410.456

Elton John -Greatest Hits
Vol III -1979-1987 (Geffen)

359.612

Paula Abdul -Shut Up
And Dance (The Dance
Mixes) (Virgin) 406-264

HERE'S HOW TO GET YOUR 8 CDs FOR 1c...
Just mail the coupon and we'll send your 8 CDs.

together with a bill for 10, plus shipping and handling.
 You agree to buy just six more selections in the next
three years, at regular Club prices (currently $12.98 to
$15.98. plus shipping and handling) and you may cancel
membership at any time after doing so

Free Music Magazine sent every four weeks (up to 13
times a year). describing the Regular Selection for your
listening interest. plus hundreds of alternates. And Special
Selection mailings up to six times a year (total of up to 19
buying opportunities).
 Buy only what you want! If you want the Regular or
Special Selection, do nothing it will be sent automatically.
If you'd prefer an alternate selection, or none at all, lust
mail the response card always provided by the date
specified
 You always have 10 days to decide; if not, you may
return the Selection at our expense

Half -Price Bonus Plan. If you continue your
membership after fulfilling your obligation, you'll be eligible
for our money saving bonus plan. It lets you buy one CD at
half-price for each CD you buy at regular Club price.

10 -Day Free Trial. We'll send details of the Club's
operation with your introductory package. If not satisfied.
return everything within 10 days and you will have no
further obligation.

Extra Bonus Offer: you may take one additional CD
right now at the super -low price of only $6 95 and you are
then entitled to take an extra CD as a bonus FREE! And
you'll receive your discounted CD and your bonus CD with
your 8 introductory selections a total of 10 CDs in all!

Selections with two numbers count as two selections
-write each number ins separate box 'r 1991 Columbia House

CA NI slit! 1 IRK SE:11.rn.11autc.1 \4''811
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Number 6

Michael Hedges Plays Something
Unusual. It's Called A Guitar.

The music Michael Hedges plays

is unusual. Some say radical. It bor-

rows from jar, rap, folk, rock, funk,

classical. And gives back something

that goes beyond genre.

And one reason Hedges' music is

so different is that his definition of a

guitar isn't limited to six strings

raw, chunky sound that Hedges simultaneously. This is sonic territory

achieves by hitting strings so hard never before ex -

they rebound plored on guitar.

against the f -et- But despite his

board, creatiig a lust for new toys -

percussive feeling. like 11 -and 17 -

On another string harp guitars,The HD8's Izalco, -tweeter and woofer
song, Point A, he accurately recreate Jlichael lkdges' guitar. and a snazzy

Get a 10 -song Up Close Michael Hedges CD compilation. Se al 85 check to: Boston Acoustics. Dept. U6, PO. Box 62.5, Holmes. PA 19043.Allow 4-6 weeks for delivers.
Offer good until Feb. 25. 1991 or while supplies last.

and an EADGBE tuning.To

that's only a foundation.

Take, for example, the

song, The Rootwitch, from

his latest Windham Hill

recording, Taproot. On it,

Hedges employs a Martin

D-28 in a BADEAB tuning.

What's different here, is

that Hedges uses neither

strumming nor plucking

on The Rootwitch - only

hammer-ons, pull -offs

and slaps. The result: a

Hedges,

The HD in HEM mecns High Definition.
By keeping rattle and diffraction to an
absolute minimum, we're managed to

create one of the tightest, cleanest
bookshelf speakers you're ever heard.

At any price.

plays a Steinberger guitar with

TransTrem'; a whammy bar that

shifts among six

different keys.

As Hedges plays

chords and t.ar-

monics, he

deftly changes

key several

times in the

same phrase,

using the

TransTrem to

bend each Kte

6 -string bass with whammy bar-

Hedges never lets his gear get the

best of him. In fact, listening to his

five releases leaves one wondering if

he was born with twelve fingers on

each hand.

Visit a Boston Acoustics dealer

and hear Michael Hedges on a pair of

HD8 Bookshelf Speakers.

Music this good should be heard

on speakers this good.

Boston Acoustics



Announcing the Seventh Annual

RODRIGUES CARTOON
CAPTION CONTEST

SHARPEN your wits, don your
thinking caps, and enter the
Seventh Annual Rodrigues Car-
toon Caption Contest. Once

again the editors have commissioned
the artist Charles Rodrigues to supply
a drawing, and we invite the readers to
submit funny captions for it.

The person who sends in the caption
judged to be the most amusing will
receive the original drawing shown
below, a cash prize of $100, and the
distinction of seeing his or her name in
this magazine along with the winning
caption when the contest results are
announced. If you win, you will have
the pleasure of knowing not only that
you have succeeded but that thou-
sands of others have failed.

Anyone may enter, and there is no
limit to the number of times you may
enter, but each caption submitted must
be on a separate sheet of paper that
also contains the clearly legible name
and address of the person who submits
it. Entries with more than one caption
per page will be disqualified. All en-
tries must be received by STEREO RE-
VIEW no later than March 1, 1991.

In addition to members of the edito-
rial staff of STEREO REVIEW and Rodri-
gues himself, the distinguished panel
of judges will include the winners of
the six previous contests: Thomas
Briggle, of Akron, Ohio; Michael Bin -
yon, of Los Osos, California; Bruce
Barstow, of Philadelphia, Pennsyl-
vania; Matt Mirapaul, of Evanston,

Illinois; Marc Welenteychik, of Rich-
mond. Virginia; and Douglas Daugh-
hetee, of Augusta, Georgia. (We are
proud of that broad, coast -to -coast
geographical distribution.) Entries will
be judged on the basis of originality,
appropriateness, and humor, and the
decision of the judges will be final.

So take pen in hand, take a look at
the drawing on this page and let your
creative imagination take over. Who
are those guys in front of Plaza Stereo?
And why are they driving stakes
through those speakers? And where is
that store anyway, in Transylvania? In
Twin Peaks? The world is waiting for
your ideas on this subject.

The winning caption (and a selection
of runners up) will be published in the
June or July issue. Every year we plan
to announce the winner in June, but in
the history of this contest we have
never managed to complete the ardu-
ous task of judging before the July
issue. This may be the year we sur-
prise you.

The usual restrictions and disclaim-
ers are printed below. Send entries to:

Rodrigues Contest
STEREO REVIEW
1633 Broadway
New York, NY 10019

No purchase is necessary. Anyone may enter
except the staff of Stereo Review and its parent
company (Hachette Magazines, Inc.) and their
immediate families. All entries become the
property of Stereo Review, and none will be
returned. If you wish to be notified of the results
of the contest by mail, send a stamped self-
addressed envelope to the above address.

In the unlikely event of duplicate entries, the
one first received will be considered the winning
entry. The names of the winner and perhaps a
dozen runners-up will be published in Stereo
Review and may appear in promotional literature

for the magazine. Submitting an entry will be
deemed consent for such use.

Stereo Review will arrange the delivery of the
prize; any tax on it will be the responsibilty of the
winner. The judges have every intention of
reaching a decision in time for the publication of
the results in the June 1991 issue, but Stereo
Review reserves the right to delay the
announcement until July if the response is as
oventhelming as last year's.
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HOW MUCH
SHOULD A GOOD

AMPLIFIER COST?
Reflections on the esoteric myths and economic realities

of power amplifier design, by Bob Carver

I hum!) thnrugh Audu).s Annual Equipment
Directory and you'll see vivid proof that all
power amplifiers are neither created equal nor

priced equally.
Two hundred watts per channel can

cost you as much as $8,400 or as little as
$599. You can own an amp from a multi-
national mega -manufacturer who also
makes TV's, microwaves and cellular

phones. Or an amp from a company
so small that the designer is

also the assembler and
shipping clerk.

Can it be that ampli-
fiers are sonically
equal? Some seem to
have muscular power
reserves far beyond
their FTC -rated out-

put. Others sound great
until they're challenged by a dynamic passage
and then sound like a Buick hitting a row of
garbage cans. Some are (to indulge in audio-
phile jargon) so "fluid" that you practically need
a drop cloth under them. Others seem to sound
harsh, "metallic" and brittle at any output level.

A casual comparison of perceived sound
quality versus price tags may lead to an erro-
neous conclusion: that an amplifier must be
expensive to sound good.

The truth is a bit more complicated:
Cosmetic glitz aside, an amplifier's cost is pri-
marily determined by its power supply./ In
other words, within reason, you generally do
get what you pay for when you buy a conven-
tional amp design. But the key word here is
"conventional."

My decidedly un-conventional Magnetic
Field Power Supply is capable of outperforming
conventional power supplies of the same size.
Result: A significantly better power amplifier
value for you.

Let me explain.

NO MAGIC. JUST FOUR CRITICAL
QUANTITATIVE FACTORS.

When I fervently state that "the sound ofan
amplifier need not be related to its price," you
might think we're veering off into the land of

Snake Oil and Gimmicks. Quite the contrary.
I and other members of the scientific audio

community know that just four factors deter-
mine the sonic characteristics of an amplifier:

1. Current output
2. Voltage output
3.Power output
4. Transfer function a s evidenced by the
interrelationship of frequency response and output impedance.

These factors transcend the usual trivial
debates over tubes vs. solid state, MOS-FETs vs.
bi-polar, Class A vs. AB, silver Leitz wiring vs.
copper, gold-plated front panels, WonderCaps
and my favorite: hand -ground -open transistors
filled with a proprietary crystalline substance
that stops ringing (honest, I'm not kidding!). An
amp can have any combination of these enter-
taining variables (plus special bricks stacked on
top) and yes, sound wonderful...provided it
ALSO has high current, voltage and power out-
put and the correct output impedance.

Thus the Four Factors explain why expen-
sive amplifiers generally sound better than
cheap amplifiers. But also why that doesn't
necessarily have to be the case.

FACTORS 1.3: THE POWER SUPPLY
BEHIND THE SOUND

An amplifier's power supply produces cur-
rent and voltage. A preponderance of one
without the other is meaningless .2 To maxi-
mize SIMULTANEOUS current and voltage out-
put using traditional design approaches costs
serious
money. For
example, we
recently tested a
competitor's
$2,000 amplifier

of that money
being spent
on an amaz-

$2,000, with most

111

that was rated at
20 watts/channel.
Believe me, from
a parts and mate-
rials standpoint, it
was worth

-.

144

ingly rugged
power sup or

-

ply. Another more
extreme example is
my own ultra -con-
ventional Silver
Seven Tube amplifier design. Its "money -is -no-
object" power supply helps set the price of a
pair of S -7's at around $20,000.00.

Now, since it is universally agreed among
amplifier designers that current/voltage/power
output directly affects the sound of an amplifier,

CURRENT



and since good
traditional
power supplies
are costly, price
and sonic qual-
ity ARE often
closely related

But what it
there was a
way around the
economic con-
straints of con-
ventional, inefficient power
supplies? What if there was
a power supply that could
deliver awesome simultaneous current and volt-
age into real -world speaker impedances with-
out shocking your pocketbook?

That's just what my patented Magnetic Field
Power Supply does. Without gimmicks, mysti-
cism or loss of bass response. Simply put, a
Magnetic Field Power Supply uses progressively
more of each line voltage swing as amplifier
power demand increases. It's just plain more
efficient. How and why this works is explained
in our new White Paper called "The Magnetic
Field Story Parts I, II & 111"which you can get
free by calling 1-800-443-CAVR.

Right now, let's consider the tangible bene-
fits. The series of comparison charts in this ad
shows how my Magnetic Field Power Supply
successfully hard-
and-fast rule that high-performance power sup-
plies must be expensive. Amp X is a highly -

respected solid state
design rated at 200
watts into 8 ohms. It
cost $5,500. My
TFM-45 is rated at
375 watts per
channel both
channels driven
into 8 ohms 20-
20KHz with less
than 0.1% THD. It
has a suggested retail
of $949.

Even more
impressive is this
same sort of
comparison
chart with the

TFM-45 vs. other
amplifiers in its own
price range. In defer-
ence to how utterly

we trounce similarly -priced, conventional com-
petition, we've confined those charts to our
new White Paper.

To summarize: Magnetic Field Power
Supply technology allows reasonably -priced
power amplifier designs to deliver simultaneous

VOLTAGE

TFM-45; 375 watts RMS/ch. into 80
20-20kHz with no more than 0.5% THD
($949 sugg. retail land TFM-15; 100 watts
RMS/ch. into 8tt 20-20kHz with no more
than 0.1% THD ($399 suggested retail).

current and voltage
levels previously
only found in
extremely expen-
sive "esoteric"
designs. Or to
look at it another
way, in a given
price range (say
$900-$1,000),

Carver simply gives
you far more for
your money.

FACTOR 4: TRANSFER FUNCTION
Consider two hypothetical ampli-

fiers with identical power supplies. Same
power rating; same gain, etc. Yet they still
sound different when powering identical
speakers through identical cables.

Why? A fourth quantifiable factor is at
work. One that, unlike power supply output,
is totally independent of economic constraints.

I've left Factor 4 (transfer function/frequen-
cy response/damping) until last intentionally.
Because until an amplifier can deliver sufficient
power with simultaneous current and voltage
(Factors 1-3), transfer func-
tion is immaterial.

Frankly, I'm guilty of
not making this fully clear
in the past. Some readers
may have gotten the
impression that by magi-
cally adjusting some
arcane parameter called
transfer function, one
could somehow cause a cheap amp to sound
like an expensive one. Nothing could be fur-
ther from the truth. If there's no guts (power
supply), there's no glory (optimized transfer
function).

By transfer function, I mean the effect an
amplifier's output impedance has on real world
frequency response. I don't mean the flat, "DC
to light" Rated Full Power Bandwidth found in
column 11 of Audio's Equipment Directory,
which is measured using a resistor as a load.
Rather, I'm referring to the frequency response
curve that occurs when an amplifier and
speaker cables interact with a specific speaker.

As distinctive as a fingerprint, this curve
determines the "sound" of each amplifier
design. Its warmth or harshness. The quality
of the bass. The definition of its upper regis-
ters. Even the configuration of the stereo
"sound stage" it can create.

My engineering department and I are capa-
ble of making one amplifier design sound like

another amplifier design to within 99 parts out
of 100 (a null of 40dB). For example, we've
used Transfer Function Calibration to closely
emulate the sonic characteristics of my refer-
ence Silver Seven in our TFM-45 and TFM-42
solid state designs. In other cases we've used
the process to simply adjust the sound of an
amplifier to have pleasant but unique sonic
characteristics: in general, a warm "tube" sound
with rich, rolling bass and soft yet detailed tre-
ble (such as our TFM-22/25 , S -7t and TFM-15).
Either way, we use painstaking measurement
and adjustment processes to finetune output
impedance/frequency response. Not magic.

And, needless to say, we start with highly
capable power amplifier designs before the
Transfer Function Modification process.

ARE YOU INTRIGUED-OR THREATENED?
My Transfer Function Calibrated power

amplifiers have suggested retail prices of from
$399 to $1,000. That I even dare to suggest
they can sound as good as designs in the
$2,000 to $6,000 price range has not endeared
me with some audiophiles or underground
magazine writers.

That's a real shame, because I have abso-
lutely nothing but respect for
well -made, high -ticket con-
ventional amplifiers. Like
Rolexes and Lamborghini's,
they are a joy to own if you
can afford them. But just as a
Rolex doesn't tell time any
better than the inexpensive
watch I'm wearing right now,
good sound does not neces-

sarily have to be costly.
If this concept intrigues you, please visit a

Carver dealer soon. Bring demo material
you're familiar with and be willing to do some
critical listening. Compare my designs to com-
petition costing about the same amount as well
as to more expensive models.

Your ears alone should be the final arbiter. I

feel confident that you will join the tens of
thousands of audiophiles who have gotten the
best possible value by owning Carver.

Amplifier with resistor test load

Same amplifier connected to cables and
loudspeaker

Bob Carver, President

CARVER
CARVER CORP., LYNNWOOD, WA, U.S.A. 1-800-443-CAVR

Distributed in Canada by Evolution Audio Inc. 1-14161847-8888

I My definition of cosmetic glitz is any part of an amplifier whose sole audio contribution is to cause one's friends to go. "O0000!!" when they see
one's new purchase. hity own Silver Seven amplifier's nand -rubbed piano lacquer and solid granite surfaces meet this definition.

2 Since power (watts) equals voltage times current, the same wattage can represent significantly different combinations of voltage andcurrent -
and thus very different performance into the same load.



More people.
who make music
fora living make,
mix and master it
on JBL than on any
other monitor on

the planet.

THE L SERIES FROM JBL: SAME MADE -FROM -SCRATCH COMPONENTS, SAME TITANIUM

TRANSDUCERS, SAME STUDIO MONITOR SOUND AS THE PROS. PLUS A 5 -YEAR WARRANTY-
10 YEARS IF YOU BUY A PAIR ANYTIME BETWEEN OCAOBER 1, 1990 AND JANUARY 31, 1991.

N A HARMAN INTERNATIONAL COMPANY  240 CROSSWAYS PARK WEST. WOODBURY. NEW YORK 11797  850C BALBOA BOULEVARD. NORTHRIDGE. CA 91329
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Making sure that

your audievideo

system does what

ifs meant to do

-thirteenth

in a series on the

basics of audio.

BI IAN G. MASTERS

AT one time, it might have
been reasonable to think
of "a stereo" as one ob-
ject, contained in a single

cabinet that just had to be plugged in
and turned on. Some modest units
today fit that description as well, but
to obtain anything more than minimal
sound quality, you need a stereo sys-
tem made up of separate components,
usually from a variety of sources.
Once you have selected your equip-
ment, bought it, and taken it home,
therefore, you will be faced with the
challenge of setting it all up and mak-
ing it work together.

It is possible to have your dealer put
the system together for you, but that
won't help if you have to move the
system later or if you make additions
to it. You will understand your system
much better if you roll up your sleeves
and do it yourself. But that need not be
difficult as long as you approach the
task in an organized fashion.

To take advantage of the capabili-
ties of even a modest system, you will
have to plan it carefully and pay a great
deal of attention to both the physical
placement and the interconnection of
the various components. When you
are making your equipment pur-

chases, bear in mind what you will
eventually have to do to make the
system work.

Alf systems require wires, for in-
stance, so before you leave the store
make sure you have enough. Most
components are supplied with the ap-
propriate patch cords, but a few may
not be, so rather than get all the boxes
home and then find you have to run out
and buy more wires before you can
even begin, it's a good idea to make
sure they are included at the store.
Comial cable for video signals is one
sort of wire you might have to buy
separately, as the lengths typically in-
cluded with vat's are minimal.

The one thing you will definitely
have to buy is speaker wire. As to the
sort you should choose, the main de-
termining factor is the wire's thick-
ness. Most specialty speaker cables
are heavy enough to be appropriate for
the longest runs (but this category
definitely doesn't include the sort of
light, clear -plastic -coated wire often
labeled "speaker wire"). When you
buy conventional wire, however,
you'll find there is a wide choice of
thicknesses. Ordinary 18 -gauge lamp
cord is probably adequate for short
runs of, say, 15 feet or less, and few
installations require anything heavier
than 16 -gauge. For very long runs,
however, you should step up to 14- or
even 12 -gauge cable.

Unpacking
Once you have brought home every-

thing you need, there will be a strong
temptation to rip all the boxes open
immediately, pull out the components,
and plug them together in some fash-
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The first CD Carousel
with Denon sound quality.

The sound quality and per-
formance features that have made
Denon Single -play CD players
widely regarded as the best
sounding have now been incor-
porated in Denon's first Carousel
CD player.

The 5 -disc DCM-350 fea-
tures the same 8X oversampling,
20 -bit digital filter and dual
Super Linear Converters found in
Denon's top -rated models.
Denon's dedication to perform-
ance means that each Super
Linear Converter is hand -tuned
for lowest noise and best linearity.
This advanced digital signal pro-
cessing and conversion system
fully resolves musical detail and
For Product Information

accurately reproduces all the
liveliness and air of the original
recording.

In multi -disc players, the
transport is an important key to
performance. The superior trans-
port technology which has made
Denon famous in both CD and
turntable categories is found in
the DCM-350. Its integrated laser
transport and disc carousel not
only provides outstanding acous-
tic and mechanical isolation, it
also allows uninterrupted play
while two of the five discs are
changed.

If the essence of a CD
changer is convenience, the
DCM-350 covers this base in

Call 1400-8814-14237

Denon America Inc.. 222 New Road. Parsippany. NJ 07054 12011575-7810

CIRCLE NO 27 ON READER SERVICE CARD

spades. It offers a 32 track mem-
ory plus programmable, disc
sequential and full random play
modes; all terrific features in a
multi -disc machine. Plus, there
is a full -function remote control
with direct track selection from
the remote's keypad. Recogniz-
ing that the DCM-350 will find
its way into many of the most
sophisticated systems, Denon
has even provided a coaxial
digital output.

Carousel CD changers have
been out for a while now. But the
DCM-350 is the first to carry the
Denon name. Which again proves
Denon's belief that being best is
more important than being first.

DENON
The first Hume it, digital audio.



ion just to see how they work. While
this is a natural enough impulse, it's
one that should be controlled-a more
methodical approach will reduce the
likelihood of mistakes.

Before you proceed, look at the first
few pages of the instruction book for
each component for any specific direc-
tions about unpacking. When you
have removed a component, put all the
packing material back in the carton
and save the box. If you have to send
equipment in for service, or when you
move to a new home, you will need the
cartons. Check the back of each com-
ponent, note down all the serial num-
bers, and put your list in a safe place.

Some components require a small
amount of assembly or adjustment be-
fore they can be used. Most CD play-
ers, and some cassette decks, have
transit screws to keep their moving
parts from rattling around during ship-
ment, and these screws must be loos-
ened or removed. One piece of equip-
ment that often needs considerable
assembly is a turntable: You may have
to install the platter, the dust cover,
the tonearm counterweight, or the car-
tridge headshell. Although it's a good
idea to put everything together right
out of the box, the final assembly
stage-balancing and adjusting the
tonearm and cartridge-should be left
until the turntable is in its final playing
position.

A rough positioning of the compo-
nents at this stage will show you what
works physically. You may find that
the receiver, say, looks peculiar sitting
on top of the cassette deck because it's
an inch wider; or the CD player might
be 3 inches deeper than the VCR and
will sit on it only at an angle. It is easier
to rearrange the components now, be-
fore they are connected together. Also
keep in mind things that will make the
system easier to operate after it is set
up. For instance, if you intend to make
a lot of audio recordings, place the
cassette deck where its level meters
will be easily visible. And make sure
that there is a clear line of sight from
your listening position to components
with infrared remote controls.

A Matter of Power
Before you deal with any signal con-

nections, you will have to decide how
to get AC power to each of the compo-
nents. With most systems, it is desir-
able to have everything operate from a

single power switch, usually on the
receiver. Most receivers, integrated
amplifiers, and preamps have both
switched and unswitched AC outlets on
the back, but unless you have a very
uncomplicated system, you will prob-
ably not be able to connect everything
directly to these outlets. If the other
components have their own outlets,
you may be able to string them togeth-
er in series, but make sure that the
total maximum power consumption of
all the components does not exceed
the controlling component's capacity.
An alternative is to buy a power strip

gl 9

with fivefive or six AC outlets and a master
power switch.

Some equipment is intolerant of
having AC power completely removed.
With a videocassette recorder, for in-
stance, shutting off the power any-
where but at its own switch will dis-
able its clock and timer and may erase
any channel presets in its memory.
Such components have to be powered
from the unswitched outlet of your
receiver or amplifier or even directly
from a wall outlet.

Whatever arrangement you decide
on, one thing you should avoid is a
tangle of power cords behind the sys-
tem. Not only do these cords have a
tendency to tie themselves in knots,

but there is a risk that tangles will
cause audible hum. Most power cords
come coiled up and held either by a
plastic retainer or a twist tie of some
sort; undo enough of the cord to reach
to the appropriate power outlet and
secure the rest with the supplied re-
tainer. Then label each plug in case it
has to be disconnected and reconnect-
ed later. In fact, all the cables that tie
your system together should be la-
beled. Patch cords look pretty much
alike, and once the system is wired up,
it's often hard to tell what leads where.
You may want to change things in the
future, and labels will save you a lot of
trouble.

First Connections
At this stage you should place each

component close to its final position,
but without obscuring the connections
on the rear panel. Attach the speaker
cables to the output terminals of the
amplifier or receiver, being sure to
observe any polarity markings ( + and
- or red and black), and check to
make sure there are no whiskers of
wire protruding that might short-cir-
cuit against the chassis or the other
terminal.

Next, if you've chosen separates
instead of a receiver, connect the cen-
tral audio components-the power
amplifier, preamplifier, and tuner or
the integrated amplifier and tuner-
using the appropriately marked cords
(make sure the power switches are
off). When you have this nucleus as-
sembled, perform a few simple tests to
make sure it is connected properly.

Before you turn the power on,
check the various controls on the re-
ceiver or preamplifier to make sure
that the tape -monitor switches are off,
that the tone controls are in the "flat"
position, that the balance control is in
the center, and that any speaker -selec-
tion switches are activated correctly
for your setup. With the level controls
down, turn on the power and observe
whether all the appropriate pilot lights
are illuminated. Select FM as a signal
source and tune in a station, then turn
the sound up gradually. Observe
whether sound is being produced and
whether it is coming out of both speak-
ers. If there is any problem, shut the
system down immediately and re-
check your connections and settings.

If you're hearing sound from both
speakers, turn the balance control all
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the wayway to the left and then to the right,
and note whether sound is being pro-
duced only by the appropriate speaker
in each case. Next, place the speakers
a few feet apart, and feed a mono
signal to both of them at equal level. If
the speakers are in phase (that is, if
they have the correct relative polari-
ty), the sound should appear to come
from a very distinct point midway
between the speakers. To exaggerate
the effect, put your head directly be-
tween them-the sound should seem
to originate right between your ears. If
you are in any doubt, reverse the wires
for one speaker only and repeat the
test; the difference will immediately
be obvious.

Once the central components and
the speakers are working properly, it's
time to deal with the source compo-
nents. Most of us spend a large portion
of our hi-fi listening time tuned to FM,
SO it's worth taking some trouble to
make sure you are receiving a high -

quality signal. This can be simple or
difficult, but you never really know
until you hook up an antenna and see
what it does.

The simplest antenna is the T -shape
wire dipole provided with most receiv-
ers and tuners. For many applications,
particularly in cities, where you are
close to the broadcasting antennas, a
dipole is enough, but it has to be
positioned carefully. Hook it to the
300 -ohm antenna terminals on the rear
panel of your receiver or tuner, and
then move it about until the reception
is best. It's not a good idea to nail the
dipole to the wall just yet, however, as
you may well find a better position
after living with it for a while.

If the dipole turns out to be clearly
inadequate, an indoor tunable antenna
may be the answer. The next step up is
the rooftop antenna, but this may be
impossible if, say, you live in an apart-
ment building. In that case, you may
have to subscribe to your cable -Tv
company's FM feed, if one is available.

When it comes to other sources, you
may have to make some decisions,
especially if you want to attach more
than one recording device. All but the
most modest of receivers and pream-
plifiers provide two or more tape -mon-
itor circuits, and these are usually in-
terconnected in some way, so this is
the time to decide which recorder
should be attached to which circuit. If
you are planning to use your system

for dubbing tapes, the choice may be
critical, as many preamps and receiv-
ers allow copying from Deck A to
Deck B, but not the other way around.

Setting up your tape equipment is
normally straightforward, but it can be
more complicated if it has to be done in
conjunction with a signal processor-
an equalizer, say, or a surround -sound
decoder. With some receivers and am-
plifiers, a signal processor will have to
be placed in one of the tape -monitor
loops. For this reason, most such com-
ponents have built-in tape -monitor cir-
cuits to replace the ones they occupy.

The remaining components, such as
compact disc or videodisc players,
should be much simpler to hook up
because they are single-ended-they
simply supply a signal to be repro-
duced. The only difficulty you are
likely to face with this sort of equip-
ment is if you have more of it than your
preamp or receiver can accommodate.
The best way to prevent this is by
choosing equipment with the right
number of inputs in the first place.

The Vinyl Touch
Although more and more buyers are

choosing to do without vinyl capabili-
ty, anyone with a collection of LP'S
will undoubtedly add a turntable, and
that should be set up next. Most turn-
tables are supplied with a tonearm
already mounted, but in some very
ambitious systems, tonearms are sep-

arate components. Where possible, it
is advisable to have your dealer mount
the arm before delivery; but if you
find that you have to do it yourself,
follow the instructions exactly-any
shortcuts can seriously compromise
performance.

It's more probable that you will
have to mount just the phono car-
tridge. Be very careful to observe
things like overhang and positioning in
the headshell, and make sure that the
electrical connections are both secure
and correct-most tonearm and car-
tridge manufacturers color -code the
connections, but some don't. If you
have a modular P -mount cartridge and
arm, things will be much simpler: Just
plug the cartridge in and forget it.

After you have put together the
turntable/arm/cartridge combination,
move it to its final position and hook it
up. A separate ground wire is included
because the signal from a phono car-
tridge is extremely weak and therefore
more susceptible to hum than other
parts of the system. It's a matter of
insurance and is often not needed.

The Last Step
As you gradually interconnect your

equipment, you will probably place
the pieces in their final positions.
What you should leave until last is the
most critical part of the system: the
speakers. The sound they will produce
is as much a product of their acoustic
environment as of their inherent prop-
erties, so great care must be taken to
insure they are performing optimally.

Make sure the speakers are in
acoustic environments that follow the
manufacturer's suggestions, if any,
and that their respective placements
are as similar as possible. Surfaces
close to the speakers have a profound
influence on the overall impression a
speaker makes. It's important that the
two channels sound alike, and this is
extremely hard to achieve if the room
acts on them differently. So avoid
putting one speaker in a corner and the
other along a wall or next to a door-
way, for example. Be prepared to
move the speakers around a bit-
sometimes very slight adjustments of
position can result in dramatic im-
provements in the sound.

NEXT: Making sure your audio system
will sound as good years from now as it
does today.
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Today's Generation
Of Music Lovers

Years ago, it didn't matter what speakers looked
like as long as they sounded good. Admittedly,
some of the best sounding speakers did not
always blend perfectly into everyone's decor.

Today, those of us who consider
music an important part of our life
and who demand the highest
performance possible from our
stereo components prefer that our
loudspeakers reflect our lifestyle by

complementing our taste in home
furnishings.

The new RTA 15TL,
representing over 18 years of Polk's
research and development, is
already setting new standards of
sonic excellence. And its elegant
cabinet is a beautiful visual addition to any
environment or listening room.

By using a rare ULV Magnetic Fluid
to cool a tweeter's voice coil, both

performance and reliability
are vastly increased.

Low Viscosity Magnetic Fluid, nearly as thin as

water, to cool the SL 3000's voice coil, power
handling capacity would increase. Indeed, the
SL 3000 tweeter can significantly exceed normal
listening levels without loss of performance or

reliability.

The Clear Imaging of Polk's
Line Source Array

By arranging its four 6 1/2" drivers in
a vertical line source along with the

SL 3000 tweeter, superior imaging and
midrange purity is achieved. This line
source technology is the same advanced

principal used in Polk's flagship
"Signature Reference Series."

By clearly focusing midrange

frequencies and avoiding floor and ceiling
reflections, Polk's Line Source delivers a

wide open, natural sound without tonal coloration.
Consequently, the RTA 15TL performs superbly
in a wide variety of room sizes and placements.

s-peake seduce -the

It All Begins With The Remarkable
SL 3000 Trilaminate Tweeter

Working with the Johns Hopkins University
Center for Non -Destructive Testing, Polk
engineers utilized Laser Interferometry to test
tweeter designs and materials. They found that
ultimately, by vapor -depositing stainless steel and
aluminum to a polyamide dome surface, an

extended, very flat

frequency response,

out to 26 kHz, was
achieved.

Polk also

discovered that by
using a rare Ultra

Polk RTA Series

Polk's Line Source Technology reduces floor and ceiling reflections by focusing the
vertical dispersion of midrange frequencies.

Controlling Diffraction To
Create A Lifelike Stage

The grille of the RTA 15TL has been specially
designed to eliminate mid and high frequency
diffraction and to actually enhance dispersion.
In fact, the RTA 15TL sounds better with the
grille on than off.



And to eliminate any possibility of phase
anomalies and other colorations, Polk developed a
unique "diffraction spoiler" which dramatically
improves audible frequency response and imaging.

By controlling diffraction, "smearing" of the
sonic image and "peaky" characteristics are
eliminated.

Polk Bass: Deep, Powerful & Tight

Two independently tuned, 10 inch bass
radiators, one facing front, one facing rear, deliver
the impressive bass for which Polk is known. These
two radiators move a significant amount of air and
at the same time produce a more accurate
reproduction of an instrument's timbre and
transience than a single conventional woofer. This
configuration provides the tight, well defined bass
normally associated with small systems combined
with the deep, powerful performance found in
large systems.

Listen To The Next Generation
Of Loudspeakers

The new RTA 15TL is both a sonic and
aesthetic breakthrough. It is also priced to create a

new standard in value. Ask for a demonstration at
your authorized Polk dealer. You'll hear the detail,
depth and excitement of a live performance.

You'll hear...and see... the next generation of
loudspeakers.

file Speaker Specialist

5601 Metro Drive, Baltimore, MD 21215 (301)358-3600
CIRCLE NO. 90 ON READER SERVICE CARD

n,as.

The RJA 15TL is available in natural oak, natural
walnut and hhu k oak wood Veneer finishes.

Where to buy Polk Speakers? For your nearest dealer, see page 125.
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by Ian G. Masters

Concealing Wiring
QThe cables joining my rear speakers
and subwoofer to the rest of the

system are currently hidden under the
edges of the living -room carpet, along the
walls. We plan to install hardwood floors,
which will have to be applied directly to
the concrete slab beneath, but we don't
want the wires to be visible. Any sugges-
tions on hiding the wiring and on how that
should affect the choice of cables?

FRANK O'HALLORAN
Folsom, LA

AYour options depend to some extent
on how the room is built. It may be

possible, for instance, to poke a couple of
small holes at each end of the side walls
and fish the cables through, or a dropped
ceiling may permit stringing the wires
overhead. If these approaches are not
feasible, the task of hiding the wires
becomes harder but not necessarily im-
possible.

In the first place, you might consider
placing the subwoofer up front rather
than in the back. Its position is not really
critical, so you can put it pretty much
wherever the wiring permits. As for the
rear speakers, they probably will not
have to handle large amounts of power,
so it may be possible to use fairly light
wire, which would be easier to hide than
heavy -gauge cables.

If you are contemplating some sort of
baseboard at the bottom of the walls, that
might serve to cover the wires. Some
types of molding have space behind
them; if not, placing the baseboard off
the floor (or out from the wall) by the
thickness of the wire would probably not
be noticeable but would enable you to

tuck the cables into the gap. There are
also very flat ribbon cables available that
might fit under a baseboard or even be
glued directly to the wall and concealed
with a coat of paint.

Receiver Strapping
Qam using an old 110 -watt -per -chan-
nel receiver to power my subwoofer.

Is there any way to "strap" the outputs of
the two amplifier channels to yield a sig-
nificant increase in power?

JOHN P. MAKOWSKI
Chicago, IL

A Strapping, or bridging, is a tech-
nique/hi for combining the two chan-

nels of a stereo amplifier to produce a
single mono signal of higher power, typi-
cally somewhat higher than the sum of
the two channels operating normally. It
may seem an attractive way to power a
mono subwoofer, but it only works if the
amplifier was specifically designed to
operate that way. The instruction manual
should tell you how to go about it if you
can; if it doesn't mention it, don't try to
do it.

I doubt there would be much benefit in
your case anyway. An amplifier that puts
out more than 100 watts should be more
than powerful enough even for quite
insensitive subwoofers, and doubling the
power would yield only a barely audible
increase of 3 dB in volume.

Variable -Level Outputs
QMy CDplayer and cassette deck both

have variable -level output controls,
so I have eliminated the need for a pream-
plifier by feeding both components direct-
ly to the inputs of my power amplifier. To
change the source, I simply unplug the
power -amp leads from one component
and attach it to the other. Would the level
control on a preamplifier be sufficiently
superior to the output controls I am using
now to make adding the extra component
worthwhile?

GREGORY A. WAGENER
Chicago, IL

A simple level control, whether in-
serted in the output stages of a CD

player or included in a preamplifier, is a
pretty benign thing and unlikely to cause
signal degradation. The setup you are
now using would therefore not be im-
proved significantly by the use of fixed -
level outputs and a preamp.

I suspect, however, that your power
amplifier has its own input -level con-
trols. If not, you would be likely to get
some very unpleasant-and potentially
damaging-noises when you switch ca-
bles between your CD player and cassette
deck (unless you shut off the power be-
fore changing sources). If your amp does

have an input control, the path with the
fewest circuit elements would be from the
player's fixed outputs to the amplifier's
inputs, with the playing level controlled
at the amplifier. This setup might mean
some sacrifice in convenience, though,
and any audible improvement it might
provide (very unlikely) would be
negligible.

Speaker Standards
QAlmost all speaker -sensitivity rat-

ings I have seen are given in de SPL
(decibels of sound -pressure level) mea-
sured at I meter with I watt input. In
STEREO REVIEW'S speaker reviews, how-
ever, the measurement is made with a
2.83 -volt input. What, if anything, is the
standard?

M. TOD WHITLEY
Gardendale, TX

AOne-watt/one-meter is one of those
easily remembered formulas that ad

writers like, and that's probably why it is
the closest thing to an accepted standard
in speaker specifications. Unfortunately,
it's a little misleading.

The power flowing from an amplifier
into a loudspeaker at any given moment
is determined by the voltage being pro-
duced by the amp and by the impedance
of the speaker. Impedance is a complex
thing, however, and though most speak-
ers have a "nominal" impedance ex-
pressed by a single number, usually 8
ohms, in reality this rating is only an
average. Almost all speakers have im-
pedances that vary significantly with fre-
quency-much higher at some frequen-
cies, lower at others-so the power in
the circuit varies all over the place even
if the amplifier's output voltage remains
constant. But a loudspeaker with flat
frequency response will produce the
same output at all frequencies for a given
input voltage, even if the impedance,
and thus the power, changes radically
with frequency. Consequently, the sensi-
ble thing is to specify sensitivity for a
standard input voltage rather than a stan-
dard input power, which would tend to
give different outputs at different fre-
quencies.

If specification writers could break
themselves of the 1-watt/l-meter chant
and specify a standard voltage instead,
the result would be more consistent sen-
sitivity ratings that would take into ac-
count both overall impedance differ-
ences between speakers and frequency
effects as well. The natural voltage to
specify, although admittedly this is arbi-
trary, is one that would produce 1 watt
into a purely resistive load of 8 ohms:
that is, 2.83 volts. In most cases, the "1
watt" you see on a specification sheet is
just a catchy shorthand rendering of
"2.83 volts." 0
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A Rare

One of 'Americas Ten Best Designs.' among all
product; produced in the U.S .A. in 19881

- Fortune Magazine

"Superbsoundald virtual invisibility."

"Side byside wtts speakers costing three to five
times as much, the AM -5 consistently produced
the MO -E excitinc and listenable sound..."

-Sreo Review. Juliar Hirsch

ACT
NOW!

Offer Ends
December 31,

1990
For detais, and the name of a
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1-800.144BOSE.
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In Cen,.. call 1.80C-485-BOSE

GIVE
us your old
speakers...

GET
at least $1C 0*
toward
breakthrough
Acoustimass
speaker
technology!

You'll get at least $100 for your old
speakers, regardless of condition,

when you trade up to the
revolutionary Bose
Acoustimass-5 speaker
system! Limited time
offer - act now!

1

Bose Acoustimass-a5
styling alternative.

 System consists of two
cube arrays and an easily
concealable Acoustimass
bass module.

BONUS OFFERS!
 Free compact disc! Send a copy of your
sales receipt to us at the address below, and
we'll send you a free limited edition compact
disc. and the chance for you and a friend to win
a free system!**

 Bose 101 speakers 1/2 -price when you buy
a Bose Acousti mass -5 system and any
surround sound receiver! (Bose 101 quantities
limited.)DOSE
Better sound through research.
'Amount determined by dealer Otter expires December 31 1990 Valid at
participating dealers only Limit one trade per purchase. Offer applies to the Bose
Acoustimassi5/SE5 Directileflectine speaker systems only. CD requests must
be received by Bose by Jar uary 25. 1991 Copyright 1990 Bose Corporation,
Ann Trade -Up Otter, The Mountain. Framingham, MA 01 701-91 68 USA Covered
by patent rights issued andor pending "No purchase required Limit one entry
per person For free entry term, call 1.800.444.BOSE



TECHNICAL TALK

by Julian Hirsch

CAN SPEAKER
PERFORMANCE BE
MEASURED?

/N three words, yes and no. Now
let me expand on that oversimpli-
fied answer. Many aspects of a
loudspeaker's performance can

be measured, but we are concerned,
first and foremost, with somehow de-
fining the sound quality of a speaker
system (normally, a pair of speakers
positioned somewhat arbitrarily in an
undefined room). This, after all, is a
major goal of the speaker reviews in
STEREO REVIEW and other audio
publications.

Let us approach this problem from
two directions: (I) the acoustical stim-
ulus of the listener's eardrums by the
sound field created in a room by the
speakers, and (2) the electrical signal
presented to the speakers' input termi-
nals by an amplifier.

The characteristics of the input sig-
nal are (or can be) known with consid-
erable accuracy and can be taken as
the reference to which the acoustical
stimulus is compared in order to estab-
lish how faithfully the input signal has
been translated into an acoustic pres-
sure wave entering the listener's ear.
One might assume that if the two
waveforms (acoustic and electrical)
are identical, then the transfer of the

electrical input signal to the listener's
brain (or at least to one of its entrance
ports) has been accomplished with a
reasonable degree of accuracy. Alas,
things are not that simple.

For one thing, in order to measure
the sound pressure at the eardrum, it is
necessary to insert a tiny probe micro-
phone into the subject's ear. This is
hardly a normal listening condition,
although the procedure is used in psy-
choacoustic research (usually to mea-
sure the subject's hearing acuity rather
than the quality of a loudspeaker).

The usual alternative way of dealing
with this matter is to use a calibrated
measurement microphone placed ap-
proximately where a listener's ear
might be located in an actual hi-fi
installation. Since reflections of the
sound from the boundaries of the
room, as well as the standing waves
created in the room by those reflected
signals, can have a profound effect on
the result of such a measurement, it is
often made in an anechoic chamber (a
room designed to absorb sound on all
its inner surfaces, thereby eliminating
or reducing reflected energy).

There are several problems in the
use of an anechoic chamber for mea-
surement of loudspeaker sound quali-
ty, although it can be invaluable for
determining the characteristics of in-
dividual drivers. In order to remain
echo -free down to low -bass (or even
mid -bass) frequencies, the chamber
must be very large, and consequently
very expensive. Although many loud-
speaker manufacturers have anechoic
chambers, few of these are big enough
for accurate measurement of the bass
output of even a moderate -price
speaker. Fortunately, there are other
methods of realizing many of the bene-
fits of anechoic measurement without

Tested This Month

OPTIMUS CD -6100
COMPACT DISC PLAYER

PIONEER VSX-D I S
AUDIO/VIDEO RECEIVER

PANASONIC LX -1000
Com BI -PLAYER

KLIPSCH KG3
SPEAKER SYSTEM

DENON DTR-2000
DIGITAL AUDIO TAPE DECK

the use of an anechoic chamber. In
general, these involve a mathematical
computation process known as the fast
Fourier transform (FFT).

There is a more serious difficulty in
the use of anechoic test chambers for
evaluating speaker sound quality, as

Although the linkage of room
and loudspeaker performance
makes the prediction of a
speaker's sound uncertain,
there are ways to make
measurements in an ordinary
room that can be useful for a
rough overall assessment.

opposed to the frequency response of
specific drivers or combinations of
drivers. The problem is that we do not
listen to high-fidelity music systems in
anechoic chambers. The sound is, to
put it mildly, unsatisfactory. The
acoustic properties of the listening
room can have as much to do with
sound quality as the actual perfor-
mance of the speakers themselves.

Although this linkage of room and
loudspeaker performance makes the
prediction of a speaker's sound in any
particular room rather uncertain, there
are still ways to make measurements
in an ordinary room that can be useful
for a rough overall assessment of a
speaker's capabilities. And these
methods are much less expensive (and
more economical of space) than build-
ing an anechoic chamber.

Unfortunately, there are no mean-
ingful test standards that enable mea-
surements made by different people to
be interpreted by others to predict the
sound quality of a speaker. It is diffi-
cult enough for a tester to do that from
his own measurements, let alone from
someone else's.

Next month, I will describe in some
detail how I test speakers and interpret
those measurements, but I would like
to close this column by commenting on
a somewhat related problem posed by
a reader, who wonders about the effect
of the nonlinear frequency sensitivity
of the human ear on loudspeaker com-
parison tests. He postulates two speak-
ers, one (A) with a rising low -frequen-
cy response and the other (B) with a
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TECHNICA

"flat" response. (Let's not worry at
this point about what a "flat" response
from a speaker might be-more about
that next month.)

Aware that a speaker comparison
must be made at identical listening
levels (also not as easy to achieve as
some people think), this reader sus-
pects that at low levels speaker A
would sound relatively flat, since its
inherent response resembles a loud -

I never give too much weight
to any speaker demonstration
outside my own home. I have
rarely found a speaker
that sounded the same at a
manufacturer's or dealer's
demo as it does in my own
listening room.

ness-compensation curve. (Such a re-
sponse curve, as supplied by the loud-
ness control of an amplifier or receiver,
is intended to compensate for the hu-
man loss of sensitivity to low frequen-
cies at reduced listening levels.) On the
other hand, speaker B would sound
deficient in lows because of the same
effect. At a higher listening level, how-
ever, the emphasized lows of speaker

A would be audibly excessive, where-
as speaker B would presumably sound
as "flat" as it measures. By extension,
a speaker deficient in lows should
sound more accurate at high volume
levels.

The reader's question is, "What is
the correct listening level at which to
compare speakers?" He suspects that,
if comparisons are done in a dealer's
listening room, they should be done at
levels similar to those one would use at
home.

I think he is correct, although I must
confess I have never given the matter
much thought. I never give too much
weight to any speaker demonstration I
hear outside my own home. I have
rarely found any speaker that sounded
the same at a manufacturer's or deal-
er's demo as it does in my own listen-
ing room (it might be better, worse, or
simply different). This may result in
part from the relative volume -level dif-
ferences, but I suspect it is largely a
function of room acoustics or the spe-
cific locations of the speakers. A man-
ufacturer's demo, if it is done correct-
ly, is usually preceded by careful
positioning and orientation of the
speakers, along with acoustic treat-
ment of the room. The moral is, don't
buy any speakers unless the dealer will
permit you to return them if they don't
sound satisfactory in your own listen-
ing room. 0

" . . and that goes for any of you other strings. I will not
tolerate woodgrain-vinyl instruments in this orchestra!"

AR & Advent are trademarks of International lensen. Inc AR &
Advent are not associated with Cambridge Sound Works.
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What do you do after build-
ing the largest, most sonically -
accurate speaker system in
the world?

If you're Infinity, you take
everything you've learned from
the 71/2 foot, $60,000 Infinity
Reference Standard V and apply
it to the most sonically -accurate
compact speaker system in
the world.

And you call it Modulus.
A speaker system for the 1990's.

Technologically, it is an

encyclopedia of high science,
from its time -aligned driver
array to its servo -controlled
subwoofer to its acoustically -
inert, sand -filled pedestals.

Sonically, it has the
power to drop jaws with its
absolutely uncanny musical
accuracy.

And visually, it would be
as at home in the Museum of
Modern Art as in any listening
room. With or without its
optional modular components.

To audition the new
Modulus system, bring your
favorite disc or tape to a selected
Infinity dealer.

And experience Research
and Development, Infinity style.

Infinity
1* get you back to what ith all about. Music.

For literature and the name of your nearest Infinity
dealer, call (800) 765-5556. In Canada, call
(4161294-4833, H. Roy Gray, Ltd. ©1990 Infinity
Systems, Inc. H A Harman International Company.



It's not just how it's made,
it's how well it's made.

Whether you're on a budget or just
seeking maximum value, don't be fooled
by bargains that sound cheap at the store-
they just might sound cheap when you get
home.

Even Denon's most economical
receivers, such as the DRA-335R and
DRA-435R, preserve sound quality fit
(This is Denon's Design Integrity princi-
ple.) Both of these receivers employ elec-
tronic switching and elegant circuit
topology for the most direct signal paths.
This not only lowers noise and distortion;
it greatly enhances reliability.

For superior audio quality, the finest
components are used throughout the sig-
nal path, including polypropylene and
polystyrene capacitors and metal film
resistors. Competitive receivers use
skimpy transformers and IC output stages,
w .ch restrict your system's dynamic 
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range. Denon's discrete output transistors
and substantial transformers give the
DRA-335R and DRA-435R the power to
drive even the most "difficult" speakers.

At Denon lower cost need not pre-
clude important features. Both the DRA-
335R and DRA-435R feature Variable
Loudness and full Integrated System (IS)
remote control of a CD player, CD chang-
er and cassette deck. The 16 -station pro-
grammable tuners of the DRA-335R and
DRA-435R feature improved AM NRSC
deemphasis.

Even though the Denon DRA-335R
and DRA-435R receivers pack in so many
features for the price, never forget the real
reason to buy a Denon: Sound.

J10.1111.1 11.3--11,

Denon America. Inc.. 222 w Road. Parsippany. NJ 07054 (2011575-7810

,e..
-r-

00.1. ,4

DENON
The first name in digital audio.
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TEST REPORTS

OPTIMUS CD -6100
COMPACT DISC CHANGER
Julian Hirsch, Hirsch -Houck Laboratories

HE Optimus CD -6100 com-
pact disc changer, distribut-
ed through Radio Shack
stores, is designed to play as

many as five discs automatically. Un-
like most early CD changers, whose
separate magazines had to be loaded
with disc .before playing, the CD -6100
has a built-in front -loading "carousel"
mechanism that accepts either 5- or 3 -
inch discs.

Loading it is similar to loading a
single -disc player. At a touch of the
open/close button, the carousel plat-
form moves forward to expose three of
its disc wells to view, although only
one at a time is accessible for loading
or removing a disc. The DISC SKIP
button rotates the platform for access
to any of the other disc positions. After
the discs are loaded, pressing the
open/close button moves the platform
into the cabinet, with Disc 1 posi-
tioned over the playing spindle. The

DISC SKIP button can be used to move
any of the other discs into the playing
position.

Operation of the player is straight-
forward and conventional for the most
part. The other front -panel buttons in-
clude play/pause, stop, and a pair of
track -skipping controls labeled ASMS

(for Automatic Search Music System).
Other buttons are used to program a
sequence of as many as fifty tracks in
any order from any or all of the loaded
discs and to initiate shuffle play, which
selects a random sequence of tracks or
discs.

The pushbutton power switch is at the
upper left of the panel. A timer switch
at the lower left allows unattended,
straight -through (unprogrammed)
playback when the unit is powered
through an external timer. There is a
front -panel headphone jack with level
knob, and the rear apron contains stan-
dard analog line -output jacks.

The display window along the bot-
tom edge of the panel has symbols
showing the player's operating status
(pause and play), a row of numerals
from 1 to 5 (the number of the playing
disc is circled), and larger numerals for
the track number and elapsed playing
time. A small TIME button above the
disc carousel toggles the display to
show the remaining time on the track
or the disc (when a disc is first loaded,
the display shows its total number of
tracks and total playing time).

The specifications for the CD -6100
indicate that it uses quadruple -over -
sampling (at 176.4 kHz) and digital
filtering as well as dual digital -to -ana-
log (D/A) converters. Its frequency re-
sponse is rated as 20 to 20,000 Hz ± 1
dB, its dynamic range as more than 90
du, and its signal-to-noise ratio (SIN) as
more than 100 dB. At 1,000 Hz, the
rated total harmonic distortion (THD) is
less than 0.05 percent, and the stereo
channel separation is rated at more
than 95 dB.

The CD -6100 is supplied with a com-
pact wireless remote control that also
augments the front -panel control func-
tions. In addition to the standard disc -
transport controls, it has a FADER but-
ton, which smoothly increases or
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TEST REPORTS

decreases the volume over a 5 -second
period. Other buttons provide direct
access to any of the discs and duplicate
the DISC SKIP function. The remote
control also has a fast-forward/reverse
scan mode with sound and a repeat
function that is effective in all modes,
including programmed operation.

The Optimus CD -6100 is a compact
unit, measuring 14 inches wide, 15t/4
inches deep, and 41/4 inches high. It
weighs only 11 pounds, 5 ounces.
Price: $250. Radio Shack, Dept. SR,
700 One Tandy Center, Fort Worth,
TX 76102.

Lab Tests
The Optimus CD -6100 delivered 2.1

volts output at 1,000 HZ from a 0 -dB
(maximum -level) test recording. Its
frequency response was flat within
+0.02, -0.3 dB from 20 to 20,000 HZ,
and the channel levels were matched
to better than 0.01 dB. The separate
D/A converters for the left and right
channels kept the phase shift between
channels to less than 0.06 degree over
the full audio range. De -emphasis re-
sponse error was less than 0.15 dB
from 100 to 16,000 Hz.

The channel separation (slightly dif-
ferent for left and right channels) was
90 to % dB at 100 HZ, 86 to 90 dB at
1,000 HZ, and 62 to 68 dB at 20,000 HZ.
The 1,000 -Hz distortion (THD plus
noise) was 0.074 percent from -60 to
-20 dB, increasing to about 0.08 per-

The Optimus CD -6100
compact disc changer has a
bui -infront-loading
"carousel" mechanism that
accepts five 5- or 3 -inch discs.
Loading it is similar to
loading a single -disc player

cent at 0 dB. At a constant 0-d6 signal
level, the distortion measured be-
tween 0.09 and 0.05 percent from 20 to
1,000 Hz, and it increased to 0.22 per-
cent at 10,000 Hz and 0.8 percent at
20,000 HZ.

The low-level linearity of the D/A
converters was exceptional, especial-
ly for conventional ladder -type con-

FEATURES

O Quadruple oversampling (at
1'76.4 kHz) and digital filtering
Dual 16 -bit D/A converters

El Carousel loader accepts one to five
5 -inch or 3 -inch discs
Programmable to play for up to
fifty tracks from loaded discs

O Shuffle -play mode
O Track skipping in either direction
O Fast scan in either direction with

audible output
O Initial display of total tracks and

Operating display
on disc

O Operating display of current disc

and track numbers, elapsed time
in track (switchable to remaining
time in track or on disc), play or
pause mode

O Headphone output with volume
control

O Switch for external -timer
operation

O Remote control provides direct
access to any disc, automatic level
fade in and out of pause mode,
repeat of disc or programmed
sequence; also duplicates main
front -panel controls

LABORATORY M

Maximum output level: 2.1 volts
Total harmonic distortion at 1,000

Hz: 0.09% at 0 dB, 0.075% from
-20 to -60 dB

Signal-to-noise ratio (A -weighted):
107.2 dB

Dynamic range: 90.8 dB
Channel separation: 93 dB at 100

Hz, 88 dB at 1,000 Hz, 65 dB at
20,000 Hz

Maximum interchannel phase shift:
0.6 degree at 13,000 Hz

Frequency response: + 0.02, - 0.3
dB from 20 to 20,000 Hz

EASUREMENTS

Low-level linearity error (average of
both channels): +0.6 dB at -60
dB, -0.22 dB at -70 dB, +0.6 dB
at -80 dB, + 0.75 dB at -90 dB

Speed error: -0.0013%
Slewing time: 2.5 seconds (7 to 8

seconds between discs)
Cueing accuracy: A
Impact resistance: top, B; sides, A
Defect tracking: tracked 1,000 -

micrometer defects on Pierre
Verany #2 test disc

verters. From - 60 to - 90 dB the
amplitude error rarely exceeded 0.5
dB, and the levels of the two channels
were closely matched. A spectrum
analysis of the noise and hum in the
player's output showed 60- and 180 -Hz
levels of -119 and -113 dB, respec-
tively, with the random noise level
decreasing from -115 dB at 10,000 Hz
to -140 dB at 20 HZ. The A -weighted
noise in the audio range was -107.2
dB. The player's dynamic range
(EIAJ) was about 90 dB, and quantiza-
tion noise was at - 80 dB. The play-
back speed error measured -0.0013
percent.

Although the CD -6100 is not a heavy
player, it proved to be relatively im-
pervious to physical shock. It was
difficult to cause mistracking by fist
blows to the sides of the cabinet, and a
firm slap or blow on the top was need-
ed to impair the laser tracking audibly.
The slew rate of the laser servo was
average; it required 2.5 seconds to go
from Track 1 to Track 15 of the Philips
TS4 test disc. When disc changes were
involved, the elapsed time between
the selected tracks was typically 7 to 8
seconds.

The error -correction system of the
CD -6100 was good, requiring a defect
size of 1,250 micrometers to cause
audible mistracking. The headphone
volume, with medium -impedance
(AKG 340) phones, was adequate
though never really loud.

Comments
The Optimus CD -6100 proved to be

a very satisfactory CD player, even for
conventional use with a single disc
loaded. It is no more difficult to use in
the single -play mode than other CD
players (in fact, it's simpler), and its
performance was at least as good as
that of most competitively priced
models. And, where extended pro-
grams are required, its five -disc capac-
ity will provide up to 5 or 6 hours of
uninterrupted music.

Although the instruction booklet is
quite specific concerning how to pro-
gram a playback sequence, the proce-
dure is unlike that of most single -play
units. We needed some experimenta-
tion to get the hang of it, but after a
little hands-on experience the process
was easy. In all, at $250 the Optimus
CD -6100 changer represents excep-
tional value.
Circk 140 on reader service card
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The Big Klipsch Sound Is
Now Small In Size And Price

yve always expected
KLIPSCH to give you a big,
dynamic sound. Yet KLIPSCH has
never been known for making
small speakers.

Well allow us to introduce
the new KLIPSCH kg'®. Here
is absolute proof that big perfor-
mance can come from a very small
speaker system. The kg' fills your
listening room with the presence
and dynamics of a live performance.
Yet it's so small that it sits comfort-
ably (and inconspicuously) on a
bookshelf. Technology is the
reason why.

The woofer cone, for
example, is carbon graphite filled

to set a new standard for bass
quality and authority in a system
of this size. The voice coil of this
woofer is vented for increased
power handling and effortless
reproduction of dynamic musical
passages.

The tweeter uses a special
ferrofluid cooling system to give
you increased output, power
handling, dynamic range, and
reliability.

And the elegantly -styled
cabinet of the kg' is hand finished
in your choice of genuine wood
veneers to make this speaker as
beautiful as the music it repro-
duces. In this price range, the

cabinet of virtually every competi-
tive system is wrapped with vinyl
which merely imitates wood. The
kg' gives you the real thing.

Yes, though quite small in
size and price, the kg' is very big in
performance and value. Your
investment in this system will be a
lasting one. Hear and see the new
KLIPSCH kg' at your nearest
KLIPSCH dealer.

To find him, look in the Yellow Pages.
Or call toll free 1-800- 395-4676

A LEGEND IN SOUND

PO BOX 688  HOPE, ARKANSAS USA 71801
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TEST REPORTS

PIONEER VSX-D1S
AUDIO/VIDEO RECEIVER
Julian Hirsch, Hirsch -Houck Laboratories

THE VSX-D1S is Pioneer's
most powerful audio/video
receiver. It contains a versa-
tile AM/FM tuner and a pream-

plifier with Dolby Pro Logic decoding
as well as digital signal -processing
(DSP) circuits that can synthesize four
additional surround modes. All sur-
round parameters (including the rela-
tive levels at all speakers, delay times,
etc.) can be altered by the user and the
results stored in memory as an addi-
tional option. The VSX-D1S has five
power amplifiers: one each for left,
right, and center front speakers and
left and right rear speakers. The re-
ceiver's operating features are so nu-
merous that we can merely mention
some of the most important ones.

The main (front) speaker amplifiers
are rated to deliver 130 watts each into
8 ohms from 20 to 20,000 Hz with no
more than 0.005 percent total harmon-
ic distortion (THD). The center -channel
and rear speaker amplifiers are rated
at 40 watts each into 8 ohms at 1,000 Hz

with 0.08 percent distortion. The pre-
amplifier output and power -amplifier
input for each channel are brought out
to separate jacks on the rear apron,
where removable jumper links permit
the use of external power amplifiers.

The tuner section has preset memo-
ries for up to thirty stations, either AM
or FM, using only, ten buttons. The
display can be programmed to show
the call letters and program category
(jazz, rock, etc.) as well as the frequen-
cy of any preset station.

The preamplifier has audio inputs
for a moving -magnet (MM) phono car-
tridge (with an input -sensitivity con-
trol), a CD player, two audio tape
decks, another line source, a videodisc
player (vDP), three VCR's, and an addi-
tional video sound source. In addition
to the composite (RCA -jack) inputs
and outputs for three vcR's, there are
separate DIN sockets for use with S -
video -compatible VCR's. There is also
an S -video input for a compatible vi-
deodisc player.

Video programs (excluding S -video)
entering the receiver can be passed
through an enhancer circuit to adjust
picture quality. A novel split-screen
feature enables the monitor to show
the original picture on half the screen
and the enhanced picture on the other
half, simplifying adjustment. Up to
five different settings can be stored.

Another novel feature of the VSX-
DI S is its multiroom mode. The re-
ceiver can supply independent pro-
grams to two rooms, and with an
accessory MR -100 remote sensor, us-
ers in the remote location can control
its program source and volume level.
When the VSX-DIS is used in this
mode, its rear -channel amplifiers drive
the remote speakers.

Below the large display window,
numbered buttons select preset sta-
tions or give direct access to any fre-
quency. Small round buttons to their
right select the various factory -set sur-
round modes, identified as Jazz,
Dance, Church, Hall, and Theater.
The Theater mode can be used with
standard Dolby Pro Logic surround
settings or with Dolby three -channel
logic without a center speaker.

Twelve large, square buttons across
the bottom of the panel select the audio
and video input sources. Two smaller
buttons to their left permit separate
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Prince: Graffiti
Bridge 34107

411

Neil Young:
Ragged Glory
34621

NOW THE BEST MUSIC OzFER IS ON SALE!
WILL NOT BE REPEATED N 1991 AFTER JANUARY!

Nelson:
After The
Rain 74079

M.G. Fammer:
Please Hammer,
Don't -iurt 'Em
34791 WITH NOTHING

When you
buy your one

CD, we'll
bill you at just
ONE HALF
the regular
Club price.

MORE TO BUY...EVER!
Madonna: I'm Breath-
less (Sire) 00572
Faith No More:
The Real Thing
(Reprise) 63719

Jeff Healey Band: Hell
To Pay (Arista) 00544

Anita Baker: Compo-
sitions (Elektra) 00921

Poison: Flesh &
Blood (Capitol) 50207
Kathy Mattea:
A Collection Of Hits
(Mercury) 10791

Paula Abdul: Shut
Up And Dance
(Virgin) 80326

Don Henley: The End
Of The Innocence
(Geffen) 01064
Eagles: Greatest Hits,
Vol. 1 (Asylum) 23481

Joe Cocker: Live!
(Capitol) 00529

INXS: Kick
(Atlantic) 53606

Bell Biv DeVoe: Poi-
son (MCA) 00547
Johnny Gill
(Motown) 00738
Damn Yankees
(Warner Bros.) 14852

Horowitz At Home
(DG) 25211

Rod Stewart: Gt. Hits
(Warner Bros ) 33779

Bob James: Grand
Piano Canyon
(Warner Bros.) 04899

Kitaro: Kojiki
(Geffen) 43758
a Top: Afterburner
(Warner Bros.) 64042

Diana Ross &
The Supremes: 20
Greatest Hits
(Motown) 63867

The Cure: Disintegra-
tion (Elektra) 01109

Slaughter: Stick It To
Ya (Chrysalis) 42308
Led Zeppelin IV
(Atlantic) 12014

Marcus Roberts:
Deep In The Shed
(Novus) 73646

Pretty Woman/
Sdtk. (EMI) 34631

Whitney Houston: I'm
Your Baby Tonight
(Arista) 10663

Sinead 0' Connor: I
Do Not Want What I
Haven't Got
(Chrysalis) 33512

Pat Metheny:
Question And Answer
(Geffen) 73522

Hank Williams, Jr.:
Lone Wolf
(Warner Bros.) 64311

The Who: Who's Bet-
ter, Who's Best
(MCA) 00790

Great Love Songs Of
The '50s & &Os, Vol. 1
(Laurie) 20768

Crosby, Stills, Nash &
Young: Greatest Hits
(Atlantic) 30230

Galway: Greatest Hits
(RCA) 73233

Jon Bon Jovi:
Blaze Of Glory
(Mercury) 44490

START WITH 4 COMPACT DISCS NOW!
You agree to buy just 1 more hit not at regular Club prices-
but at a whopping 50% off regu!ar Club prices (which are
usually $14.98-$15.98)-and take up to one full year to do it.
Then choose 3 more CDs FREE. That's 8 CDs for half the price
you'd expect to pay for just 1 great hit...and there's nothing
more to buy...ever! (A shipping/handling charge is added
to each shipment.)
HOW THE CLUB OPERATES
You select from hundreds of exciting CDs described in the Club's
magazine, which is mailed to you approximately every
three weeks (19 times a year). Each issue highlights
a Featured Selection in your preferred music cate-
gory, plus alternate selections. If you'd like the
Featured Selection, do nothing. It will be sent to
you automatically. If you'd prefer an alternate
selection or none at all, just return the card
enclosed with each issue of your magazine, by
the date specified on the card. You will have at
least 10 days to decide or you may return your
Featured Selection at our expense. Cancel your
membership at any time after completing your
enrollment agreement simply by writing to us, or
remain and take advantage of bonus savings.

FREE 10 -DAY TRIAL
Listen to your 4 introductory selections for a full 10 days.
If not satisfied, return them with no further obligation.

You send no money now, so complete the coupon
MIS 17'. waa) and mail it today.

C0719 BMG Compact Disc Club. 6550 E 30th St . Indianapolis.
IN 46219-1194 TRADEMARKS USED IN THE ADV'T ARE THE PROPERTY OF
VARIOUS TRADEMARK OWNERS.

COMPACT

DISC.a.us

Carly Simon: Have
You Seen Me Lately
(Arista) 20912

James Taylor:
Gt. Hits (Reprise)23790

Travis THU:
Country Club
(Warner Bros ) 60195

Vixen: Rev It Up
(EMI) 54615

Boogie Down Produc-
tions: Edutainment
(Jive) 63675

Days Of Thunder/
Sdtk. (OGG) 43603
Buddy Holly: From
The Original Master
Tapes (MCA) 20069
Best Of John
Williams/Boston
Pops: By Request...
(Philips) 25360
AC/DC: Back In Black
(Atlantic) 13772

Quincy Jones: Back
On The Block
(Warner Bros.) 64116

Music Of Bali
(Nonesuch) 44671

Chicago: Gt. Hits (12-
'89) (Reprise) 63363
Mamas & Papas: 16
Gt. Hits (MCA) 80183

Winger: In The Heart
Of The Young
(Atlantic) 00570

Randy Travis:
Heroes And Friends
(Warner Bros.) 74597

Keith Sweat: I'll Give
All My Love To You
(Elektra) 51603

Spyro Gyre: Fast For-
ward (GRP) 00829
Styx: Classics (14 Gt.
Hits) (ABM) 14822
Fleetwood Mac:
Behind The Mask
(Warner Bros) 43766
Guns N' Roses:
Appetite For Destruc-
tion (Geffen) 70348
Frank Sinatra: Capitol
Collector's Series
(Capitol) 64362
Traveling Wilburys:
Vol. 1 (Wilbury) 00711

John Hiatt: Stolen
Moments (A&M) 44540

Def Leppard: Pyroma-
nia (Mercury) 70402
Pat Benatar: Best
Shots (Chrysalis)
44319

Best Of Robert
Palmer (Island: 10819

Heart: Brigade
(Capitol) 64305

Depeche Mode: Viola-
tor (Sire) 73408
Dionne Warwick:
Sings Cole Porter
(Arista) 53326

Bruce Hornsby: A
Night On The Town
(RCA) 63689

Solti: Tchaikovsky,
1812 Overture
(London) 25179

Anthrax: Persistence
Of Time (Island) 83468

Beach Boys: Made In
U.S.A. (Capitol) 64143

Best Of Eric Clapton:
Time Pieces
(Polydor) 23385
Garth Brooks: No
Fences (Capitol)73266

Wilson Phillips
(SBK) 00726
Kenny G: Live
(Arista) 64505

Aerosmith: Pump
(Geffen) 63678
The Time:
Pandemonium
(Paisley Park) 52225

Clint Black: Killin'
Time (RCA) 01112
Vanilla Ice: To The
Extreme (SBK) 24689

Gershwin, Overtures/
McGlinn (Angel) 70391

Ratt: Detonator
(Atlantic) 63335

Lynyrd Skynyrd's
Innyrds (MCA) 01150
Larry Carlton: Collec-
tion (GRP) 00838
The Neville Brothers:
Brother's Keeper
(A&M) 63513

Janet Jackson's
Rhythm Nation
(A&M) 72386

Simon & Garfunkel:
Concert In Central Pk.
(Warner Bros.) 44006

Linda Ronstadt: Cry
Like A Rainstorm...
(Elektra) 52221

Billy Idol: Charmed
Life (Chrysalis) 62264
Moody Blues: Gt. Hits
(Threshold) 34284

APPLICATION MUST BE POSTMARKED BY FEB. 22 TO BE ELIGIBLE!

Mail to: BMG Compact Disc Club
P.O. Box 91412/Indianapolis, IN 46291

Yes, please accept my membership in the BMG Compact Disc Club and
send my first four selections as I have indicated here, under the terms of
this offer. I need buy just one more CD during the next year-and be billed
for just one half the regular Club price. After that I can choose 3 more CDs
FREE! (A shipping/handling charge is added to each shipment.)

RUSH ME THESE 4 CDs NOW (Indicate by number):

1 1

I am most interested in the musical
category checked here --but I am
always free to choose from any

(check ggg only).

OMR.
0MRS
0 MS. First Name

Address

11DEASY LISTENING (Instrumentals , Vocal Moods)

2 0 COUNTRY 3 0 HARD ROCK

4 0 POP / SOFT ROCK 5 0 CLASSICAL

Initial Last Name (PLEASE PRINT)

Apt.

Telephone

cX) Signature

State Zip

Area code

We reserve the right to request additional informatioc or reject any application. Limited to new
Lmembers, continental USA only One membership pei family Local taxes. if any, will be added

AATGR CP



IF GOD EVER SPEAKS
TO YOU,THIS IS THE TAPE

TO RECORD IT ON.
here are some things you want
to record with absolute accuracy.
Which is why Maxell has cre-

ated Metal Vertex - the most precise
audio cassette ever.

52% LESS MODULATION NOISE.

And that's compared to our top -of -the -
line MX tape. Thanks to a sturdier, fiber-
glass -reinforced
guideblock, steel 2°1°

pins, wider pres- 3,

sure pad, and
high precision E
crown -shaped
rollers, Metal
Vertex virtually
eliminates tape
fluctuation. Plus our proprietary Techno-
Silver backcoating reduces friction and
further improves tape -running stability.
All of which makes for a tape with the
lowest modulation noise level available.
Anywhere.

MODULATION NOISE

MX

1 METAL
VERTEX

70

RD

9°4 6 8 10 12

FREQUENCY (kHz)

A REVOLUTIONARY

NEW CASSETTE SHELL.

To better absorb outside
vibrations, our new three-
piece shell is made of a highly
visco-elastic, super composite material
with almost twice the specific gravity of
that found in most cassettes. Yet what

14 16

makes this mechanism truly unusual is the
golden emblem center, which is not sim-
ply decorative but serves to dampen
external vibrations even further. Bad vibes
aside, our new Metal Vertex cassette shell
also provides unmatched durability and
heat resistance.

WIDER DYNAMIC RANGE AND
THE HIGHEST MOL IN EXISTENCE.

The Metal Vertex magnetic coating
consists of extremely fine (.3 micron)
metal particles, packed together with high
density through a process called parallel
bundling. That not only increases dynamic
range, it pushes the Maximum Output
Level 1db to 2db higher than our MX tape
(depending on frequency). That, in turn,
allows for a substantial improvement in
sensitivity and an astonishing 40% reduc-
tion in distortion.

If you're surprised by all these incred-
ible specs, don't be. Remember, Maxell has

always been at the forefront
of creating magnetic tape
for the world's most sophis-
ticated equipment. So if what
you're recording demands su-
perior reproduction,
look to Metal

Vertex from Maxell.
Anything less and you maxeli
don't have a prayer.

maxell

MET I_
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TEST REPORTS

FEATURES

O Digital frequency -synthesisAM/FM
tuner with thirty station presets

1:1 Preset scan
O Independent power amplifiers for

five channels (stereo main, rear
surround, center front)

O Adjustable digital delay for spatial
enhancement

El Dolby Pro Logic decoding; three -
channel setting for use without a
center speaker

O Digital (DsP) surround modes
include Jazz, Dance, Church, Hall,
and Theater (Dolby Pro Logic); all
user adjustable

O Audio inputs for phono (MM), CD,
line, two tape decks, three VCR's,
videodisc player

O Video circuits for three VCR's,
videodisc player, TV set, all with
S -video connectors

O Video outputs to two monitors
O Separate preamplifier outputs and

power -amplifier inputs for all five
amplifiers

El Dolby Pro Logic power -amplifier
mode with equal output in left,
right, and center front channels,
increased output in rear channels

 Subwoofer output for externally
amplified subwoofer

LI Speaker outputs for two pairs of
main speakers, two center
speakers, two rear speakers

O Two -zone operation with optional
MR -100 multiroom remote -
control sensor
Inputs for 300 -ohm and coaxial
75 -ohm FM antennas and AM loop
antenna

O Bass, midrange, and treble tone
controls

O Digital Simulated Stereo System
for mono sources

O Video Enhancer circuit with split-
screen option
Jog knob for control of six
selectable functions

O Front -panel display of complete
operating status, including station
call letters (when programmed)

O Programmable infrared remote
control; preprogrammed for
system control of Pioneer SR series
components

 Power/impedance selector for
operation with 4 -ohm speakers

El Three AC outlets (two switched)

LABORATORY MEASUREMENTS

LI Tuner Section (all figures for FM
only except frequency response;
measurements in microvolts, or µV,
referred to 300 -ohm input)

Usable sensitivity: mono, 14.5 dBf
(2.9 µv)

50 -dB quieting sensitivity: mono,
15 dBf (3 ;iv); stereo, 37.5 dBf
(41.2 Ay)

Signal-to-noise ratio at 65 dBf:
mono, 75.8 (11S; stereo, 72 dB

Harmonic distortion (THD + noise)
at 65 dBf: mono, 0.059%; stereo,
0.155%

Capture ratio at 65 dBf: 2.3 dB
AM rejection: 50 dB
Selectivity: alternate -channel, 70 dB;

adjacent -channel, 10 dB
Stereo threshold: 20 dBf (5.5 µv)
Pilot and subcarrier leakage: 19 kHz,

-56 dB
Hum: -65 dB
Stereo channel separation at 100,

1,000, and 10,000 Hz: 45, 48.5,
49.5 dB

Frequency response: FM, +1, - 0.6
dB from 30 to 15,000 Hz; AM, +1,
-6 dB from 78 to 2,100 Hz

CI Amplifier Section
1,000 -Hz output power at clipping:

front channels, 157 watts each into
8 ohms, 210 watts into 4 ohms;
center channel, 60 watts into 8
ohms, 93 watts into 4 ohms; rear
channels, 60 watts each into 8

ohms, 83 watts into 4 ohms (power
switch set for 8 ohms)

Clipping headroom (relative to rated
output): front channels, 0.82 dB;
center channel, 1.76 dB; rear
channels, 1.76 dB

Dynamic power output: front
channels, 189 watts each into 8
ohms, 253 watts into 4 ohms, 324
watts into 2 ohms; center channel,
62 watts into 8 ohms, 91 watts into
4 ohms; rear channels, 60 watts
each into 8 ohms, 82 watts into 4
ohms

Dynamic headroom: front channels,
1.6 dB; center channel, 1.9 dB; rear
channels, 1.8 dB

Maximum distortion (20 to 20,000
Hz into 8 ohms): 0.13% at 15,000
Hz and 130 watts output (front
channels)

Sensitivity (for a 1 -watt output into
8 ohms): CD, 15.3 my; phono,
0.28 my

A -weighted noise (referred to a
1 -watt output): CD, - 76.2 dB;
phono, - 70 dB

Phono-input overload: 128 my at
1,000 Hz, 41.5 my at 20 Hz

Phono-input impedance: 52,000
ohms in parallel with 240 pF

Tone -control range: 100 Hz, ± 8 dB;
1,000 Hz, ±8 dB; 10,000 Hz, ±8 dB

Loudness -contour range: + 6.8 dB at
30 Hz, +1.7 dB at 16,000 Hz
(response independent of volume
setting)

selection of program sources for listen-
ing and recording.

To the right of the display window is
a large volume knob with a red LED
index marker. Below it is the multipur-
pose jog knob, which controls several
digitally operated functions, including
AM beat reduction (AM B.R.), tuning,
entering station call letters into memo-
ry (CHARACTER), the video enhancer,
delay for surround -sound modes, and
echo density of the rear channels in a
music surround mode (EFFECT).

A small JOG MODE button near the
dial toggles the control between its
various functions, depending on the
current operating mode (nonapplica-
ble functions are locked out). In each
case, turning the knob varies the set-
ting for the selected function, with the
current setting displayed in the win-
dow. In the tuning mode, it becomes a
tuning knob, supplementing the but-
tons for step-by-step tuning, auto -scan
tuning, preset selection, and direct fre-
quency setting.

Other small buttons near the volume
knob operate the audio muting, restore
the default settings of the principal
operating controls (RETURN), turn on
the Digital Simulated Stereo System
(DSSS) for use with mono program
material, and open the door that hides
less -often -used controls. Pressing the
DOOR OPEN button causes the entire
lower portion of the panel, the part
containing the input -selector buttons,
to hinge downward, revealing a num-
ber of small buttons and the input
jacks for VCR3.

Some of the hidden controls are
used for tuner operation, such as step
and scan tuning, storing station call
letters in memory, preset storage, AM
B.R., and another tuning feature called
Hyper Intelligent Tuning System
(HITS), the main effect of which is to
find the next receivable station in the
band. Other controls modify the bass
and treble response separately for
front, rear, and center channels; there
is also a midrange tone adjustment for
the three front channels. Another
group adjusts the relative levels in the
center and rear channels and the over-
all left/right balance. A test -tone but-
ton activates a random -noise test sig-
nal that automatically steps through
the five channels to help in balancing
their levels for surround operation.

The display window, which mea-
sures 21/4 by 91/2 inches, contains a vast
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"Cambri e SoundWorks
TheBest V ue InThe World.

Hemyldoss created th e dominant speaker models dr Ws (AR),
'605 (KI4 and '70s (Advent)-as Ned a soar acclaimed
Thsembk amtAmbiancem .grakm. While aster° otswm
in to a suitcase befiyr a vacation, he realized that cm amplifrr am
player and t x v small speakers take up the same *lace trquiredfor
an acoustie superman Hoofer to repmduce malty deep bass. That
ntzs the Mspliationfor Rmease. Model Bever* bass speaker
enclosumr which double s as the emir e ivswrnS caeryin,g case.

Cambridge SoundWorks has created
Ensemblesa speaker system that can
provide the sound once reserved for the
'est speakers under laboratory conditions.
It virtually disappears in your room. And
because we market it directly, Ensemble
costs hundreds less than it would in stores.

The best sound comes in
four small packages.

Ensemble consists of four speaker
units. liNo compact low -frequency speak-
ers reproduce the deep bass, while two
small satellite units reproduce the rest of
the music, making it possible to reproduce
just the right amount of energy in each part
of the musical range without turning your

"They were
designed to play

music-and make
it sound like music.
This they do very
well, in a most
unobtrusive way,
at a bargain price...
it's hard to imagine
going wrong
with Ensemble'?

StereoReview

listening room into a stereo showroom.
No matter how well a speaker performs,

at home the listening room takes over. If you
put a conventional speaker where the room
can help the low bass, it may hinder the
upper ranges, or vice -versa.

"A listening test
left no doubt

that this system
ranks with the

best in its

price range:

c ;New Bork

Your listening room works with
Ensemble, not against it.

Ensemble, on the other hand, takes
advantage of your room's acoustics. The
ear can't tell where bass comes from, which is
w Ensemble's bass units can be tucked out
of e way-on the floor, atop bookshelves,
or under furniture. The satellites can be hung
directly on the wall, or placed on windowsills
or she ves. No bulky speaker boxes dominate
your living space, yet Ensemble reproduces
the deep bass that no mini speakers can.

Not all the differences are as
obvious as our two subwoofers.

Unlike seemingly similar three-piece
systems, Ensemble uses premium quality
components for maximum power han-
dling, individual crossovers that allow
several wiring options and cabinets rug-
gedly constructed for proper acoustical
performance. lAt even gold-plate all con-
nectors to prevent corrosion. An even
bigger difference is how we sell it...

Ink make it possible to audition

"Very much
in the
Henry Kloss
tradition...
another hi-fi
milestone:"
LOI] Review

Ensemble the right way-in your own home.
In fact, Ensemble, like all our products, is
sold only by Cambridge SoundWorks
directly from the factory.

Listen for hours without a salesman
hovering nearby. gaiter 30 days you're not
happy, return Ensemble for a full refund.

At only $499-complete with all hard-
ware and 100' of speaker cable-Ensemble
is the value on today's speaker market.

Model Eleven transportable
Component System.

Model Eleven is the world's first trans-
portable high performance component
system. It consists of a powerful 3 -channel
amplifier and two "satellite" mid/high-
frequency speakers-all packed in a rugged

"BassCase" that, when empty, serves as
the system's subwoofer. When coupled
with your portable cassette or CD player,
Model Eleven rivals the most expensive
component systems. At $749, we don't



May HaveAwinner:
David Clark

Audio Magazine, Sept. '89

Unbitc satelbte &stems trhich use a sitwk
lwge subwofer. Ezettiblefeatures separate
compact bass tatitsfor each stereo channel.

77kyfit mom gracefully intow hl irlq
emimtiment. and help mtbanize the effects of

thc listerdrig room stand* $5tTICS.

© 1990 Cambridge SoundVbrics. 2 Ensemble is a registered
trademark of Cambridge Soundl1brks. Inc. Cambridge
SoundWarks is a trademark of Cambridge SoundlAbrlis, Inc.
Audio review quote used with permission. © 1989 Diamandis
Communications. AR 6. Advent are trademarks of
International Jensen. Inc.

know of any system near its price that
matches its sound quality. Stereo Review
called it "a true high-fidelity component

"You get a month
to play with the
speakers before
you have to either
return them or
keep them. But
you'll keep them:'

liscitstYLE

system that can hold its own pith others
many times its price'

Ensemble or MAI Eleven
Risk -Free for 30 days-

or order our Free Catalog-
(1-800-252-4434) 24 hours a day

365 days a year.
Our toll -free number connects you to

a Cambridge SouncliAbrk.s audio expert. He
or she will answer all your questions, take
your order (you car use Visa, MasterCard
or American Express) and arrange surface
shipment via UPS. Your Cambridge
SoundWorks audio expert will continue as
your personal contact with us. NNt think
you'll like this new way of do,ng business.

 In Canada. call 1-800-525-4434. Audio a pert -s are on duty Mon. -Sun..
8AX1-Midnight (ET. For lirtranire or to order call 24 hours a day. 365
days a year 617-332-9229. @wide US. or Canada. 617-332-5936.

CIRCLE NO 157 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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154 California tit., Suite 102J, Newton, MA 02158
Send more information and test repors.

D Send Ensemble (black -laminate woofers) $599. f
D Send Ensemble (vinyl -clad woofers) $4994

Send Model ELPven risk -free for 30 days, $749. f
D Send me a copy of your complete catalog.

I'm paying by D Check  MC  Visa D ArnEx

Acct. Number
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Address
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TEST REPORTS

amount of information on the status of
virtually every part of the receiver. A
multibar display shows the program
level separately for the left and right
channels (front and rear) and the cen-
ter channel. When you adjust the tone
controls, this display changes to show
the control settings; it reverts to level
readings a few seconds after the adjust-
ment is completed.

At the left of the panel are the power
button, a DIRECT button that bypasses
all the signal -processing circuitry, and
a button to activate the multiroom
mode. There are also separate switch-
es for connecting the two pairs of front
speaker outputs and a stereo head-
phone jack.

The VSX-DIS is supplied with a
wireless remote control that is de-
signed to serve as a system control.
About half of its buttons are duplicates
of the receiver's most commonly used
controls (the master volume knob is
motor -driven when the remote is
used). The markings on the rest of the
buttons indicate that they are intended
to operate a cassette deck, a VCR, a CD
player, a videodisc player, and aTV set.
In the control's SR Recall mode, these
buttons are preprogrammed to operate
Pioneer components identified with
the SR logo.

The remote control is a "smart" one,
however, and it can learn the infrared
commands for most components from
other manufacturers. Although Pio-
neer cannot guarantee that the remote
unit will operate all the functions of
every product, the manual offers sug-
gestions for the most effective pro-
gramming of the controller.

The rear apron, in addition to all the
signal input and output jacks, has
binding -post terminals for two pairs of
front speakers and two center speakers
(when it is not practical to locate a
single speaker under or in front of the
TV set, it may be possible to place
speakers symmetrically on either side
of it to serve the same purpose). The
speaker terminals accept only stripped
wire ends, not banana plugs). There
are spring -loaded connectors for two
rear speakers.

A power impedance selector on the
rear apron reduces the operating volt-
age on the front -channel output tran-
sistors for safe operation with 4 -ohm
speakers. There are binding posts for a
300 -ohm FM antenna and the supplied
AM loop antenna as well as a coaxial

jack for a 75 -ohm FM antenna. Two of
the three AC outlets are switched.

The VSX-DIS is a large, heavy re-
ceiver, measuring 161/2 inches wide, 18
inches deep, and 6% inches high. It
weighs 33 pounds. Price: $1,400. Pio-
neer Electronics, Dept. SR, 2265 E.
220th St., Long Beach, CA 90810.

Lab Tests
When we tested the VSX-DIS's am-

plifiers, we did not attempt to drive all
five simultaneously, which would be
an unrealistic condition given their
phase and amplitude relationships in
the surround -sound modes. Instead,
we drove the two front channels as for
any stereo amplifier, and we later
drove the center and rear amplifiers
from their rear -panel inputs, bypass-
ing the preamplifier section.

The receiver's well -ventilated top

The Pioneer VSX-D1S is a
true powerhouse receiver,
more than able to drive the
vast majority o speakers to
their limits wit ut straining.

cover became fairly hot during its pre-
conditioning period and subsequent
tests. With both front main channels
driving 8 -ohm loads at 1,000 Hz, the
outputs clipped at 157 watts per chan-
nel. With 4 -ohm loads the output at
clipping increased to 210 watts per
channel. The respective dynamic
power outputs were 189 and 253 watts.
We also measured dynamic power into
2 ohms, for a reading of 324 watts. We
did not attempt 2 -ohm operation in the
continuous -power tests in view of the
VSX-DlS's very high power rating
and the risk of blowing fuses or even
damaging the receiver.

The rear and center channels each
delivered 60 watts into 8 ohms. The 4 -
ohm output was 83 watts for the rear
channels and 93 watts for the center
channel. The fact that two channels
were being driven in one case and one
channel in the other probably explains
the difference in available power. The
dynamic power outputs of these am-
plifiers were essentially the same as
their clipping -level outputs.

The 1,000 -Hz distortion (THD plus
noise) of the front -channel amplifiers
at 130 watts into 8 ohms was 0.02 to

0.04 percent from 20 to 4,000 Hz, rising
to 0.06 percent at 20,000 Hz. At 1,000
Hz, it was 0.02 percent at 130 watts.
Into 4 ohms, the distortion was about
0.015 percent just below the 210 -watt
clipping point. The distortion of the
rear and center channels was 0.02 per-
cent or less at 40 watts up to 2,000 Hz,
increasing to 0.3 percent at 20,000 Hz.

The amplifier section's frequency
response (front channels), relative to
the 1,000 -Hz level, was down 0.4 dB at
20 Hz and 1.5 dB at 20,000 Hz. In the
Direct mode (bypassing the signal -

processing circuits), the response was
flat within ±0.1 dB over the full range
of 20 to 20,000 Hz.

The tone -control response curves
were conventional, with the midrange
control's effect centered at 1,000 Hz.
RIAA phono-equalization error was
less than 0.5 dB from 20 to 20,000 Hz.
The rear -channel amplifier response
was down 0.1 dB at 20 and 10,000 Hz
and 0.4 dB at 20,000 Hz. The switch-

able loudness compensation boosted
both low and high frequencies slightly,
and its response was independent of
the volume setting.

The amplifier section required an
input of 15.3 millivolts (mv) at a high-
level input or 0.28 my at the phono
input for a reference output of 1 watt
into 8 ohms. The respective A -weight-
ed noise levels were - 76.2 and - 70
dB. The high-level (CD) input over-
loaded at 2.3 volts, and the phono
input overloaded at 128 my at 1,000 Hz
and 41.5 my at 20 Hz. Phono response
cut off very sharply above 20,000 HZ,
preventing overload measurements at
that frequency.

The FM tuner section had good 50 -dB
quieting sensitivity: 15 dBf in mono
and 37.5 dBf in stereo. Mono usable
sensitivity was 14.5 dBf, and the stereo
threshold was 20 dBf. The FM tuner's
distortion at 65 dBf was 0.06 percent in
mono and 0.155 percent in stereo, and
the respective noise levels were - 75.8
and - 72 dB.

The FM frequency response was
within +1, -0.3 dB from 30 to 15,000
Hz. Channel separation was 48 to 50 dB
from 400 to 10,000 Hz, 38 dB at 20 Hz,
and 44 dB at 15,000 Hz. Capture ratio
was 2.3 dB, AM rejection was 50 dB,
and image rejection was 45 dB.

Selectivity was good, measuring 70
dB for alternate -channel (400 -kHz)
spacing and 10 dB for adjacent -channel
(200 -kHz) spacing. The l9 -kHz pilot -
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TEST REPORTS

carrier leakage was at a - 56 -dB level,
and the 38 -kHz component was unde-
tectable. Power -line hum was -65 dB,
predominantly at 120 HZ.

The AM tuner's frequency response
was +1, -6 dB from 78 to 2,100 Hz.
We also attempted to measure (and
hear) the effect of the AM beat -reduc-
tion circuit. Our measurements indi-
cated that it produced a sharp dip in
the audio output, tunable (with the jog
knob) from as low as 1,000 Hz to higher
than 10,000 Hz. The AM frequency
response cut off quite sharply above
3,000 HZ, however, and measurement
of the null depth was difficult. It ap-
peared to be at least 10 dB.

Comments
The Pioneer VSX-DIS is an unusu-

al, unconventional receiver in respect
to its overall concept, features, and
performance. At first acquaintance, it
is nothing less than overwhelming de-
spite the relatively uncluttered, open
appearance of the front panel. The
rear apron is enough to drive anyone
to the manual.

The manual, all fifty pages of it, is
complete and for the most part well
written. Nevertheless, there is a lot of
it to study, and no matter how familiar
you may be with modern stereo AN
receivers, I guarantee that you will not
get too far with this one until you get
some hands-on experience with it,
manual at the ready.

We did not use the receiver with
video or phono sources, nor did we
attempt multiroom operation (the op-
tional remote sensor was not included).
We did use it in a four -speaker sur-
round -sound installation, mostly with
tuner and CD programs, and with a
videodisc player and laserdiscs to judge
its Dolby Pro Logic performance.

Briefly, the VSX-DIS is a compo-
nent that grows on you with use. At
first, I was somewhat turned off by the
complexity of its many control func-
tions and features, often identified
with obscure nomenclature or acro-
nyms, as well as by a couple of below -
average test results (for instance, the
CD and other high-level inputs could be
overloaded by some typical input sig-
nal levels). But after extended use, its
performance and versatility prevailed.

The FM tuner section performed
well with respect to distortion, inter-
ference rejection, and sensitivity. Not
only does the VSX-DIS have many

more preset memories than most other
receivers, but the option of manual
tuning with the jog control gives it the
feel and convenience of analog tuning
along with the accuracy and stability
of digital frequency synthesis.

The Digital Simulated Stereo Sys-
tem feature is supposed to synthesize
a stereo -like effect from mono pro-
grams. I tried it with a variety of
programs but was unable to obtain
anything audibly different from the
source.

The AM tuner was typical, which is
to say about as far from high fidelity as
one can get. The justification for the
AM beat reducer seems debatable,
since I cannot imagine how a beat tone
between stations (10 kHz apart in
North America) could possibly be au-
dible through a bandwidth of less than
3,000 Hz. I was never able to hear such
a tone, so I cannot judge how effective
the tunable notch would have been in
eliminating it.

Fortunately, the benefits of the re-
ceiver's other features were very audi-
ble and more than made up for its few
less -impressive qualities. Obviously,
the VSX-DIS is a true powerhouse
receiver, more than able to drive the
vast majority of speaker systems to
their limits without straining its ampli-
fiers. If you want to optimize its per-
formance for Dolby Pro Logic play-
back, you can flip a switch on the rear
apron to drop the left and right front

amplifiers' ratings to 70 watts each and
increase the rear amplifiers to 50 watts
per channel and the center amplifier to
70 watts. This will give better power
distribution for Dolby Surround
soundtracks, which put a lot of energy
into the center channel.

The music surround effects were
excellent. The factory -preset charac-
teristics should be suitable for almost
any needs, but they can be modified as
required and saved as optional modes.
Adjusting the "effect level" with the
jog control can make a huge difference
in the sound quality. Although the
manual is not at all specific as to the
parameter(s) the control adjusts, it
seemed to be largely the echo density
(and possibly level).

The final proof of this system's mer-
its was its Dolby Pro Logic surround
mode, which was excellent. Although
we did not use the receiver to control
the video signals from the laserdisc
player, the sound from the laserdiscs
we played was everything we would
expect to hear from a Dolby Pro Logic
setup.

All in all, the Pioneer VSX-DIS is a
large, heavy, powerful, expensive,
highly versatile, and fine -sounding
receiver. Although it might not be
suitable for a neophyte, and could
challenge the most experienced audio-
phile, the effort of mastering its intri-
cacies is well justified by the results.
Circle 141 on reader service card

"1 don't understand it, Lowell. Why would anybody want
to build a three-way speaker system in a bottle?"
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TEST REPORTS

PANASONIC LX -1000
COMBI-PLAYER
Julian Hirsch, Hisc/i-Houck Laboratories

ANAsoNic calls its new LX -
1000 a Multi Laser Disc play-
er, but it uses only one laser
and handles discs strictly one

at a time. That disc can be in almost
any optical format, however, includ-
ing 3- and 5 -inch music CD's, 5 -inch
cpv's (with video), and 8- and I2 -inch
laser videodiscs in either the CAV or
CLV format. (A CAV disc plays for a
maximum of 30 minutes on a side,
whereas a CLV disc can play for as long
as 1 hour on a side, at the sacrifice of
some special viewing features.) The
only current optical disc formats not
compatible with the LX -I000 are
CD + G (graphics), which has never
really gotten off the ground, and CD-
ROM, which is designed for data stor-
age rather than home entertainment.

One of the LX -1000's most inge-
nious features is its ability to play both
sides of a laserdisc automatically by
moving the pickup mechanism from
one side of the disc to the other. During

the change, which takes about II sec-
onds, the last frame of the first side
remains frozen on the video screen.

The LX -1000 features a digital time -

base corrector to minimize jitter re-
sulting from disc warpage and speed
fluctuations and a digital Y/C comb
filter that precisely separates lumi-
nance (Y) and chrominance (C) signals,
to improve picture quality when the
player's S -video output is used. A cor-
respondingly high standard of audio
quality is provided by I -bit MASH
digital -to -analog (DiA) converters and
the use of a separate power transform-
er for the player's audio section. In
addition to the S -video jack and two
sets of audio output jacks (each with
its own composite -video output) for
use with the system amplifier and a TV
monitor or receiver, the LX -1000 has
an optical digital audio output.

The player's exterior is strikingly
simple and attractive, with only the
most essential controls visible. The

power button and the headphone jack
and its volume control are at the left
side of the panel, and the play, pause,
stop, and drawer open/close buttons
are at the right. Below these buttons is
a large jog knob whose spring -loaded
outer shuttle ring is a fast -scan control
for all types of laserdiscs. The inner
knob, which can be turned continu-
ously in either direction, advances or
retards the playing point (picture and
sound).

The disc drawer, which extends
across most of the top of the front
panel, is hidden from view by a hinged
door that swings down at the touch of
the open/close button, allowing the
drawer to glide forward about 101/2
inches from the front panel. A cutout in
the center of the drawer and a sur-
rounding pattern of concentric rings
simplifies loading or removing a disc.
A second touch on the button causes
the drawer to close.

The display window below the
drawer presents complete information
on the status of the player and disc. In
addition to the chapter or track num-
ber, the frame number or time, index
number (if any), and a music calendar
showing the numbers of CD tracks re-
maining to be played, there are indica-
tions of the status of the repeat and
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FEATURES

 Plays five types of optical discs:
12- and 8 -inch laserdiscs, 5 -inch
co's and CD -V's, and 3 -inch CD's

 Automatic side change for
laserdiscs

 Digital time -base correction and
V/C separation for better picture

 Dual -magnet disc clamp centers
both sides of laserdisc

 High -torque brushless direct -drive
motor for reduced disc vibration
and quick start-up

 I -bit MASH twit converters for
improved low-level linearity

 jog and shuttle controls fir rapid.
accurate disc search

 Digital field memory for noiseless
still -frame, slow niotkxi, and search

 Programmed or random playback
of all types of laserdiscs and CD's

 Repeat of disc, side, chapter/track.
user -selected portion, or program

 Still or stroboscopic picture with
or without sound

D Direct access to numbered tracks
or chapters

 Automatic power shutoff after 30
minutes of nonuse

 Remote control duplicates all
front -panel control functions

 On -screen display of audio levels
as well as video status

 Front -panel headphone jack with
volume control

 Two sets of audio and composite -

video outputs plus S -video output

HIRSCH-HOUCK LAB MEASUREMENTS
Maximum output level: 2.05 volts
Distortion (THD + N) at 1,000 Hz:

0.01% from 20 to 20,000 Hz at
0 dB

Signal-to-noise ratio (A -weighted):
98.6 dB

Channel separation: 1 1 1 dB at 100
Hz, 108 dB at 1.000 Hz, 79 dB at
20,000 Hz

Frequency response: + 0.15, -0 dB
from 11 to 20,000 Hz

Maximum interchannel phase shift
(from 20 to 20,000 Hz): 1.3
degrees at 20,000 Hz

Low-level linearity error: less than
0.4 dB down to - 90 dB, +1.86 dts
at -100 dB

Cueing time: less than 2 seconds
Impact resistance: top, B; sides, A
Defect tracking: tracked 750-

micrometer defects on Pierre
Verany #2 test disc

VIDEO MEASUREMENTS

Video bandwidth: - 21/4 dB at 2.0
MHz, -6'/_ dB at 4.1 MHz

Chroma differential gain: 18%
Chroma differential phase: ±2°
Chroma level error: -11/2 to - 2'/a dB
Chroma phase error: + 7°

The Panasonic LX -1000's video
frequency response, down just 61/2 dB at
4.1 MHz (the upper limit for the video
response of NTSC television broadcasts
is 4.2 MHz), indicates a horizontal
luminance resolution in the vicinity of
330 lines. That figure may not seem very
exciting, but in fact it represents
extremely good performance,
comparable to that of most other
laserdisc players and better than all but
a handful of vcR's. Gray -scale
(luminance) linearity was almost as
good as it is possible to measure with
the standard test disc. With a properly
adjusted monitor, you can expect this
player to provide black blacks, white
whites, and uniform shades of gray
throughout the luminance range.

The color counterparts of gray -scale
linearity are chroma differential gain
and phase. They indicate how color
saturation and hue, respecively, shift
with changes in scene brightness.

Ideally, both would be zero. The LX -
1000's gain was well within normal
bounds and uniformly distributed
across the brightness range, so there
were no abrupt shifts in color
saturation over gradual brightness
changes. Its chroma differential phase
was as low as can he measured.

Whereas chroma differential gain
and phase tell how colors change with
brightness, chroma level and phase
accuracy indicate how close to perfect
the colors are on an absolute basis. In
the LX -1000, the phase (hue) was off by
7 degrees-a tad more than usual, but
constant for all colors. A slight
adjustment to a monitor's tint control
should set matters straight, if you even
notice the error. (Differences in color-
temperature adjustment among various
TV sets are likely to cause much more
apparent hue differences than the LX -
1000's relatively small offset.) Color
level (saturation) was closer than usual
to standard, off by an amount that the
automatic chroma-level circuitry in
monitors and TV sets will readily
correct. In short, there's not much to
fault here.

-Edward J. Foster, Diversified
Science Laboratories

programming functions, whether the
audio is digital or analog, whether cx
noise reduction (for analog laserdisc
soundtracks) is in use, and whether a
CAV or cLv laserdisc is loaded.

Pressing a small button to the right
of the window causes the lower portion
of the panel to swing down, revealing a
number of additional controls, includ-
ing numerical keys for direct access to
any track or chapter, programming the
track sequence, and selecting a repeat
mode (program, complete side, or se-
lected portion of a side). Other keys
select random play of CD tracks, con-
trol skipping in either direction, and
select the side for a videodisc.

The remote control furnished with
the LX -1000 duplicates all of the front -

panel controls and provides a number
of others, grouped according to their
application to video or audio discs.
Much of the display information and
other operating data can also be
viewed on a TV screen, simplifying
operation from the remote control.

The Panasonic LX -1000, finished in
black, measures 17 inches wide, 16%
inches deep, and 5% inches high. It
weighs 251/2 pounds. Price: $1,400.
Panasonic, Dept. SR, One Panasonic
Way, Secaucus, NJ 07094.

Lab Tests
Although the Hirsch -Houck Labs

bench tests of the Panasonic LX -1000
dealt only with its CD -playing func-
tions [see the box at left for the results
of video tests by Diversified Science
Laboratories], we also used it with a
variety of videodiscs, both demos and
motion -picture releases, in conjunc-
tion with an AN receiver and a 25 -inch
video monitor.

The audio output from a 0 -dB, 1,000-

HZ CD test track was 2.05 volts. Its
frequency response was flat within
+0.15, -0 dB from 11 to 20,000 HZ,
and the channel balance was off just
0.01 dB. Separation was 110 to 113 dB
at 1,000 Hz and 79 dB at 20,000 Hz.
Maximum interchannel phase shift
was 1.3 degrees at 20,000 HZ.

As we have come to expect from CD
players using today's I -bit D/A con-
verters, the LX -1000 had excellent
linearity at low recorded levels. Typi-
cal errors were a small fraction of a
decibel from -60 to -90 dB, with the
largest error (about 2 dB) occurring at
-100 dB. Total harmonic distortion
plus noise (THD + N) at 0 dB was 0.01
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The performance you've waited for is powerful.
Dynamic. Expressive. The instrument that brings
performance to life is the Optimus° STAV-3200
stereo audio/video receiver.
You get 100 watts of pure power per channel for
music that's alive with energy. Dolby Surround'
brings you dramatic "3 -dimensional" movie theater
presence. There's even a motor -driven master
volume control and a wireless remote.
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FROM WOODSTOCK TO NASHVILLE,
BLAUPUNKT TAKES CENTER STAGE.
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Wher the music of America plays, so does Blaupunkt.
And -.,/o star performers are the Woodstock CM

20 with removable class's and the Nashville CM 40
- Bla.ipunkt's new und r $400, AM/FM cassette
receivers with CD Ciar ger control.

lnst a I a Woodstock or Nashville and enjoy the
brilliart clarity of Blaupunkt sound, whether you're I stei-
ing to)our favorite cass tte or radio station. The real Per-
formance begins when 10-/ ntegrate either receive- with
cur CDC- 01 compact dc changer. The Wopdstock or
Nashville will program and play up to 12 compact discsm any
desired order or frac< corr banatrolkto
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standingtuner performar CE. Each tuner yields an e*ceptional
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stations and loads them into memory presets.
Each cassette deck offers headliner features like

auto reverse, Cassette Program Search and Dolby B
/P.- noise reduction. The amplifiers are power plus - the

Woodstock -a powerful 20 watts; the Nashville
- an even more powerful 40 watts. And both may
be easily upgraded with the built-in, true 4 -channel,

RCA pre -amp output.
Your response on hearing them will be tumultuous

applause.
For a dealer near you, call 1-800-237-7999. Whatever

part of the country you live in, the best sound in the country
is Blaupunkt.

BLAUPUNKT

adenarkE of Blaupunkt-Werke GmbH Bosch Telecom. 1990 Robert Bosch Corporation
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TEST REPORTS

percent from 20 to 20,000 Hz. Wide -
band noise (A -weighted) was -98.6
dB, and quantization noise was -82
dB. The frequency (speed) error was
-0.0035 percent. Slew time from
Track Ito Track 15 of the Philips TS4
test disc was just under 2 seconds,
slightly faster than average. The play-
er's resistance to impact was good
with CD's, excellent with laserdiscs.

The LX -1000's error -correction
system was good, though not the equal
of several cD-only players we have
tested in recent months. It tracked
750 -micrometer errors on the Pierre
Verany #2 test disc successfully but
exhibited brief dropout interruptions
at the 1,000 -micrometer level.

Comments
In virtually every respect that we

could hear or measure, the Panasonic
LX -1000's performance as a CD player
was equal to that of any of today's CD -
only players. It has enough operating
flexibility to suit most people, and-
like most CD players-its sound is as
good as the recordings allow it to be.

The remote control is surprisingly
easy to use considering its versatility.
Although it has a healthy complement
of buttons (forty-nine plus the jog/
shuttle knob), they are grouped logi-
cally by function. Many of them (the
basic transport controls, track/chapter
selectors, repeat functions, and so on)
are common to all types of laser -read
discs, and when there are reasonably
analogous operations the same button
will usually perform them. The but-
tons for functions unique to one type
of disc have no effect when you are
playing a different type.

Judged subjectively, the video per-
formance of the LX -I000 was as good
as its audio. The various control
features worked as effectively on
videodiscs as on CD's. The automatic
side change was a considerable conve-
nience, working smoothly and rela-
tively quietly.

The instruction manual (fifty-one
pages long) is profusely illustrated
with line drawings that show the exact
procedures required for each function
with each type of disc. The LX -I000,
despite its simple appearance, is a
very complex device, but it is hard to
imagine how it could have been made
any simpler to use. A very impressive
achievement.
Circle 142 on reader service card

KLIPSCH KG3 SPEA -(ER SYSTEM
Julian Hirsch, Hirsch -Houck Laboratories

THE Klipsch kg3 is a moderate -
price two-way system that
combines extended bass re-
sponse and high sensitivity in

a compact and attractive package. It is
also the smallest and least expensive
true horn -loaded system offered by
Klipsch.

The kg3's single 8 -inch woofer has a
polystyrene cone, a 20 -ounce magnet,
and a rubber surround. The speaker's
low -frequency output is augmented by
a 10 -inch passive radiator mounted on
the front panel below the woofer. The
passive radiator contributes an effec-
tive output from its rated 36 -Hz cutoff
frequency up to about 100 HZ. In previ-
ous systems in the kg line the passive
radiators were located in the rear, but
Klipsch engineers found that front -
mounting produced better coupling
with the output of the kg3's driven
woofer.

At 1,800 HZ there is a crossover to a
horn -loaded, ferrofluid-cooled dome
tweeter, with an 18 -dB -per -octave
slope to the tweeter and a I2 -dB -per -
octave slope to the woofer. The wood
cabinet is available finished in oiled
walnut or oak veneer or in black lac-

quer. The cabinet measures 241/4 inch-
es high, 137/K inches wide, and 111/4
inches deep, including the removable
black cloth grille, and each speaker
weighs 311/2 pounds.

The rated sensitivity of the Klipsch
kg3 is 93 dB sound -pressure level (sPL)
at I meter with a I -watt input. Its
nominal impedance is 8 ohms, with a
4.4 -ohm minimum at 165 Hz. Rated
power -handling capacity is 65 watts
continuous and 325 watts peak. The
system's frequency response is given
as 36 to 20,000 Hz ± 3 dB. Price: $530 a
pair. Klipsch, Dept. SR, P.O. Box 688,
Hope, AR 71801.

Lab Tests
The averaged room response of the

left and right speakers was within
-±1.5 dB from 500 to 20,000 HZ. A
close-miked measurement of the
woofer response, including the output
of the passive radiator, was flat within
1.5 dB overall from 50 to 250 Hz, falling
off to -5 dB at 35 Hz. The effective
acoustic crossover between the driven
and passive cones was at 55 Hz. The
upper end of the woofer's range sloped
down slightly, but after we removed
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some obvious room -interaction ef-
fects, the woofer curve overlapped the
room curve for more than two oc-
taves.

The resulting composite response
curve was very smooth. The lower end
of the woofer's output averaged about
2.5 dB above the midrange plateau
level from 500 to 1,800 Hz. The tweet-
er's response was very flat though
about 2.5 dB below the midrange level

The Klipsch delivered
a clean, deep s that
seemed almost incongruous
for a speaker of its
compact dimensions. The
output was truly usable
at 35 Hz and below.

111111111111Millit

between 2,000 and 11,000 Hz, and it
returned to the midrange level be-
tween 13,000 and 20,000 Hz. The over-
all response was flatter and smoother
than that of most other loudspeakers
we have tested, with a variation of
only ± 3.5 dB from 32 to 20,000 Hz and
a notable absence of significant irregu-
larities (peaks or dips) through most of
that range.

The speaker's minimum impedance
was 4.1 ohms at 150 Hz, with the two
bass -resonance peaks being 44 ohms
at 24 Hz and 35 ohms at 58 Hz. The
impedance rose to 31 ohms at 2,000
Hz, and overall it averaged about 8
ohms.

The system's sensitivity was even
higher than rated, with a 96-ds SPL at I
meter from an input of 2.83 volts of
pink noise. Our distortion measure-
ments were made with an input equiv-
alent to a 90 -du SPL, or 1.4 volts. The
total harmonic distortion plus noise
(THD + N) of the driven cone was
between 0.4 and 0.8 percent from 100
to 1,000 Hz, increasing to I percent at
80 Hz, 2 percent at 43 Hz, and a maxi-
mum of 8 percent at 30 Hz. Most of the
output at the lower frequencies, how-
ever, came from the passive cone,
whose distortion was I percent at 85
Hz, a minimum of 0.8 percent at 65 Hz,
and only 4 percent at 30 Hz.

In the horizontal plane, the output
of the tweeter measured 45 degrees
off -axis was some 6 to 10 dB lower than
the on -axis response over most of the

range above 2,000 Hz. There was also
a sharp dip at 10,000 Hz (off -axis) that
was apparently caused by diffraction
or other interference.

The phase linearity of the system
was very good, as shown by its group -
delay variation of less than 0.2 milli-
second from 2,000 to 19,000 Hz. The
upper limit was associated with a
sharp resonance that produced a very
narrow response dip, but the effect
was completely inaudible.

The short-term power -handling
ability of the kg3 was excellent, espe-
cially in view of its high sensitivity. At
100 Hz (into its 5 -ohm impedance),
both the active and passive woofer
cones "bottomed" against their limits
with a single -cycle input of 315 watts.
The equivalent acoustic output from a
speaker system of average sensitivity
would require an input of well over
1,000 watts. At 1,000 and 10,000 Hz,
the amplifier clipped before the speak-
er did, at respective inputs of 650 and
860 watts.

Comments
The Klipsch kg3 delivered a clean,

deep bass that seemed almost incon-
gruous for a speaker of its compact
dimensions. The output was truly us-
able at 35 Hz and below, giving the

speaker some of the sonic properties
of a much larger one. We tried placing
the speakers on stands about 8 inches
high a couple of feet in front of a wall
as well as on the floor close to the wall.
The floor placement gave the low bass
even more authority, although the
general difference in sound between
the two locations was minor.

The overall frequency balance of
the kg3 was excellent, with no audible
(or measurable) evidence of peaks or
holes in any part of the spectrum. The
absence of the upper -bass emphasis
found in many less -expensive speak-
ers contributed to the kg3's audible
neutrality and made its deep -bass per-
formance even more striking.

Playing a variety of recordings, the
Klipsch kg3 always sounded like a
much larger and more expensive
speaker than it is. Although there are a
number of small speakers that produce
a balanced, clean sound, their limited
deep -bass output almost always be-
trays their true size and cost/perfor-
mance compromises. Rarely have we
heard a speaker of this size that could
compete so effectively with others
several times as large. We also appre-
ciated its lack of critical placement
requirements. An outstanding value.
Circle 143 on reader service card

"My guess is that since there are 'audiophiles.'
there must also be 'audiophobes.' "
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The Bose Lifestyle Music System
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PERFORMANCE

"The sound was superb..."
Julian Hirsch, Sound & Image

Summer, 1990

APPEARANCE
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Rich Warren, Chicago Tribune
June 1, 1990

SIMPLICITY

"...utter simplicity of operation..."
Hans Fantel, The New York Times*
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June 1,1990
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MYSTERIOUS
DEVICE TO

ASSEMBLE SIX
DEAD COMPOSER

BRINGS THEM
TO LIFE FOR

INNER PARTY.
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It's almost ee 'ie. Who would have thought that at home, or on the road with a Pioneer Car CD Changer.

raising people's spirits for hours could be so simple. And the CD Synchro feature lets you record six CDs

With the Pioneer CD Changer, you load a magazine onto six cassettes with the touch of a button when

cartridge with six CDs for six hours of divine listening. you're connected to a Pioneer Multi -Play Cassette

The multi -play system, created by Pioneer, makes it Changer. When it comes to channeling music into your

possible to store and catalog CDs so you can unite life, there's just no other medium like the Pioneer

your favorite artists for crystal-clear performances Multi -Play CD Changer.
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DENON DTR-2000
DIGITAL AUDIO TAPE DECK
Craig Stark, Hirsch -Houck Laboratories

DENON'S new DTR-2000 is
one of the first consumer -
level digital audio tape (DAT)
recorders available in the

U.S. through normal channels. By in-
corporating the Serial Copy Manage-
ment System (SCMS), it enables users
to make as many direct, first -genera-
tion digital dubs of CD's and other
digital program sources as they wish,
while limiting the ability to make digi-
tal copies of copies. It also features an
advanced version of Denon's 20 -bit
Super -Linear digital -to -analog (D/A)
converter, called the Lambda SLC.
Priced at $1,000, the DTR-2000 comes
with a full -function remote control and
complements its analog connectors
with both optical and coaxial digital
inputs and outputs.

While a number of manufacturers
have recently adopted one form or
another of 1 -bit D/A conversion, Denon
has chosen instead to remain with the
eight-times-oversampling, 20 -bit Lamb-

da SLC system originally developed
for its top CD players. The Lambda
enhancement is designed to minimize
the zero -crossing distortion that is
characteristic of most multibit D/A con-
verters. Nonlinearity is reduced still
further by very careful factory adjust-
ment of the converter's most -signifi-
cant -bit (Mn) registers. At the other
end of the process, a high-speed ana-
log -to -digital (A/D) converter is used to
quantize analog input signals.

Apart from the power switch and the
buttons that control the tape transport,
the front panel of the DTR-2000 con-
tains only one visible control, which is
used to set the recording level for
taping from an analog source. (Digital -
to -digital recording does not require a
recording -level control, since the sig-
nal is just a stream of pulses represent-
ing binary numbers.) All the other
pushbuttons, switches, and controls
are neatly concealed behind a flip -
down front panel.

Despite their diminutive size, DAT
cassettes can hold up to 2 hours of
music at the normal 48- and 44.1 -kHz
sampling rates, or 4 hours at the lower -
fidelity 32 -kHz sampling rate. Cas-
settes are inserted into the deck
through a motorized tray like those
used in most CD players. The transport
mechanism inside the deck is similar
to that of a miniature VCR and uses the
same helical -scan principle. The high
tape -to -head speed needed for multi -
megahertz frequency response (in digi-
tal terms, the system's throughput is
2.77 megabits per second) is achieved
with a pair of heads mounted in a
rapidly rotating drum set at an angle to
the longitudinal direction of the tape.

Although the DTR-2000's loading
design precludes watching the tape as
it creeps from spool to spool, the
deck's fluorescent counter provides a
far more accurate way to tell where
you are on the tape. In addition to
displaying the program selection num-
ber, the counter can be switched to
provide any of four different digital
readouts: elapsed time from the start
of the tape, elapsed time in the current
selection, remaining time to the end of
the tape, and conventional (nontimed)
counter units, which can be reset to
zero at any time.
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Signal levels are shown on a twenty-
two -segment -per -channel fluorescent
peak -reading display, calibrated from
-60 to 0 dB with a single OVER indica-
tor. When using a DAT deck, you have
to avoid the old analog habit of squeez-
ing out a few extra decibels of "signal -
to -hiss" ratio by letting the deck's indi-
cators "run into the red." Once all 16
bits of the digital signal are l's, no
larger number (that is, greater signal
level) can be processed. The DTR-
2000's built-in analog limiter prevents
true digital overload, but such circuits
inevitably produce some distortion of
their own. You should be careful to
keep the recording level down to a
point where the OVER indicator lights
only very occasionally if at all (prefera-
bly never).

Program selections up to No. 99 can
be found by pressing the appropriate
numbered buttons on either the deck
or its remote control. The tape auto-
matically fast -winds (at 250 times nor-
mal playing speed) in either direction
to the start of that program and begins
play from there. The repeat button will
rewind and replay the entire tape as
many as sixteen times without further
attention, but if you wish to hear a
specific selection again you must man-
ually punch in its number and hit the
play button each time.

In normal use a program number's
START ID code is automatically written
into the tape's subcode fields-as is an
END ID code after the last recorded
selection. The DTR-2000 also has a
MANUAL MODE override that lets you
enter or erase START, SKIP SELECTION,
and END subcodes for yourself. To
facilitate the exact placement of these
inaudible electronic markers, the
DTR-2000 provides not only a conven-

tional cue -and -review feature but also
a pair of FINE CUE buttons that inch the
tape back and forth at half the normal
speed. After manually modifying the
subcodes, pressing RENUMBER runs
through the tape, renumbers your se-
lections in order, and rewinds the tape
again.

To create smooth segues between
selections, the DTR-2000 has a digital-
ly controlled fade-in/fade-out facility.
The front -panel headphone jack has a
level control, and there is a channel -

balance control for analog recordings.
A three -position switch selects among
analog, optical digital, and coaxial dig-
ital inputs. The deck provides for auto-
matic activation by an external timer.

The Denon DTR-2000 measures
171/16 inches wide, 121/16 inches deep,
and 43/s inches high, and it weighs a
little less than 16 pounds. Price:
$1,000. Denon, Dept. SR, 222 New
Rd., Parsippany, NJ 07054.

Lab Tests
We measured the performance of

the Denon DTR-2000 using both Sony
and Japan Audio Society (JAS) cali-
brated tapes, the CBS CD -1 test disc,
and our Audio Precision System One
test equipment. Whether it was play-
ing back a calibrated tape or going
through either the analog or the digital
input/output chain, the deck's fre-
quency response between 20 and
20,000 Hz was so flat that it would be
pointless to graph it. In the worst -case
condition (using the analog input and
output circuitry), one channel was
down by 0.31 dB at 20,000 HZ; most
deviations throughout the audible
spectrum were within a few hun-
dredths of a decibel.

Playback signal-to-noise ratio (S/N),

FEATURES

 Optical and coaxial digital inputs
and outputs as well as analog
inputs and outputs

 Sigma/Delta A/D converters
 Lambda SLC 20 -bit D/A converters

with eight -times oversampling
 Twenty -two -segment -per -channel

peak -level display with OVER
indicator

 Digital readout of elapsed time
from start of tape, remaining time
on tape, elapsed time in current
selection, or linear tape counter

 Direct access to selections up to
No. 99

 Editable Start, Skip, and End ID
subcode markers with fine -cue
control and renumbering facility

 Full -function remote control
 Two fast -winding modes (250 and

400 times normal speed) plus cue -
and -review

 Adjustable digital fader
 Supports standard 48- and 44.1 -

kHz sampling rates and half -speed
(32 -kHz) mode

 Three -step display -brightness
control

 Can be activated by external timer

measured against a totally quiet input
track, was in excess of 100 dB even
without weighting, which certainly
confirms the very low noise content of
the DTR-2000's audio output. On the
other hand, since a digital silent ("in-
finity zero") track does not exercise
the D/A converter, the A -weighted dy-
namic range and the unweighted quan-
tization -noise figures, which were
within a few decibels of the theoretical
98.08 -dB limit for a 16 -bit system, rep-
resent more realistic-but still excel-
lent-performance measurements.

Distortion was approximately 0.003
percent for both playback and record-
ing through the digital inputs. Through
the analog inputs, the total harmonic
distortion plus noise (THD + N) was
0.0015 percent (the A/D converter adds
some slight distortion of its own), but a
more accurate picture can be gained
by looking at the accompanying graph
A, where it can be seen that the
"knee" of the distortion curve is actu-
ally reached at a recording level of -1
dB. Above this point the analog limiter
kicks in. Even with this, however, at 0
dB the distortion is an order of magni-
tude lower than is obtainable when
recording on conventional analog cas-
settes.

Channel separation at 1,000 and
10,000 Hz was more than respectably
high on an overall record -playback
basis, remaining more than 56 dB at
10,000 HZ. In playback alone, where
the analog input circuitry was not ac-
tive, it was better than 80 dB at the
higher frequency. The A -weighted
SiN's of 87 and 85 dB through the
analog inputs, while very good, were
not outstanding. A good idea of the
deck's relative performance recording
through the analog and the digital in-
puts can be gained by comparing the
sets of traces in graph B. The overall
linearity of the AM and D/A converters
was excellent down to -50 dB, and
the error did not exceed 1 dB until the
level dropped below -90 dB (see
graph C).

There was, of course, no wow -and-
flutter to measure in the DTR-2000,
and its input and output levels were
entirely normal. We detected a minus-
cule speed error (0.02 percent) on the
AP's frequency counter, but it could
not conceivably be audible. Fast -
winding speeds were fast indeed. The
deck ran through a 120 -minute tape in
39 seconds in normal fast wind and in
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model GFASSS

Tenth Anniversary Amplifier

Ten years ago, Adcom produced its first stereo
amplifier. Between those early days and now,
more and more audiophiles have come to
recognize Adcom's leadership in providing both
high performance and exceptional value. And the
critics have agreed, consistently rating Adcom
components superior to those units costing two
and three times as much.

To commemorate these ten years of
achievement, Adcom will produce a limited
number of its new model GFA-585, a 250 watt -

Dower LIMITED EDITION

1

per -channel* stereo power amplifier. Designed
for a select number of music lovers, this
innovative component contains the accumulated
benefits of Adcom's advanced technology which
has evolved over the past decade. Its price -to-

performance ratio is so remarkable, it can only be
offered on a limited production basis. A potential
"collectible" for those with an eye to the future.

Think Of It As Two GFA-565s
On One Chassis

Recently, Adcom set new objectives for



high current power amplifier

Instantaneous distortion alert

- channel

amplifier performance with the introduction of the
GFA-565 300 watt -per -channel* mono amplifier.
Designed without compromise for the
perfectionist, the GFA-565 quickly became a
reference standard by which other amplifiers are
judged. The new GFA-585 is basically a stereo
version of the phenomenal GFA-565, with a few
mechanical differences, yet incorporating all of the
critical circuits designed for the GFA-565. The
GFA-585 is the right product for those who want
even more power than the benchmark GFA-555 II,
but don't have the space for a pair of GFA-565s...
the GFA-585 will deliver 250 watts per channel*

into 8 ohms at any frequency between 20 Hz and
20 kHz at less than 0.02% THD. At 4 ohms, it will
deliver a formidable 400 watts per channel.*

(over. please)

* Measured in accordance with FTC requirements.

ADCOM®
details you can hear



The Adcom Advantage of
High -Current Output Stages

Many of today's high performance
loudspeakers present particularly
difficult loads to an amplifier's output
stage. In order to take full advantage
of these loudspeakers as well as the
breakthroughs in software
technology (CDs, DAT, etc.) an
amplifier must be capable of
delivering large amounts of
undistorted power continuously into
these complex loads.

The GFA-585 features two
massive output stages, each capable
of delivering extremely high current
into low -impedance reactive loads.
No protection circuitry or current
limiting devices are used which
could restrict the delivery of full
power. Instead, protection against
short-term overloads, short circuits or
long-term, excessive output is
achieved by using noninterfering
power supply fuses and thermal
circuit breakers.

The Adcom Advantage
of a Well -Regulated,

High -Current Power Supply

In order for an amplifier's output
stage to deliver its full potential of
undistorted output, it must be
provided with virtually unlimited,
electrically pure power. This power
must be available instantaneously

and, of course, continuously, not
just for milliseconds.

The massive power supply of the
GFA-585 has an extraordinary
ability to deliver enormous amounts
of power. Featuring 72,000
microfarads of filter capacitance and
a huge 1.25 kVA potted transformer,
this no -compromise power supply
eliminates all the audible limitations
of lesser supplies. Hum, vibration
and noise have been reduced to an
unnoticeable minimum.

The Adcom
Advantage of Value

The
contribution to the "state-of-the-art"
in high-performance audio. Its
capabilities are virtually unlimited.
You should not hesitate to compare
it to the world's best and most
expensive amplifiers on a pure
performance basis. Then compare
value. You'll soon hear why
Adcom's family of components
have gained a reputation for offering
more sound for less money.

If you are among those who want
the best sound possible, and

recognize exceptional value, ask to
hear this remarkable, limited -edition
stereo amplifier at your authorized
Adcom dealer. But do not delay.
There's a definite limit to the
number which will be made.

The Adcom GFP-565 Direct Gain Preamplifier is the poi -ea companion to the GFA-585
Power Amplifier. You may also wish to consider the GTP-500 Preamp/Tuner,

the GFP-555 Preamp or the GFB-800 Music Control Center for use with the GFA-585.

Specification

Power Rating: (To Fl C Requirements)
250 watts continuous average power into 8 ohms
at any frequency between 20 Hz and 20 kHz with
both channels driven at less than 0.02% THD.
400 watts continuous average power into 4 ohms
at any frequency between 20 Hz and 20 kHz with
both channels driven at less than 0.02' THD.*
IM Distortion (SMPTE):
I watt to 250 watts into 8 ohms: < 0.005%
I watt to 400 watts into 4 ohms: < 0.005%
THD + Noise at 250 watts into 8 ohms:
20Hz: 0.002%; 1 kHz: (MEN: 10 kHz: 0.00-:
20 kHz: 0.010%

Frequency Response fru I watt 8 ohms:
10Hz to 20 kHz: +O. -0.3 dB

Power Bandwidth (-3 dB): 0.7 Hz to 80 MI/
Dynamic Headroom into 4 ohms : 2.1 dB
Signal -to -Noise Ratio, "A" Weighted:
250 watts into 8 ohms: >110 dB
Gain: 27 dB
Input Impedance : 50,(XXI ohms
Input Sensitivity: 250 watts into 8 ohms: 2V rms
I watt into 8 ohms: 130 mV nns
Damping Factor: 20Hz to 20 kHz: >600
Rise Time: 5 kHz. 120 V peak -to -peak square

ave, 20% to 80%-: 2.9 us

Semiconductor Complement: 72 transistors.
11 zener diodes. 31 diodes. 2 ICs. 2 diode bridges

Power Consumption (Continuous, Both
Channels Driven): Quiescent: 90 VA:
Maximum: 1800 VA
250 watts into 8 ohms: 750 VA:
400 watts into 4 ohms: 1300 VA
* With Jan option installed.

Optional Accessories

R M-8 Rack -mount adaptor
Fan Option: Continuously variable cooling fan
Balanced Line Output

General

l'ower: 120 VAC / 50-60 Hz (available in 220 V
or 240 Von special order)
Chassis Dimensions:
)' (203mm) x 17" (432mm) x 12 3/16" (310mm)
Niaximum Dimensions: 8 3/8" (213mm) x 17"
(432mm) x 12 3/16" (310mm)

eight: 45 lbs. (20.5 kg)
t eight. Packed: 49 lbs. (22.5 kg)

ADCOIVI®
detcds you con fox

11 Elkins Road, East Brunswick, NJ 08816
U.S.A. (201)390-1130 8
Distributed in Canada by PRO ACOUSTICS INC. g
Pointe Claire, Quebec H9R 4X5

CIRCLE NO 60 ON READER SERVICE CARD



TEST REPORTS

LABORATORY MEASUREMENTS

Fast-forward/rewind time (C-120):
normal, 39 seconds; high speed, 27 seconds

Speed error (JAS and Sony tapes): 0.02%
Wow and flutter: not measurable
Line input for indicated 0 dB: 0.56 volt
Line output at indicated 0 dB: 2.11 volts

 Playback performance (Sony TY-7551
test tape)

Frequency response (dB, left/right):
20 Hz + 0.04/0.00
/00 Hz + 0.04/0.00
1,000 Hz* 0.00/0.00
10,000 Hz + 0.05/ -0.01
20,000 liz - 0.03/ -0.15
*reference level

Signal-to-noise ratios (dB, left/right):
unweighted 101.2/100.2
A -weighted 106.8/105.7
CC1RIARM 104.5/103.4

Dynamic range (dB, A -weighted):
left, 93.9; right, 98.3

Quantization noise (dB, unweighted):
left, 91.4; right, 92.7

Total harmonic distortion at 1,000 Hz:
left, 0.0038%; right, 0.0033%

Channel separation (dB, left/right):
1,000 Hz 95.7/97.5
10,000 Hz 81.3/85.7

0 Record -playback performance
Frequency response (Cih, left/right):

Digital input Analog inputs
0.1:1010.00 +0.06/ + 0.08
0.00/0.00 0.00/0.00
0.00/0.00 0.00/0.00

+0.02/-0.01 -0.02/-0.09
-0.06/-0.10 -0.13/-0.31

20 Hz
100 Hz
1,000 Hz*
10,000 Hz
20,000 Hz
*reference level

Signal-to-noise ratios (dB, left/right)
Digital input Analog inputs

unweighted 101.6/100.5 84.1781.8
A -weighted 103.9/102.0 87.6/85.2
CCIR7ARM 103.8/102.9 84.4/82.2

Total harmonic distortion at 1,000 Hz
(left/right): digital input, 0.0034%/0.0030%;
analog inputs, 0.015%/0.015%

Channel separation (dB, left/right):
1,000 Hz 75.9/77.0
/0,000 Hz 56.8/57.5

10
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27 seconds when the button was held
down for even faster rewind.

Comments
We found the human engineering of

the DTR-2000 excellent, though we
never tried to use it with the fold -down
panel closed. Its controls were respon-
sive and quick, and the recording -level
knob had a fine feel. The level display
was exceptionally readable.

Even after repeated trials, we are
uncertain whether we could repeata-

bly detect any audible differences at
all between the input and output sig-
nals of the DTR-2000. The frequency
response is so accurate, the signal-to-
noise ratio so high, and the distortion
so low that when we thought we had
found some passage on which we
heard a difference, even when record-
ing ais through the analog inputs, a
moment later we were doubtful wheth-
er it was not our imagination. One very
keen -eared listener thought he detect-
ed a very slight roughening of some

already "edgy" CD passages, and
there may have been the very slightest
difference in stereo imaging, but we
would not be prepared to swear even
to this, despite matching levels be-
tween the original and the copy to an
accuracy of one -twentieth of a deci-
bel. Suffice it to say, therefore, that we
found the Denon DTR-2000 to be a
superb recorder and reproducer of
music that we can heartily recommend
to the most critical of audiophiles.
Circle 144 on reader service card
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yEARS ago, at an age when I tended to judge the worth of a
piece of audio equipment by the number of controls it had, I
encountered my first equalizer, and it was love at first sight.
All those neatly spaced knobs were a twiddler's dream, and
I soor learned that I could alter the character of my system's
output in ways I had never imagined. Unfortunately, almost
all of The things I did made the sound worse, and I eventually
came to the realization that my early experimentation was

How to fine -useful mainly in teaching me what various nonlinearities
sounded like.

The easiest way to understand what an equalizer does is to think
tune yourof it as an elaborate set of tone controls. There's no question that

such a response -altering device can be a very useful tool in fine-
tuning an audio system, and equalizers also have a number of
creative applications. But an equalizer is a very specialized type of system's sound
component, and many people buy one expecting it to cure all sorts
of evils that it really can't. When it doesn't perform the anticipated
marvels, the user is disappointed and may ditch the equipment
rather than learn how to use it properly. So before you invest in an
equalizer, less good idea to understand what it can and can't do.

An equalizer is a collection of frequency -selective level controls,
each of which affects only a portion of the audio spectrum. As
already mentioned, you can think of a typical equalizer as a bunch of
souped -up tone controls, but that description can also be stood on
its head: Ord.nary tone controls are basically two -band (bass and
treble) equalizers that divide the audio band into an upper and a
lower section and deal with them individually. In some cases their
effects overlap in the middle, whereas in others there is a gap that is

. affected by neither the bass nor the treble control. Some manufac-
turers do provide a -midrange" control, and one or two even call 2  

E such three -band tone -control configurations "equalizersr, but  common usage normally restricts the word t9 de ices with five or
more bands Or to complex parametric egdali rs, which let yod.

A alter the band; over which the controls Brat .





f

)1 amaha's E0 -1100U

(right, 5599) comes with
an infrared remote
control and an electret-

condenser microphone that
can be used with its built-in
pink -noise generator and
spectrum analyzer for
manual or automatic
room equalization.

There is no fundamental limit on the
number of bands the audio spectrum
can be sliced into. Generally speaking,
the more bands, the finer the control
that can be exercised. On the other
hand, increasing the number of con-
trols tends to make an equalizer both
more costly and more difficult to use.
Five -band equalizers are somewhat
more flexible than ordinary tone con-
trols and are still relatively easy to
operate, but this configuration is most
likely to show up built into another
type of component, such as a receiver.
Separate equalizers usually provide at
least seven bands, and at this level an
equalizer can begin to be considered a
serious device.

For home audio, perhaps the most
common variety is the octave -band
equalizer, which splits the audio range
into ten separate bands, each roughly
an octave wide. (An octave is defined
by a doubling of frequency: Forexam-
ple, the range from 50 to 100 Hz is an
octave wide, as are the ranges be-
tween 100 and 200 Hz, 200 and 400 Hz,
and so on.) Some equalizers have
twelve bands, but these are usually
called octave equalizers anyway.

Professional equalizers often split
the spectrum into bands that cover
one-third of an octave, providing thir-
ty to thirty-six separate controls.
Many consumer models have a single
slider for each frequency band that
controls both stereo channels, where-

1. he McIntosh MO 107
(front and back views
left and below) is more
complicated to set up

than most other equalizers.
but it offers great flexibility.
It is designed primarily for
set -and -forget room
equalization. Price: 5650.    

as others have separate controls for
independent equalization of left and
right channels. The latter tend to be
bigger, costlier, and clumsier to use
for some purposes, but there are appli-
cations in which this degree of control
is necessary.

OR every one of its divi-
sions of the audio spec-
trum, an equalizer contains
a pair of bandpass filters
(one for each channel) that
blocks all signals outside a
certain range of frequen-
cies. Signals that make it
through the filters are am-

plified and fed to the corresponding
level controls (operated from the front
panel), which can cut or boost the sig-
nals in their bands by as much as 12 dB
and occasionally more. The outputs of
all the level controls for a channel are
then combined to make a single signal,
which is fed to the equalizer's output
and thence to the preamp or power amp.

Very early equalizers, like the one
I first played with, had panels full of
rotary controls, but these made it diffi-
cult to know exactly what you were
doing. Now almost all equalizers use
vertical sliders, neatly lined up beside
one another, and their settings togeth-
er give a visual depiction of the applied
response alteration (but not the overall
output response, which is the sum of
the input curve plus whatever modifi-
cations have been made by the equal-

izer). The ability to read the slider
settings as a response curve has lent
the name "graphic equalizer" to this
type of device.

More sophisticated, but much hard-
er to master, is the parametric equaliz-
er, which is a sort of custom filter that
can be tailored in a number of ways to
solve complex audio problems. Nor-
mally a parametric equalizer provides
only one or two adjustment bands per
channel, but their characteristics can
be altered to an extent impossible with
a graphic equalizer. Both the center
frequencies and the widths of the
bands are controllable, as well as the
amount of cut or boost, so it is possible
to focus on a specific problem area,
make a very precise correction, and
leave the rest of the signal alone. Para-
metrics are normally used to fix a
single serious problem, so many of
them are designed to be set up and
then hidden away; if you want an
equalizer just to tinker with the sound,
you should probably go with a graphic
model.

Whatever sort of equalizer you
choose, the method of inserting it into
the system can affect what it is able to
do. With separate components, an
equalizer is normally inserted between
the preamplifier outputs and the pow-
er -amplifier inputs; the same arrange-
ment can be obtained by connecting
the equalizer between a receiver or
integrated amplifier's preamp-out and
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AudioSource's 5430 Ea
Ten can store as many as
tour Ea curves for instant
recall. It comes with a

wireless remote control and
provides for automatic room
equalization with a built-in
spectrum analyzer and
supplied microphone.

main -amp -in jacks, if any are provided.
A potential drawback to this scheme

is that it limits the equalizer to altering
the sound being listened to at the mo-
ment. If you ever want to record
equalized signals, it is better to con-
nect the equalizer in a tape -monitor
loop. Almost all equalizers provide
replacement tape -monitor connec-
tions (so that adding the equalizer
doesn't force you to give up a tape
deck), and many also include switch-
ing to enable routing the equalized
signal to an attached tape deck. In
other cases, using the tape dubbing
provisions on a receiver, amplifier, or
preamplifier with two monitor loops
can achieve the same goal: The receiv-
er simply thinks the equalizer is a tape
deck and "dubs" its output to a real
recorder.

New equalizer owners often have an
uncontrollable urge to "correct" ab-
solutely everything, with quite vari-
able results. But there are times when
the sound can definitely benefit from a
little judicious tweaking. Some re-
cordings suffer from the heavy hand of
an engineer playing with his own
equalizer, and a home or car unit can
be just the ticket to undo such sonic
abuses. This is particularly true with
co's made from masters that were
originally equalized to compensate for
some of the perceived limitations of
vinyl pressings (principally treble
losses). The resulting harshness of

II ioneer's GR-555 craphic
0 has seven bards per

channel with a control
range of ±- 10 dB Also

included are a spectrum
analyzer, a tape loop, and
a defeat switch.    

such recordings can often be tamed
nicely with an equalizer.

Old or damaged recordings might
also benefit from equalizer massage.
Equalization might reduce their fideli-
ty somewhat in absolute terms, but it
might also make them listenable.
Damaged vinyl records, for instance,
can often be rendered tolerable by
attenuating the top few bands, where
most of the surface noise and distor-
tion resides. Any dulling of the sound
can be offset to some extent by a bit of
boost in the band or two just below
those you've attenuated. By the same
token, old tape recordings with a lot of
hiss sometimes sound better with the
top octave or so removed; some music
might be lost too, but the overall effect
is often much better.

UCH creative equalization
can, and should, be done
by ear; if the result sounds
better, you've done it

tiright. For such purposes,
an equalizer can be quite
Spartan yet still very ef-
fective. Some models,
however, provide extras

that can make them more convenient
to use under certain circumstances.
For example, some equalizers have
overall output controls, which enable
you to balance the apparent loudness
of processed and unprocessed signals.
This is unimportant if you intend to set
up your equalizer and forget it, but if

Ihe Technics SH-GE70
seven -band graphic
equalizer (S200) has
twelve pushbutton Ea

memories, six of which can
be set by the user. Other
features include a spectrum
analyzer and Ea to tape.    

you use the equalizer only occasional-
ly, a master level control will prevent
abrupt changes in volume when you
switch the equalizer into or out of the
circuit. Another extra is a built-in real-
time spectrum analyzer, which gives
an illuminated display of the signal
level in each of the equalizer's bands
at any given moment. Such analyzers
can sometimes help to identify fre-
quencies that have been given too
much prominence by the recording
engineer, and they can be handy for
room equalization; mostly, however,
they are just pretty to watch.

Where expectations are often great-
est for an equalizer-and where they
most often lead to trouble-is as a
remedy for ailments in your equip-
ment or room acoustics. There is a
popular sentiment, for example, that if
your speakers are lacking in bass, you
need only add an equalizer to pump up
the output at the bottom. That does
work within fairly narrow limits, but it
should be done only when the problem
is relatively small. If the speaker has a
major bass deficiency, attacking it
with equalization will mean fighting
the speaker's inherent limitations. All
speakers have poorer sensitivity at
very low frequencies than at middle
and high ones, but this limitation is
much more pronounced in models
with very small cabinets or total woof-
er area (minispeakers, for example).

Pumping more power into a speaker
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e

fitting a company known for
its tape decks, Teac provides
two tape -monitor loops with
dubbing in either direction

and the ability to equalize the
signal going to a recorder in its
ten -band EQA-22 (S170). which also
includes a spectrum analyzer.a
to compensate for poor bass response
may overdrive the amplifier or the
speaker, causing gross distortion, or
possibly even damage the speaker.
The same is true at high frequencies,
although the effects may not be as
severe because the power required is
less in the upper parts of the spectrum.
In short, if the problem is a big one, the
solution is not electronic; only better
speakers will yield better sound.

Equalizers tend to fare better when
they are called on to attenuate rather
than boost levels in certain bands, so
they are usually quite good at reducing
tubby lows or strident highs. How
effective an equalizer is at controlling
any particular coloration depends to
some extent on how neatly the under-
lying response aberration fits the
equalizer's design-the shape, spac-
ing, and placement of its bands. Usual-
ly the best you can expect is an ap-
proximate correction. In any case, the
watchword should be moderation; al-
most anything you can do with an
equalizer will sound better if you don't
do too much of it.

The principle of moderation is espe-
cially apt when it comes to room
equalization, in which the goal is to
correct, or at least minimize, acousti-
cally induced response anomalies. As
it was once put to me, a room is a
"mechanical equalizer," so it's not
unreasonable to think that some of its
effects might be undone electronical-
ly. Indeed, that's what multiband
equalizers were invented for, and they
are used widely in professional appli-
cations for such fine tuning.

Equalizers can indeed work won-

ders in some circumstances, but they
are not a panacea. For one thing, the
effects of a room on sound radiated
into it are different for every speaker
and listener position, so perfect equal-
ization can be achieved for only one
spot; moving your head even a few
inches either way will change at least
the high -frequency response at your
ears. Such a limitation may well be
acceptable in, say, a recording studio,
where what the engineer seated at the
console hears is of paramount impor-
tance. At home, it may be preferable
to work at getting the low frequencies
ironed out (most of the problems tend
to be there anyway) and to settle for a
reasonable approximation of the pre-
sumed ideal at high frequencies.

You can fiddle with the controls
until you think the system sounds
right, but you'll probably find this
method rather tedious and uncertain.
Professionals typically begin by mak-
ing measurements with pink noise, a
calibrated microphone, and a real-
time analyzer to see what the room is
doing to the sound. They then adjust
the equalizer to obtain the desired
response. Some consumer equalizers
provide tools for you to do the same
thing-a built-in analyzer, a micro-
phone input, and often a microphone
and a switchable pink -noise generator
as well (if these are not supplied, you
can always buy a separate microphone
and a test CD with pink noise on it).

Although these instruments may
help you zero in on the proper equal-
ization curve for your room, you will
almost certainly wind up tweaking it
by ear. There are several reasons. For

1 oundcraftsmen's Pro -E0
44 twenty -one -band

1 graphic equalizer (S549)
1 uses one -third -octave
filters from 40 to 1.000 Hz
and two -thirds -octave filters
at higher frequencies (up to
16.000 Hz). It has a master
level control and can be
switched for ED to tape.   

one thing, microphones don't "hear"
exactly the same way our ears do.
Also, getting a room -response curve
really flat at the top end with conven-
tional speakers typically puts a fero-
cious high -frequency peak in their di-
rect on -axis output, making the sound
much too bright. (The usual recom-
mendation is to roll off the treble re-
sponse somewhat in compensation,
and some equalizers even provide a
switch for that purpose.)

This dilemma reflects a fundamental
limitation of conventional equalizers,
which is that they do not directly coun-
teract the unwanted effects of room
acoustics. The integrated response of
the output from a loudspeaker with a
flat frequency response and the reflec-
tions of that output within the room
will not be flat. An equalizer attempts
to correct the overall response by in-
troducing compensatory nonlineari-
ties into the output from the loud-
speaker; in order to make the total
response flatter, the direct, first -arriv-
al response of the speaker is made
more ragged.

All these factors together just about
guarantee that you won't want to fol-
low the analyzer slavishly. You may,
in fact, find that you do better just
moving your furniture and speakers
around and maybe adding some strate-
gically placed sound absorption to
floor and walls.

Used properly, equalizers have a
well-earned place in audio. Misused,
as they often are, they can be an
expensive way to achieve worse
sound. It's worth taking the trouble to
use such a valuable tool correctly. 0
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0 NE of the most famous of musical arecdotes tells how Mischa Elman,
attending the Carnegie Hall debut of the sixteen -year -old Jascha
Heifetz, whispered to Leopold Godowsky, "It's warm in here, isn't
it?" And Godowsky replied, "Not for pianists."

Nowadays the musical world has suddenly become very warn for pianists,
too. The reason is Evgeny Kissin, a nineteen -year -old phenonre-ion from the
Soviet Union. Through a sequence of recordings, concen appearances
abroad, and, yes, a triumphant Carnegie Hall debut, he hai convinced a
multitude of listeners that a new Horowitz, Rubinstein, or combination of
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both has arrived already full blown.
Talking with Evgeny Kissin is a

striking contrast to listening to him
play. In place of the master of the big,
sweeping Romantic concerto, one en-
counters a tall, slender, shy, and rath-
er studious -seeming young man who
thinks out his replies to questions and
occasionally drums his long fingers on
a nonexistent keyboard as he talks.

ISSIN learned English at
school in Moscow, and he
speaks it clearly and gram-
matically. But halfway

into a sentence he turns to an inter-
preter and asks his help while finish-
ing it in Russian. Seated in his Up-
per West Side hotel suite in New York
a few days after his first recitals at both
Carnegie Hall and Chicago's Orches-
tra Hall, he seemed to have survived in
reasonable shape the inevitable round
of parties, receptions, interviews, and
photo sessions that follow a debut as
sensational as his.

"I suppose this is just a part of
musical life that I can't do anything
about," he said. "I wouldn't say that I
enjoy it all, but I also wouldn't say that
I'd rather just play a concert and go
home. On the one hand, I'm incredibly
elated with what has happened-I love
it. On the other, I do feel tired. I hope
these concerts will be a beginning for
me in the United States, and I can
continue from there."

There seems no doubt that Kissin,
who so far has been limiting himself to
some twenty-five or thirty concert
appearances a year, can have as bril-
liant a career as he chooses both in this
country and elsewhere. His record-
ings, which he has been making since
his mid -teens, have been mounting up.
Deutsche Grammophon has released a
live recording of the Tchaikovsky Pi-
ano Concerto No. 1 with the late Her-
bert von Karajan and the Berlin Phil-
harmonic, and Sony Classical has put
out "Kissin in Tokyo," recorded live at
his Japanese debut in December 1987.

But most of the Kissin recordings to
date have been issued by RCA Red
Seal, notably a two -CD set entitled
"Kissin at Carnegie Hall," which cap-
tures the excitement as well as the
music (including four encores) of his
first U.S. recital, and another double
album, "Kissin: A Musical Portrait,"
which offers the Haydn D Major Con-
certo and the Mozart K. 414 along with
the more predictable Rachmaninoff
No. 2, Prokofiev No. 3, and Shostako-
vich No. 1. Several of these concerto
recordings have also been released by
RCA individually.

As meteoric as it seems, Kissin's

success actually is the result of a long
and rather unorthodox course of prep-
aration. He was born in Moscow on
October 10, 1971, his father an engi-
neer and his mother a piano teacher of
young children. His elder sister, Alla,
is also a pianist, mainly an accompa-
nist. Evgeny began demonstrating in-
terest in the family piano at the age of
two, and at six he was entered by his
mother in the Gnessin School of Music
for Gifted Children, where his teacher
was Anna Pavlovna Kantor. She is the
only teacher he has ever had, and both
she and his mother had the pleasure of
watching from a box when he made his
Carnegie Hall debut last September.

Asked whether he didn't regard it as
strange to have relied on one teacher
throughout, Kissin pondered a mo-
ment and said: "There's a Russian
saying-I'm not sure whether it's
translatable: 'If it works, why change
it?" He seemed pleased to learn that
there is an equivalent American say-
ing-perhaps equally untranslatable:
"If it ain't broke, don't fix it."

Kissin's schooling also has been un-
orthodox, for he received his entire
musical training at the Gnessin
School, a respected institution but
hardly as formidable as the Moscow
Conservatory. "I wanted to stay with
my teacher," he explained. In any
case, he has been able to develop a
distinctively fluid, poetic, lyrical ap-
proach to piano playing in addition to
the purely technical brilliance and
power that is the hallmark of many

products of the Moscow Conservatory.
The first mentions of Kissin ap-

peared on the music grapevine when,
at the age of twelve, he played the two
Chopin concertos with the Moscow
State Philharmonic. Perhaps because
of the attention he received early, he
has never gone the competition route.
"I used to attend the Tchaikovsky
Competition, just to listen," he said.
"People asked me: 'How come you're
not in it?' I remember a young girl
once came over to me and asked,
'Why don't you play?' I said, 'Why do
I have to play?' So she went away. It
finally became such a nuisance that I
stopped going to the competitions."

Kissin is well aware that he's been
fortunate in launching his career dur-
ing the glasnost era. When it was sug-
gested to him that twenty years ago he
might not have had the freedom to
develop and travel as he has, he said,
"Twenty years ago? Even ten years
ago I might not have been able to come
here. I'm happy about some of the
changes at home. Before, it was dark
and hopeless. Now things are begin-
ning to move, although the direction is
not always clear.

"It's hard to generalize about the
younger generation today. A few years
ago there was an interesting Russian
film called Is /t Easy to Be Young?-a
good question. Certain people are cra-
zy about rock groups, even about
heavy metal. But most of my friends
have different musical interests.

"Right now in Russia there is a
discrepancy in the mentality of the
young. Lots of people thirteen and
fourteen have sexual relationships.
But some of these young people have
an interest in religion. I wonder how
it's possible to reconcile the two-to
go to church and still act grossly. You
know, Jesus said that not everyone
who says 'Lord, Lord' will enter the
kingdom of heaven."

Kissin himself is Jewish, and al-
though nobody in his family as far
back as his grandparents has been
religious, he says he feels an affinity
for his ancestry. He is currently inter-
ested in all religions, however, and
one of three books that lay on a nearby
table as he spoke was a volume by
Nicholas Berdyaev, a Russian Ortho-
dox theologian and philosopher. (The
other two were a Russian -English dic-
tionary and Baedecker's New York.)

"Right now I am interested in every-
thing that is new to me," he said. "So I
have lots of interests, but playing the
piano is the only thing I have time for
at the moment."

Kissin practices regularly, though
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his schedule varies. "If the day is
empty I will practice five or six
hours," he said. "On a full day, maybe
two or three. By myself I play a lot of
Bach's music. When I am looking for
something to compare a composer to I
always turn to Bach."

Kissin's musical interests are con-
siderably broader than the great Ro-
mantic piano concertos with which he
has made much of his initial impact.
Both his orchestral concerts and re-
cordings so far have emphasized Rus-
sian composers, from Tchaikovsky to
Shostakovich, though his solo recitals
have included other composers,
among them Schumann, Liszt, and
Chopin. For his first American ap-
pearance with orchestra he played the
Chopin E Minor Concerto with Zubin
Mehta and the New York Philharmon-
ic at Avery Fisher Hall.

Altogether, Kissin says, he has
some fifteen or twenty concertos "in
his fingers," including the Beethoven
Nos. 3, 4, and 5 and five by Mozart.
He recently recorded the Mozart Con-
certo No. 20, in D Minor, K. 466, but
declined to approve it for release.
Asked why, he replied almost belliger-
ently, "Why not? I didn't like it."

Presumably some of this wider reper-
tory will soon emerge at his concerts.
Since 1991 marks the two hundredth
anniversary of Mozart's death and the
one hundredth of Prokofiev's birth,
Kissin expects to include more music
by both composers on his programs. "I
like to play what I haven't played be-

fore," is the way he summed up his
musical outlook, adding that he wanted
to undertake works by both Impres-
sionist and contemporary composers.

HEN he was younger (!),
Kissin did a good deal of
composing himself, but
he has put that aside. On

his trip to Japan, however, he saw in a
local music magazine called Chopin
several Japanese folk tunes, and he
decided to present these, with his own
embellishments, as encores at his To-
kyo recital. They make a delightful
conclusion to his "Kissin in Tokyo"
CD, especially a jaunty number called
Usagi, or Rabbit. He seemed interest-
ed in a suggestion that he prepare
similar American encores, perhaps for
his next visit to this country, expected
to be next summer. He remarked that
he already plays Scott Joplin rags and
George Gershwin songs, but only for
himself and friends.

Kissin enjoyed his stay in New
York, turning it into a modest gastro-
nomic tour with visits to Mexican,
Chinese, and Japanese restaurants.
He was also pleased with the warm
responsiveness of audiences both in
New York and Chicago. Audience re-
actions, he thinks, can reflect a nation-
al temperament. "In Germany and
Switzerland, they stamp their feet,"
he said. "In Japan they start and stop
applauding like one person, and before
the concert it is absolutely quiet, like a
vacuum. In Israel before the concert
starts the people socialize and visit

with one another. And I think a Rus-
sian audience can be the most enthusi-
astic in the world."

Obviously Kissin is aware of the
comparisons that have been made be-
tween himself and such past masters
as Horowitz and Rubinstein, both of
whom he has heard on records. But he
believes his playing has no relation-
ship to theirs, though he acknowl-
edges they may have influenced him.
"I am not trying to imitate anybody,"
he said. When I asked him which of his
own records he thought collectors
should acquire, he shot me an impish
glance and said, "Before they buy
mire, they should buy the records of
all the great ones playing their own
music-Rachmaninoff, Prokofiev, Sho-
stakovich-there are plenty."

For young people studying the pi-
ano today and hoping for a career,
Evgeny Kissin offered three words of
advice: "Love the music." He re-
called that when he was twelve or
thirteen years old he drew up a kind of
youthful last will and testament in
which he gave elaborate directions for
his funeral including a tombstone in-
scribed: "Here Lies a Humble Ser-
vant of Music." Asked whether the
instructions still held good, he replied
with a smile, "Right now I'm not
thinking of being buried." 0
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CHOOSING loudspeakers is the most
difficult part of buying or upgrading an
audio system. The speakers affect the
sound of a system more strongly than
any other component, and their per-
formance depends greatly on the lis-
tening room and their
placement in it. And
even for a given room
there isn't one "best"
loudspeaker; your tastes
in both music and sound
will-and should-make
your final buying deci-
sion a very personal one.

Just because personal
preference is important.
though, doesn't mean
that you should simply
buy the first speaker that
sounds good in the
store. Here are some
general principles and
specific stratagems, the
product of years of listening in the lab,
in stores, and at trade shows, to help
you zero in on the speakers that best fit
your taste, style, and budget.

exchange, you shouldn't expect the
deepest of discounts at a store that
caters to customers like you.

GET SEVEN-DAY RETURN PRIVILIGES.
Your room at home will
almost certainly be so
different from the store's
listening room that even
the most thorough and
expert listening test in
the store can only rough-
ly predict how a particu-
lar pair of speakers will
sound in your system.
Buy speakers from a
store that will let you
return them (in good
condition) for a full re-
fund after a home trial of
at least a week.

If a speaker disap-
points you, help your -

sell and the store by remembering
what went wrong at home. If the bass
was weak, pick a speaker with an
extra -fat low end for your next try. If
the treble was harsh in your room, a
speaker that sounds slightly too mel-
low in the store is a good bet.
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TAKE YOUR TIME. This is the cardinal
rule. ou just go to a store intending
to come out with new speakers in half
an hour, you make it easy for a sales-
man to steer you wherever he likes.
Go to stores where the salespeople
have time and patience, because if
you follow my advice

both to deal with you. In !q E.
they're going to need

LISTEN TO MANY RECORDINGS. The
sound of any recording depends heavi-
ly on the monitoring system the engi-
neer employed to judge microphone

V HE

choice and placement.
Using only a single re-
cording to help choose
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your new speakers will prejudice your
selection in the direction of the partic-
ular monitoring system used in making
it. So listen to many recordings, and
look for speakers that sound accept-
able with all of them. (I'll give you my
personal choices for listening material
later on.)

TAKE YOUR OWN MUSK. Back in the
Sixties, a speaker company put out a
sampler record that successfully sold
thousands of one particular model in
its line. The speaker in question had a
prominent treble peak, but the record
had been made with a dip at that
frequency, so it sounded right on the
target speaker and strangely lifeless on

speakers-and from various other
places around the room. If the tonal
quality changes for the worse as you
move off center, beware: You won't
hear much off -axis sound in most
demo rooms because their walls are
relatively absorptive, but at home it
will likely be a problem.

USE PROPER COMPARISON TECH-
NIQUES. Most of the time you kill he
comparing two sets of speakers. It is
very important that these be played
with equal loudness, since the louder
speaker will do better in such a com-
parison than it would with matched
levels, giving it an unfair advantage.
Normal differences in response be-

ktffl 111p.

and 00k fg[ speakers that sound
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most others. Even in the absence of
such obvious trickery, a salesperson
can choose, wittingly or not, record-
ings that favor speakers with certain
sonic characteristics. So take your
own music, and rely primarily on it
rather than the store's demo material.
I use CD's for this purpose because
their sound is so consistent from play-
er to player. But if you're a die-hard LP
fan, use black vinyl for listening tests,
as its typically warmer frequency bal-
ance (and the altered stereo image it
tends to produce) will influence your
choice.

INSIST ON COMPARASLE PLACE-
MENT. However little a store's dem-
onstration room may resemble your
listening room, you should try to put
the speakers you are auditioning in
positions similar to the ones they will
occupy in your home. If they're on a
shelf and you'll be using them on floor
stands, ask the salesperson to move
them. Then listen both from the
"sweet spot"-centered between the

tween speakers make it impossible to
match levels perfectly for all record-
ings, so for each selection have the
salesperson adjust the level of one
system until the two sound equally
loud.

Left to his own devices, the sales-
man will wind up holding the speaker
switch. Take control of it yourself, and
try to avoid comparing apples and
oranges: Don't switch in the middle of
a musical phrase, but look for a repeat-
ed passage and play all of it through
each speaker in turn. Better still, find a
CD player with a phrase -repeat feature
and use it to listen to exactly the same
musical fragment on both systems.
Return to this tactic to verify your
impressions whenever one system be-
gins to sound distinctly better than the
other.

USE VOICE TO JUDGE THE MIDRANGE.
The balance of frequencies between
about 150 and 3,000 HZ is the most
important single characteristic of any
speaker, so I always begin by checking

this range, using the tenor solo in
Track 1 of the Christopher Hogwood
CD of highlights from Handel's Messi-
ah, EOiseau-Lyre 400 086-2. (If you
listen mostly to rock, pick a typical
male vocal from a group you like for
this test.) Tenor Paul Elliott's voice
should be clear and brilliant but not
piercing or thin; if it sounds harsh in
the loud passages (at 1:40 or 2:30, for
example), you're probably hearing a
coloration that will bother you consis-
tently at home.

The tenor voice should appear to
come from a point midway between
the speakers, assuming you have posi-
tioned yourself carefully at the same
distance and angle from both. (This is
also true of virtually all pop and rock
vocals, which are recorded and mixed
in mono.) If the soloist's location
seems uncertain, or if the vowels in his
voice seem to come from one place
and the consonants (especially S, F,
and T) from somewhere else, the re-
sponses of the two speakers in the pair
probably don't match well, and stereo
imaging will suffer.

Other things to listen for with the
Hogwood CD: In Track 4, the bari-
tones on the right should be clearly
distinguishable in both location and
tonal quality from the tenors just to the
right of center, the boy sopranos on
the left should sound slightly too
bright in the upper treble (a coloration
from the recording microphone), and
there should be plenty of room rever-
beration without any muddiness.

For the upper midrange and "pres-
ence" range (500 to 3,000 Hz), a female
vocal is the perfect test. I use two
selections. First is Amanda from Shef-
field's "Crème de la Creme" disc
(CD-CRM). Amanda McBroom's
voice is slightly bright in this record-
ing, like the percussion tracks, but it
should not sound harsh or thin, and it
should remain centered between the
speakers. My second selection is Bird
on a Wire, from Jennifer Warnes's
"Famous Blue Raincoat" (Cypress
611 111-2). This disc can also help you
to identify one kind of high -frequency
coloration to avoid in speakers: The
vocal on Track 6, Ain't No Cure for
Love, was recorded by a different
team of engineers from the others and
has an unpleasant -sounding peak at
around 6,000 Hz. If you hear this effect
consistently, rather than on just the
one track, the speaker has a problem.
(The repeated -octave bass figures in
this track are useful, too; all three
notes should have equal weight on a
speaker with good deep bass.)
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CHECK FOR MIDBASS BOOM. Reso-
nances in the range between 80 and
150 HZ sound boomy and can become
very annoying after a while. Midbass
boom can give a deceptive initial im-
pression of good deep -bass response,
but it actually tends to make it harder
to hear the system's low bass. The
most stringent test I have found for
this region of the spectrum is "The
World of the Harp" with Susann Mc-
Donald (Delos D/CD 3005). Rare is the
speaker that will reproduce the large
harp in Track 10 of this disc with
complete clarity. Another good test is
Train in the Distance, Track 7 of Paul
Simon's "Hearts and Bones" (Warner
Brothers 23942-2). Clear, warm -
sounding background vocals with no
trace of one -note quality are a sign of
freedom from cabinet or woofer reso-
nances. But beware: The low end of
the spectrum is most susceptible to
room effects. Consequently, the most
important place to perform this test
and the following one is in your home.

TEST FOR DYNAMICS AND BASS
POWER. My old standby for low -end
testing is the excerpt from Stra-
vinsky's Rite of Spring on Track 5 of
the Telarc Sampler, Volume II (CD -
80102). It's okay for the brass to sound
slightly nasty in this selection; what
you're really listening for is the weight
and impact of the bass drum. A system
with good power handling and bass
below 40 Hz will reproduce this ex-
cerpt with palpable impact and no sign
of strain. But be careful: Many power
amplifiers, especially those found in
small or medium -size receivers, will
distort audibly if you get careless with
the volume control, so if you hear
crackling sounds, they may not be the
speaker's fault. When you're compar-
ing speakers, use the CD player's
phrase -repeat feature to single out the
section from 1:43 to 2:17 and listen to
the entire passage on each system in
turn, switching while the player is
returning to the starting point of the
passage between repeats.

CHECK THE STEREO IMAGING. The
apparent breadth, depth, and clarity of
the stereo image produced by a pair of
speakers are qualities on which audio-
philes often lavish considerable time
and money. If the speakers are care-
fully placed, you can keep track of
their imaging as you conduct the previ-
ous tests. The Hogwood Messiah and
Track 2 of the Jennifer Warnes record-

ing are especially revealing of the fine
points of placement and depth in the
stereo image.

If you plan to entertain friends with
your system, you will want it to pre-
sent a decent image to listeners who
are sitting away from the center line
between the speakers. Give the speak-
ers a walk -around test, noting whether
the musicians seem to remain arrayed
between and behind the speakers as
you move about the room or, instead,
tend to bunch up in the nearer speaker
as you move off center.

If, on the other hand, your goal is to
create the best image for yourself in
the best listening spot, center yourself
precisely between the speakers
(meaning that your distance from each
one is the same within an inch or so)
and check out Track 4 of the Talking
Heads CD "True Stories" (Sire 25512-
2). There is a percussion track that
circles right to left behind the speakers
and then, on a good system, from left
to right out in front, seeming to pass
right through the center of your head.
Successful reproduction of this effect
(and of the little flute figure at 2:32 that
seems to come from 90 degrees to your
right) is a sign of the good symmetry
and careful placement of speakers and
listener that are necessary for really
precise imaging.

ADAPT THESE PROCEDURES TO YOUR
NEEDS. \ !though I've suggested spe-
cific program material for listening
tests, there is nothing magical about
my selections; I just know from expe-
rience that they work well as speaker -
evaluation tools. In time you will be
able to choose from among your favor-
ite recordings those that work best to
supplement (or replace) the music I
have suggested. Whatever music you
choose, use a wide variety of sonic
textures.. and look for a speaker that
highlights the differences. The more
strongly a speaker's character comes
through on all recordings, the worse
its colorations. Conversely, the sys-
tems that change the most as you try
different selections will be easiest to
live with. Careful, systematic listening
is your best defense against unpleas-
ant surprises-and your best hope for
finding speakers that will please you
for a long time to come.

E. Brad Meyer, president of Point One
Audio in Lincoln, Massachusetts, is an
audio consultant, writer, and recording
engineer and producer.
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If yoire interested in the fine details of

speaker performance. there is a test co

that can provide a lot of information

withjut sound -measuring instruments:

"Compact Test: Demonstrations et

Essais" on the Pierre Verany label

(PV -784031). Track 20 contains a series

of tones. each of which varies randomly

over a range of one-third of an octave

around center frequencies from 16 to

20.000 HZ. These "warble tones" can

quicKly and easily reveal just how low a

systam goes and how much bass

distortion it produces. The lowest three

bant's should be felt, not heard: any

audtle components are distortion in

the amplifier or woofer. This test will

also mercilessly reveal any rattles and

buzzes in the speakers (or anything else

that s not bolted down).

Finally. Track 18 contains pink noise,

a coistant waterfall sound with an even

distribution of all frequencies and equal

energy in every octave. With a little

practice you can use pink noise to

quicKly find the most serious

colorations in any system. Listen to 30

seccnds of this signal at a moderately

loud level on the best systems you can

find. either in stores or at friends'

houses, and you will slowly accumulate

an approximate mental image of how it

should sound.

A word of caution about warble tones

and pink noise, though: Either of these

signals will tend to empty a room very

rapilly. If you want to stay friendly with

a store, don't try these tests with other

customers around.
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SYSTE M
Long Island accommodations

by Rebecca Day

SUSAN DARNEL wasn't keen on the idea of
having 29 cubic feet of loudspeaker in her 14
x 32 -foot living room. "I almost ended up in
the emergency room," said the Long Island

nurse, recalling the time her husband, Dave, first
brought home the pair of custom-made three-way
speakers, each with an 18 -inch woofer and hand -wound
Solen crossovers on top. "But when I heard them, I
changed my mind."

Her abrupt change of heart was not really surprising;
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the Darnels take their music very seriously. When
they couldn't find just the right speakers, they went
to their friend Andy Nittoli, an audio engineer who
built a pair of transmission -line speakers using 18 -
inch JBL paper -cone woofers, Danish -made 3 -inch
midranges and 3/4 -inch dome tweeters, and the Solen
crossover coils. Dave liked the colorful crossovers so
much that he had Andy put them under Plexiglas on
top of the speaker cabinets.

Susan was also accommodating when it came to
their turntable "stage." Dave was concerned about
feedback and vibration through the floor, so he built
a birch platform and suspended it from the wall
above six concrete blocks isolated in Styrofoam that
sit in front of the wall without touching it. The setup
acts as "a light-spring/heavy-spring junction." he
explained, transmitting most of the feedback energy
back into the room instead of up the wall to the
turntable. To make the stage more aesthetically
appealing, Susan painted the birch with a faux -
marble finish. She wouldn't tolerate visible speaker

cable, however, so Dave ran 10 -gauge contractor's
wire through to the basement. He chose 10 -gauge to
accommodate the long runs, but he passed on
designer brands because "in the audio band, all that
matters is a sturdy connection and low resistance."

The Darnels' components befit serious
audiophiles: a Nakamichi OMS-7 CD player, a
McIntosh Model 7270 power amplifier, a McIntosh
C504 preamplifier, a Nakamichi Model 504 cassette
deck, and a Technics SP -15 turntable with a Shure
V -I5 Type V MR cartridge, a KLH (Burwen) Model
1201A dynamic noise filter (for hiss), and an SAE
Model 5000 impulse -noise suppressor (for pops and
clicks).

The Darnels spend most of their free time in their
living room-whether absorbed in Pink Floyd's
"Dark Side of the Moon" or swinging around the

floor to the music of Glenn Miller. Susan can live
with the cement blocks in her living room in return
for being able to throw big -band parties. "We do a
lot °Pumping around," she explained. 0
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The liveterformance
loudspeakers without

snob appeal.
Sometimes it's Guns n' Roses.
For others, M. C. Hammer.
Or just a gutsy 12 -bar workout.
Whatever you listen to, you want

results. And at the volume your music
demands.

That's why Sound Dynamics enjoys
a reputation for producing speakers
that deliver.

The new Titanium Series does just
that. From the punchy little 50ti to the

floorstanding 500ti, you'll get every hit
of your music-in a big way.

Our titanium -dome tweeters or
deep bass troofers effortlessly handle
the extreme dynamic ranges of today's
Compact Discs.

Geta taste of Sound Dynamics.
You'll be

thrilled no
matter what
your taste.

%SOUND
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For the lire ',elfin -malice :vou-11/4'.
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COMBINING high -quality video with high -quality
audio was the hot concept of the Eighties in home
entertainment. It brought us big -screen stereo
television sets, hi-fi wit's, laser videodiscs with
digital soundtracks, Dolby Surround, and other
innovations that created an entirely new level of
sophistication among buyers and users of audio/
video electronic equipment.

But while a no -holds -barred home theater sys-
tem with Dolby Pro Logic, five speakers and a
subwoofer, multiple amplifiers, and a huge pro-
jection monitor is truly something to behold and
to hear, not all of us can afford such a luxurious
setup, even if we have the space for it or the time
to install and calibrate it properly. And since
most homes today have several TV sets, what
becomes of the audio element in those secondary
rooms graced by a television alone? The chal-
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Pioneer's PRO -93 50 -inch
projection Tv (S4.400)
offers three listening
modes: theater. music.
and simulated stereo (for
mono programs). Its 10 -
watt -per -channel
amplifier drives a pair of
two-way speakers below
the screen. There are
three A v inputs on the
rear panel and one on
the front.

The four -channel sound

system ii the 46 -inch
Magnavox RL8544
projection Tv is made by
JBL Dopy Pro Logic
heads the list of features.
Price 53.095.

The Hughes

Sound Retrieval
System brings
expanded stereo
imaging to Sony's
32 -inch Trinitron
KV-32HSR10
monitor receiver
(S2,300). It has
three sets of
standard inputs
and one
S -video input.

lenge of the Nineties, clearly, is to
transform that fundamental icon of
American life, the TV set, into a high -

quality audio source without the help
of a roomful of auxiliary components
and speakers.

For most of the appliance's 50 -year
history, the typical TV set's sound sys-
tem consisted of a single 3 -inch oval
speaker powered by an amplifier
boasting an output of perhaps 2 or 3
watts. Adequate, maybe, for repro-
ducing Topo Gigio on the Ed Sullivan
Show. But-as few of us realized at the
time-hardly up to the task set by John
Lennon's primal screams in Twist and
Shout on the same program.

MTV, PBS, A&E, HBO, and Bravo
have changed all that. The TV set in the

den is as likely to be playing
music videos, or opera, at
substantial volume as it is
to be quietly presenting
The MacNeil/Lehrer News -
Hour. In response to these
new demands, many vid-
eo manufacturers have
scrapped their old audio
ways in favor of bigger
loudspeaker drivers, more
powerful amplifiers, ad-
vanced "spatial" circuitry,
and clever packaging to
hold everything together in
one good-looking box.

The process has been
driven largely by the fact
that video sound itself has
reached surprisingly high
levels of quality. On the
broadcast side, the advent
of MTS stereo TV has raised
production standards for
sound enormously. The au-
dio quality of The Tonight
Show, say, puts many a

live -recording CD to shame. Mean-
while, hi-fi videotapes and laserdisc
digital soundtracks can deliver superb
audio for both cinematic and music
programming.

Any integrated TV sound system
must overcome two major hurdles,
however. First, incorporating speak-
ers of adequate size and quality within
the tight confines of table-top-and
even console-style-Tv's is no mean
feat. Second, with stereo TV nearly
universal, finding a way to create a
realistic stereo image for listeners
seated throughout the viewing area
becomes an imperative. This task is
further complicated by the fact that
speakers mounted on either side of the
screen are by nature doomed to be too
close together for unimpaired stereo



imaging. As a result, several different
systems to manipulate stereo presen-
tation and coverage have sprung into
being.

Since none of these considerations
has a great deal to do with video tech-
nology, it's no surprise that some of
the leading TV makers have entered
into partnerships with well-known
audio -oriented firms-a move that
makes the marriage of audio and video
a commercial as well as technological
nuptial. Among the first to tie the knot
was Zenith, one of the oldest names in
American television, and loudspeaker
juggernaut Bose. The offspring-first
seen and heard in 1986-were Zenith's
"Sound by Bose" Tv's. These sets are
available in a variety of sizes and
shapes, and the line has evolved into
two distinctly different families.

The original Zenith/Bose concept
was to use a single bass driver mount-
ed midway within a serpentine enclo-,
sure, called an Acoustic Waveguide.
The result was unusually strong and
deep bass from an extraordinarily
compact package. The current incar-
nation of the Acoustic Wave design is
exemplified by Zenith's ZB2792S Sys-
tem 3, a 27 -inch tabletop set ($1,295).
The bass system, powered by a dedi-
cated amplifier, is at the back of the
set, and a pair of 2'/ -inch "twiddler"
drivers-combined midrange and
tweeter units-are in the lower front
corners. At only 233/4 x 261/2 x 20
inches, the set is a model of packaging
efficiency made possible both by
the Acoustic Wave technology and by
the limited space required for the
twiddlers. The set also incorporates
advanced video features such as pic-
ture -in -picture (PIP) processing and
on -screen menus for operation and
adjustment.

MORE recent Zenith/Bose de-
sign works along similar lines
but replaces the Acoustic
Wave bass section with an
Acoustimass woofer that's
similar in concept and execu-
tion to the bass modules of
Bose's popular three-piece

Acoustimass home hi-fi speakers. The
Zenith/Bose Acoustimass TV sets have
a low -frequency driver placed be-
tween two internal chambers of differ-
ent volumes, each of which incorpo-
rates a rear -facing tube by which it
radiates sound into the room. The
balance of the system-twin twiddlers
and three amplifiers-is similar to the
Acoustic Wave design. The Acousti-
mass system has a wider dynamic

range and more powerful bass than the
Acoustic Wave system, but it also
takes a bit more space. So it is found in
bigger Zenith/Bose models such as the
$3,295 ZB4685T, a 46 -inch rear -pro-
jection set. All of the Zenith/Bose Tv's
also incorporate Dolby Surround de-
coding circuitry that can be used by
adding optional surround speakers.

Another interesting union of exper-
tise is that of Toshiba and Carver.
Toshiba is known for high-perfor-
mance video technology. Carver for
innovative audio engineering, espe-
cially its Sonic Holography circuit, the
technological cornerstone of the To-
shiba/Carver partnership. The "Sonic
Hologram" generator was first intro-
duced by Carver in audio components
back in the late Seventies. It's an

precedence whenever the dialogue is
foremost.

The highest -tech Toshiba/Carver
model is unquestionably the CX3298K
(about $3,200), a futuristic -looking 32 -
inch direct -view set. In addition to the
Super Carver system, the CX3298K
includes a stereo speaker array-Son-
ic Holography optimized-powered
by a substantial (for a TV set). 10 -watt -
per -channel amplifier. A subwoofer,
driven by its own 20 -watt amplifier, is
built into the console's base. A 10 -watt
surround -amplifier section is also on
board. Interestingly, the set's wireless
remote control can command the ste-
reo speakers to adjust their aim, toeing
them in more or less to fine-tune the
hologram effect for a particular listen-
ing/viewing position. (The entire Tv

More and more video manufacturers

are finding ways to put bigger speakers, more

powerful amplifiers, and advanced

"spatial circuitry in one good-looking box.

analog processor designed to cancel
erroneous directional cues introduced
in trying to reproduce a realistic sonic
image with only two speakers-a phe-
nomenon sometimes called interaural
crosstalk. At its best, Sonic Hologra-
phy produces a startling illusion that
you're hearing a real, three-dimen-
sional sound source instead of just a
pair of speakers.

A refined and updated version of
Sonic Holography is now found in
several Toshiba Tv's bearing the Su-
per Carver logo. Super Carver sound
combines Sonic Holography with a
dipole surround -sound speaker com-
prising two drivers mounted in opposi-
tion, one of which is wired in reversed
polarity. According to Toshiba, the
dipole surround module can be located
either behind the TV itself or toward
the back of the room. In either case,
it's said to work in conjunction with
the Sonic Holography circuits to pro-
vide enveloping ambient sound. The
system incorporates what Carver calls
a Precognition Matrix/Vocal Zoom
circuit, which is said to enhance stereo
spread while simultaneously improv-
ing the intelligibility of dialogue. It
works by varying the balance of ste-
reo -difference to mono signal compo-
nents, giving the mono information

set also swivels in response to remote
commands.) Other features include
twin -tuner PIP processing, on -screen
menu -based control of both video and
audio elements, and high -resolution
video reproduction.

A fascinating and complex effort at
integrated TV sound comes from Sony
and a somewhat unexpected partner-
Hughes Aircraft. Hughes developed
an audio circuit called the Sound Re-
trieval System (SRS). At root, SRS is a
rather complex method of processing
that aims to restore lost spatial cues to
stereo playback, greatly enhancing the
stereo image in terms of width, depth,
and even height. It is said to work by
correcting for errors introduced by
standard stereo recording techniques
in three major areas of aural location:
in the lower frequencies, relative left -
right phase; in the midrange, relative
intensity; and at high frequencies, rel-
ative delay. SRS processing also in-
cludes extensive frequency -response
shaping of both the difference (L -R
and R - L) and mono (L + R) compo-
nents of a stereo signal. The goal is to
re-create the real -world response -
shaping effects of both the inner and
outer parts of the human ear, which
affect the way we localize sounds.

The result is a system that can make
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Toshiba's 32 -inch
Super Carver

CX3298K ($3,200)
has 10 watts per
channel, Sonic
Holography, and
a subwoofer.

Zenith's 27 -inch ZB2741T
($1,400) features a Bose
Acoustic Wave sound system,
digital audio processing, and
Dolby Surround outputs.

closely spaced speakers produce a ste-
reo sound field that appears to be
much wider-a natural for television,
where built-in speakers can't help be-
ing inadequately separated. The effect
is said to be quite dramatic regardless
of the listener/viewer location, which
means that a large seating area is open
to optimum performance. Sony offers
the SRS system on a bewildering vari-
ety of models, ranging from 27 -inch
standard Trinitrons to its Videoscope
line of rear -projection Tv's, including

the 53 -inch KPR-53EX20
($3,600).

Among Sony's latest
models is the KV-32XBR50
($2,700), the newest mem-
ber of the firm's high -end
XBR line. This 32 -inch di-
rect -view set features a new
version of SRS that's said
to work effectively on
mono programs as well as
stereo ones. The KV-
32XBR50 also incorporates
side -mounted swing -out or
detachable stereo speakers
driven by a 5 -watt -per -
channel amplifier and a sin-
gle top -mounted 4 -inch
woofer powered by its own
20 -watt amp. The side
speakers cover the range
from 180 to 20,000 Hz, the
woofer from 180 down to 70
Hz. The set has plenty of
unusual video features.

too, led by a "fuzzy -logic" picture -
control system. Better yet, it comes
with two remote controllers: a full-
featured, zillion -button programmable
unit and a slick, simple, credit -card -
size mini -remote that operates the ba-
sic functions only. (Which one do you
think most families will use?)

It is hardly surprising to find the
JBL name somewhere in the integrat-
ed -television -sound arena. Among the
oldest names in loudspeakers, JBL is
collaborating with Magnavox to pro-
duce TV sets with the highest power
and most drivers available.

A case in point is the 100 -watt JBL
audio system found in Magnavox's
premier rear -projection set, the 52 -
inch RL8568 ($3,995). This behemoth
incorporates a six -speaker triampli-
fied sound system: 1 -inch titanium -
dome tweeters and 4 -inch acoustic -
suspension midrange drivers are
biamplified with 20 watts per driver.
per channel: dual 8 -inch long -throw
woofers are driven by their own 20 -
watt -per -channel amp; and a two -
channel, 10 -watt -per -channel amp is

built in for the supplied outboard 61/2 -
inch full -range surround speakers.
Claimed system response is an impres-
sive 39 to 27,000 Hz.

The Magnavox/JBL system incor-
porates cleverly implemented Dolby
Pro Logic surround circuitry. On its
own, the system uses its on -board
speakers for the left and right front
channels and a "phantom" center
channel. But when the set is patched
into an existing hi-fi system with com-
ponent speakers, these become the
left/right front pair while the built-ins
are used for a discrete center channel.
Smart. The same 100 -watt JBL sound
system is also found in a 46 -inch Mag-
navox projection set, and "junior,"
50 -watt, six -speaker and four -speaker
versions are available in a multitude of
Magnavox/JBL sets.

OT all TV sound refinements
have been the result of cooper-
ative efforts. Pioneer, for one,
has chosen to go it alone in its
latest flagship models, the vid-
eo wing of the firm's Elite line
of no -compromise products.
The new $4,400 Elite PRO -93

is a 50 -inch Tv; the 46 -inch PRO -73 is
$4,100. Both feature Pioneer's Dy-
namic Sound Expansion (DSE) sys-
tem, yet another audio processor that
is said to extend the width of the stereo
image while enhancing its detail and
depth. Pioneer's DSE circuitry per-
forms multistage phase shifting on
multiple audio bands, processing
these dynamically according to pro-
gram content. The resulting sound is
available in three distinct modes: The-
ater, Music, and Simulated Stereo (for
enhancement of mono sources). The
Elite monitors' audio delivery system
includes front -facing two-way loud-
speakers powered by a 10 -watt -per -
channel amplifier.

Clearly, TV sound reproduction has
come a great distance in the past dec-
ade or so. Although none of the sys-
tems we've described is likely to take
the place-for pure music listening-
of a well -planned, dedicated hi-fi sys-
tem, it's interesting to note that many
of the sets do provide inputs for out-
board audio components. In theory,
you could simply buy one of these
Tv's, add a CD player or tuner, and be
done with it. Right now, this approach
would be unlikely to satisfy serious
music lovers or hi-fi fans. But at the
dizzying pace that integrated televi-
sion sound is evolving, the day may
not be so far off when many people will
consider doing exactly that. 0
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EXPENSIVE
SOUNDING
SPEAKERS!

Speakers are the most important part of your stereo system. It is the speaker that turns amplifier signal into sound
and so ultimately determines what you hear. If your speakers do not perform well, your

stereo system will simply not sound like music.

The search .for musically satisfying speakers, however, can lead to
some very expensive products. And if you have already bought those
high priced speakers, then you better not listen to Paradigms. But if
you haven't, better not miss them. Why? Because from the time they
were first Introduced, Paradigm's sheer musical ability utterly
amazed listeners.... but what caused even more amazement was the
unprecedented low price.

So go ahead, get expensive sounding speakers.... without the expense.
Visit your aethorized Paradigm dealer.... and listen.

The critics agree:

"... For once we wholeheartedly agree... tl-e Paradigm is most definitely a
no -compromise two-way design capable of outperforming systems costing
several times Emuch."

- Hi Fidelity Magazine

"... natural, coen and clear...excellent depth... lots of hall sound... big,
expansive souadstage... well defined... a rare achievement for any
loudspeaker, hut when the price is taken bin account the Paradigm's
performance raust be considered as nothing short of remarkable."

- Sound & Vision Magazine

Soun d&Visi on MI&

T CSCHOICEAWARD

411111s.mais.dins.. AMIN.

Moil Pam
music... above all.

In the U.S AudioStream, NIP(/ Box 2410, Niagara Falls, New York 14302
In Canada: Paradigm Electronics Inc., 45.7 'enmar Drive, Weston, Ontario M9L 2R6

CIRCLE NO. 97 ON FEADER SERVICE CARD



Our
competition
would love
to rip us
apart.
Remove the heavy duty transformers.
Eliminate the independent power supplies.
Disconnect proprietary signal enhancing
circuitries. Replace metal panels, chassis,
and trays with plastic.

These are a few of the things our compe-
tition would love to do to our components.

Because it's the only way they could make
them as good as their components.

At Onkyo, we believe technology without
quality is meaningless. Our new AV
Receiver line, for example, offers the most
advanced multi -room, multi -source
control. Yet at the heart are transformers
and heat sinks substantially larger than
those found in other brands. After all, if the
sound is anemic, who cares how many
rooms you can hear it in.

These new AV Receivers also feature
Dolby Pro Logic, driven by 5 discrete
power amplifiers. So the critical center
channel doesn't get short changed.
And your viewing and listening enjoyment
short circuited.

Onkyo components sound better because
they're built better. It's a difference you
can hear-and see.

Artistry in Sound

ONKVO
200 Williams Drive, Ramsey, N.J. 07446 201-825-7950

CIRCLE NO 47 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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BEST RECORDINGS OF THE MONTH

Stereo Reviews critics
choose the outstanding
current releases

GEORGE MICHAEL:
"LISTEN WITHOUT
PREJUDICE"

IT S hard to listen to "Listen With-
out Prejudice," George Michael's
second solo album, without re-
calling his first, "Faith," a four-

teen -million -selling phenomenon, if
only because he's so obsessed with it:
"Well, it filled my pockets," he sings
on the new album's final track, "and
emptied out my soul . . . . Don't peo-
ple change? . . . Is it too late to try
again? Here I am."

Here he is, indeed, with an album
that sounds as if it were written and
performed by a man who experienced
a serious brush with death and now
plans to spend his life proselytizing
against the evil ways of Satan, mass -
media fame, fortune, and those scan-
dalous beefcake pin-ups.

There is something too pat and dis-
ingenuous about Michael's appeal to
swallow it whole. Consider the peni-
tent Freedom 90, which alludes to his
"youth" of three years ago: "I guess it
was enough for me/To win the race? A
prettier face! Brand-new clothes and a
big fat place/On your rock and roll TV."
Guess what the song is wheeled out
on-the very sort of dance beat Mi-
chael now says he wants to move
beyond in his quest for liberation from
the celebrity circuit.

Still, Michael makes music here that
cannot be ignored. It is tuneful, inven-
tive, and rebellious, unwilling to play
it safe even when it sounds most con-
formist, as in Heal the Pain, which
recalls an early Beatles sound. Mi-
chael would argue that that's the point.
He wants it known that he plans to
stick around a while-twenty or thirty
years at least. In preparation, he's gone
back and listened to the genre's bed-
rock music, to Sixties -vintage Beatles,
Stones, even the Brazilian Astrud Gil-
berto. His new music is pared down,
pre -synthesizer, a quiet mix of tame
guitar, keyboards, soft percussion,
and bass. He wants things simple
again, cleansed. Without prejudice.

As proof that he intends to bury his
personal past, Michael offers up They
Won't Go When I Go, the only nonorigi-
nal song in the album (Stevie Wonder
wrote it in 1974), a song with the lines
"unclean minds mislead the pure" and
"people sinning just for fun." A big,
funereal song, presented by stark
voice and piano alone, it is also the
most impassioned performance on the
record. Michael overdubs himself in a
wailing chorus that suggests some-
thing out of Greek mythology. It's a
risky piece, full of brooding pathos.
This is the man who sang I Want Your
Sex in the age of nips. But the boy in
him thinks he's going to hell, and he's
scared. Responsibility comes on the
wings of fear. And disgust.

ing further from heaven/And closer to
the deep blue sea."

Blue is the dominant color here, and
when Michael deviates from his theme
of returning to simple values and the
importance of human dignity, he
swims a dark blue sea of romantic
doom. Waiting for That Day and Cow-
boys and Angels bring welcome relief
from Michael's current policy state-
ment, but they fail to jibe with the rest
of the album, either in strength of
stand or musical tone.

Michael wants respect, and, those
few slips aside, he's liable to get it.
Even if his record is just so much talk,
well, so be it. If "Listen Without Prej-
udice" gets just one hot number off the
dance floor and back inside his head,

George Michael: mak ng things simple again

In as many ways as he can say it
without seeming redundant, then, Mi-
chael wants to get right. In Praying for
Time, where his voice is strangely,
electronically altered, he laments the
Days of Greed and "the beggars and
the choosers." Wake up, world, he
wants to say. Stop going to war, he
urges in Mothers Pride. And in Some-
thing to Save, he warns, "We're mov-

how can Michael have failed? Personal
growth, it seems, may sometimes mir-
ror a generation's. Alanna Nash

GEORGE MICHAEL: Listen Without
Prejudice. George Michael (vocals, gui-
tar, keyboards, bass, percussion); vocal
and instrumental accompaniment. Pray-
ing for Time; Freedom 90; They Won't Go
When I Go; Something to Save; Cowboys
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and Angels; Waiting for That Day; Moth-
ers Pride; Heal the Pain; Soul Free; Wait-
ing (Reprise). COLUMBIA © CT 46898, ®
CK 46898 (48 min).

EMANUEL AX'S
GLORIOUS BRAHMS

BRAHMS'S piano sonatas, as
their opus numbers indicate
i Opp. 1, 2, and 5), are among
his very earliest works, all

composed by the time he was twenty,
and they do not turn up often in the
recital room these days. They have
not been neglected in recordings,
though: Emanuel Ax's new Sony
Classical CD of No. 3, in F Minor,
joins more than a half -dozen other
versions in the cD medium alone, but
his is the one that must make listeners
wonder why so fascinating a work is
not among the most popular items in
its category. In his own comprehen-
sive note with the new disc, Ax refers
to the sonata as "one of the glories of
the pianist's repertoire," and his per-
formance fully supports that encomi-
um; it is one of the glories of the
Brahms discography.

This five -movement sonata is a
dramatic work that frequently fails to
come to life in convincing terms.
Some pianists have dealt with it, as
with its two admittedly slighter pre-
decessors, as a mere souvenir of the
young composer's early develop-
ment; others have tended to monu-
mentalize it with outsize gestures
that kill spontaneity. Ax's enlivening
way with this music, like Bruno Leo-
nardo Gelber's on his memorable
Connoisseur. Society LP, suggests an
intuitive response in its natural flow,
without a hint of exaggeration or of
holding back. His sure feeling for the
natural pulse at every point is espe-
cially striking in the inner move-
ments. The emotion of the second
movement (the one with the epigraph
about lovers embracing in the moon-
light) is thoroughly convincing be-
cause the pace is that of a true classi-
cal andante, with motion and
momentum and not a trace of any-
thing earthbound. The scherzo goes
with splendid dancing verve, at once
robust and light on its feet, and the
ensuing intermezzo is similarly strik-
ing in its unselfconscious balance of

Emanuel Ax: dancing verve

power and poignancy. But the entire
sequence of movements is, as it
should be, a grand, sweeping whole,
greater than the sum of its wonderful
parts, bespeaking the very deepest
conviction and projected with the
most direct, at times almost heart -
stopping impact.

The three intermezzos of Op. 117,
representing the other end of
Brahms's creative span, fill out the
disc. With their mature inwardness,
compactness, and economy of ges-
ture, they make a splendid foil for the
more overt intensity of the early so-
nata, and they are brought off every
bit as persuasively. The cD's playing
time is not overly generous-Sony
might have added at least the Op. 4
scherzo-but with music -making on
this level no one counts minutes per
dollar, and we can hope for the scher-

zo with the two earlier sonatas on
another disc from this source. The
"high -definition sound" touted in the
labeling is indeed exceptional in its
beautifully focused realism, and Ax's
notes are above the norm, too.

Richard Freed

BRAHMS: Piano Sonata No. 3, in F Mi-
nor, Op. S; Three Intermezzos, Op. 117.
Emanuel Ax (piano). SONY CLASSICAL
O SK 45933 (53 min).

THE COLORFUL
ADVENTURES OF
COCTEAU TWINS

COCTEAU TWINS makes music
that seems to emanate from
the far edge of conscious-
ness. The musical tempera-

ment of their new album, "Heaven or
Las Vegas," is beautiful, flowing,
and fragile, like a rainbow on the
surface of a bubble. The songs don't
"mean" anything in the conventional
sense; rather, they appear to float
along on an impressionistic slip-
stream of color, sound, and light. It
would devalue "Heaven or Las Ve-
gas" to call it New Age since Cocteau
Twins makes active, involving music
that isn't just sonic wallpaper with a
moody pattern etched onto it. But it
does convey a New Age-ish sense of
pastoral wonder and amorphous, liquid

Cocteau Twins: Robin Guthrie, Elizabeth Fraser, Simon Raymonde
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Horowitz
At Home

25211 HOROWITZ AT HOME

Yiw(1/(///i/«/ )(rivie4zei?
Invites you to accept

The ultimate in sound...
The ultimate in savings...

OMPACT
DISCS OR
CASSET TES

FOR JUST

With No Obligation
To Buy Anything... Even!

plus shipping
and handling
with Club
membership

,Nadia Salerno Sonnenberg.
Mendelssohn Violin Concerto
New York Chamber Sym
Schwarz. Angel 34670
Mozart, Symphonies Nos. 30,
31 (Paris) & 32. Vienna
Philharmonic Orchestra led by
James Levine. DG 25341
Le Mystere Des Volx Bulgares,
Vol. II  Bulgarian Female Vocal
Choir, Collier. A Grammy Winner'
Nonesuch 54525
Norrington: Berlioz, Symphonie
Fantastique  The London
Classical Players. Angel 20760
Segovia Plays Bach  Chaconne,
more. MCA 63600
Corelli, Concerti Grossl, Op. 6
Tafelmusik "Best Of 1989" New
York Times DHM 73751
Anything Goes  McGlinn con-
ducts the 1934 Version. Title song.
more. Angel 54261

Rattle: Stravinsky, The Firebird;
more  City of Birmingham Sym-
phony Angel 93834
Galway: The Enchanted
Forest-Melodies Of Japan
RCA 44533
HMS Gilbert & Sullivan  From
Mikado, more. "Get this CD. ---CO
Review Pro Arte 74518
Respighl, Roman Tone Poems
Phila. Orch.,Muti
Angel 34443
Musicians For Armenia
Galway. Previn. others The
Gala Benefit RCA 00928

Ravel, Piano Concertos  Argench
and Beroff, pianists. LSO Abbado.
"Exquisite'-Stereo Review (Best
of the Month) DG 15462
Sound the Trumpet  English
Ceremonial Music. Edward Car-
roll, trumpet; Purcell, and more.
Newport 00990
Bartok, Concerto For Orches-
tra  Plus Dance Suite. Chicago
Sym :Georg Solt, London 15177
Mozart, Violin Concertos Nos.
4 & 5  Dimitry Sitkovetsky. violin.
ECO. Novalis 63681

Music of Bali  Gamelan and
Kecak. Ritual songs, sacred
music, etc. Nonesuch 44671
Henry V (Soundtrack) From the
film starring Kenneth Branagh.
Rattle cond. Angel 44238
On The Boardwalk  Paragon
Ragtime Orchestra Benjamin
Chatterbox Rag, The Memphis
Blues. more. Newport 24699
Perlman: French Violin Show-
pieces  N.Y Philharmonic Mehta
DG 15457
Mozart, Lodron Serenades
Camerata Bern "Strongly recom-
mended."-Fanfare Novalis 63642
Jose Carreras Sings "Memory"
Plus Tonight. 0 Sole Mio.
Because, Granada, Be My Love.
more. Phillips 25206
Salvatore Accardo: Bach, Violin
Concertos  Chamber Orchestra
of Europe. Phillips 25162

Pops In Space The Boston Pops
W them's. Music from Star Wars
Superman, more. Phillips 05392
Kronos Quartet: Black Anges
Music of Tallis. Ives, others.
El aktra 62287
Beethoven, Symphonies Nos. 1
& 6 (Pastorale)  London Class.
Players Norrington. "Exhilarating."
-Stereo Review Angel 60068
Chopin, Ballades, Barcarolle,
more  Krystian Zimerman.
piano -Breathtaking."-Ovation
DG 15332
Karajan: Brahma, Symphony
No. 1  Berlin Phil. "Impressive -
Billboard DG 35084
Rhythm Song  Evelyn Glenne.
percussion. Flight of the Bumble-
bee, Maple Leaf Rag, Mexican
Dances, more. RCA 24723
Reiner: Rossini, Overtures
William Tell. more. RCA 43972

Jascha Heifetz: Debussy &
Respighi Sonatas  With Artu
Rubinstein. piano. RCA 53802
Dvorak, Symphony No. 9 (From
The New World) Cleveland
O-ch. Dohnenyi. London 15065
Segovia: The Baroque Guitar
Bach, Purcell, Scarlatti, more.
MCA 64270
Parlman: Brahma, Violin
Concerto  A Grammy Winne',
Aigel 63343
Kronos Quartet: White
Man Sleeps -Superb "
Gramophone Nonesuch 40259

J.S. Bach, Works For Organ,
Vol. I  Ton Koopman, organ.
-'Wachet aJf", Toccata & Fugue in
D Minor. etc. Novalis 01137
Galway Plays BOO, hoven
Serenade; Opp 8 & 25, Sonata.
RCA 34545
Mahler, Symphony No. 1 (Titan)
Sir Colin Davis leads the Bavarian
Radio Orchestra. Novel's 73745
Kathleen Battle: Handel, Arias
Rejoice Greatly, mere.
Angel 64214
Vivaldi, The Four Seasons
Simon Standage. violin. English
Concert/Pinnock. Archiv 15356
Mozart, Violin Conc. 1-3
Sitkovetsky. violin. .ECO.
Novalis 51430
Classic Marches -Triumphal
March; Turkish March; Radetsky
March; 13 others. St. Louis/
Slatkin. RCA 00996

his remarkable S1 offer is being made to
introduce you to an outstanding classical music

membership-with never any obligation to buy.

You'll find hundreds of out-
standing albums in each

issue of the Society's
magazine, which will be sent to you approxi-
mately every 4 weeks. That gives you 13
convenient, shop -at-home opportunities a
year. But there is no obligation to accept any
offering at any time.

You choose only the music you want!

If you'd like to accept the Featured Selection,
you need not do a thing. It will be sent auto-
matically. If you'd prefer an alternate selec-
tion, or none at all, just mail back the Notifica-
tion Card by the specified date. You'll always
have at least 10 days to decide. But if you
don't, you may return your Featured Selection
at our expense. You may cancel your

membership whenever you wish. simply by
writing to us. Or, remain a member and take
advantage of future money -saving bargains.

Substantial savings with our
bonus plan.

For every regular purchase you do make, you'll
receive bonus certificates good for 50% -off
bonus savings (Shipping/handling added to
each shipment )

3 Compact Discs or Cassettes for just $1!

Begin your membership now by choosing any 3
albums shown here for just $1 plus shipping and
handling. Send no money now. We want you to
judge for yourself before you decide to buy. If not
delighted, return your selections at the end of 10
days without obligation.

r

Scarlani. Sonatas  A Newman.
harpsichord 'Horn Fifths,"
22 more. Newport 64168
Mario Lanza: The Student
Prince And The Desert Song
"Lovely " - Fanfare RCA 50269
Norrington; Beethoven, Sym-
phony No. 3 (Eroica) London
Classical Players. Angel 70023
Karajan: Brahma, Symphony
No. 2; Haydn Variations  Berlin
Phil. DG 25120

Helfetz: The Decca Masters,
Vol. 1  Humoreske. Melodie in
E -Flat. many more. RCA 00604
Faure, Requiem; Pollees et
Melisande; Pavane  Kin to
Kanawa, Sherrill Milnes. Montreal
Symphony Orchestra. Dutoit.
London 15321

Cliburn: Liszt & Grieg Piano
Concertos  The Philadelphia
Orchestra.Ormandy. RCA 00606
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BEST RECORDIN

movement, burnished with a melodic
grace whose hues are lifted from the
pop -music palette.

The songs of Cocteau Twins are so
much more about sensation than sense
that they do not easily yield to inter-
pretation or comparison with familiar
things. "Heaven or Las Vegas" is the
music of falling rainbows, curved air,
cool heat, forest green and ocean blue,
deep reverie, and the pleasantly
scrambled thoughts that crowd the
mind in the moment before awaken-
ing. No less an instrument than the
pianistic guitar and meandering bass is
the sensually sibilant voice of Eliza-
beth Fraser, which is as delicate as
fine crystal. She chants with the rif-
fling modalism of an Indian snake
charmer in Iceblink Luck and soars
with the icy light of a comet's tail in
Pitch the Baby. The music simmers
with a jazzy spirit and throbs with an
underlying rhythmic propulsion that
anchors the songs ever so subtly.

"Heaven or Las Vegas" is a singu-
lar musical adventure made all the more
potent by its freshly minted stamp.
Those stuck in the warping confines of
the mainstream would do well to stop,
look, and listen to Cocteau Twins for a
glimpse at what popular music may
well sound like in a more fully evolved
future. Parke Puterbaugh

COCTEAU TWINS: Heaven or Las Ve-
gas. Cocteau Twins (vocals and instru-
mentals). Cherry -Colored Funk; Pitch the
Baby; Iceblink Luck; Fifty-fifty Clown;
Heaven or Las Vegas; I Wear Your Ring;
Fotzepolitic; Wolf in the Breast; Road,
River and Rail; Frou-Frou; Foxes in Mid-
summer Fire. CAPITOL © C4-93669, @
CDP-93669 (38 min).

BRITTEN'S
"PRINCE OF
THE PAGODAS"

THE new Virgin Classics re-
cording of Benjamin Brit-
ten's The Prince of the Pago-
das is a legend come to life. A

musical legend, that is, about a nearly
forgotten fairy-tale work that turns out
to be as good and as fantastic-I use
the word advisedly-as its reputation.
Imagine Ma Mere l'Oye, Schehera-
zade, the Nutcracker, and The Young
Person's Guide to the Orchestra all

Backstage at the 1957 premiere of Benjamin Britten's ballet The Prince of the
Pagodas: David Blair (the Prince), Britten, Svetlana Beriosova, and John Cranko

rolled up into one. That'll give you a
faint idea.

Britten wrote this score for a John
Cranko ballet. It was conceived and
commissioned in 1954, planned for
1955, and, after quite a lot of travail,
first performed on New Year's Day
1957 at Covent Garden, London. It
was not a success-at least as a bal-
let-but it left behind a legacy of ru-
mors about the extraordinary score,
rumors that turn out to be true.

The most famous feature of the mu-
sic is that it uses (or was influenced by)
a Balinese orchestra known as a gam -
elan. This is not the sort of thing one
usually associates with Britten. In
fact, the composer was introduced to
Balinese music, during his World War
II sojourn in the United States, by
Colin McPhee, a Canadian composer
who lived in Bali for many years and
whose own music (due for a revival
any minute now) was strongly influ-
enced by gamelan orchestras. In 1956,
Britten-in the middle of a world tour
and with the ballet twice postponed
and still incomplete-got a chance to
visit Bali and hear its music live. With
this inspiration in his ears, he was able
to return home and finish the score.

But Bali is only a part of it. The
entire score is an exercise in fantasy
and color for which there are few prec-
edents in recent music. In fact, it rivals
the most brilliant of the Russian fairy-
tale ballets-early Stravinsky per-

haps, or even Tchaikovsky. Britten
carries it off without any suggestion
that he is pandering or trying to pull off
cheap effects or merely doing crowd -
pleasing stunts. It is, one might say,
intense enjoyment without guilt.

The scenario is an artificial concoc-
tion, a compendium of several tradi-
tional sources that, as a concept, is
weaker than any of the originals. But,
silly and superficial as it is, it inspired
the score. The conductor Oliver Knus-
sen, a composer of considerable imagi-
nation himself and also now artistic
director of Britten's Aldeburgh Festi-
val, calls the work "a secret pleasure-
palace." Thanks to his excellent ef-
forts, it is not so secret anymore.

The London Sinfonietta, formerly
known mostly for performances of
avant-garde and other long -faced mu-
sicalia, has been widening its scope
recently. First Show Boat. Now Brit-
ain's-and Britten's-answer to the
Nutcracker, realized in a brilliant per-
formance and recording of one of the
ultimate pieces of musical fantasy. It
ought to be put up forthwith on one of
our great ballet stages. Awaiting that,
we can have the pleasure of this flight
of the imagination in its purely musical
form. Eric Salzman

BRITTEN: The Prince of the Pagodas.
London Sinfonietta, Oliver Knussen
cond. VIRGIN VCD © 91103-4 two cas-
settes, @ 91103-2 two CD'S (119 min).
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COMPACT - HIGH QUALITY SO

THE McINTOSH MAC 4280 RECEIVER
Where else can you get in one
compact, cool operating, long
life package:

A technological, cutting
edge, FM and AM Digital
Tuner.

Three separate tone shaping
controls provide musical
spectra tone shaping. Each
control adjusts selected fre-
quency bands to satisfy your
personal preference or the
demands of the program
material.

Separate listen and record
facilities, introduced and
perfected by McIntosh,
permit tape recording one
program while listening to a
second program. Separate
input selectors, electrically
isolated from each other,
provide non-interference
operation in both listen and
record. You can record on 2
tape recorders from any
source and you can easily
copy from one tape recorder
to another.

Full power McIntosh ampli-
fier will deliver its maximum
power output to one or two

pairs of loudspeakers. The
quality of the sound repro-
duction and the quality of
your speakers are protected
by the patented* McIntosh
Power Guard circuit.

The patented* Sentry Moni-
toring circuit constantly
monitors the output signal.
At signal levels up to rated
output, this circuit has no
effect. If the power output
exceeds design maximum, or
in the event of a short cir-
cuit or severe mismatch, the
Sentry Monitoring circuit
protects the output transis-
tors from failure. A com-
plete remote control system
that allows total control
from two areas. The
McIntosh Remote Control
provides unusual versatility
with operating simplicity. It
provides remote control in
the main listening area and
can be expanded to provide
control from an additional
area.

All in all, your selection of the
McIntosh MAC 4280 FM/AM
Receiver will be reinforced by
your day-to-day use of this
superb instrument.

N

so
Ploktsh MAC420 RECEIVER

*McIntosh research, engineering
and design has developed circuits
covered by these U.S. Patents:
3,965,295; 4,048,573; 3,526,847;
and 3,526,846.

CIRCLE NO 29 ON READER SERVICE CARD

ww

McIntosh

For information on McIntosh products
and product reviews, please send your
name, address anc phone number to:

Mclntcsh Laboratory Inc.
Department A490
PO Bo< 96 East Side Station
Binghamton, NY 13904-0096



Noted audio critics
agree about the new
PS3 Speaker
System:

6 'The speakers that have caught
my ear in the past few months
have been small and remark-
ably compact.
...you can hear the bass evenly
throughout the room regard-
less of where you put the
woofer.

The sound was lively, full
of punch and power, and
extremely true on the
nuances... 9

- Howard Blumenthal,
HI -TECH HOME

"Imaging was well focused.
The PS3 also sounded startling
for its diminutive size, with lots
of presence and warm,
rich bass",
- CD Review

4 4 ...the PS3 satellites sound
smooth and natural. They
do their job with clarity...

The PS3 Micro Monitor'"
System is finished in genuine oak

veneer. Each Point Source- satellite is
less than 71/2 inches high, about 5 inches

wide and 41/4 inches deep, to fit anywhere
while delivering superb stereo imaging. The

nationally advertised price of the complete system is
just S599.95. a remarkable value.

The woofer
continues the
smooth work...
...impressive
imaging. All the
instruments and
voices seem to
be in just the
right place.
If the PS3
speakers were
sold like magic
elixirs, I would
have bought
a case!
- Rich Warren,

Chicago Tribune

DaDESIGN ®
ACOUSTICS

An Audio-Technica Company
1225 Commerce Drive. Slow. OH 00224  (216) 686.2600

..any listener would
assume that another,
larger system was
playing. The sound in
our listening room
was smooth and well
balanced..., 9
- Julian Hirsch,

Stereo Review

Don't choose any speaker
system without first hear-
ing and seeing the new PS3.
Visit a Design Acoustics
dealer near you. Write
today for dealer list, full

reviews, and color brochure.

Dial 1-800-933-9022
for dealer names, full reviews,
color brochure and details on a
no -obligation home trial.



CLASSICAL MUSIC

Discs and tapes reviewed by
Robert Ackart, Richard Freed,
David Hall, Eric Salzman,
and David Patrick Stearns

BEETHOVEN: Symphony No. 1, in C
Major, Op. 21; Symphony No. 5, in C
Minor, Op. 67. Leipzig Gewandhaus Or-
chestra, Kurt Masur cond. PHILIPS ®
426 782-2 (63 min).

Performance: Classic poise
Recording: No. I cleaner

The music director designate of the New
York Philharmonic, Kurt Masur, leads
with his chin, so to speak, in his new
Gewandhaus Orchestra Beethoven cy-
cle, but his recording of the Fifth Sym-
phony should elicit a positive response
from anyone who wants a big -orchestra
reading of this most defiant of Classical
symphonies to be endowed with poise
and proportion along with drama. The
famous opening emerges as quintessen-
tially terse and to the point. Masur steers
the course like a master pilot from start
to finish. He pays due attention to the
con moto marking in the slow move-
ment, but the full -orchestra reprises of
the main theme carry something of the
majesty I associate with Furtwangler in
his mid -Thirties Berlin studio recording.
Masur follows the lead of Otto Suitner
and Roger Norrington in doing the scher-
zo with a full repeat of the main section
and trio, as indicated in the Peter Gulke
critical edition for C. F. Peters. Like-
wise, the exposition repeat is observed
in the finale. My only serious beef with
the recording is that an overreverber-
ance blurs detail, especially between re-
leases and attacks.

The First Symphony, recorded in Jan-
uary 1989, almost two years later, shows
marked improvement sonically, and the
performance could hardly be bettered.
There are fine dynamic differentiations
in the first movement, a nicely flowing
slow movement, a virile third, and a
swift yet carefully limned finale. D.H.

BRAHMS: Piano Sonata No. 3; Three
Intermezzos, Op. 117 (see Best of the
Month, page 92)

BRIAN: Symphony No. I ("Gothic").
Eva Jenisova (soprano); Dagmar Peck -
ova (contralto); Vladimir Dolezal (ten -

EXPLANATION OF SYMBOLS:_tee.

= DIGITALLY RECORDED LP
© = TAPE CASSETTE
OO = COMPACT DISC (TIMINGS ARE

TO NEAREST MINUTE)

or); Peter Mikulas (bass); Slovak Phil-
harmonic Choir; Slovak National
Theater Opera Chorus; Slovak Folk En-
semble Chorus; Lucnica Chorus; Brati-
slava Chamber Choir; Bratislava Chil-
dren's Choir; Youth Echo Choir;
Czechoslovak Radio Symphony Orches-
tra (Bratislava); Slovak Philharmonic
Orchestra, Ondrej Lenard cond. MARCO
POLO/HARMONIA MUNDI USA @
8.223280-281 two co's (1 1 1 min).

Performance: Impassioned
Recording: A remarkable feat!

British composer Havergal Brian (1876-
1972) has achieved over the past two
decades something akin to mythic sta-
tus, if only for his Gothic Symphony. He
began the work in 1919 and completed it
some seven years later when he had
reached his fiftieth year. Its dimensions
in playing time and performing forces
put it in a class with the Berlioz Requiem
and the Mahler Eighth Symphony: more
than 100 minutes, an orchestra of 130,
including organ and seventeen percus-
sionists, and an additional forty players
in four separate brass choirs. The vocal
forces add up to 400, divided into two
double choirs, children's chorus, and
four soloists.

Brian, of working-class origin, was
largely self-taught. Nevertheless, by
World War I he had composed a great
deal of choral music as well as orchestral
scores that were performed by Beecham
and others. Sir Edward Elgar, Richard
Strauss, and Sir Donald Tovey had ap-
preciative words for Brian's work, but a
series of personal crises brought an end
to this initial success, and though the
Gothic Symphony was published in 1932
in a limited edition, it was not until 1966
that it received its first professional per-
formance (by the BBC). By that time
Brian, then in his nineties, had com-
posed twenty-seven symphonies, and he
composed five more before his death.

Brian was a lifelong devotee of medi-
eval architecture and High Romantic
German literature, and in a very real
sense his Gothic Symphony represents a
kind of testament to those preoccupa-
tions. In essence, it is a pair of three -
movement symphonies yoked together.
Part I evokes mankind's Faustian striv-
ings. Its first movement alternates be-
tween turbulent, densely post-Straussi-
an musical discourse (the score was
dedicated to Richard Strauss) and more
pastoral elements. The middle move-
ment is a somber and powerful proces-
sional in 5/4 meter. The third resumes
the Faustian struggle and in the last
pages launches into a polytonal "witch-
es' sabbath" that makes Berlioz's seem
like a genteel picnic.

Part 2 is a vast, 75 -minute tripartite
setting of the Te Deum. The first section
gives us the glorification of the Godhead,

the second an awesome vision of God as
judge of mankind centered on one line of
text, "Judex crederis esse venturus."
The last and longest section alternates
between petition and glorification, and
its concluding pages are the most power-
ful and poignant in the entire score. As in
the last movement of Part 1, Brian let
loose just before the near -desolate end a
hellish fury comparable to the wildest
pages of Varese.

As a musical experience, the sympho-
ny ranges from the near indigestible to
episodes of sublime and fascinating
beauty. Thrilling as are the titanic cli-
maxes, with the four brass choirs and
vocal choruses going full tilt along with
the huge orchestra, the parts that stick in
my mind are the extended a cappella

Kurt Masur: classic Beethoven

choral passages, the lovely reflective
repetition of the "Tu Rex gloriae" toward
the end of the first movement of Part 2,
and, above all, the extraordinary 61/2 -
minute opening of the "Judex," with a
vast array of chord clusters in unrelated
triads succeeded by amazing polyphonic
vocal scoring, in twenty parts, culminat-
ing in a striking vocalise for soprano
solo. Also memorable are two fine solo
vocal episodes, the "Te ergo quaesu-
mus" for tenor and the deeply moving
"Dignare Domine" for bass, which pre-
cedes the onslaught of the forces of hell.

It is to the credit of conductor Ondrej
Lenard, chorus master Pavol Prochaz-
ska, and Hong Kong -based Marco Polo
Records that this first recording of the
Gothic was successfully organized in
such an unlikely spot as Bratislava,
Czechoslovakia, not too many months
before the revolutionary events in East-
ern Europe took the spotlight, and that it

8
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BARBER'S BALLET MUSIC

Conductor Andrew Schenck

SAMUEL BARBER'S 1946 balletMe-
dea, originally called Serpent's
Heart and then Cave of the Heart,
was, like Aaron Copland's Appa-

lachian Spring, commissioned by Martha
Graham and scored for a chamber or-
chestra of strings and winds. Ayear later
Barber made an orchestral suite of seven
of the numbers from the ballet, and some
time later, in the mid -Fifties, he created
yet another orchestral version of the mu-
sic, now the best known, under the title
Medea's Meditation and Dance of Ven-
geance. Andrew Schenck, conducting
different orchestras on opposite sides of
the world, has recorded the little-known
originals of both Medea and Appalachian
Spring, as well as Barber's 1947 orches-
tral suite, and it all makes fascinating
listening.

The original chamber version ofAppa-
lachian Spring, which the composer him-
self recorded a number of years ago, may
actually be better than the famous or-
chestral suite. It has more music and
more dramatic contrasts, and the cham-
ber scoring is delicious and very apro-
pos. I'm not so sure about the Barber.
Although some things emerge with great-
er profile and clarity in the chamber
original, the composer seems to have
been thinking in terms of a full orchestra
all along, and for the most part the big
version is more effective.

Curiously, Schenck treats the two ver-
sions (1946 and 1947) quite differently.
For example, his tempos differ in the two
readings, not only because of the relative
density of the scoring but because in the
original version he has apparently at-
tempted to be more faithful to the cho-

reographic origins of the music. The
orchestral suite is paired with two later
Barber works of some note, the Third
Essay for Orchestra and the Fadograph
of a Yestern Scene, but it is the contrast
between the two versions of the Medea
music that holds the most interest in the
two releases.

A third new disc by Schenck features
Souvenirs, Barber's only other ballet
score. Orchestrated from some light-
hearted four -hand piano music, it is
mostly campy fluff (or is that fluffy
camp?) and may be better handled on a
disc of Barber and Britten works led by
Jose Serebrier. On the other hand,
Schenck pairs Souvenirs with the suite
that Gian Carlo Menotti drew from his
ballet Sebastian, and this may help re-
vive a catchy and lively piece of work
that was once popular but is now almost
forgotten. The Schenck disc also has
three excerpts from Menotti's most pop-
ular work, Amahl and the Night Visitors.

Serebrier puts Souvenirs with Barber's
last work, a pathetic little Canzonetta
intended for a never -completed oboe
concerto. To these he adds Britten's
Young Apollo, a completely silly, best -
forgotten piece for piano and orchestra,
in which Peter Evans is the piano soloist,
and Les Illuminations, one of the great
masterpieces of twentieth-century mu-
sic, which is brilliantly sung (though in
bad French) by the soprano Carole Far-
ley. Take your pick. Eric Salzman

BARBER: Cave of the Heart (Medea), Op.
23. COPLAND: Appalachian Spring. At-
lantic Sinfonietta, Andrew Schenck
cond. KOCH INTERNATIONAL CLASSICS ®
3-7019-2 HI (62 min).

BARBER: Medea, Suite, Op. 23; Fado-
graph of a Yestern Scene, Op. 44; Third
Essay, Op. 47. New Zealand Symphony
Orchestra, Andrew Schenck cond.
KOCH INTERNATIONAL CLASSICS ® 3-
7010-2 (47 min).

BARBER: Souvenirs, Ballet Suite, Op.
28. MENOTTI: Sebastian, Ballet Suite.
Amahl and the Night Visitors: Introduc-
tion, March, and Shepherd's Dance. New
Zealand Symphony Orchestra, Andrew
Schenck cond. KOCH INTERNATIONAL
CLASSICS ® 3-7005-2 (51 min).

BARBER: Souvenirs, Ballet Suite, Op. 28.
London Symphony, Jost Serebrier cond.
Canzonetta for Oboe and String Orchestra.
Julia Girdwood (oboe); Scottish Cham-
ber Orchestra, Jost Serebrier cond.
BRITTEN: Les Illuminations, Op. 18;
Young Apollo for Piano and Strings, Op.
16. Carole Farley (soprano); Peter Evans
(piano); Scottish Chamber Orchestra,
Jost Serebrier cond. PHOENIX ® PHCD
111(56 min).

came off as well as it did both musically
and sonically. Having heard the BBC
aircheck of the 1966 performance con-
ducted by Sir Adrian Boult, I have a
basis for comparison. If Boult had a
somewhat tighter grasp of the orchestra
than Lenard, the singing here approach-
es the superlative. The orchestral forces
do give their all in playing of the utmost
conviction, and the recording engineers
have done a remarkable job with music
whose demands in terms of balance must
be almost impossible to meet. If you
want a unique listening experience and
have the playback equipment to handle
it, Brian's Gothic Symphony comes close
to the ultimate within its own stylistic
frame of reference. D.H.

BRITTEN: The Prince of the Pagodas (see
Best of the Month, page 94)

DVOITIAK: Symphony No. 5, in F Major,
Op. 76; Czech Suite, Op. 39. Czech Phil-
harmonic Orchestra, Libor Peek cond.
VIRGIN © 90769-4, ® 90769-2 (65 min).

Performance: Spirited
Recording: Bright, spacious

Opus numbers notwithstanding, the ami-
able five -movement Czech Suite of 1879
was the later of the two works here; the F
Major Symphony dates from 1875 and
finds Dvotak in transition from gifted
tyro to mature symphonist. As might be
expected, the Bohemian national ele-
ment is much to the fore in the suite, and
in the symphony echoes of Brahms and
Wagner give way to the idiom of the
Slavonic Dances, in the scherzo espe-
cially.

Libor Pegek's performance of the
symphony has plenty of spirit and color,
particularly in the pastoral Andante con
moto second movement. The recording
invites comparison with the tautly rhyth-
mic interpretation by Mariss Jansons
and the Oslo Philharmonic on EMI/An-
gel, which was released just a bit earlier.
Peek takes a somewhat broader view of
the music, especially in the finale, where
his more deliberate pacing makes for a
telling emphasis in the accenting of the
main theme. The sonics are amply spa-
cious and a little brighter than in the
Jansons recording. A choice between
the two versions could be based on your
preferred coupler, the Czech Suite here
or the Scherzo capriccioso and the Othel-
lo overture on the Jansons disc. D.H.

FOSS: Ode for Orchestra; Song of Songs,
for Soprano and Orchestra; With Music
Strong, for Chorus and Orchestra. Carol-
ann Page (soprano); Milwaukee Sym-
phony Orchestra and Chorus, Lukas
Foss cond. Koss CLASSICS ® KC -1004
(68 min).

Performance: Splendid
Recording: Very good

For years, as a composer, pianist, and
conductor, Lukas Foss has enlivened
the American musical scene-at Tan-
glewood, Buffalo, Brooklyn, and Mil -
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Hot Jazz.
Cool Price.

No Obligation
To Buy Again Ever!

JUST $ 1 ENTITLES YOU TO THE COOL SOUNDS OF
BENNY CARTER, DIZZY GILLESPIE, LOUIE BELLSON AND MORE!

THE BIGGEST NAMES IN JAll COME TOGETHER FOR

A SPECTACULAR HOT JAll ALBUM THAT'S
GUARANTEED TO BECOME AMONG YOUR ALL-TIME
FAVORITES! Whether you're a long-time jazz fan
or someone who's just beginning to discover
this magnificent musical genre, here's a

blockbuster musical treat that's guaranteed to
delight your ears, uplift your spirit and get your
feet tapping.

Grammy Lifetime Achievement Award win-
ner Benny Caner teams up with jazz giants Dizzy
Gillespie, Roland Hanna, George Mraz, Louie
Benson and Howard Alden for a show -stopping,
excitement -packed recording entitled "In The
Mood For Swing."

Here's a jazz masterpiece destined to become
a classic-written, produced and performed as
only these legends of jazz could. Rarely-if at
all-will you find works or artists of this caliber
together on one recording. Yet this blockbuster
jazz masterwork is yours on your choice of com-
pact disc, cassette or record for just $1 through
JAZZ HERITAGE-with no obligation to ever buy another selection.

Don't pass up this remarkable opportunity to own this jazz
treasure. Act today and enjoy swinging jazz selections such as: In
The Mood For Swing. . .Another Time, Another Place. . .The Court-
ship. . .Rock Me To Sleep. . Janet. . .Blue Moonlight. southside
Samba. . .and more.
NO OBLIGATION TO BUY AGAIN. Yes, you accept only the recordings
you truly want from the wealth of jazz treasures offered by JAZZ
HERITAGE. Take as many or as few of these spectacular jazz master-
pieces as you like. There is no minimum purchase obligation. No
club "commitment." Positively no obligation to ever buy another
recording unless you want to.
JAZZ HERITAGE: YOUR GUARANTEE OF THE BEST THE WORLD OF JAZZ HAS
TO OFFER. JAZZ HERITAGE is devoted to bringing you only the finest
jazz ever recorded. Month after month, our editors preview hun-
dreds of jazz recordings. Only the very best are selected and made
available to our members. As a JAZZ HERITAGE member, you can
be certain that each and every selection offered is music guaranteed
to delight, enrich, entertain and amuse as only the world's most

ACT TODAY AND GET THIS BLOCKBUSTER JAZZ RECORDING
PERFORMED BY THE LEGENDS OF JAZZ FOR JUST $1.

You can't find better, more robust,
more invigorating music anywhere at
any price. So be certain to reply today.
This superb state-of-the-art recording
is yours on your choice of compact
disc, cassette or record-for
just II when you accept our
invitation to become a member
of JAZZ HERITAGE.

Remember, there is never any
obligation to buy again. This
may well be the best jazz savings
opportunity anywhere in the Ac -r AVW/
world today.

NOTE, This is an introductory offer intended only to attract new subscribers Only one application per
Imuschold will lw considered All applications arc subject to review and acceptance Offer valid only within
the connecting United states Asa member you are under no obligation to purchase Jill additional recur
dings. and you ma, cancel sour mentherslup AI an) tune 11// Ill R F rd sen cs the right to cancel your
mcmhership if you a hoow mu 141 but and pa, for A rut ,orkling in .1111 51% month ilernid

splendid jazz could. You'll be offered only the
finest jazz works-from legends such as Bill
Evans, Gerry Mulligan, Miles Davis, Duke Ell-
ington, Count Basie, Art Pepper, Earl Hines, Jim
Hall, Lester Young. Thelonius Monk. and more.

YOU'LL ALSO RECEIVE A FREE SUBSCRIPTION TO OUR
"MEMBERS ONLY" PUBLICATION. It's called JAZZ
HERITAGE, and it's scot to you each month.
Every issue is chock-full of superb jazz music
selections, along with insightful editorial
features about interesting jazz events and artists.
It makes for excellent reading.

Each issue of JAZZ HERITAGE also presents
you with two or three "Featured Selections."
These are magnificent jazz works, carefully
screened by our staff and specially manufactured
exclusively for JAZZ HERITAGE. If you'd like
to preview these pieces-you don't have to do
a thing. They will be sent to you automatical-
ly. If you'd rather have another selection, or no
selection at all, simply return the post card that
we include in each issue and inform us of your

wishes. You'll always have at least 10 days to decide which selec-
tions, if any, you'd like. And you may return any unwanted selec-
tions or any selections that don't meet your satisfaction at our ex-
pense for full credit

What could he more fair?
SUBSEQUENT RECORDINGS COST AS LITTLE AS 56.45. All JAZZ
HERITAGE selections are magnificently priced. Purchase as many
or as few as you wish at prices beginning as low as just $6.45 plus
postage and handling. Compact discs, digital recordings and chrome
cassettes are higher. It's truly today's hottest jazz-yours at a cool,
cool price.
STATE-OF-THE-ART RECORDING QUALITY. You'll be delighted by JAZZ
HERITAGE'S wide variety of fabulous jazz selections...and by the
state-of-the-art digital recording techniques and reproductive quality
we insist upon. You'll find no finer jazz...no finer recording quali-
ty anywhere. So don't delay. Return the Reply Coupon now and
get "In The Mood For Swing," yours for just SI.

r REPLY FORM
MAIL TODAY TO: JAZZ HERITAGE, 1710 Highway 35, Ocean, Ig 07712
D YES! I enclose S I. Send me JAZZ HERITAGE'S block -buster recording of
Benny Carter's "In The Mood For Swing"-and enroll me as a member of JAZZ
HERITAGE. Establish an account in my name and begin my FREE subscription
to JAZZ HERITAGE.

I understand that there is never any purchase obligation, no minimum number
of selections that I must buy in the future, and that I may cancel my member
ship at any time.

0 My payment of SI is enclosed Please send my introductory recording as a:
 Compact Disc #91, 81.00 0 Cassette PI IT, S I.00  Record #13H, S1.00

NAME

ADDRESS APT. NO

CITY STATE ZIP

SIGNATURE

0 Please send me FREE information about Musical Heritage
Society, the no -purchase -obligation club for classical music lovers!

'0031101 1
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DefinitiveTechnology Dealer List
Az- Audio Video Emporium: Tucson. Hi R Sales:
Mesa. tit- Absolute Audio: Orange- Audio Concepts:
Long Beach, San Gabriel- Creative Stereo: Santa Bar-
bara. Ventura- Performance Audio: S. F.- Shelley's
Stereo: Canoga Pk.. Santa Monica. Sound Co.: Es-
condido, San Diego. Sound Goods: Campbell, Mtn.
View- Systems Design: Redondo Beach. Q.1- Al Frank-
lin's: Hartford- Robert's Music: New London. DC Sub-
ijcbs- Audio Associates. Et- Absolute Sound: Winter
Pk.- Audio Center: Ft. Lauderdale- Audio Visions: Tam-
pa. Sound Insight: Ft. Pierce. IP- Stereo Shoppe:
Boise, Moscow. IL- Hi R Hutch: Chic., Villa Pk, Schaum-
berg, Naperville- Media Room: Morton Grove- Simply
Stereo: Holtman Estates, Orland Pk Sterling Elect:
Sterling. IN- Ovation Audio: Indianapolis & suburbs. Li -

Audio Video Elect.: Overland Pk.. Ky- Ovation Audio:
Lexington, Louisville. LA Alterman Audio: N. Orleans.
MQ- Audio Assoc.: Laurel, Rockville- Soundscspa: Bak.
Mt- Classic Stereo: Grand Rapids, Kalamazoo- Court
St. Listening Room: Saginaw- Overture Audio: Ann Ar-
bcw. my Audio Perfection: Minneapolis. MQ- Primus
Audio: K. C. Sound Central: St. Louis. ,5- Custom
Electronics: Omaha. K. Stereo Sound: Chapel Hill,
Durham. Greensboro, Raleigh, Winston Salem. NH cuo-
mo's: Salem. Eij: Sound Waves: Northfield. Wood-
bridge Stereo: Montclair, Princeton, West Caldwell, West
Longbranch, Woodbridge. Hy- Audio Breakthroughs:
Manhasset- Avtronics: Hicksville- Clark Music: Abany.
Syracuse. Electronic Wkshp: Manhattan. Hart Elect.:
Vestal- Innovative Audio: Bklyn.- Listening Rm.: Scars-
dale- Speaker Shop: Amherst, Buff. Q11- Audio Craft:
Akron, Cleveland suburbs, Findlay, Toledo- Stereo Lab:
Columbus, Cincinatti. EA- GNT Stereo: Lancaster- Hart
Elect.: Blakely, Kingston. Hi Fidelity House: State Col-
lege- Listening Post: Pittsburgh & suburbs Stereoland:
Natrona Hts. IN- Hi Fi Buys: Music City. Nashville- Lind-
say Ward: Knoxville. IX Audio Tech: Temple. Waco-
Bell Audio: Denton. ILI- Broadway Music: Salt Lake
City. Stokes Bros.: Logan. yA- Audio Assoc.: Arlington-
Audiotronics: Roanoke- Digital Sound: Va. Beach -
Gary's Stereo: Richmond. laa- O.C. Stereo: Belling.
ham. Oak Harbor; Itya- Pied Piper: Huntington,
Charleston. Sound Investments: Morgantown. Sound
Post: Princeton. Ma- Audio Emporium: Milwaukee. Can-
isle- Advance Elect.: Winnipeg, Regina- Audio Ark: Ed-
monton. Audio Center: Montreal, Ottawa. Boutique of
Sound: Calgary- CORA: Quebec City.

INTERNATIONAL SWEATSHIRT

NEW

One of our most popular items has
just been redesigned. The New In-
ternational Sweatshirt sports bold
puff print flags and features at-
tractive white on white piping, and
is proudly made in the U.SA Avail-
able in two sizes, small/medium
and large/extra large.
# 42SIF $39.95 ($3.w)
To order, call our TOLL FREE lines, We
accept Visa, MC, and AE or send a
check plus shipping and handling
to Stereo Review, P.O. Box 742,
Holmes, PA 19043. ORDER TOLL FREE
800-345-8112.

waukee-in a manner comparable to the
young Leonard Bernstein. His composi-
tions range from opera and choral -or-
chestral works on a grand scale to a host
of scores for unusual instrumental com-
binations, many of which incorporate
improvisation and chance elements. But
for all the bewildering eclecticism of
Foss's musical language, encompassing
all the tricks of the contemporary music
trade, the music itself is accessible, fas-
cinating, sometimes eloquent, and at
times, especially in his collage works
quoting from the Baroque masters, exas-
perating and funny.

The present disc offers a sampling of
his work from 1944 to 1988. The Ode for
Orchestra was written in 1944, first per-
formed by George Szell and the New
York Philharmonic in 1945, and revised
in 1958. Intended as a memorial for those
who died in World War II, it evokes the
famous John Donne line, ". . never
send to know for whom the bell tolls."
As might be expected for an American
work of the period, the Ode partakes of
the gestural figurations of Copland and
Stravinsky, but it has its own genuine
power and poignance as well.

Perhaps the most piercingly eloquent
music Foss has written, his 1946 Biblical
cantata Song of Songs was first recorded
by Leonard Bernstein and the New York
Philharmonic, with Jennie Tourel as the
soprano soloist. If the new recording
does not wholly supersede that remark-
able collaboration, it does have the bene-
fit of state-of-the-art sonics, the compos-
er's conducting, and singing by Carolann
Page that comes straight and true from
the heart.

With Music Strong (1988) presents
Foss in a more contemporary guise, with
double chorus arrayed left and right. The
score combines new material (the choral
section) with earlier music originating in
the 1978 Brass Quintet he composed for
the Canadian Brass. In the choral sec-
tions there are echoes of Mussorgsky
and Stravinsky, as well as touches of
Americana. Unlike the two earlier works
on the disc, this one may require a bit of
getting used to, but one thing that does
come through in the performance is
Foss's limitless enthusiasm for music
and music -making. The Koss Classics
engineering and production team, along
with all of the musicians involved, have
put their best into this enterprise, and I
wish them the same success in their
future recordings of twentieth-century
American repertory. D.H.

MENDELSSOHN: Symphony No. 3, in A
Minor, Op. 56 ("Scottish"); Symphony
No. 4, in A Major, Op. 90 ("Italian").
Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra, James
Levine cond. DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON
® 427 670-2 (71 min).

Performance: Romantic
Recording: Fine

James Levine's new recording of the
Mendelssohn Scottish and Italian Sym-
phonies with the Berlin Philharmonic

tends toward the robust, but there is a
strong overlay of genuine Romantic sen-
sibility. A somberly tragic note is struck
in the introduction of the Scottish; the
pacing is deliberate, the phrasing loving-
ly molded and intense. The rest of the
movement is splendidly vigorous, how-
ever, and the scherzo is properly airy
and outdoorsy. The tragic note is struck
again in the slow movement, and with
great sensitivity. The woodwind playing
is altogether superb in these middle
movements. The virile element returns
to the fore in the finale, with marvelous
orchestral give-and-take throughout the
development, and the concluding pro-
cessional is festive and noble.

The Italian goes equally well, and Le-
vine gives us the all-important exposition
repeat with its beguiling transitional ma-
terial. I regret only the slightly recessed
trumpet sound in the climactic moments
toward the end. The con moto element in
the andante is nicely observed: There's
no plodding, only a fine sense of line,
cunningly nuanced. Notable in the inter-
mezzo -like third movement is the lovely
shaping of the melody-a seamless
whole with no exaggerated swelling. The
finale's saltarello runs its course swiftly
without becoming a rat race. Again, the
finesse of orchestral execution in the
development is a joy to mind and ear
alike. The sonic ambience of Berlin's
Jesus Christus-Kirche is eminently more
satisfactory than that of the Philhar-
monie (the orchestra's own hall). All
told, a highly satisfying production. D.H.

MOZART: Keyboard Sonatas. Anthony
Newman (fortepiano). Volume I: Sona-
tas in C Major (K. 279), F Major (K. 280),
B -flat Major ( K. 281), E -flat Major (K.
282), G Major (K. 283), and D Major (K.
284). NEWPORT CLASSIC ® NCD 60121
(77 min). Volume II: Sonatas in C Major
(K. 309), A Minor (K. 310), D Major (K.
311), and C Major (K. 330). NEWPORT
CLASSIC ® NCD 60122 (63 min). Volume
III: Sonatas in A Major (K. 331), F Major
(K. 332), B -flat Major (K. 333), and C
Minor (K. 457). NEWPORT CLASSIC
NCD 60123 (64 min). Volume IV: Sona-
tas in F Major (K. 5331494), C Major (K.
545), B -flat Major (K. 570), and D Major
(K. 576). NEWPORT CLASSIC O NCD
60124 (51 min).

Performance: Good
Recording: Good

These four discs are said to constitute
the first complete CD coverage of Mo-
zart's keyboard sonatas played on the
fortepiano instead of a modern grand.
Anthony Newman, playing an instru-
ment made in Vienna by KOnicke in 1790
for some of the sonatas and one made in
England by Clementi in 1802 for the
others, seeks to re-create what the origi-
nal sources tell us about Mozart's own
keyboard style, as different in some re-
spects from the more legato approach
that came into favor after his death as his
instruments themselves were from those
in use today. Newman's playing is hon-
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Test Drive
Real Power!

PRO -POWER TEN
205 Watts X 4

"There wasn't the slightest bit of
strain, nor was there any
evidence of clipping ----even at
the loudest listening levels and
when using CDs with extremely
wide dynamic range."

-Audio Magazine

PRO -POWER FOUR
205 Watts X 2

..you can spend two, three,
even five times as much as what
the Soundcraftsmen Pro -Power
Four costs but you won't get a
better, more reliable, or more
musical -sounding power
amplifier..." -Audio Magazine

rceez4t#ftelt

PC -1

POWER COUPLER

PC -1 Zero Distortion
Power Coupler

We at Soundcraftsmen want you to appreciate
the sonic superiority of a High -Quality, High -
Power amplifier on your present system. So

we're making a special offer: Buy any Soundcraftsmen
amplifier from a participating dealer and listen to it for
seven days. If you don't hear a dramatic improvement to
your system, return the amp to the dealer for a full, no -
hassle refund! If you don't have a preamp, we have a PC -
1 Zero Distortion Power Coupler that will turn your
receiver (or even your large screen TV!) into a preamp so
that you can add a Soundcraftsmen power amp. PLUS
we'll GIVE you the $39.00 value PC -1 Absolutely FREE!
when you decide to keep the amp with your system! For
a complete dealer list, use the Reader Service Card. Call or
Fax for an Immediate Response!
WHY BUY HIGH POWER? SIMPLE...BECAUSE IT
MAKES QUALITY SPEAKERS COME ALIVE. As a
reader of this magazine, you're more aware of fine audio
than the average listener. You know that most of the
better brands of speakers are a bit lower in efficiency than
they were years ago. If you don't have enough power, the
music sounds lifeless and constricted. Even if you don't
have the newest speakers, with today's CD's or DAT's, the
"peak to average" ratio of required power is 10 to 1!
Average listening at 25 watts means peak power
requirements of 250 watts! In his lab, the engineer who
designs high -quality speakers typically uses a MINIMUM
of 200 watts of power per channel. Soundcraftsmen 205
Watts per Channel amps start at only $499.00!

FREE! SYSTEM ANALYSIS KIT ON COMPACT DISC OR LP
Using only your ears and this Soundcraftsmen test kit, you can plot the frequency response of your system in
your own listening room! FOR YOUR FREE TEST KIT: 1. Contact us (see below). 2. Fill out the Card we
send and have an Authorized Dealer stamp it. 3. Return the Card to us. To receive a 16 -page Color Brochure
and the "$19.00 Value Analysis Kit" Card, Call, Write, Fax or use the Reader Service Card.

MADE IN THE U.S.A.
2200 S. RITCHEY, SANTA ANA, CA 92705 PHONE 7 14-556-6191 FAX 714-662-0750
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est and assured, forthright and unfussy;
what is missing is an acknowledgement
of the respective sonatas' individuality
that might keep the listener more happily
attentive through a sequence of four to
six works on a disc.

While there is no reason anyone
should insist on listening to more than
one or two sonatas at a sitting, some
other performers, at the keyboards of
both modern and period instruments,
have made that option more appealing
with more characterful performances.
Newman's crisp articulation and brisk
pacing serve the six early sonatas on the
first disc especially well, but after that
there is little difference in his playing
from one work to the next. It is not
tasteful understatement that obscures
the pathos and drama of the two great
minor -key sonatas (K. 310 and 457) but a
surface -skimming approach that seems
mechanical and bland.

The sound is quite good, and, follow-
ing the practice introduced by Denon
with its very first co's, Newport Classic
has meticulously indexed the structural
details of every movement in the eigh-
teen works. The unexpected renumber-
ing of several of the sonatas (evidently,
but not entirely, in the interest of strict
chronology) is bound to create a bit of
confusion that might have been avoided

EXPRESS

MUSIC
CATALOG

by omitting the enumeration and relying
on the KOchel numbers alone. The docu-
mentation in general is neither terribly
helpful nor very readable. R.b

PROKOFIEV: Piano Concertos: No. 1, in
D -flat Major, Op. 10; No. 4, in B -flat
Major, Op. 53; No. 5, in G Major, Op. 55.
Boris Berman (piano); Royal Concert-
gebouw Orchestra, Neeme Jarvi cond.
CHANDOS C) CHAN 8791 (64 min).

Performance: Excellent
Recording: First-rate

The Berman on this disc is not the fa-
mous Soviet pianist Lazar Berman, but a
younger compatriot, Boris Berman, who
emigrated in 1973 and now heads the
piano faculty at Yale University. He is to
record all the Prokofiev sonatas for
Chandos as well as the concertos; from
his showing here he appears to be an
excellent choice for such an assignment,
and it was a clever idea to introduce him
in this particular collection of works.

Prokofiev's Second and Third Piano
Concertos are among his most popular
works and are frequently recorded. The
other three are seldom performed, and
getting them on CD has generally re-
quired buying an integral set of all five.
This disc is a handy alternative for col-
lectors who have favorite versions of

Nos. 2 and 3 and want to pick up the less -
favored works without duplicating, and
it is a thoroughly satisfying presentation
in its own right. It sent me back to the
Beroff/Masur (EMI) and Ashkenazy/
Previn (London) sets for comparison.
Berman and Neeme Jarvi (whose own
Prokofian credentials have been firmly
established by now), with the great Am-
sterdam orchestra in its best form, make
a fully competitive team, generating the
sort of cumulative interaction-most
particularly in the left-hand Fourth Con-
certo-that can't be taken for granted in
a live or recorded performance, and the
sound is absolutely first-rate. R.F.

RAM EAU: Platee. Gilles Ragon (tenor),
Platee; Jennifer Smith (soprano), La Fo-
lie, Thalie; Guy de Mey (tenor), Thespis,
Mercury; Vincent Le Texier (baritone),
Jupiter, a Satyr; Guillemette Laurens
(mezzo-soprano), Juno; Ensemble Vo-
cal Francoise Herr; Les Musiciens du
Louvre, Marc Minkowski cond. ERATO
® 2292-45028-2 two Co's (134 min).

Performance: Superb
Recording: Excellent

Jean -Philippe Rameau often exhibited a
tendency to be outrageous, but Platee
(1749) is one of the few operas in which
he gave this side of his personality full

World's Largest CD Catalog
Bose Express Music is the world's largest CD and Tape catalog. Now you can shop

conveniently from home for any CD, Tape or Video in print, and buy all your music needs from
a single, reliable source. We carry the complete catalog of all the major labels plus inde-
pendents like Alligator, Rounder, RYKO, Fantasy, Chandos, Telarc, Harmonia Mundi, Dorian,
Reference and many more. All music videos are available as well.

Send $6.00 (refundable on your first
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releases and specials. Your first issue comes with $50 in merc
dise credits. Absolutely no obligation and no unrequested shipm

Almost Free CD!
Steal This Disc 2 - With your catalog subscription
you may choose to receive a free Rykodisc CD
sampler (you pay only $3.75 for shipping & han-
dling). The 70 -minute CD contains 21 tracks, In-

cluding tracks from Duke Ellington, Jimi Hendrix, Nils Lofgren, The
Residents, Dweezil Zappa, Frank Zappa and more. Regular Price:
$7.99 + S&H. New Subscribers pay only the $3.75 S&H charge.

Any Title In Stereo Review $1299
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Wall Unit Is Option

The 72" PULSAR SHOWMAN

ceThe Picture At Half The Cost .
Bigger is better. Pulsar's digital front projection TV- the SHOWMAN-delivers a 72" picture that
is clearer, sharper and brighter than any large screen television that has preceded it. Housed in
a handsome coffee table, the SHOWMAN takes less space and delivers more picture.
Independent test reports prove the SHOWMAN out -bests the competition in price, picture quality,
reliability, set-up and special features.

Brightness -"Pulsar's SHOWMAN proved to be bright
enough to afford excellent viewing in even a normally
illuminated room!" *
Color (Duality -"There was hardly any snow or noise
and colors remained accurate even when we reduced
the signal to the equivalent of a fringe -area station
broadcast" *

Easy Set-Up-Position your SHOWMAN at a prescribed
distance in front of the screen, and ... that's it!

Resolution-"The SHOWMAN's 600 line horizontal
resolution was far in excess of what is needed for
proper reproduction of higher -resolution sources such
as S -VHS, Hi8 and ED Beta:' *

Features -Most advanced available ... digital freeze
framing, flashback, multiple PIP (picture -in -picture),
parental lock -out, stereo MTS, on -screen menu and
more.

Best of all, the SHOWMAN is an American -made product. Compare it to rear projection and you'll
say: "There's no comparison." Interested? Of course, then call or write us today for your
nearest Pulsar sales and service center.

PU%low,/ Api
idze.174'

T.M.

Serving Projection Television Technology Since 1981

'From APEL (Advanced Product Evaluation
Laboratory) independent test for Video Review
Magazine, June 1990

Image On Screen Is Simulated

7676 Clairemont Mesa Boulevard, San Diego, CA 92111 (619) 278-4318 (In California) (800) 828-3811 (Outside California)
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Youli find the most helpful shopping infor-
mation in the 120 page Crutchfield catalog.

FREE
Stereo

Catalog
Refer to the Crutchfield catalog
before buying your next car stereo,
home stereo, or video product:
 120 pages of helpful articles, consumer

tips, charts, guides.
 Color photos, complete descriptions

and technical specifications on
hundreds of the finest brand name
products.

You get more value shopping at
Crutchfield:
 lbll-free product advice, ordering, and

customer service.
 24 hour shipping.
 Absolute satisfaction guaranteed.
 Full 30 -day return privileges.
 Discount prices on Sony, Pioneer,
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many more!
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rein. Among his rare comedies, it lacks
much of the artificiality of his other stage
works, which is probably why it's been
performed more in this country than any
other Rameau opera. Revivals have also
undoubtedly been prompted by the in-
terest generated by the durable 1956
EMI recording of the work conducted by
Hans Rosbaud. As well as that set has
held up, Ramistes (as champions of Ra-
meau were called during his time) have
plenty of reasons to be grateful for this
new one released by Erato.

Performed with great verve by Les
Musiciens du Louvre, the new Plate
includes a good deal of dance music that
was cut from the EMI recording. It does,
though, have a slightly abbreviated end-
ing, with the swamp goddess Plat&
venting her rage at Jupiter for making a
fool of her with his romantic advances.
I'm not sure that this edited -down finale
enhances the opera's theatricality, as
intended, but it does emphasize the op-
era's cruel lesson, that we all remain
confined to our own personal swamps as
long as we cling to our pretensions and
illusions.

This performance never evokes cheap
laughs, which is no small feat in an opera
that's so often burlesqued to the rafters:
After all, the swamp goddess is por-
trayed by a man. Gilles Ragon brings a
welcome elegance to the title role and
allows the humor written into it to
emerge naturally, via the text, rather
than clowning it up vocally. Elsewhere,
the singing is equally stylish, especially
that of Jennifer Smith in her two support-
ing roles. I would have expected more,
however, of Guillemette Laurens,
whose portrayal of Juno is bedeviled
with a few too many vocal swoops.

Marc Minkowski, conductor of Les
Musiciens du Louvre, is emerging as one
of the most important interpreters of
French Baroque music. His perfor-
mances here and in earlier recordings all
have a Gallic tang and take considerable
chances. In some of Platee's comic
stretches, in fact, he drives his forces
along at breakneck speed, to dazzling
effect. Overall, I'd say that this is the
best Rameau recording in years. D.P.S.

COLLECTIONS
FANFARES FOR THE COMMON
MAN. Copland: Fanfare for the Common
Man; Ceremonial Fanfare; Inaugural
Fanfare. Hanson: Chorale and Fanfare;
Fanfare for the Signal Corps. Harris:
Fanfare for the Forces. Cowell: Fanfare
for Latin Allies. Gould: Fanfare for Free-
dom. Bernstein: Fanfare for JFK; Shiva-
ree. Thomson: Fanfare for France. Pis-
ton: Ceremonial Fanfare. And eight
others. London Philharmonic Orches-
tra, Jorge Mester cond. Kocu INTERNA-
TIONAL CLASSICS © 3-7012-2 HI (48
min).

Performance: Good
Recording: Very good

In 1921, in London, Eugene Goossens
founded a magazine called Fanfare and

commissioned several composers to
write pieces with that title, which were
duly published and played. During
World War II, Goossens, then conduc-
tor of the Cincinnati Symphony, revived
the idea as a kind of contribution to the
war effort and commissioned nineteen
fanfares from as many composers. One
of them, Copland's Fanfare for the Com-
mon Man, has become quite famous,
but, as this recording shows, some of the
others have merit too. Conductor Jorge
Mester and producer David Hubert's
idea was to collect twelve of the nineteen
fanfares and combine them with similar
pieces written for other occasions. This
makes for a lot of musical tattooing and
flourishing, not all of it equally interest-
ing, but all very neatly accomplished and
well recorded.

Besides Copland, two of the other
composers stand out: Virgil Thomson,
for avoiding bombastics in favor of wit,
and Leonard Bernstein, for getting to the
jazzy side of the brass. Bernstein, the
youngest of this crowd, is the only com-
poser here who was not represented in
Goossens's wartime cycle. If you can
take it, you'll find all this fanfaring a lot
of fun. E.S.

CHERYL STUDER: Coloratura Arias.
Bellini: La sonnambula: Ah! non credea
mirarti. Norma: Casta Diva. Verdi: La
traviata: E strano. II trovatore: Timor di
me? Donizetti: Lucia di Lammermoor:
Regnava nel silenzio. Lucrezia Borgia:
Tranquillo ei posa. Rossini: Il barbiere di
Siviglia: Una voce poco fa. Semiramide:
Bel raggio lusinghier. Cheryl Studer (so-
prano); Munich Radio Orchestra, Ga-
briele Ferro cond. EMI/ANGEL ® CDC -
49961 (57 min).

Performance: Impressive
Recording: Clear, well balanced

I first heard Cheryl Studer, as Matilda in
Rossini's William Tell, at La Scala two
seasons ago (a live recording has since
been released by Philips Classics), and I
was struck by her vocal security and
style. Later, listening to her singing
opposite Placido Domingo in the new
Deutsche Grammophon recording of
Wagner's Tannhauser, I was again im-
pressed. Her large voice and dramatic
intuition projected an Elisabeth of both
musical power and youthful sensitivity.

Studer's performances here are equal-
ly impressive. Her vocalism encom-
passes with easy mobility and accuracy
the hazards and hurdles of these eight
coloratura arias, and she sings with a real
feeling for character and dramatic mo-
ment. Especially notable is the self-pos-
session she brings to the first part of
Norma's "Casta Diva," the silvery qual-
ity of her "Timor di me? . . . D'amor
sull'ali rosee" from II trovatore, and the
vocal excitement of the "Bel raggio lu-
singhier" from Semiramide. Every selec-
tion has something to recommend it,
however, and all are crisply accompa-
nied by the Munich Radio Orchestra
under Gabriele Ferro. R.A.

I Crutchfieki Park, Dept. SK. Charlottesville, VA 22906
L J
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TOPOF
THE LAME

MX -2000 Push -Pull Dual Driver
Powered Subwoofer
The new standard of subwopfer excel-
lence has arrived-the NM -4: MX -2000.
Reaching a new pinnacle in perfor-
mance, the MX -2000 powered sub -
woofer proudly becomes ..t- e top cf tha
audio industry's only eigh: model line
of subwoofers.

The MX -2000 achieves t --is stags
by bringing together great clarity and
detail; tremendous low frequency
power and impact; high sound power
levels down to 20 Hz; plus :ha abi ily to
seamlessly blend with any speaker.

The 300 watt continuous RMS
MX -2000 incorporates Narc.'s remark-
able new Horizontal Rust-- =Lill Dual
Driver System-producing tire tign:est,

cleanest and most powerful bass M&K
has ever offered. This innovative system
delivers superior transient perfor-
mance Ipwers harmonic distortion;
reduces cabinet coloration and vibra-
tion; and couples remarkably well to
the listering room.
Building Cn Excellence
Fifteen years of unmatched experience
puts M&K at the forefront of the sub -
woofer irdJstry. No other manufac-
turer offers as wide a variety of styles
and s zes of high-performance sub -
woofers. From the very affordable to the
state -or -the -art, M&K subwoofers are
unsurpassed in audio and audio/video
system performance.

And, M&K offers the ultimate
Satelite-SJbwoofer systems, with a

cho ce of five highly acclaimed Satellite
speakers. These small speakers are
optimized for music or multi -channel
surround -sound home theatre systems,
and actually outperform large speakers.
The Only Choice
Building on M&K's legendary high level
of sJbwoofer excellence, the MX -2000
becomes M&K's finest achievement in
a subwoofer-blending seamlessly with
any speaker. For high-performance
audio and audio -video systems, the
MX -2000 is "the only choice:'

hiiw MILLER 8 KREISEL
SOUND CORP

10391 Jefferson Blvd. Culver City. CA 90232 213/204-2854

CIRCLE IVO 48 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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RTABLES CLOCK RADIOS PORTABLE CO

Stereo Receivers

 ineeelle

U.
- ANL

Sherwood RA -1140
Stereo Receiver with Surround Sound

 25 watts channel  Mor,. _round
 Video sound input  IDgita readout 
inked AM FM tuner with 24 -presets  LEI
iDwer indicators  Headphone iack

Our

$9995 (SHE PA1140)

Technics SA-GX100
.40 watts/channel *mole '179"
Sherwood RA.1240R
.'0 wotts/channel surround . . . . $199"
Technics SA-GX300
r0 watts/channel Fg A/V remote . . $2299'
Sherwood RA -1340R
 00 watts/channel Eg surround . $229°'
JVC RX-703
 00 wolfs/channel surround remote . CALL
Technics SA-GX700
i.00 wont/channel surround . . . . '429"

Compact Disc Players

Technics SL -P370
Remote CO Player

 New MASH digital analog converter system'
..)r more accurate reproduction 4 x

-yersompiing  18 bit digital filter  20- trac.
iogromming  Wireless remote

ri'ou. $15995p,0 # (TIC 5(9370)

Sharp DX -677
.20 Hock programming

Sharp DX11-770
.20 track progrommoble remote . . 1119"
Sherwood CD -1182R
.8 X oversornpiing remote 1129"
Technics SL -11170
4 X oversompling MASH system

Technics SL-PS50
.MASH system 1 X oversompling . . . $249"
Technics SL-PS70
SAASH system 8D/A remote . . . . $339"

$9995

. . .939"

Home Speakers

Pinnacle PN5+
Two Way Speaker System

 Patented diaduct port for superb bins
'espouse from a very compact enclosure 

4 polypropylene woofer  50 watt power
'andling  Beautiful oak trim

O.,

$14995
Technics SIIS25
.2 way mini speakers Pa

5r

Memorex WM-200
Wealhermate indoor/outcloor . . Pair

Pinnacle PN2+
2 *ay mini speakers Pa, '99"

. '399"

Pair
(PIN PN5 r OA.

Pinnacle PM-I./Oak
8 2 woy oak trim

Bose AM3
.Acciustimass 3piece system

$899S

Cenvin Vega 2505E
.3 coy 10 woofe, Pa, 399

Receivers/Amps

Technics SA-GX500
Surround Sound Receiver

 80 walls channel  Dolby surround sound
w digital delay  Quartz tuning with 24 station
presets  Parametric equalizer w spectrum
analyzer  48 key A V remote control

Our

47. $29995 (TIC SAGXSOO)
Sherwood A1-1110
Integralea amp 50 watts

Sherwood RA -1142
50 watts/channel surround 5119"
Teac AG -55
5.5 woks/channel EQ remote . . . . $159"

$)999,
Teoc AG -75
75 watts/channel. surround remote .

$9995

JVC RX-403
.60 watts/chonnel remote CALL
ADC 1440
60 walls/channel with CD change' . 5399"

CD Changers/Combos

Technics SL-PC33
Remote Rotary Compact Disc Changer

1- 'on? faxing  5 disc 005..j.  Cringe discs
while listening  MASH PWM D A converter
 25,key remote  32 track programming
 Edit guide  4 -mode repeal

Our

47. $24995 (TEC soc33)
Technics SL-PC15
.5-chsc rotary programmable . . . . '189"
JVC XLR-302
Sthic rotary remote '199"
Sharp DXC-3510
.6 -disc magazine load remote . . . $199"
Teac PD -800M
&disc remote '199°'
Technics SL-PC25
Sclisc rotary remote $219"
ADC 1320
edisc w/25 wons/chonnei Receiver . '329"

Home Speakers

Teac ST -X5
3 -Way Speaker System

to polypropylene woofer  5 midrange
 Dame tweeter  floor standing design  ITIO
watts maximum input power  6 ohm
impedance

ovr

:°.7. $19995 Pair
(TEA MS)

Technics SI-L40
2 way 10 woofer

Technics S1460
3woy 10 woofer Poi, '129"
Recoton W-100
Co,cliess speakers built in amp .

Technics SII-L110
3 way 12 woofer rat 169
Bose AM5
Acoustimass )piece system . . . $749"
Bose 901 -Classic
Dttect/Rellecting system w/E0 . pair 9399"

Amplifiers & Tuners

Proton AA -1150
Stereo Power Amplifer

 50 watts channel  High current powe'
supply with D P D (Dy'ram c Power
Demand( Circuitry  Protection circuitry  C.,
Power output meters

Our

47. $29995 (PRI AAII50)
Sherwood TD-701OR
Tuner AM/FM. 30-presets'129"
Sherwood A1 -1210R
Integroled Amp 100 walls/channel . $199"
Gemini SA -501
Power Amp 125 watts/channel . . $299"
Nikko 8-600
Preampillier. 2 band parametric EQ '29905
Nikko A-400
.Power Amp. 120 waft/channel . . . '299"
Sherwood AM -7040
Power amp 200 want/channel . . . $299"

Equalizer

ADC SS -525)'
Computerized Graphic Equalizer

 Custom 1.10, you' 50,,,d Ire proless,onal
way  Automatic analyzer equalizes room for
precise flat response  I2 -bonds channel
 Microphone  Pink noise  Wireless remote
oa

47. $29995 (ADC 1S525x)
Teac EQ-A6
10 banns/channel..... $69"
ADC SS -90
10 bangs/channel 12 OP boost/cut . $84"
Audio Source EQ8/11
10 oands/chonnei spectrum display . . $89"
ADC SS -200
10 oonds/channei 15 rib boost/cu'. '109"
ADC 55.310
.10 bonds/channel pink noise . . . $159"
Audio Source EQ-10
12 bands analyzer w/mic '349"

Elec  nic Antennas

Terk 9825 (p12)
Deluxe IndoorFM Antenna

 Adjustable g.: 113013 nigh
gain low noise - ec Bonal or
directional  Increases 1-M IDrf & sound
quality  Black finish

Our

$7995
Parsec Wavecatcher
.Au/EM possive undomni . . '24"
Terk 9300
F m active mm . '29"

(TRK 9625)

Parsec Stealth
.4.4 active up to 32 6e gain

Teri( 9400
.FMwedge active vatic:we gain . . 549"
Parsec M2000
A1.1 /NA uni/ornni directional . . . $69"
Recoton TV -600
.urrivHrtru o+rineci '69"

53995

1,4

Tki,5 '
Compact Disc Specials

GREAT ARTIST
GREAT ART

EMI

ANG 54033

27 p9er2C D
Se115 992Cossette

Se,

KAI1 I LEEN
BATTLE
!Uncle!
krias
%NIUE MARPINFP '

ANG 49179

12 99 7P9e5,PJ se e

Available 0112.99 Per CD and
7.99 Per Cassette
Vituoso Duets: Parkening & Brandon.

Guitar (ANG 49406)
Roman Heroes: Domingo. NPO/Kohn

cond (ANG 54053)
Porter: Nymphs Errant Ballard, Kirk.

McArdle. McGovern, Montevecchi
(ANG 54079)

My Funny Valentine: Frederica Von
Stade Sings Rodgers & Had
(ANG 54071)

Thomas Hampson: An Old Song
Resung (ANG 54051)

Bruce Hubbard: For You, For Me -
Songs of Copland. Gershwin.
Bernstein. others (ANG 49928)

Kiel TeKanawa: Itallian Opera Arias
(ANG 54062)

Sweet Power of Song: Felicity Lott &
Ann Murray vocal duets
(ANG 49930) CD ONLY

Ride On; King Jesus!: Florence
Quivar, Harlem Boys Choir
(ANG 49885)

impior,,,-.
ORDER TOLL -FREE

7
HOURS A DAY1-800.2 21-8180 O718-iutsde417-3737U.S.A Call:

DAYS A WEEK 1-

J&R Music World, Dept. SR0191, 5940 Queens -Midtown Expressway, Maspeth, Queens, NY 11378

0071111,

VISA



MPUTERS/PRINTERS MONITORS COMPUTER SORINARE/FLOPPY
SIONS/VIDEO PROCESSORS/CAMCORDERS/VIDEO CAMERAS/BLANK VI

CHINIS/TELEPHONE BUSINESS SYSTEMS
LCULATORS RS RECORDS 

SupwiSpecittEM
Compact Disc Specials

THE WORLD'S CLASSIEST
JAll LABEL

-1-4,..Roi:,(1, thpT4,».

//

4)77-4-

,... , ,p,

,
DMP 476

Your Choice
Of These Two

729po9rcD

chip
DIAL 6 DICK ( .'BATM

WSWORK
.----- -.......-..... ....-

--6..----wer* .-........-1 -

.... 15.

. . \
At. i_. .

DMP 477

Available at 12.99 Per CD and
6.99 Per Cassette
Joe Beck: Bock To Back (DMP 464)
Warren Bernhardt: Heat Of The

Moment (DMP 468)
Bob's Diner: Bob's Diner (DMP 471)
Garry Dial & Dick Oath: Brassworks

(DMP 477)
The Dolphins: Malayan Breeze

(DMP 474)
Manfred° Fest: Jungle Cot (DMP

470)
Film & The BB'S: Further Adventures

(DMP 462)
Chuck Loeb: life Colors (DMP 475)
Chuck Loeb & Andy Laverne:

MagicFingers (DMP 472)
Bill Mays & Ray Drummond: One To

One (DMP 473)
Bob Mintzer: Urban Contours

(DMP 467)
Thom Rotella: Home Again

(DMP 469)
Thom Rotella: Without Words

(DMP 476)
Various Artists: A Taste Of (DMP 466)

Cassette Decks

TTI I

Teac V-260HX
Cassette Deck

 Dolby B noise reduction  Dolby HX-Pro
headroom extension  Bias fine tuning  Direct
function mechanism  Auto Om  3 -mode
tape select,  LED level meter

Our

Lp°.'7, 96 995 (TEA V260HX)

Teac V480
Dolby MX Pro. tine bias control

Teat R-455CNX
.Auloreverse Dolby 11/C/HX.PrO . . $139"
Teac R-540
Auto reverse. Dolby 1/C/IIX Pro . 5159"
Teac ADI
CD/Cossene combo Dolby II . . 519995

Nikko D-600
.3 head Dolby B/C /11O -Pro 1199"
Teac AD3
CD/Cossette combo Dolby 1/11X -Pro . 5249"

.$999s

DJ Equipment

Gemini PDM-5D00
Sampling Mixer/Equalizer

 8 -second digital sampling  7 band channel
EQ  3 phono 5 line & 2-mic inputs  Assign
able fader  Cueing  ralkover  Master gain
 010 lamp adaptor  19" rock mount

Our

°.7. wagyv. (GMT PDM5000)
Gemini HP61-80
14eadphone/rnicrophone I earcup . . $29"
Atus AM -100
Miket 2 phono/line inputs

Gemini MX -3300
Miser Joon° inputs

Gemini MI -415
'Speaker away IS" woolen . . $179"
Alus AM -300E
Mixer 5band tO echo rack mount . . 999"
Gemini MX-6500SE
1.11xer tivd, sound ettects Ea . . . . 5249"

589,5

$139"

Turntables

Nikko NP100
Belt -Drive Turntable

 Quiet belt -drive DC motor with the
convenience of semi automatic operation
 Includes lac tory instated magnetic cartndge
& dust cover

Our

$5995 (NIK NPI00)
Technics SL -11022K

. . $94"Belt drive semi automatic pitch

Gemini XL -111210
BellOnve semi automatic pitch

Technics 51-0022
'Direct drive semi automatic . 909"
Technics SL-QD33K
S ully auto quartz direct drive . )139"
Gemini XL -0020
Direct drive semi -automatic Oct, . . 969"
Gemini XL -1800Q
klor,o1 direct drive pitch '269"

59995

Double Cassette Decks

Teac W -370C
Double Cassette Deck

 Continuous playback  Dolby B & C noise
reduction  Normal & high speed dubbing
 Bias fine tuning  (ED peak level meter
 Auto slop  Auto tape selector  Black finish

Our

*. $9995
Technics RS-TR155

(TEA W370C)

Dolby B auto reverse deck .1 $15995

Teac W -450R
'Dolby II/C /nX Pro auto -reverse . s)1699s

5179"
Technics RS-TR165
Dolby B/C deck S I reverse

Teoc W -550R
.4,40 reverse Dolby 11/C/11X Pre

Technics RS-TR265
reverse Dolby 11/C/11X-Pro . 5209"

Teat W-990RX
Auto reverse Dolby B/C dbs . . $1.59"

5 9995

Audio Add-Ons

11111111111111

Audio Source SS -One
Surround Sound Processor

 Dolby surround processor with variable
ettects  15 watts per channel rear amplifier
 Time celay  LED level indicators  Synthesis
& Matrix surround sound

ou,

$12995 (ASO SS -ONE -

Wood Technology W-410
Speoke stands I' high Pair 534"
Russound AX6
Auxillipfy input selector holds 6 . . . 5436"
Memorex DS -10
SurrOund sound amp Dolby surround . 599"
Niles SVC4
'Speaker selector w/volurne control . $:49"
Standesign Penta

sin

.Audio rack 5sheif 5249"
Nitty Gritty 2 Fl MK2
Record cleaning machine 449"

Phono Cartridges

Shure V-15 Type V -MR
Deluxe Micro Ridge Phono Cartndge

 Micro ridge stylus tip  Excellent trackabdity
 Dynamic stabilizer  Side -guard stylus
protection  Duo point alignment gauge  top
rated design

Our

$13995 (Slid VISA/Mk.)

Shure M-925
Universol mount elliptical

Stanton 500AL
Standor7 mount disco/pro 99"
Stanton 500ALDP
Standard disco/pro w/extro stylus . . $29"
Audio Technic° AT-231LP
Univetsal mount linear contact . . . . 339"
Stanton 680EL
.siondaro disco w/extro stylus . . . '54"
Stanton 680ELMP

'6995Stanclard 2 pock

5995

For more
outstanding values

please turn the page

Audio Systems

Panasonic SC -T090
Compact Stereo System

 AM FM stereo tuner  3 -band EQ  CD alai,'
lorT11101  Dual Cassette deck  Semi
'IutOrrlatiC turntable  Matched speakers wie-

tuli range drivers

$14995 (PAN SC T090)

Panasonic SC -T100
'Compact vr /dual cassette turntable . $179"
Panasonic SC -T300
'Compact w/clual cassette turntable . 5249"
Panasonic SCT-105
Compact w/CD dual cassette turntable 1299"

Panasonic SCT-C300
w /dual cassette CD changer & remote 1399"

JVC MXI
klini w/CD dual cassette & remote 5799"
Panasonic SC-CH9
Iktoni w/cluol cassette CD 5799"

Audio Accessories

,44,0141.010411111P-'.

Audioquest
Sorbotharte Isolation Feet

 Sorbothane has the ability to absorb and
lose energy  For use under turntables o.
equipment that needs to be vibration free
 Supports up to 35 lbs  Set of 4

Our

?.ce $3495
Stanton DSMI

$6"D4co slip mat for slip cueing

Tiptoes Tail
0 6 "rof Speakers on carpeting . . roc

Sumiko Tweek
94"Contoct enhancer

Audio Prism CD Stoplight
. 94"SpeCial CD edge treatment marker

Audioquest CD Feet
 4 sorbOthOne feet 522"
Cutting Wedge CW1A
Anechotc acoustical tiles set of 40 . . $790

(ADO FEET)

Blank Audio Tape

..,,,,,.,. ,)
Maxell MXS-90

Metal Bias Audio Tape
 Metal formula handles maximum signal
levels with lowest distortion  Prcision housing
ensures smooth tape travel

Our

$279°
10 -Pock
(MAX MX590)

Maxell XLII-90
Migh bias precision housing .no rook 51900

TDK SAC90
High bias cassettes no -pock $1990

Sony SR -100
Metal formula pock $228°

TDK SAX -100
High bias cassettes io.Ponk 5249°

Denon HD8-100
"Deluxe high bias cassettes

Sony MM90
Aletal Master cassettes . . lo -pock $559°

CIRCLE NO 39 ON READER SERVICE CARD

TO ORDER BY MAIL:
SEND MONEY ORDER. CERTIFIED OR CASHIER'S CHECK, MASTERCARD. VISA, AMERICAN EXPRESS or DISCOVER CARD (Include Interbank No.
expiration date and signature) TO. JAR MUSIC WORLD, DEPT. MOIR!, 59-511 QUEENS -MIDTOWN EXPRESSWAY, MASPETN, QUEENS, NY II378.
Personal and business checks must clear our Authorization Center before processing. Shipping, Handling & Insurance CharQe is 5%
01 Total Order with a $4.95 minimum. (Canadian Orders Add 15% Shipping, with a $9.95 minimum charge.) For shipments by air please
double these charges. $25 MINIMUM ORDER. DO NOT SEND CASH. SORRY, NO C.O.D.'s. NEW YORK RESIDENTS PLEASE ADD SALTS TAX.

ALL MERCHANDISE SHIPPED BRAND NEW, FACTORY FRESH, AND 100% GUARANTEED. Coprigld 1990 Jiff Music World iMPIUS1CWORLD
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Video Recorders

Panasonic PV -2004
VHS HQ Video Recorder

 Quick play Chassis  155 ch digital quartz
tuner with auto set  Onscreen display pro
cramming with auto prompter and calendar

l month 2 event timer  Remote

$249"once (PAN PV2004)
Samsung VP -2309
VHS prayer only 3 speed '179"
Sharp VCA-206
01+5 recorder 14 daY/6 even, rime'  999"
Sharp VCA-230
VHS recorder on screen display . . . $219"
Samsung VR-5710
v.s 4 head on screen '249"
Panasonic PV -4010
VHS 4 head on screen remote . . '299"
JVC HRD-660
v.s 4 head digital tracking $349"

Video Add-Ons

Videonics DirectED +
Personal Movie Maker

 Place scenes in any order  Mir wort digitally
generated color graphics  titles in multiple
styles & 64 colors  On screen instructions with
rlEr P  Remote control

CALL
(VIE DIRECIED +)

Ambico V0617
Irnager photo to video transfer

Sim° SI.1
coiawis video light

system 559°5

'59"
Recoton V-900
Wireless video sender '89"
Vidicraft Vkli-View
Audio/vicleo remote transmitter $129"
Alden WMSPro
'Wireless Imo tor corno or '149"
JVC CG -V60
*Character/title generator '179"

.

TV/Color Monitors

Site.

Sony KV-13TR24
13 -Inch Trinitron Monitor/Receiver

..,gh contrast mirrorblack picture tube
. :core ready  A V window on screen

 Sleep timer  Jump channel  Remote
 Choose block or white finish

$29995 (SON KVI3TR24 BK)
(SON KV131R24 WH)

Samsung TC31133T
13" color to onscreen remote . . . . 51999S

$3999s
Sony KV19TS20
.19" color TV on -screen remote

Toshiba CF -2650
26" color monitor 600 line res . . . '499"
Sony KV-2775201K
.27" stereo monitor remote CALL
JVC AV -27606
27" color cantos Swieo CALL
Toshiba CF -3060
30" stereo monlor 700 lee res . . . CALL

Hi-Fi Video Recorders

___=m17;
-1111a_

Toshiba SV-970
Digital Super -VHS 4 -Head Recorder

 Double azimuth 4 -head design  Dig!,
effects  Picture in picture  MIS stereo sourer
 On screen programming  8 Event 1 yea.
timer  Shuttle search  Variable search

our

$59995nice (105 5970)
KUI VCR -1950
.Y113.14-Cloy/6 event remote '179"
Samsung VR3700
.511mIlne WS. 1 year/8 event remote . '199"
Toshiba M-621
Onsemin. I-year/8 event timer . . . '349"
RCA VR62OHF
44seocl, &event/1 year timer '379"
JVC HRO1160
.4 head, digital tracking 5499"
Toshiba MHT-845
. ahead flying erase head '499"

Universal Remotes

117
Memorex AV8

Audio Video Remote Control
.0 to 8 standard infrared remote

 ,progrorrirneCI 50 II does not have
lernr, ..frnmands from original remotes

 Battery saver circuit

$8995Price (MEM AV8)

One -For -All URC-3000
Cornmand Center for X 10 modules . .

$3995

Memorex CP4
.tor up 10 4 A/V components $49"
Memorex AV4
Preprogrammed for 4 units

$1905

One -For -AN URC-4000
Preprograrnrned tor 4 units $6995
Memorex CPR -Turbo
.Handles to A/V units '119"
JVC RMS1
Universa1 screen menus for 11 units '179"

Portable TV

1
Sony FD -10A

2 -Inch "Watchman" Portable II/W TV
 Unque nar easy to view high Contrast picture
tube  Weight *St than one pound  Requires
4 AA batteries  Silver mesh

?...; $8995Pr.
Sony ED -230
.1 7" Watchman Slack & . . . '99"
Sony FD -555
4 5" Block White AM FM cassette . . $149"
Panasonic CTS -1041R
 10" color AC DC '28995
Sony FDL-330S
27- -oior Watchman CALL
Sony GV-200
8rnrn video Walkman w/4" cola lv . . CALL
Sony GV-300
Brnm ti video Walkman r 14- . . CALL

SON FDIOA11)

Camcorders

Sony CCD-TR6 8mm
"Handycam" Mini Camcorder

 8 1 power zoom w macro focus  4 -Lux !Hu
rhinclipn  Aul0 lock slide cover  Variable
high speed shutter  through ine lens auto -
locus  CCD image sensor w PG8 color paces.
swig  Hying erase head  Date time recording

CALL
(SON CCDTR6)

Sony CCD433
.8mm 6'1 power zoom /maCr0 . . . CALL
Sony CCDTR4
8mrn. mini. 61 zoom. 5 lus CALL
sharp V11-270
OHS III teem. 6 lux $849"
JVC GR-AX7
VHS -C, 6-1 zoom. 3 lux CALL
Panasonic PV -610
.VHS. 2 lux 81 zoom '899"
Sony CCD-T56
.8mm. mlnl. III power zoom w/rnocro . CALL

Blank Video Tape

Fuji T120 -HQ
VHS Tape

 Special Bendov particles deliver great coior
wsth ear° tine detail Outstandirg dability
even with repeated playback

°°". $289°Price
10 -Pack
(FUJ MOHR))

TDK T-120HS
High standard tapes rd -Cook $29"
Maxell T-120EX
Standard VHS lopes 10 -rack '29"
Scotch T -120E0
Standard VHS tapes . sCsracli $29"
Sony 1750-ESSIG
Eera high grade beta

Scotch T -160f0+
Hiph grade VHS tapes . . . . IC -Pock '39"
Sony P-120
flmm video lope I0 -Pack

$4990

rapes . . id -Pock '38"

El Walla Ke boards

Yamaha DD -6
Electronic Drum Pads

 4 touch response rubber pads  100 PCM
patterns  16 percussion instrument voices .

digit LED display  480dr:inane 'ma  Induct. -
drumsticks  Requires 6 X AA batteries

Ourle+ $9995
Price (YAM DD6)

Yamaha PSS.S0
.32 keys 19 PCM rhythms

Yamaha PSR-2
599"49 keys 11 PCM rhythms

Casio CA -401
49 keys tonebank lull -size 169"
Casio CT -615
S octave tonebonk 61 keys 989"
Yamaha P55.790
.61 keys 18 note polyphonic . '279"
Casio CT -670
Fuil size 61 keys pitch bend . '339"

$3995

1.1

 

kart

Trio Mittk
VHS Video Movie Specials

L!1(jr,
sj'

dik

1795EACH

Also Available at . $17.95 Each
Woody Allen's "Bananas -
A Day At The Races (Marx Bros)
Everything You Always Wanted To Know

About Sex But Were Afraid To Ask

The Long. Long Trailer (Luci & Deal)
Manhattan
A Night At The Opera
Revenge Of The Pink Panther
The Road To Hong Kong
A Shot In The Dark
What's New Pussycat/

GIVE THE GIFT OF MUSIC

IMAGINE

1995 VI VINE HOME VIDEO

Imagine John Lennon - The Definitive
Film Portrait $19.95

Frank Sinatra The Reprise
Collection (A Boxed Collection
01 Three One -Hour Videos) 59.95

Bird
Little Shop 01 Horrors
The Music Man
Pete Kelly's Blues
Prete Purple Rain
Round Midnight
Woodstock - Parts I & II
Young Man With A Horn

16.95
16.95
16.95
16.95
1695
16.95
24.95
16.95

ORDER TOLL -FREE
24

DAYS A WEEK
URS A DAY1.800.221.8180

1-718-i
Outsde417-3737U S.A Call

7

J&R Music World, Dept. SR0191, 5940 Queens -Midtown Expressway, Maspeth, Queens, NY 11378



PUTERS PRINTERS MONITORS/COMPUTER SOFTWARE/FLOPPY
CHINES/TELEPHONE BUSINESS SYSTEMS/

CULATORS ITERS RECORDS

upeASpecittb!
Laser Disc Specials

THE FINEST IN
SIGHT & SOUND

23. S111111111/ENE6

TOTAL
RE[ALL" mai

41*

95
,36EACH

The Abyss (LTX)
Batman (LTX)
The Bear
Black Rain
Born On The Fourth OI July (LTX)
Die Hord (LTX)
Fire Birds
Ghostbusters (LTX)
Glory

LIVE
nowt rop

4295
34 95

27.95
26.95
3495
46.95
36.95
32.95
36.95

Gone With The Wind (50th AnnivesOry
Ed) 46.95

HOrd To Kill 22.95
The Hunt For Red October (1.1X) 2695
Indiana Jones & The Lost Crusade (LTX) 26.95
Joe VS The Volcano 22.95
My lett Foot 34.95
Top Gun 27.95
Total Recall 36.95
Triumph Of The Spirit 34.95
Wild Orchid 32.95

MUSIC ON LASER DISCEl=
Tr HE

WALL
LIVE IN BERLIN

2399111°A

Eric Clapton Cream Of Captors 23.99
INXS In Search 01 Excellence 1995
Met Opera Centeniol Gala 49.95
Puccini La Boherne (20threll) 32.99
Queen We Will Rock You 26.95
Roger Waters The Wall . Live In Berlin 23.99
The Three Tenors Cameras. Domingo &

Pavorotti 29.99
Tosconini Beethoven #9 29.99

Portable CD Players

Teac PD -P7
Portable CD Player

 2.hrnes oversornpling  3 -beam pickup  I&
rack programming  Lineout lack  2 -way
rePePot  Will Play 3 5" CD singles  Includes
AC adaptor  Requires 4XAA batteries

Our

512995 (TEA PDPI)

Panasonic SL -14111
I8 track programmable . . . . .969"
Technics SLXP2
A X sampling 18 hock programmable . 989°'
Sony D-66
8 X oversompling kr/headphones . . 999°'
Denon DCP-50
.4 oversompling remote '249"
Sony D25
Pechorgeobie with headphones . . 4299"
Sony D35
8 X oversompling headphones remote CALL

Headphones/Speakers

Sony SRS-D3K
Three Piece Speaker System

 Powered 3 speaker system contains one
woofer with 12 watt output & two mini speaker
each producing 6 5 watts  AC powered
 Mini stereo plug provided

o.,
ic'ric. $7995

Sony MDR -006L
Lightweight headphones

Sony MDR-A15L
Foteino headphones

Koss Porta Pro
neaaphones lightweight

Sennhelser 140.450
Open oir headphones digital ready . . 564"
Sony MDR -V6
C Iowa ear lightweight headphones . '79"
Koss JCK-200
Cordiess headphones

(SON SRSD3K)

599)

'24"
$3995

$ 8 9 9 5

Car Stereo

103 Sa: MK-
a..  - 

Clarion 9772RT ETR
AM/FM Stereo Cassette Receiver

 Quartz -locked PLL tuning  15 FM 5 AM
:iresets  Auto -reverse  Dolby B  20 watts

'Hansel  4.way balance  Boss & treble
 Night illumination  DIN chassis

O.,

5/995 (CIA 9772V)
Clarion SE -3152
Srueakers 3'' dual cone re.. 199s

Pioneer TSA-1640
Speakers 65" 2 way WV -mount . Po., 554"

Panasonic EAll-H65
Speakers 65- 2 way r.s.,559"
Pioneer GM -42A
Power Amp 30 watts/channel . . ,64"
Pioneer ICE -16000R
Stereo AM/FM/Cassette. DIN pullout . 5169"
Panasonic CQH-05
Stereo AM/FM/Cassette 24 presets . . $179"

Sony CFS-W320
3 -Piece Double Cassette Recorder

 AM FM stereo tuner  Detachable 2. way
speakers  2 speed dubbing  5 band f0
 CD Line input  Auto strut oft  AC adaptor

Panasonc RXFS450
AM/FM/C asset% auto reverse . . . 509"
Sony CFS-W303111(
AM/FIA/Dual Cassette dubbing . . "4"
Sony CFSD30
A1.1 /FM/Cassette 10 mega boss . . 5C/9"
JVC PCV-66J
AM /FM/Reverse cassette 3piece . .

$149"

Sony CFI) -50
Ak4/FIA /Cass/CD I6 track programming 97956

Sony CF110-750
MM/FM/CD/Dual cassette 3piece . 5299"

(SON CFSW32O)

Cassette /Microcassetie

Olympus Pearlcoraer S-914
M crocossette Recorder Kit

 2 speeds  variable voice activation  Fair
play  High low mic sensitivity  Pause control
 Cue review  Recharge:1de ni cad battery
 Includes XB60 tape & case

Our

P.cLow. 11,
jA9e5

(PEA S914101)

Sony TCM-71
'Portable :assene auto !eke,

Panasonic RN -I25
Microcas..ene voice activated .

Panasonic RN -89
Microcossette auto reverse

Olympus Pearkorder 5.930
Microcas.ette 2 speed pitch

Sony TCM-57
$11995Cossette recorder auto reverse

Marantz PMD-201
Monoura Pro recorder 2speed 5229"

$2995

$5995

$8995

$9995

hone/Answering Machines

Panasonic KXT-3620
Cordless Telephone

 Retractable flexible rubber antenna
 Enhanced standby battery Me  Paging from
base  100 auto dialer

$69"
AT&T 530
.12, memory phone. renal

Panasonic KXT-2365
'Feature phone 251 one touch dial

$5995

Ptionemate 7210
Digitol answering machine

Panosoric KXT 1470
Answering machine beeperless remote . '99"
Panasoric KXT-2470
Pnone/onswering machinespeakerphone511.3995

AT&T 5500
'Cordless phone 9 memory. speakerphone516995

(PAN KX1362C)

$i995

$7995

io Order
Toll -Free 24 Hours A Do

7 Days A Week
Con

1-800-221-8180

AA
Personal Stereo

Panasonic RQ-V320
AM/FM Cassette Personal Stereo

Lightweight headphones  Belt clip

desigr,  Auto reverse
 3 band graphic equalizer  Dolby B noise

 Requires I AA battery
Our

Toshiba KT -4011
Akl /FM /Cassette auto shut off . . 525"
Sony WM2051
C assette Walkman oulo reverse

Sony WM-A53
*Cassette Sports Walkman

Panasonic Rtii-V175
1M/FM/Cassette Auto reverse

Panasonic RQV-340
AsA/FM/Cassetle rechargeable

Sony WMF-2078
 AM /TM/Cassette Sports Walkman . . 929"

(PAN ROV320)

53495

$5995

'69"
.$990,

World Band Radios

Panasonic RF-B20
9 -Band Shortwave Radio

 Double superheterodyne system r.r 5n ',.:
resect unwanted signals  leather tassch 
rob  LED tuning indicator  Case & eorphr

included  Requires 3 X AA batteries
Our

$9995
7anasonic RF-810
sixtruis shortwave bands

Sony ICF-SW20
Aks/i1A/7 shonwave bands clock .

Sangean ATS-800
Aki/FIA/SW 20 presets clock/timer

Sony ICF-7601
suiroxiio SW bands 919"

!;144,i:r7swAY9s4a '169"
Panasonic R811-65
 six /FM/1*/$19 36 presets 5229"

(PAN 91520)

$7995

$8495

59995

Databanks

Sharp OZ -7200
"Wizard" Electronic Organizer

 Now w 64X memory burn in  Calendar scree
alike phone address 11.3171C, pad world Clock
calculator  &line LCD  lutonal  Optional IC
cords for various applications

CALL
(SPA 027200)

Hexaglot T-150
6 language translator

Casio SF -4000

569"

321 stores 1500 names/numbers . .

57905

Sharp ZQ-2200
321 organizer ciock/colenda, . . . . 589"
Franklin LM -2000
I ectronic speller/dictionary . . . 59995

Casio SF -9000
Boss databank. 641( expandable . . . 5189"
Franklin LM -4000
hanguage Master 831 word speller . '199"

TO ORDER SY MAIL
SEND MONEY ORDER. CERTIFIED OR CASHIER'S CHECK. MASTERCARD. VISA. AMERICAN EXPRESS or DISCOVER CARD (Include Interbank No
expiration date and signature) TO. J&R MUSIC WORLD, DEPT. SR0191, 59-59 QUEENS -MIDTOWN EXPRESSWAY, MIASPETH, QUEENS, NY 11378.
Personal and business checks must clear our Authorization Center before processing Shipping, Handling & Insurance Charge is 5%
of Total Order with a $4.95 minimum (Canadian Orders Add 15% Shipping with o $995 minimum charge) For shipments by air, please
double these charges $25 MINIMUM ORDER. DO NOT SEND CASH. SORRY, NO C.O.D.'s. NEW YORK RESIDENTS PLEASE ADD SALE! TAX

ALL MERCHANDISE SHIPPED BRAND NEW, FACTORY FRESH, AND 1C0% GUARANTEED. Copyright 1990 J&R Music World



CO R D M A K R

by Christie Barter
& Maryann Saltser

EN honor of the film's
teenth anniversary, The

Rocky Horror Picture Show is
making its long-awaited home
video debut on CBS/Fox Vid-

Come of today's
J most celebrated pop
musicians, filmmakers, and
visual artists have joined
forces to raise money for, and
awareness about, AIDS. In a
departure from the concert
orientation of most recent
benefits, "Red, Hot & Blue"

The Rocky Horror Picture Show

eo. Since its release in 1975,
Rocky Horror has become one
of the most popular cult films
of all time, grossing over $150
million almost exclusively at
weekend midnight screenings
that inspire hearty audience
participation.

Many live productions of
the musical horror spoof have
been staged over the years,
and some of them have been
recorded. Rhino Records has
just released a four-CD/cas-
sette boxed set, "The Rocky
Horror Picture Show -15th
Anniversary Collection," that
includes both the cast album
from the famous stage show at
the Roxy in Los Angeles and
the original motion -picture
soundtrack featuring Tim
Curry, Susan Sarandon, Bar-
ry Bostwick, and Meat Loaf.
The set also features previous-
ly unreleased material, high-
lights from various interna-
tional productions, including
Sweet Transvestite by the
original London cast and the
New Zealand version of Dam-
mit Janet, and a newly record-
ed version of Time Warp by
the University of Southern
California Marching Band. r

is an original Chrysalis album
featuring reinterpretations of
the classic songs of Cole Por-
ter by a diverse group of art-
ists including Neneh Cherry,
U2, David Byrne, k.d. lang,
Jimmy Somerville, Tom Waits,
Annie Lennox, Erasure, and
Les Negresses Vertes.

Many of the performances
were also captured on video
by such acclaimed directors
as Jonathan Demme, Jim Jar -

110 STEREO REVIEW JANUARY 1991

Somerville
and Lennox sing

Cole Porter

musch, Matthew
Rolston, and Wim Wen-

ders. These segments were re-
cently shown as part of a 90 -
minute TV special saluting
Porter, also titled "Red, Hot &
Blue," hosted by actors John
Malkovich and Daniel Day
Lewis and director John Wa-
ters. BMG plans to release a
home video of the telecast in
April 1991.

All profits from the TV show,
video, and record will go to
AIDS charities around the
globe.

THE Polish -born pianist and
conductor Christoph Esch-

enbach, who is music director
of the Houston Symphony,
has just signed a four-year re-
cording contract with Virgin
Classics calling for two al-
bums a year. These releases
will be preceded, however, by
an album recorded by Virgin
earlier this year that com-
prises three works by the or-
chestra's composer in resi-
dence, Tobias Picker. One of
them is The Encantadas, with
a text by Herman Melville nar-
rated by Sir John Gielgud.

Scheduled for spring from
Eschenbach and his orchestra
is a recording of Dvotak's
New World Symphony, fol-
lowed by the beginnings of a
Brahms symphony cycle. D

A SECOND Rock in Rio festi-
val, which promises to at-

tract even larger audiences
and more television viewers
than the first one in 1985, is
scheduled for January 18-27 in
Rio de Janeiro's Maracan Sta-

Houston's Eschenbach

dium. Among those signed at
press time were George Mi-
chael, INXS, Guns 'n' Roses,
Robert Plant, David Lee Roth,
Donna Summer, Lisa Stan-
field, and Ziggy Marley. They
will be joined by such top
Brazilian artists as Gilberto
Gil, Alceu Valenca, Lobao,
and Paralamas. Brazil's TV-
Globo Network will televise
the event to that country's
viewers while the internation-
al distributor Radio Vision co-
ordinates a worldwide trans-
mission destined to reach a
potential 500 million viewers
via thirty satellites.

CHRISTMAS
Day is Para-

mount Pictures' sched-
uled release date for The God-
father Part III, again starring
Al Pacino as Family head Mi-
chael Corleone. Also featured
is Franc D'Ambrosio in the
role of Michael's son Anthony,
just graduated from law
school, who decides to pursue
an operatic career. The
young, Bronx -born tenor
makes his film debut singing
Turiddu in scenes from Mas-
cagni's Cavalleria rusticana
at the century -old Teat ro Mas-
simo in Palermo, Sicily.

D'Ambrosio, who is cur-
rently studying with Luciano
Pavarotti, comes to Holly-
wood from the New York the-
ater, having made his Broad-
way debut last year in a
revival of Stephen Sondheim's
Sweeney Todd. He makes his
recording debut in the God-
father Part III soundtrack,
which will be released in all
three formats on CBS.
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THE Roches ring out the old
year in three-part harmo-

ny with "We Three Kings," a
collection of twenty-four clas-
sic Christmas carols on MCA
Records.

"We've always, in the back
of our minds, wanted to make
this record," Terre Roche has
said about the Roches' ongo-
ing love affair with carols.
"We've actually been singing
carols longer than we've been
singing our own music." In-
deed, it was only after young-
est sister Suzzy joined her two
elder siblings for some infor-
mal street singing one Christ-
mas in New York that they
began performing as a trio. As
part of a group called the Car-
olling Carollers, the Roches
took to traveling around the

D'Ambrosio:

city at Christmastime singing
on the streets, in the subways,
in Grand Central Station, and
sometimes in hospitals, tradi-
tionally winding up for a show
at the Bottom Line in Green-
wich Village. Those days are
recaptured in "We Three
Kings."

UST signed to a new and
4/ exclusive RCA contract is
the veteran composer/conduc-
tor Henry Mancini, who can
look back on a career of fifty-
five years during which he's
made over ninety recordings,
many of them for RCA. Eight
Mancini albums were certi-
fied Gold, and twenty of them
earned him a Grammy.

His first release under the
new agreement is "Mancini in
Surround, Mostly Monsters,
Murders & Mysteries." Re-
corded in Dolby Surround, it
spans the thirty-seven years

he's been writing film
soundtracks, ranging
from sci-fi like It Came from
Outer Space (1953) to the Arc-
tic drama The White Dawn
(1974) and from the melodra-
matic Mommie Dearest (1981)
to 1990's thriller Fear.

RELATIVELY
few children's

records are available on
CD, but the catalog includes a
distinguished series from
Windham Hill, a label better
known for its New Age and
jazz recordings. Windham
Hill's Rabbit Ears Produc-
tions division has released fif-
teen cp's featuring a leading
film or television actor reading
a well-known children's story
or fairy tale backed by the
vocal or instrumental accom-

son of Godfather

paniment of a celebrated rock
or pop musician. The latest
releases include the story of
Paul Bunyan as read by Jona-
than Winters with music com-
posed and arranged by Leo
Kottke and tales of Brer Rab-
bit (identified in the liner
notes as "Bugs Bunny's great
grandfather") read by Danny
Glover to music by Taj Mahal.
Among the earlier releases are
Beatrix Potter's The Tailor of
Gloucester, narrated by Meryl
Streep with music by the
Chieftains; Hans Christian
Andersen's The Steadfast Tin
Soldier, read by Jeremy Irons
to the music of Mark Isham;
and Pecos Bill, narrated by
Robin Williams with music by
Ry Cooder.

Delos, too, has introduced a
series of children's CD'S. It's
called Music for Young People
and leads off with two popular
fairy tales, The Snow Queen

The Roches:
Suzzy, Maggie,

and Terre

and Prince Ivan and the Frog
Princess, narrated by the bal-
lerina Natalia Makarova and
accompanied by music of
Tchaikovsky and Prokofiev
performed by the pianist Car-
ol Rosenberger. Also new on
Delos is the perennial favorite
by Dr. Seuss, Gerald
McBoing Boing, set to music
by Gail Kubik and narrated by
Werner Klemperer. 1=1

GRACENOTES.
Latin -jazz

percussionist and band
leader Tito Puente, who re-
cently recorded his ninety-
ninth album, "Goza mi tim-
bale" (Concord Jazz), has
been honored with the instal-
lation of a star bearing his
name on Hollywood's Walk of
Fame.. . . Marvin Gaye, who
helped make Motown Rec-
ords one of the most powerful
forces in American music,
was also honored recently
with a posthumously installed
star. . . . The Philadelphia Or-
chestra has named Wolfgang

Sawallisch, currently music
director of the Bavarian State
Opera in Munich, as the suc-
cessor to Riccardo Muti, who
relinquishes his post as the
orchestra's music director in
August 1992. Muti will contin-
ue his association with the or-
chestra, however, as laureate
conductor. . . . The highly
praised feature -film portrait of
Thelonious Monk, Straight
No Chaser, has just been re-
leased on VHS videocassette
and CDV laserdisc by Warner
Home Video.. . . Claudio Ab-
bado, the Berlin Philharmon-
ic's new music director, has
extended his long-standing
contract with Deutsche
Grammophon to 1997. All of
his future recordings with the
Vienna Philharmonic, with
which he has been closely as-
sociated in past years, will
appear exclusively on the yel-
low label. Among them is the
orchestra's 1991 New Year
concert. . . . Happy New
Year!

Mancini: surrounded by monsters
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ORIGINAL MASTER RECORDING -

THE MOEILE FIDELITY FORMULA*
0.114R + A/A/D + 24k Au =

The Ultimate Audio Experience

*(Original Master Recordings
+ Analog/Analog/Digital
proprietary transfer
technology + 24 karat gold
plated compact discs)

ORIGINAL A14151,14 RECORDiN,

TeMEMEND

EltanJohn

0,1

mobile fidelity

e Sound lab
&mon ol 1111,11L. tic.

C RUE NO 109 ON READER SERVICE CARD

ORIGINAL NIASIER RE' ROING'

ho
lohit ft WIW; Ft'

.4.

For a complete free
Original Master Recordings

catalog and ULTRADISC
technical information, call

toll free 800.423-5759,
in CA (707) 778-0134

Illustration by James Dowlen 5,1990



POPULAR MUSIC

Discs and tapes reviewed by
Chris Albertson, Phyl Garland,
Ron Givens, Roy Hemming,
Alanna Nash, Parke
Puterbaugh, Steve Simels

GARTH BROOKS: No Fences. Garth
Brooks (vocals); vocal and instrumental
accompaniment. The Thunder Rolls;
New Way to Fly; Two of a Kind, Workin'
on a Full House; Victim of the Game;
Friends in Low Places; and five others.
CAPITOL © C4-93866, © CDP-93866 (34
min).

Performance: Coin' places
Recording: Very good

Garth Brooks, winner of the Country
Music Association's Horizon Award,
historically given to a new artist with the
greatest potential of developing into a
major star, has been fighting for two
years to come out from under the shad-
ow of his closest competitor, Clint
Black.

The trouble is that both men perform
essentially traditional music, and both
qualify as "hat acts," neo-cowpokes
who hide their good looks under the wide
brims of western chapeaux. But Brooks
and Black are really different kinds of
artists. Brooks refuses to label himself a
pure traditionalist, for example, since he
also has a flair for smoother country,
evidenced here by his soulful ballad ren-
dition of Tony Arata's Same Old Story,
and for adapting pop tunes to fiddles and
steel, such as his western -swing version
of the Fleetwoods' old Mr. Blue.

But Brooks, aided by producer Allen
Reynolds, also has a knack for taking
risks-for writing or picking songs that
veer a little off the beaten path and for
refusing to cast them in formulaic pro-
ductions. Some of these offbeat numbers
are more artistic than others. The gothic
cheatin' song The Thunder Rolls is cer-
tainly a different one for the books, but
Friends in Low Places, a great rough-
house tune about true love and faux pas,
is the hit.

"No Fences," which is Brooks's sec-
ond album, has enough similarity to the
great history of country music to qualify
as tradition-listen to his take on Merle
Haggard in New Way to Fly and the
white -trash anthem Two of a Kind, Work -

EXPLANATION OF SYMBOLS:

= DIGITALLY RECORDED LP
= TAPE CASSETTE

C) = COMPACT DISC (TIMINGS ARE
TO NEAREST MINUTE)

B ETTE'S BACK

1
N her heyday, Bette Midler was a
revelation. Funny and totally un-
predictable, she was a kind of Car-
men Miranda on acid, as prepared

to shock as she was to soothe the heart.
Somewhere along the line, though, she
turned into Barbra Streisand, toning
down the bathhouse hamminess but fa-
voring a melodramatic vocal style that
was not altogether interesting.

In "Some People's Lives," her first
nonsoundtrack album in nearly eight
years, Midler returns to the kind of mid-
dle ground she inhabits best, a musical
arena in which she can be free to be both
emotional and campy without crossing
the line into excessive sentimentality. In
a newspaper interview, she admitted that
the album highlights her Bohemian side
as well as that part of her personality that
mirrors the taste of the middle-class
housewife.

She sets a theatrical tone in the opener,
One More Round, an energetic, quirky,
big -production number rife with island
rhythms. From there she moves on to
spotlight her more reflective side with
Some People's Lives, an exquisite pop -
country ballad about the lonely, the forgot-
ten, and the unloved. Destined to become
a pop classic, it showcases the Midler of
The Rose and Wind Beneath My Wings.

In the rest of the album, Midler further
illuminates her twin personalities. She
launches into a wild and campy big -band
treatment of Cole Porter's Miss Otis Re-
grets, offers a sophisticated remake of
the cabaret standard Spring Can Really
Hang You Up the Most, and then di-

verges to embrace Julie Gold's quest for
spiritual Utopia, From a Distance, which
Nanci Griffith and Judy Collins have
already covered in softer, less cluttered
arrangements.

Much of the newer material seems
sketchy. For example, Diane Warren's
Moonlight Dancing is sexy and atmo-
spheric but peters out too soon, and
Night and Day, by Roxanne Seeman and
Billie Hughes, never gets far on its emo-
tional journey. Miss M is still divine,
though. She embues her songs with great
tenderness, and even if some of the
"smaller" numbers, such as From a Dis-
tance and The Girl Is On to You, are
overproduced and oversynthesized, los-
ing the elegance of their simplicity,
Midler herself is on target.

"Some People's Lives" isn't the kind
of album that makes a new cult star-or
draws a lot of new fans to an existing
one-but it should be more than enough
to keep Bette Midler's fortunes swirling,
both in Bohemia and in the middle-class
boroughs of the heart. Alanna Nash

BETTE MIDLER: Some People's Lives.
Bette Midler (vocals); Cissy Houston,
others (background vocals); Ron Carter
(bass); Grady Tate (drums); other musi-
cians. One More Round; Some People's
Lives; Miss Otis Regrets; Spring Can
Really Hang You Up the Most; Night and
Day; The Girl Is On to You; From a Dis-
tance; Moonlight Dancing; He Was Too
Good to Me/Since You Stayed Here; All
of a Sudden; The Gift of Love. ATLANTIC
82129-I, © 82129-4, @ 82129-2 (46 min).
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SPEAKERS'

ALL MACE PER PAIR
ACOUSTIC RESEARCH ..... CALL
ADVENT LEGACY II 326
ADVENT HERITAGE 476
ALLISON AL120 TOP RATED
ALLISON CD6 316
AUD1OSOURCE LS2 226
BOSE SE5 CALL
BOSE 4.2 286

416
896BOSE 10.2 S II

BOSE 901 CONCERTO ..... CALL
B. ACOUSTIC HD -7" 176
B. ACOUSTIC A70811'' 256
B. ACOUSTIC T1030- 896
B. ACOUSTIC SUB SAT 6** 426
CARVERAKAZINGSILVER 1396
CELESTION 3 IN
CELESTION 5 STOCK
CELESTION DL -12 686

BOSE 2.2
 2 -WAY BOOKSHELF
 V WOOFER
 5 -YEAR BOSE

WARRANTY

$18
D. ACOUSTICS PS -10 296
INFINITY RS -4001' 386
INFINITY RS -5001' 496
INFINITY KAPPA 7' 1096
JBL AUTHORIZED DEALER
KEF C-55' 466
KEF 103.3' 1086
KEF 104.2' 1686
KEF 105.3* 2786
KEF 107" 3596
KLIPSCH KG -4' 486
NHT ZERO 136
NHT MODEL 1.3 336
OHM WALSH 5 CALL
OHM 4X0 1486
PARADIGM 5SE 276
PINNACLE PN5-4, 146
PINNACLE PN8+ CALL
VELODYNE IN STOCK
WHARFEDALE DIAMOND IV 176

TAPE DECKS

1111.4V
IM O. =Co=SIM

NAKAMICHI CASSETTE 2*
 2 -HEAD TAPE DECK
 DOLBY B & C $2 HI -QUALITY RECORDING 66
AN/AM:If-800 ...........................286 NAXANICHCASSETTE 1' 686

DRAGON' CALL
AMA ADWX-777 236 ONKYO TA2200' CALL
AIWA ADWX-999 386 ONKYO EA2800'..............___....486
CARVER TD 1700' 466 ONKYO TARW 490' . ..... 486
DENON DRR 680' 286 PHILIPS FC.60 ................__._...546
OENON CAM 700A' 296 PIONEER CPN-6308 . ____ 246
DENON DRM 800A' 366 PIONEER CAW -830R....._.._ 316
DENON CRW 850A' 396 SONY ECK 620' 276
HARMAN KARDON TD -4400 CALL SONY TCW R9OES.......__..._ 476
JVC TDV 531 276 YAMAHA KXVI 900* .....___..._ 526
NAD 6300' 646 YAMAHA KX 630' 376
NAD 6340' 316 YAMAHA KX-930' CALL

SEPARATES
El

U'°O®6
PROTON AA
 50 WATT P/C AMPLIFIER
 HI -CURRENT / VOLTAGE
ATOM GFA 555 r . 636
ATOM GIP -5001r 476
AUDIOSOURCE E0 -TEN
AUDIOSOURCE SS -TIKE
CARVER CTIl
CARVER CT1T
CARVER ITIA 25' 526
CARVER TFM 45' 686
DENON PIAA-1060' 466
DEMON AVC-3000' ... 766
LUXMAN M113' . . 446
LUX600MAN TP-11r
NAD 1' 336

WO 2600A' 5%
NAD 1700' 636

336 ONKYO T-9090 Lour 586
336 PARASOUND _., CALL
446 PIONEER C-91 ELITE 1026
646 PHILIPS SC 80 596

PHILIPS AV -1000 . REFERENCE
PROTON M-1150 246
YAMAHA AX -630' 356
YAMAHA DSP-E300' 636
YAMAHA OSP A700' 926
YAMAHA MX 830' 656
YAMAHA MX 1000' 896

RECEIVERS

YAMAHA RX-1130*
 125 WATT PER CHANNEL $
 DOLBY PRO -LOGIC
 PROGRAMMABLE REMOTE
CARVER he 752 546 ONKYO TX -866' 336
CARVER 111 772' 636 PHILIPS FR -50 296
DENON 0ELA 335RA ...... ...... 736 PIONEER VSX-4700S _. _ 396
DENON DRA-435RA" .......__....286 PIONEER VSX-5700S 466
C4 NON DRA 625RA 386 PIONEER VSX-9700S 666
DENON AVR-1010' 796 POKER VSX DIS CALL
JVC RX 703VBK 326 SIERW00DRV-1340R CALL
LUXMAN R115' ....._ ....... ...._.. 616 SONY SIR AV720* 276
LUXMAN R117* 946 SONY STR-AV920' 356
MARANTZ RS3559 8% SONY STR AVIO2fr 436

SONY STRD2020' .. CALL
NAD 7000X' .... _____ 436 SONY STR-GX60ES 426

YAMAHA RX 530' 2136

YAMAHA RX-730' 346
YAMAHA RX 1330" 466
YAMAHA RX-930* 646

NAKAMICHI RECEIVER r .__...266
NAKAMICHI RECEIVER 1' .. 696
ONKYO TX-SV90PRO . .. 796

CD PLAYERS
-.111WMLI

MOINIEFIENININNISE717:71114

DENON DCD860*
 18 BIT 8 X OVERSAMPLING
 DUAL DA CONVERTERS
ATOM GDC-575* 446
CARVER IL -3300' 466
DENON TD -660' .2%
(*NON DC0-1560* 496

TWIN OCD-3560* 10%
JVC XL -7431 ............................216
MAGNAVOX CDB-630. . . ..... 276
NAKAMICHI CD PLAYER r 276

86
NAKAMICHI CD PLAYER 3' 386
NAKAMICHI CD PLAYER r . CALL
ONKYO DX -3800' . CALL
PHILIPS LHH500 Palerence Series
SONY CDP-209ES .... _ 266
SONY COP -990' 336
SONY CDP-X33ES CALL
YAMAHA CDX-530' 216
YAMAHA CDX-930' 416

CD CHANGERS

_

IMIEIMMEEIHREa#II
PIONEERPDM730
 6 DISC CHANGER
 FULL USA WARRANTY

CARVER TLM 3600' 536 ONKYO DXC-510* . . 396
CENON DCM350' 266 PHILIPS CDC -875 CALL
TWIN DCM450' 346 PIONEER PDM 530..................216
DENON DCM777' 526 PIONEER KIM -630 ..................286
JVC XLM40313K 246 SONY CDPC-505" 246
LUXMAN DC114" 626 SONY CDPC-705* ....................286
MAGNAVOX CDC -552 276 SONY CDP-CEGES 436
NAD 51713'.............................546 YAMAHA CDC -705' 326
ONKYODXC 310' 336 YAMAHA CT-805' 396

TURNTABLES
ARISTON Q -DECK MKII
 BELT DRIVE NADADICA MP -118 $
 SEMI- AUTO SOS W/PURCHASE

AR ES 1 396 TECHNICS SL 1200 MK II 346
RAO TX 2. 286 THORINS T D280 MKII 266
SONY PS F L7 MKI9T 276 CARTRIDGES CALL FOR PRICE

CALL FOR PRODUCTS
NOT LISTED

CAR ST Fr
HIRNimnotH

gligAtti

ALPINE 7203*
 PULL-OUT DESIGN
 MUSICTCA

EVEREE

SENSOR $336
PTO

HEAD UNITS
ALPINE 7192* 266
ALPINE 7294' 436
ALPINE 7288* 376
ALPINE 7289* CALL
ALPINE 7390* ........ ..... . ..... 456
CLARION 9731RT 196
CLARION 9772RT 216
DE NON DCR5470* 366
DE NON DCR78713* 496
H KARDON CR151 . ........ 446
JVC KS-RG3 236
JVC KS-RG5 286
KENWOOD KRC-410' 226
KEN WOOD KRC-510' 276
KEN WOOD KRC-610' 296
KEN WOOD KRC-810* CALL
NAKAMICHI RD460* 436
NAKAMICHI 1D560' 686
PIONEER KE-16000R 176
PIONEER KEH-M30000R CALL
PIONEER KEN -81030R ...CALL
PIONEER KEH-61000R 276
SONY XR5500 236
SONY XR 7180" 296
SONY XR7500 426
SONY XR7070" 316
SONY XR7280* ......... 386
S.STREAM TC303
YAMAHA YCR-705* 366

SONY CDX-A30*
 16X 40VER SAMPLING
 10 CD -CHANGER $0246
 TRUNK MOUNT ,7

CD PUWERS
ALPINE 5903S' 386
ALPINE 5952S 478
ALPINE 7903S" 436
ALPINE 7904S 396
DENON DCC-8970' 496
DENON CCC-1570*

3446JVC XL-MKI200 96
KENWOOD KDC-C300* 366
KENWOOD KDC-93R 386
NAKAMICHI C0760' 986
NAKAMICHI CDC101 666
PIONEER DEH-750 376
PIONEER CDX-FM56 466
PIONEER COX -M50 CALL
SANSUI CDR -807 436
SONY CDX-A30 RP 476
SONY (33X7580 416

D6
-FOS /ROVERS

A64 186
LPINE 3308 116

ALPINE 3321* ....... 206
CLARION 711E0 216
CLARION 720E0 346
DENON DCE-250 .............GALL
PIONEER E0-6000 166
H.KARDON C010 196
SONY XE90 MK'!" 166
SONY XE8 MKII' ....... 236
SONY XEC1000* 186

NEW JERSEY
331 Rt.4 WEST
PARAMUS, NJ

iicim=stiiiK61:"Cregg

10 -DAY MONEY -BACK
RETURN POLICY

Returns accepted within 10days (must be caned in for prior authorization)
Products must be in original condition. Returns subject to restocving fee.

shipping and handling not refundable

NEXT DAY SERVICE
OVERNIGHT ANYWHERE IN THE

U.S., PUERTO RICO & USVI
SE HABLA ESPAIIOL

GUARANTEED DELIVERY
ON ALL ADVERTISED ITEMS

We do our best to have sufficient inventory on all advertised
products. If demand exceeds supply, rain checks will be issued

on out of stock merchandise.

30 -DAY SPEAKER TRIAL
We want you to be acoustically satisfied. If the

speakers you buy don't sound as good as we said they
would, then lust send them back for an exchange. 1

PICTURES ARE FOR ILLUSTRATION ONLY. NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS. AD REPRESE



ASK ABOUT
6TH AVENUE'S

XTENDED WARRANTY

MB-QUARTOM215CS* S.STREAM D100I1*
 2 -WAY DISCRETE SYSTEM  2 X 50 WATTS
 5-1/4' KOFER $226  ERICGEARLE
 1' TNEETEFI HI-CUMIN!$266

!MUNI ANWLIRERS
ADS 300IS* 276 ADS P0-8 156
ADS 320IV 386 ADS P0-10* 366
ADS S1V 166 ADS P0-20' 546
ALPINE 6368 136 ADS PH -15' 496
AVINE 6396* 196 ALPINE 3525* .... ............ ...236
AR GPS400 116 ALPINE 3541' 186
B. ACOURTI 85I' 166 ALPINE 3552' 306
B. ACOUST1 861 176 ALPINE 3542* 236
B. ACOUSTICS 763** ........ 216 ALPHASONIX PMA-2050 176
B. ACOUSTICS PRO 4.2** .246 ALPHASONIK PPM -2175 426
B. ACOUSTICS PRO 52" .276 CARVER AlQ120* 296
B. ACOUSTICS PRO10.0"*NEW CARVER M4060' 376
BAZOOKA T82* 186 DENON DCA-3400' 286
BAZOOKA T1112* 146 H.MRDON TC 600 CALL
INFINITY CS -1A * 296 HIFONICS ...Authorized Dealer
INFINITY RS63r 146 JVC KSA 154 196
INFINITY RS6931e 166 KENWOOD KAC-821' ..... ...246
JBL AUTHORIZED DEALER KENWOOD KAC-94I' ..... ... 346
JVC LS -X6936 , 106 NAKAMICHI PA202' 246
MB QUART 0M160" CALL NAKAMICHI PA304* ..... ..... 386
MB QUART 0M328CS' 376 PIONEER GM3003 CALL
NAKAMICHI SP8O ..... ....... 186 PROTON CA490" ......... ...... 416
NAKAMICHI SP65C" ..... .... 246 R. FOSGATE PUNCH 75 ... 276
ORION XTR SERIES CALL R. FOSGATE PUNCH 150' .376
PIONEER TS6995 146 SHERWOOD SCP-802 166
PIONEER TSA-6908 116 SHERWOOD SCP-1002 196
PIONEER TS1607 76 SHERWOOD XA-2I 04 146
R.FOSGATE SPI24 06 S. STREAM D20011' 376
S.STREAM SSW 156 S. STREAM MC 140' CALL

CAMCORDERS
SONY
CC D-TR6
 4 LUX/LOW LIGHT
 8:1 ZOOM
 PALM SIZE

$776
PANASONIC M/10 626
PANASONIC PV20 776
PANASONIC 76610 736
PANASONIC PV -645 826
RCA 8MM CAMCORDERS CALL
SONY CCDTR7 856 PENTAX PVC900A
SONY CCDTR5 626 CHINON CVT-84

FULL MANUFACTURERS USA WARRANTY

SONY CCDTR4 746
SONY CCDF77 ..............._ 896
SONY CCDF55 ..............._ 746
SONY CCOV101 1146
CANON AIMKII 1246
CANON E06 876
OLYMPUS V)(-81 CALL
JVC GR-65U 746

1286
996

VCR 'S

PANASONIC PV -4060
 4 HEAD HI-FI STEREO
 COMPACT DESIGN
 FULL FUNCTION REMOTE

dodo io
MINS

$316
JVC HRD-660U 296 PANASONIC FV-4010 266

JVC HRD-875I1 116 PANASONIC PV -4020 286

JVC HRD-97011 196 PANASONIC P/S-4990 CALL

JVC HRS-5800U CALL PHILIPS VR-6605 546
JVC FIRS -6600U 726 PHILIPS VR-6995 1586

JVC HRS-C1000U 796 RCA VR-671HF .... ... ...... ....... 376
MITSUBISHI HS -U32 346 RCA VR-740HF &VHS .......CALL
MITSUBISHI HS -U52 126 SONY SW 575 ....... ............. 426
MITSUBISHI HS -U53 ............CALL SONY SLV 676 ... . . 496

MITSUBISHI HS -U62 386 SONY SLV-R5 8 -VIM ----CALL
PANASONIC PV 2004 336 TOSHIBA MHF 845 .................476

FULL MANUFACTURERS USA WARRANTY

LASER PLAYERS

PIONEER CLD3080 R71
 18 BIT 8x OVERSAMPLING
 5 IN 1 COMBO PLAYER
 JOG SHUTTLE
DENON LA -3003 796 PIONEER CLD10103 396
MAGNAVOX CDV 485 596 PIONEER CLD2083 ...........CALL
PHILIPS CDV487 . BEST VALUE SONY MOP -510 646
PHILIPS CDV600 ..... NEW 1 BIT SONY MDP-333 NEW IN STOCK
PIONEER CLD980 326 YAMAHA CDV1700 ............596

FULL MANUFACTURERS USA WARRANTY

HI -END SYSTEM
PROTON A1300011 473 6
 AM/FM, CASSETTE, Mil

CD PLAYER, ifsTe4 wa....11,

REMOTE SYSTEM
DE NON OT -400* 296 PROTON 320 86
DE NON G-05* CALL SANSUI MC -1000 IN STOCK
JVC MX -1 666 SONY FH-5CD 796
NAKAMICHI TA11* 116 SONY MHC-5500 ... .......... ... 866
NAKAMICHI CP-1* 316 YAMAHA YST-C11* CALL

BOSE i!JFASSTYP-EEM CALL

TELEVISION
SONY
KV-27EXR1
 27 STEREO MTS
 REMOTE CONTROL
 560 LINES OF RES.

76
JVC AV -2080S 396
JVC AV -2780S 646
JVC AV-3150S 1046
HITACHI CT -7892 696
MITSUBISHI CS207OR 366
MITSUBISHI CS2722R ..... 626
PHILIPS 131(110 _ 286
PHILIPS 276251 796
PHILIPS 27S272 PIP 1096
PHILIPS 31S372 DIP 1796
PROTON VT210 846
PROTON VT331...............CALL
RCA F20705DG __TOP RATED
RCA F27181DG 746
SONY KV-13TR24 256
SONY KV-1380R 336
SONY KV-19TR20 316
SONY KV-19TS20 356
SONY KV-20E)(R10 436

SONY KV-27TS30 626
SONY KV-27XBRI0 786
SONY I4(-27XBR15 1086
SONY KV-27XBR50 996
SONY KV-32XBRIO 1596
SONY KV-32XBRI5 CALL
SONY KV-32XBR50 1696
TOSHIBA CX2779K PIP 746
TOSHIBA CF3264K PIP ....CALL
TOSHIBA CZ3299K PIP

PROJECTION Ti's
HITACHI CU4601 2196
HITACHI CU5001 2376
MISTUBISHI VS -4503 NEW
PHILIPS WALL VISION CALL
PIONEER ..NEW LINE IN STOCK
SHARP VISION VX-100 CALL
SHARP VISION M(-101 CALL

FULL MANUFACTURERS USA WARRANTY

PORTABLES
SONY D-66
 8X °VERSA v1PLING
 PORTABLE 1.:1) PLAYER

$186
SONY 025
SONY 035
SONY DT -66

236
286
226

SONY 0180 226
SONY 0555 346
DE NON DCP-50' 216
DENON DCP-10L- 256
CITIZEN CE012203 KIT 186
PANASONIC SLP 1 196
PHILIPS AZ68041K 246 SONY MDR -V6 76
TOSHIBA XR943; 246 SENNHEISER HT -520.. 126
TOSHIBA XR94.5t KIT 316 FULL LINE SENNHEISER

FULL MA VUFACTURERS USA WARRANTY

SPORTA BOUTS
SONY WMD3 PRO 226
SONY WMD6C PRO 326
SONY TCD-5M PRO 546
SONY WMAF605 166
SONY WMF-2095 136
TOSHIBA KT -4868 146
AIWA HSJ880 166

HEADPHONES

INSTALLERS SPECIAL
BOSTON
ACOUSTIC
360**
 IN WALL SPEAKER
 2 -WAY HI -POWER
 WHITE OR BLACK
low NI WALL SHAM
ADS C -300I5 276
ADS C-400 376
BOSTON ACOUSTICS 325" 146
BOSTON ACOUSTICS 350" 216
BOSTONACOUSTICS 380"NEW
INFINITY ERS-500" 196
INFINITY ERS-600* 246
INFINITY ERS-803* 396
JBL S3 IN STOCK
JEIL S4 IN STOCK
KEF IN -WALL' CALL
SONANCE I' 146
SONANCE IV* . 366
SONANCE PSW II' . . 336

NILES FULL LINE

$266-
AMk

AUDIOQUEST
AUDIOSOURCE

ESOTERIC
PARSEC
PHILIPS

RUSSOUND
IN STOCK

 PRODUCTS COME WITH 1 -YEAR 6TH AVENUE ELECTRONICS
WARRANTY ONLY - 6TH AVE ELECTRONICS IS NOT AN

AUTHORIZED DEALER OF BOSTON ACOUSTICS MERCHANDISE
AND THE MANUFACTURERS WARRANTY DOTS NOT APPLY

Jai IA DI!(ER
WE ARE PLEASED TO ACCEPT THESE MAJOR CREDIT CARDS

MULTI SYSTEM
110/220 PALJSECAM/NTSC

LARGEST SELECTION AVAILABLE

CUSTOMER SERVICE
201 489.1792

HOURS: MONDAY. FRIDAY 10 AM -111 PM
PLEASE DO NOT CALL THIS NUMBER FOR PRICES

NEW YORK
1024 &1030

6th AVENUE, NY
HOURS: 7 DR YS A WEEK MON-SAT 10-6:30 SUN 11-5

212-391-2777
ITS A SMALL PERCENTAGE OF INVENTORY. CONSUMER AFFAIRS LICENSE NEW YORK t 805697 &8 816928.



in' on a Full House CA pickup truck is
her limousine/And her favorite dress is
her faded blue jeans"). But the album is
also different, varied, and entertaining
enough to distance Brooks from almost
any other competitor. By next year's
awards, Brooks will probably have all of
them shakin' in their boots. A.N.

JONATHAN BUTLER: Heal Our Land.
Jonathan Butler (vocals, guitars); vocal
and instrumental accompaniment. Heal
Our Land; Sing Me Your Love Song; All
Grow'd Up; Good Life; This Time is For-
ever; and five others. JIVE/RCA 1361-
1-J, © 1361-4-J, © 1361-2-J (44 min).

Performance: South African soul
Recording: Very good

Since his first album was released in the
U.S. in 1986, Jonathan Butler has shifted
the center of his style from easy -listening
jazz to a more r-&-b-based pop sound. In
"Heal Our Land" he has adjusted the
balance of influences to place somewhat
more emphasis on the lilting rhythms
and rich vocal textures that characterize
the music of his South African home-
land. This is also the first recording to
present him primarily as a singer.

Although most of the songs here are
like the polished American pop we have
come to associate with such singers as Al
B. Sure! and Stevie Wonder, Butler per-
forms this set with enough fervor and
individual flair to distinguish himself
from others. A seriousness of purpose
can be detected in the lyrics, as in Black
& White in Colour, which addresses the
enigma of race relations in a land where
degrees of freedom are based on skin
color. Butler is at his best, though, when
he delves more deeply into his own
musical heritage. The truly outstanding
selections are those that sound most
South African, presented in a style he
calls "smoothed -out township music."
The opening and title song, Heal Our
Land, with its melodic beauty and bound-
less spirit, is especially moving, as are
Sing Me Your Love Song and All Grow'd
Up, with their impassioned lyrics, richly
harmonized vocals, and Zulu embellish-
ments. When Butler settles into the
groove that is truest to himself, he shows
himself to be the heir apparent to Hugh
Masakela and Miriam Makeba, who first
entranced the Western world with the
magic of South African music. P.G.

MARK CHESNUTT: Too Cold at Home.
Mark Chesnutt (vocals); vocal and in-
strumental accompaniment. Too Cold at
Home; Brother Jukebox; Blame It on
Texas; Your Love Is a Miracle; Broken
Promise Land; and five others. MCA ©
MCAC-10032, @ MCAD-10032 (31 min).

Performance: Familiar
Recording: Very good

Newcomer Mark Chesnutt, who wears a
face oddly similar to John Belushi's, will
likely suffer a lot of other comparisons
before he's through. A devotee of
George Jones, the tradition -minded

Chesnutt even managed to get the Mas-
ter to endorse him in the liner notes.
"It's flattering," Jones writes, "for me
to hear Mark sing and to know that he
picked up something from the Possum."
I'd be afraid to pick up anything from the
Possum myself, but Chesnutt goes as far
as to fraternize with the ghost of Keith
Whitley, recording Brother Jukebox, a
memorable tune that appeared in Whit-
ley's last album, and with competitor
Garth Brooks.

Brooks has already had a No. 1 hit
with Friends in Low Places, and his re-
cording of it is better than the one here-
he knows how to make the song throb
and tingle in a way that Chesnutt never
dreamed. Nevertheless, there's a win-
ning earnestness about Chesnutt's deliv-
ery, even more so in the western -swing
of Blame It on Texas and Too Cold at
Home, the predictable story of a restless
husband who's tempted by the "good-
lookin' thing in the corner." Still, it's
hard to listen to Chesnutt, who apparent-
ly has no writing skills of his own, with-
out thinking of Jones, Whitley, and even
Waylon Jennings, who recorded the cli-
che -ridden Broken Promise Land years
ago. An occasional cover song is one
thing. Half an album of 'em is something
else again. A.N.

COCTEAU TWINS: Heaven or Las Vegas
(see Best of the Month, page 92)

HOLLY DUNN: Heart Full of Love. Hol-
ly Dunn (vocals); vocal and instrumental
accompaniment. Heart Full of Love;
Don't Worry; Temporary Loss of Memo-
ry; The Light in the Window Went Out;
Home; and five others. WARNER BROS.
26173-1, © 26173-4, © 26173-2 (33 min).

Performance: In a reflective mood
Recording: Very good

Holly Dunn, who continues to cling to an
intelligent and mostly traditional style of

Burton Lane and Michael Feinstein

country music, is a joy to hear. Her
albums, which she produces with her
brother, Chris Waters, are tasteful and
low-key, with smart instrumentation
(the right smattering of mandolin and
harmonica, for example) and ample
demonstration of Dunn's richness of
timbre, emotional zing, and maturing
vocal control. Her songwriting, too,
shows growing versatility, if only in aim-
ing her lyrics toward radio -ready ro-
mance and backing off somewhat from
rural themes, such as that of her early hit
Daddy's Hands, which earned Dunn
comparisons with Dolly Parton in her
Coat of Many Colors era.

In "Heart Full of Love," Dunn hits on
another Parton theme, the plight of
street children, in When No Place is
Home, an affecting song that wisely es-
chews the excessive sentimentality Par-
ton favors. But while Dunn spices up the
program with the pseudo-rockabilly You
Really Had Me Going, the hit -bound My
Anniversary for Being a Fool, and the
reflective Broken Heartland, with Rob
Hajacos's sensual, moaning fiddle, she
and Waters have included too many me-
dium -tempo tunes for the album's own
good, giving it a sluggish, sleepwalking
effect. In time, Dunn should be a con-
tender for the Female Vocalist of the
Year crown, but her albums will need a
bit more gusto before that honor comes
around. A.N.

MICHAEL FEINSTEIN: Sings the Bur-
ton Lane Songbook, Vol. I. Michael Fein-
stein (vocals); Burton Lane (piano). Ap-
plause, Applause!; Dancing on a Dime;
Too Late Now; You're All the World to
Me; Babes on Broadway Medley; Finian's
Rainbow Medley; and seven others.
ELEKTRA/NONESUCH © 79243-4, @
79243-2 (57 min).

Peformance: Fine
Recording: Excellent

As the first in a projected series of al-
bums in which Michael Feinstein is re-
cording the work of some of our top
songwriters with the respective song-
writers accompanying him, this is a defi-
nite winner. Burton Lane (now seventy-
eight) may not be a household name, but
he's written dozens of songs for Broad-
way and movies that almost everyone
knows (How Are Things in Glocca
Morro?, Old Devil Moon, How About
You?, Too Late Now) and many equally
good but neglected ones that Feinstein
has long championed.

In typical Feinstein fashion, the album
mixes both the familiar and the neglect-
ed, including several songs that have
never previously been recorded and two
wonderful new ones, And Suddenly It's
Christmas (lyrics by Ervin Drake) and I
Can Hardly Wait (lyrics by Alan and
Marilyn Bergman). He is in excellent
voice, projecting more depth in some of
the ballads than the tossed -off noncha-
lance of some of his earliest albums-
without any loss of the buoyant charm
and obvious enthusiasm for what he's
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ANSWERS.
The pace of innovation has quickened and the variety of audio and video products has

expanded. Buying audio and video components has become increasingly complex. You may

feel that you have wandered into a intimidating maze of unfamiliar features, cryptic buzz -words,

conflicting claims and confusing specifications. Now, Pioneer brings you the all -new book,

Understanding Audio and Video to help you make sense of the choices. You can have the fun

your components were really intended fo- and get the one thing that's so often lacking in other

publications... ANSWERS! Written by Michael Riggs, editor -at -large of Stereo Review magazine,

the book covers the full range of products for the home:

UNDERSTANDING

AU I

AND

A Practical Guide to
Home Entertainment-

From CD's to
Projection TV's

by Michael Riggs

Presented by

PIONEE-12
and

Stereo Review
magazine

Audis/iideo receivers

Compact disc players

Speakers

Lase. videodisc players

Projection monitors

Future products

Tips bb buying products
for yaw. home

How to read (and decipher)
mandfacturers' specifications

How lo hook up
your components

Troualeshooting guide

And :nom!

85.95*
Pit s El Ogailmikie

To order call

1100.767.3737
Of '.:e:

neer-frogram Headquarters
PO. Box 427-370
Tustin. CA 92681
* ,ablorma res.dents an,

1363' sales tax on Sc 9e

0,0 PIONEER
"STEREO REVIEW" is a registered trademark of Diamandis Commurications. Inc



INNER
WORKINGS
The mechanism of this finely tuned
system is visible at a glance. The
Skeleton Watch is the tech watch
for the Nineties. Functional and
conversational, the see through
dial makes visible the complete
workings of its fine jeweled move-
ments. The watch is housed in 18K
goldplated casing, strapped in gen-
uine grained leather, gift boxed
and warrantied by Gruen.
#42WSKEL $149.95 ($2.50)
To order, call our TOLL FREE
lines. We accept Visa, MC, and AE
or send a check plus shipping and
handling to: Stereo Review, P.O.
Box #742, Holmes, PA 19043.

ORDER TOLL FREE
800-345-8112.

STEREO REVIEW PRESENTS

New for 1990

THE BASIC REPERTORY

ON COMPACT DISC
A Critical Discography

In response to many readers' re-
quests, the noted critic Richard
Freed has chosen the best avail-
able CD recordings of the standard
compositions in the classical or-
chestral repertory. More than 200
works from Bach to Wagner!

To receive your copy of this useful
pamphlet, send a self-addressed
business -size (#10) envelope,
stamped with 450 postage, and a
check or money order for $3 (no
cash, please) to The Basic Reperto-
ry, Stereo Review, P.O. Box 1125,
New York, NY 10101-1125. Out-
side the United States, where you
cannot buy American stamps,
send the self-addressed envelope
and $4 (payable in U.S. funds) to
the same address.

doing that have helped to turn him into a
Broadway and club superstar. Lane's
serviceable voice joins Feinstein's only
for the opening track. Thereafter, he
sticks to piano accompaniments. Lane's
playing is pleasant enough and certainly
authentic, but after a while Feinstein
fans may begin to miss the singer's own
more colorful and inventive keyboard
style. R.H.

FIVE STAR. Five Star (vocals); instru-
mental accompaniment. Treat Me Like a

Lady; Hot Love; I Can Show You Love;
Feelings; Feel Much Better; I'm Still
Waiting; That's the Way I Like It; and
three others. EPIC E 46768, © ET 46768,
© EK 46768 (38 min).

Performance: British Jacksons
Recording: Very good

Imagine a British pop group with all the
verve, energy, and charm of the Jack -
sons in their youth. That should give you
some idea of what Five Star has to offer.
These three sisters and two brothers of a
West Indian family grew up in England
with a father, Buster Pearson, who must
rival Joe Jackson in his determination to
make some sort of impression on the
music industry. He even founded his
own label while the kids were growing
up. By the time they were in their mid -
teens, back in 1983, they convinced him
that they were good enough to record for
it. And they certainly are.

While the songs here are all new, and
all written by the five young Pearsons in
various combinations, they are cast in
the mold of the Jacksons' catchy tunes of
a decade ago. There is that same built-in
dance quality that defies indifference,
and the high, teasing voice of lead singer
Denise Pearson is irresistible. Five Star
is a vigorous and very exciting group that
should find an eager audience on this
side of the Atlantic as well. P.G.

HINDU LOVE GODS. Warren Zevon
(vocals, guitar); Peter Buck (guitar);
Mike Mills (bass); Bruce Berry (drums).
Walkin' Blues; Travelin' Riverside Blues;
Raspberry Beret; Crosscut Saw; Junko
Partner; and five others. GIANT/REPRISE
© 24406-4, ® 24406-2 (37 min).

Performance: Deliberately goofy
Recording: Good

This is a sort of busman's -holiday proj-
ect featuring the (seemingly) unlikely
pairing of elder cult-folkie Warren Ze-
von with three members of the college -
radio rock institution R.E.M. Given the
musical pedigrees of all involved, how-
ever, what's particularly odd about the
album is the repertory, mostly the sort of
blues standards that late -Sixties garage
bands used to warm up with. In that
informal context, the results are enter-
taining enough. Nobody is ever going to
mistake Zevon or the R.E.M.-sters for
real blues players, but as a replica of
what you or I or any baby boomer who
ever jammed in his parents' basement
might have sounded like if he'd been
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professionally recorded, "Hindu Love
Gods" has a certain rough-hewn charm.
The standout track-a metallic first -take
assault on Prince's Raspberry Beret-is
also something of a ringer, but that only
adds to the fun. S.S.

INDIGO GIRLS: NomadsIndiansSaints.
Indigo Girls (vocals, guitars): other mu-
sicians. Hammer and a Nail; Welcome
Me; World Falls; Southland in the Spring-
time; I 2 3; Keeper of My Heart; and five
others. EPIC E 46820, © ET 46820, @ EK
46820 (47 min).

Performance: Bracing
Recording: Excellent

Success hasn't changed the Indigo Girls,
who stand by their acoustic, soul -bear-
ing modus in "NomadsIndiansSaints."
The modest amount of electrical embel-
lishment that turns up is more felt than
heard, as the voices and guitars of Emily
Saliers and Amy Ray remain the central
focus. They make a joyful noise with
modest tools-songs, hands, voices, and
a lot of heart. They are open, down to
earth, vulnerable, and candidly real. The
telepathic interplay of the voices, which
break off into daring and unusual harmo-
nies, is full and commanding in range. In
12 3 and Hand Me Downs they achieve
the dynamic force of rock by performing
with an intensity that transcends mere
decibels.

Two distinct personalities emerge in
this album. Saliers is more gentle, philo-
sophical, and intuitive in nature, while
Ray's sensibility is that of the wounded
realist. She comes off as no stranger to
the thorny side of love and experience.
Saliers, on the other hand, celebrates the
possible with an infectious optimism in
Hammer and a Nail and relates her love
of place in the hymnlike Southland in the
Springtime.

Admittedly, they wear their hearts so
far out on their sleeves that some listen-
ers may find themselves overdosing on
earnestness. At least once, each crosses
over the gray line into a zone of emotion-
al overkill in songs whose titles are al-
most perfect summations of their respec-
tive excesses: Ray's Pushing the Needle
Too Far and Saliers's Girl with the
Weight of the World in Her Hands. But
these are a small price to pay for the
heartfelt and intimate spell the Indigo
Girls weave here. P.P.

INXS: X. INXS (vocals and instrumen-
tals). Suicide Blonde; Disappear; The
Stairs; Faith in Each Other; By My Side;
Lately; Who Pays the Price; and four
others. ATLANTIC 82140-1, © 82140-4, ©
82140-2 (42 min).

Performance: High-octane
Recording: Hot

INXS just keeps tightening up, and "X"
is the band's most flinty, knife -edged
album of rock noir to date. Taut and
coiled with a cobra -like tension, the mu-
sic of INXS is the product of a pure
band -oriented mentality that compares
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INXS: flinty, knife -edged rock noir

with the Rolling Stones at their lean,
sinuous best. At the same time, this
Aussie sextet, especially lead singer Mi-
chael Hutchence, strives for a charis-
matic reach like that of the Doors or Billy
Idol. INXS's rhythmic muscularity sup-
ports a classic hipster -cool aesthetic that
could easily fall on its face if the music
weren't so powerful. What makes INXS
work isn't excess (the band's name to
the contrary) but the lack of it; there's
not a wasted note or loose end to be
found in "X."

The band's mastery of dynamics
means that it doesn't have to overplay to
make a point. When the instrumentalists
venture beyond their tightly meshed ma-
trix, it's as jolting as a lightning strike-
witness the out -of -nowhere downstroke
that announces the guitar solo in The
Stairs or the U2 -style six -string orgy in
the middle of Lately. Similarly, Hutch-
ence juggles and parses syllables with a
deft, slithering control and a surehanded
ease that makes him one of rock's most
commanding vocalists. Andrew Farriss,
keyboardist and co -composer of most of
INXS's material, subtly channels, or-
chestrates, and anchors the tunes. His
ascending, cathedral -like keyboard fig-
ure in Hear That Sound gives it depth and
grandeur, and his deceptively minimalist
frameworks support nearly every song
with a tensile, steely power.

INXS manages to pump life and sub-
stance into a durable program of dance-
able, rhythm -based rock that rarely lets
up in intensity or impact. "X" marks the
spot where your ears and feet ought to
be, pronto. P.P.

IAIN MATTHEWS: Pure and Crooked.
lain Matthews (vocals, acoustic guitar,
percussion); other musicians. Like Dom-
inoes; Mercy Street; A Hardly Innocent
Mind; New Shirt; Bridge of Cherokee;
and six others. GOLD CASTLE © D4-
71354, @ D2-71354 (45 min).

Performance: Rootsy folk-rock
Recording: Very good

Singer -guitarist lain (formerly Ian) Mat-
thews was a founding member of the
pioneering electro-folk ensemble Fair-
port Convention in 1967, and he left that
group after three albums to form Mat-
thews Southern Comfort. (Remember
their shimmering, near -definitive ver-
sion of Woodstock?) A prolific if not
consistently inspired solo artist through
the Seventies, he was all but silent in the
Eighties. Happily, "Pure and Crooked"
marks his creative resurgence and puts
him back on the track of his earliest and
finest albums, "If You Saw Thru' My
Eyes" and "Tigers Will Survive." His
return to roots is musically audible in the
clean, uncluttered accompaniment and
literally evident in the reversion to the
Celtic spelling of his first name.

Matthews's lissome melodies, angelic
voice, and romantic urgency are consis-
tently strong in "Pure and Crooked."
The songs, especially A Hardly Innocent
Mind, Perfect Timing, and a gorgeous
cover of Peter Gabriel's Mercy Street,
have a windy, autumnal quality of yearn-
ing that comes straight from the heart.
Matthews knows how to flesh out his
folk -minded confessionals with melodic
pop hooks that are modest but sturdy.

"Pure and Crooked" is, in short, an
attractive and companionable album
from a friendly, familiar voice. P.P.

GEORGE MICHAEL: Listen Without
Prejudice (see Best of the Month, page
91)

MICHAEL MARTIN MURPHEY: Cow-
boy Songs. Michael Martin Murphey (vo-
cals, guitar); vocal and instrumental ac-
companiment. Cowboy Logic; I Ride an
Old Paint/Whoopee Ti-Yi-Yo, Git Along
Little Dogies; Tumbling Tumbleweeds;
Tying Knots in the Devil's Tail; The Old
Chisholm Trail; Home on the Range; and
fifteen others. WARNER BROS. © 26308-
4, © 26308-2 (67 min).

Performance: Tie me up, tie me down
Recording: Good

Michael Martin Murphey believes in
putting the "western" back in country-
and-western music. He takes his cow-
boys-cosmic and otherwise-serious-
ly, and he wants them to have their due.
Murphey has recorded twenty-one ex-
amples of cowboy songs written
throughout the decades, most of them
traditional and familiar tales about genu-
ine working cowpokes.

A project like this can be either a
tiresome historical collection or, infused
with the correct spirit, a lively and fasci-
nating compilation. Murphey, who ap-
parently lives and breathes the cowboy
way, does it right, keeping the backing
spare but sprightly and energetic. Even
when he's joined by such commercial
singers as Highway 101, Tammy Wy-
nette, and Suzy Bogguss-hardly the
first people you'd think of for an album
like this-the songs emerge with integri-
ty, heart, and feeling (I especially like his
arrangements of 0 Bury Me Not on the
Lone Prairie and Goodbye Old Paint).
The record is a tad too long, and Mur-
phey is occasionally too indulgent. But
on the whole, this is a more -than -pleas-
ant ride down a favorite old trail. A.N.

YOUSSOU N'DOUR: Set. Youssou
N'Dour (vocals); other musicians. Set;
Alboury; Sabar; Toxiques; Sinebar; Medi-
na; and seven others. VIRGIN © 4-91426,
@ 2-91426 (50 min).

Performance: Explosive
Recording: Very good

Thanks to the globetrotting efforts of
Paul Simon and Peter Gabriel, among
others, the American public has heard
again and again about the glory of World
Beat. So far, however, no international
musician has enjoyed a major hit in the
U.S. Maybe "Set" will change that. In
his new album, Youssou N'Dour packs a
transcultural wallop. He remains true to
the pop style of his native Senegal, rich
with rhythm upon rhythm and delicate
interweaving melodies, but he also ex-
plodes with the kind of kinetic power we
expect from rock-and-roll. More than
ever before, N'Dour's work transcends
regional or national or continental cul-
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SAVE MONEY, TIME AND FREIGHT ON FAMOUS BRAND STEREO EQUIPMENT

Mimi/ audio (800) 621-8042 (312) 6640020
Hours: Monday thru Saturday 9-5

12 E. DELAWARE PLACE  CHICAGO, IL 60611
LOUDSPEAKERS

TECHNICS SBL-36140
Powerful

Loudspeaker System
 Linear Phase 2 -Way System  Large

Dram 10' Woofer  Anti -resonance '0
 Attractive Woodgrain Fin.

CALL FOR PRICE

JENSEN 3120 Liv
12.3 way 13995 SALE

$7495

E.P.I. TE-320 List
10" 3 way 250 00 SALE 599°°

JB/ 3800
8' 3 way CALL FOR PRICE

TECHNICS S11460
10.3 -way bass reflex CALL FOR PRICE

DBX SF -5000
3 way monitor

List
399 95 SALES279r

PORTABLES

SONY WM-F2068
AM/FM Stereo Radio

Cassette player
 Dolby B NR  Auto -reverse with direction
and mode selectors  Variable Mega

Bass* Ultra -light MDR headphones

589 95 SALE 55495
List

SONY D-11
Discman Port.
CD Player

SONY CFD-50
AM FM MCA.%

micmixing

PANO
RX-D
CD/CASS auto/rev.
digital tuning

JVC PCX-200
AM,FM/CD,CASS
3 -pc

TECHNICS SLXP-2
port CD Player

List
179 95 SALES12995

1919995 SALES15995

List
279 95 SALE521995

List
399 95 SALE5299"

AUTO

CALL FOR PRICE

SANSUI RX-7100
Car Stereo with Cassette Deck
 High Power  Removeable din  18
presets  Dolby' B  Auto reverse

 Full logic

547995 SALE $279"List

JENSEN JCX-240 List
6x9 coax 7995 SALE

S
sClar-0021P
240 wart tri-mode List
amp 27995 sAte8179"

List
700 00 SALE$330®

CASSETTE DECKS

r, eft I IS
"

TEAC R -616X
Auto Reverse

Cassette Deck
 Dolby B & C  One touch high speed
dubbing  Continuous Play Memory

ploy search dubbing  Full logic control
of

5519 00 SALE $22400

TEAC V2115CHX List
Dolby' BIC HX Pro 14595 SALES8995

SCOTT DD -700
Dolby 8/C Dubbing. List
Auto reN. '1 17995 SALES10995

mrss
Dolby' & Deck *1 List
auto -rev 18995 SALE 515995

JVC TDR-431
Dolby BICHXPro
Auto rev CALL FOR PRICE

Mir°
Dolby' B C Dual List
auto rev decks 289 95 S LES189"
JVC TDW-901
Dolby' SIC Twin auto rev
dubbing CALL FOR PRICE

TEAC V -970X
ilkPro. 3 HD List

remote. DBX 799.95 sALES469"

AUDIO TAPE
MAXELE. XLII 100
High Bias

MAXELL R-6ODM
Digital tape

MAXELL MV -90
Vertex Metal Cassette

TDK SAX -90
High -Bias

SONY SR -90
metal cass

TDK T-120
EHG
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$14V

10 vi19"

10.0,119"

101A49°
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0, 0 5

- ,0 10,
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remote digital delay,
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W reless headphone List
system 150.00

SONY MDR 1F5K
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Headphones 199.95
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50 00
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List
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sALE$59"

SALEs89"
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List
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CALL FOR PRICE

CALL FOR PRICE

VIDEO

PIONEER CLD-1080
LaserdIsc-/CD Player

 All Disc Talents  High Quality Picture
 High Quality Sound  8X Oversampling
 20 bit compact OEIC  Remote Control

CALL FOR PRICE
JVC HRD-780
2HD, HIFI, Remote CALL FOR PRICE

SONY SLV-575
Remote Control VHS HIFI
Videocassette recorder CALL FOR PRICE

SONY MDP-510
Remote Multi -disc
player CALL FOR PRICE
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Video switcher List
wimic mixing 13995 SALE 599B5

A
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Surround Sound Amp CALL FOR PRICE
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Remote. kV AMP. digital
Dolby' Surround CALL FOR PRICE
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TECHNICS SL -P370

Programmable
Compact Disc Player

 A new generation of CD player using the
MASH Digital -to -Analog converter

 Linear Motor transport  10 key direct
access on front panel & remote control

CALL FOR PRICE

SHARP DXR-770R
20
remote .

track prog

lnROD
21995 SALES10995

CD
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TECHNICS SLDD22
Direct Drive
Turntable
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 Semi -automatic

CALL FOR PRICE
TECHNICS SLL25
 Fully auto. Linear Tracking Turntable
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 heir driven. Semi-Aulomatic Turntable
 Floating subchasis.
 OPS tonearm CALL FOR PRICE
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List
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HOLLY NEAR

At

,,, w Holly Near album can be
,. ounted on for any number of

hings-a superb display of art-
istry, a collection of songs that

reflect her passion for Latin America and
her hatred of political and sexual oppres-
sion, and a musical framework that alter-
nates between the sentimentality and
safety of Broadway -style show tunes and
the charge of fiery, driving rhythms.

"Singer in the Storm" is no exception.
Unlike her last album, "Sky Dances,"
which addressed both the dead and the
grieving, the new release is a grab bag of
songs that aim for the head, the heart,
and the lower regions, sometimes all at
the same time.

Because Near is at the top of her form
in live performance-more energetic,
fluid, and free than in the studio-"Sing-
er in the Storm" was recorded live, with
just pianist John Bucchino backing her.
The tape was then hauled back to the
studio, where a dozen or so other musi-

cians and singers added bass, rhythm,
and harmony. However it was put to-
gether, it's a stirring and involving rec-
ord, whether you care more for the con-
servative, Broadway element of Near's
catalog, which is tame enough for the
blue -haired ladies who line up for mati-
nees, or the strong electrical current of
her rhythmic forays. She is best in this
latter category when she collaborates
with other artists who push her to her
musical limits, be they Ronnie Gilbert,
Trapezoid, or Inti-Illimani. Here, in
two political songs of war, death, and
oppression-Todavia Cantamos (Still
We Sing) and Sting's They Dance Alone
(Ceuta Sola), presented as a magnifi-
cent and affecting English/Spanish
duet-she teams up with Argentina's
Mercedes Sosa and her band. It's a
brilliant pairing.

Some of the other offerings in "Singer
in the Storm" are new renditions of songs
Near has recorded in years past, done up
with looser, more interesting arrange-
ments, such as the jazzy backing for Sun
Won't Stop, a chilling and haunting song
underscoring the ephemerality of life.

There are times when Near's political
rallying cries sound too much like rhetor-
ical clichés. Singing for Our Lives, for
example, has a kind of "Let's hold
hands!" or "Everyone gather round the
campfire" quality that somehow rings
schmaltzy. Near is also a tad too self -
celebratory, if also self -revealing, on the
title cut.

But none of this diminishes her
achievement as a political and musical
activist striving to balance entertain-
ment and politics. After fifteen years of
singing, during which she became a cult
figure but missed mainstream accep-
tance, Near's time has finally come.
With fourteen albums for her own Red-
wood label, she has now found a bigger
distributor and protector in Chameleon
Records, one that should help guide her
to a larger audience. In addition, her
autobiography, Fire in the Rain . . . Sing-
er in the Storm, was published last sum-
mer, and PBS is preparing a documenta-
ry about her life and work. Even with its
mawkish moments, "Singer in the
Storm" proves that it's about time.

Alanna Nash

HOLLY NEAR: Singer in the Storm. Hol-
ly Near (vocals); Mercedes Sosa (vo-
cals); vocal and instrumental accompa-
niment. Sing to Me the Dream; Sun Won't
Stop; Singer in the Storm; Ella's Song (We
Who Believe); Harriet Tubman (Lifeline);
Te Doy una CanciOn; Don't You Worry;
The Great Peace March; Icicle Blue; Si
Buscabas; Singing for Our Lives; They
Dance Alone (Cueca Sola); Todavia Can-
tamos. CHAMELEON D1-74832, © D4-
74832, © D2-74832 (47 min).

tures. Maybe someone should create a
Nobel Prize for music and give it to
N'Dour.

Listening to this album can be an
intoxicating experience. Nearly all of
the songs begin with a riff, often a twist-
ing guitar figure played with a dexterity
that belies its difficulty. Over this musical
core, other instruments are layered: per-
cussion ranging from light slappings to
deep, resonant thumps; supple bass lines
that surge, stop, and spin away; needle-
sharp synthesizers that dance around the
basic melody, underscore the drums,
charge off into a dazzling new riff. Frag-
ments come together and split apart at a
torrid clip. Soaring, chiming, chirping
over it all is N'Dour's honeyed tenor, one
of the sunniest yet most plaintive voices
in pop, often singing, in his native Wo-
lof, of the simpler things in life: peace,
hope, friendship, home. Even if
N'Dour's supercharged music seems to
overpower his homespun themes from
time to time, his energy and spirit make
"Set" a pure joy. R.G.

NEIL YOUNG AND CRAZY HORSE:
Ragged Glory. Neil Young and Crazy
Horse (vocals and instrumentals). Coun-
try Home; White Line; P!#in' Up; Over
and Over; and six others. REPRISE 26315-
1, © 26315-4, (-.) 26315-2 (65 min).

Performance: Torrential
Recording: Immediate

Something elemental happens when Neil
Young performs with Crazy Horse. It's
more than just a great fit, although Frank
Sampedro, Billy Talbot, and Ralph Moli-
na form a perfect rhythm section for
Young, loping alongside him wherever
his inexhaustible guitar leads. Crazy
Horse permits Young to really play. But
that's not all. Much as children play to
explore their world and themselves,
Young plays to understand. In that sense,
"Ragged Glory" is serious play.

Unlike 1989's "Freedom," which bril-
liantly focused Young's fury on tight
song structures, "Ragged Glory" burns
on the edge of spontaneity. Young, Sam-
pedro, Talbot, and Molina plugged in,
warmed up, and let it rip. The songs have
verses and choruses, certainly, but more
important, the tunes are launching pads
for Young's guitar. Several are pretty
much guitar solos interrupted by a few
bouts of singing. Country Home, for ex-
ample, has a nice sentiment: "I'm thank-
ful for my country home/It gives me
peace of mind/Somewhere I can walk
alone/And leave myself behind." But
the song allows Young to stretch out
with solos four separate times, thereby
presenting a tutorial on the art of impro-
visation: first painting the melody in
broad, leisurely strokes, then blotting
out the notes with rumbling distortion,
then filling in the cracks with needle-
sharp details, then coasting away on a
breeze of reconfigured riffs. And that's
just the first song on the album. Young
lives to play and plays to live. And we get
to listen. R.G.
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III.800.356-951411 !SCOW:\ DISCOUNT STEREO CALL: Mon -Fri 8 a.m. - 8 p.m.  Sat. 8 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.  Closed Sunday
OR2417 Vk . Badger Rd., Madison,W153713

111115 C.O.D. Some Items closeouts. Some items limited quantities.

DISC PLAYERS

Knowledgeable
Factory trained.

Friendly and
Helpful

Expert Repair
Service
Finest test
equipment.
Large inventory of
replacement parts.

CASSETTE DECKS
Harmon Kardon HD800 .

Top of the line close-out.
Way Below Cost!
Magnavox CDB586 $219
6 disc changer, 4x, dual D/A
favorite track selection.
JVC XLM403 SPECIAL
6 + 1 changer, 8x, random play
in any order

RECEIVERS

$239 Teac V970X
3 head, B/C/HX Pro, DBX
Headphone Jack
JVC TDV531 SPECIAL
3 head, full logic, closed loop
dual capstan, direct in.
Teac AD3 SPECIAL
Combination cassette 8 CD
remote, Dolby B/C/HX Pro

$449

CAR STEREO
Sherwood RV1340 $238
100 wts + 20 wts/channel, 5
band EQ, Dolby surround.
JVC RX 703 SPECIAL
100 WTS, Dolby surround, AV
remote. 7 band EQ
Kenwood KRV 8020 SPECIAL
100 wts +20 wts, learning
remote, CD direct, video dub.

MISC HI -END

Clarion 8203 $89
Standard Chassis, A/R, Digital
fader control.
Clarion 9731 $189
Din, 18 presets, seek, A/R.
Dolby, 25 wts, RCA out.
Alphasonic PMA2050E SPECIAL
Car stgereo amp, 50 wts/channel,
bridgeable to mono, 0.05 THD.

MISC HI -END

Pioneer CLD1080 .... SPECIAL
Combination CD -Laser player
all disc capability, AV jacks
Recoton Wireless 100's
Cordless speaker system,
12wts/ch, extend your stereo!
Alphasonic PAS1100 SPECIAL
Car subwoofer amp, 100 wts,
parametric bass EQ.

Soundcrattsman Pro PT2 SPECIAL
Hi -end pre -amp tuner.

$149 Harmon Kardon PM665 VXI. $399
150 wts/chnl, int amp.
black. Below normal dealer cost!
Design Acoustics PS -3 SPECIAL
Subwoofer/satellite system,
dual 6.5" long throw woofers.

"10 -Day Return Policy: Return items accepted within 10 days of purchase (Must get
prior authorization. I Original Condition 10% restocking fee. Shipping and handling not
refundable 1-608-271-6889

Fast Delivery
In stock orders
shipped next day.

10 Day Return*

30 Day No Lemon
Any problem in the
first 30 days will be
repaired within 48
hours or we will
replace it with a
brand new unit.

MISC HI -END PORTABLES
Sony MDR V6 $E7
Closed ear headphone, monitor,
folding type, 40 mm driver.
Design Acoustics PS -10 SPECIAL
10" 3 -way, 200 watt, down
firing woofer.
Bearcat RC9XL $119
Radar Detector, Best Buy! BEL,
Cobra, Uniden, call for other specials!

CAMCORDERS

Sony D-11 SPECIAL
Mega -Bass, dual D/A's,
Shuffle, includes headphones.
JVC PCX200 $275
Portable w/CD, A/R, Dolby,
5 -band EQ, hyper -bass.

JVC PCX100 $199
Dual cassette/CD, detachable
speakers.

VCR

Panasonic PV -10 SPECIAL
VHS -C, 4 lux, 6x zoom, aJto
tracking, date/time record
RCA Pro 850 SPECIAL
8mm, 6x zcom, 3 lux, FEH
2 page filte-, 1.7 lbs.
Fisher FC880 $84-9
8x zoom, 4 lux, title superimpose,
autofocus, time counter, 2.0 lbs.

VCR

Quasar VH6205 $319
Hi-fi, 2 head, 2/31, on screen
program, 155 channel
JVC HRD660 $279
Digital tracking, real time,
quick response load, index.
RCA VR675 SPECIAL
4 head Hi-fi, 181 channel,
auto tracking, MTS.

TV

Fast Delivery
$30,000,000 Inventory

Widest Selection
1000's of Models

Consistently
Low Price
Huge Volume
Low Overhead

200,000 sq. ft.
Warehouse
6 football fields large

Brand New
Full Manufacturer
Warranty

CALL FOR
DEMO
SPECIALS

BEST
EXTENDED
WARRANTY

Panasonic PV4060 $339
4 head Hi-fi, 155 channel
Double fine slow, memory rew.
JVC HRSC1000U SPECIAL
Loads VHS, VHS -C, and S -VHS'
Shuttle index, digital AN.
Toshiba M441 $259
Double azimuth, 4 head, On
screen program, front AN jacks.

JVC AV 2080S $359
MTS, surround sound, S -VHS
home sitter channel guard.
Toshiba CF3060 $899
30", MTS, Full remote

JVC C1320 $229
13", remote, 155 channel

WDS * Wisconsin Discount Stereo * WDS
2417 W. Badger Rd., Madison, WI 53713

 Consistently Low Price
 Fast Delivery
 10 -Day Return Policy

 30 -Day No Lemon
 Widest Selection
 Friendly Knowlegeable Staff



MARK ISHAM. Mark Isham (trumpet,
keyboards); other musicians. Honey-
moon Nights; 1 Never Will Know; Mario-
nette; Blue Moon; and five others. VIR-
GIN © 4-91293, @ 2-91293 (45 min).

Performance: Sumptuous
Recording: Very good

Whenever I listen to Mark Isham's mu-
sic-and this album is no exception-I
feel like movie credits should begin to
appear before my eyes. Maybe that's
because Isham has composed the scores
for a number of films. But, more than
that, he simply makes gorgeous music,
arranging rich sounds in a very evocative
way. No one creates a mood as well as
Isham, and no one works harder to main-
tain one. His songs are beautiful set
pieces, musical landscapes for his fat,
liquid trumpet playing. Melody is less
important than pure texture; the songs
don't develop so much as evoke. If I try
to listen to an entire CD of Isham, I often
become restless, as if I can't wait for the
movie to start. That's true for this one as
well, despite the addition of some husky,
languorous vocals by Tanita Tikaram.
But, one scene at a time, I'm always
entranced. R.G.

TANIA MARIA: Bela Vista. Tania Maria
(vocals, keyboards, percussion); other
musicians. 210 West; Satisfaction; Mar,
guerita; Ca c'est bon; I Can't Give You

JAzz

ebullient singer, pianist, composer, and
arranger who can offer up a universe of
pleasure in a single exquisitely crafted
performance. Her peppery piano work
and rapid -tongued vocals are infused
with the fire of Caribbean salsa, while
her arrangements leave ample room for
the sort of improvised expression that
lies at the heart of jazz. Passion and a
musical intelligence inform everything
she does, and this superb new recording
finds her in peak form.

She opens with the blistering riffs of an
original titled 210 West, then shifts into
an unforgettably sensual interpretation
of the Rolling Stones' classic Satisfac-
tion. She's also totally engaging in the
other cover, Dorothy Fields and Jimmy
McHugh's I Can't Give You Anything but
Love, and she casts a hypnotic spell in all
six of the other original numbers. You'll
want to listen to this album again and
again. P.G.

SUSANNAH McCORKLE: Sabia. Su-
sannah McCorkle (vocals); other musi-
cians. Tristeza; Estate; Vivo sonhando;
Dilema; Sabia; So Many Stars; and five
others. CONCORD JAzz © CJ -418-C, @
CCD-4418 (56 min).

Performance: Classy
Recording: Excellent

In his notes for "Sabia," Leonard
Feather suggests that one might momen-

Tania Maria: passion and musical intelligence

Anything but Love; and four others.
WORLD PACIFIC/CAPITOL ® C4-93871, @
CDP-93871 (42 min).

Peformance: One of Brazil's best
Recording: Very good

Of all the artists benefiting from the
current vogue for Brazilian music, none
so completely reflects the rich diversity
of the Americas as Tania Maria, the

tartly mistake Susannah McCorkle for
Flora Purim. Not for a second. McCor-
kle's intimate, authoritative style puts
her on a level that is out of reach for most
singers; she is in a class by herself, and
even when she sings Brazilian songs in
Portuguese, as she does here, she leaves
Purim in the dust.

"Sabia" does represent a departure
for McCorkle, but she handles the South

American idiom beautifully. Her subtle
style, with its gentle lilt and slight trem-
olo, is perfect for the romantic, often
infectiously whimsical songs of Luiz
Bonfa and Antonio Carlos Jobim. I have
always marveled at the attention McCor-
kle pays to lyrics; her knack for story-
telling makes us listen to the content of a
song. McCorkle, who is also an author
and journalist, has herself contributed
wonderful new lyrics and translations
for several of the songs in this album,
including Bonfa's popular Manhd de car -
naval and my favorite, P'rd machucar
meu coragdo, a dreamy tale of lost love.

The accompaniment is superb, with
perfect supporting statements from ten-
or saxophonist Scott Hamilton, a Con-
cord Jazz perennial whose rich tone and
fluid style bring to mind the great reed
soloists of the Swing Era. Also contrib-
uting mightily is the late guitarist Emily
Remler, whose last recording this was.
No doubt about it, Susannah McCorkle
is today's foremost ballad singer, and
she gets better with each release. C.A.

MARLENE VERPLANCK: A Quiet
Storm. Marlene VerPlanck (vocals);
Sonny Costanzo Big Band and Trio (in-
strumentals). I Wished on the Moon;
Things Are Looking Up; Soft Lights and
Sweet Music/When Lights Are Low; The
Lies of Handsome Men; Sister Moon; A
Quiet Storm; and nine others. AUDIO-
PHILE © ACD-256 (51 min).

Performance: Marlene at her best
Recording: Brightly up -front

Marlene VerPlanck is much too young to
have been a part of the big bands in their
heyday, but this alternately sizzling and
lightly romantic album proves that she
could easily have sung almost any of the
era's better-known canaries right off the
bandstand. With pipes as full and rich as
Helen Forrest's, as bright and chipper as
Helen O'Connell's, and as stylistically
versatile as Jo Stafford's, VerPlanck
plunges clear-eyed and clear -toned into
a nicely varied program of new and old
songs.

There doesn't seem to be a tricky
rhythm or a shifting mood that can faze
her. What's particularly enjoyable is the
freshness of her approach to most of the
songs-for instance, her saucy treat-
ment of Ralph Rainger and Dorothy
Parker's classic I Wished on the Moon,
which contrasts with her torchy account
of Sting's haunting Sister Moon, or her
wide-awake romp through Cole Porter's
unjustly neglected Dream Dancing. She
even brings off a tour de force of over-
dubbing by singing no fewer than eigh-
teen parts in an imaginative a cappella
version of Lerner and Lane's Too Late
Now. Throughout, VerPlanck's impec-
cable taste and pure joy in music -making
are always front and center. A really
great set. R. H.
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CWD
Grado
Hafler

Klipsch
Magnepan

Mirage
MIT Cable

Monster Cable
NAD

Nakamichi

Optonica
Paradigm
Philips
Proton
Rogers
Shure Ultra
Sonance
Sonographe
SOTA
Soundstream
Soundwave
Stoic
Theta Digital
Velodyne
VTL
Well -Tempered
Yamaha



STEREO REVIEW

RETAIL MART

$our0NI.
For the Musical Difference

Authorized Dealer For:

Acoustat NAD
Audio Control Belles
Nitty Gritty CWD
M&K dbx
Nakamichi Fried
Oracle Harman Kardon
Polk JBL
PROAC Onkyo
Proton Grado
STAX Lexicon
Thorens Celestion
Dahlquist DCM
Haller Niles
Monster Cable Kinergetics
Citation Duntech
Velodyne Carver
Pattern

1706 Main St.
Marinette, WI 54143

(715) 735-9002

TAKE THE
CH

OUND APPROA
DEALERS

FOR

AUTHORIZED:
ADS

INFINITY

OS KENWOOD

BAZOOKA
KICKER
MONSTER

BOSTON
ACOUSTICS

CABLE
ONKYO

CARVER POLK
DENON YAMAHA
HAFLER

 Some
Items In Store Only

THE SOUND APPROACH

7RRO6067
JERICHO

TPKE . COMMACK.
NY 11725

516'499

DIGITAL

TEDATSTiR
AUDIO TAPE RECORDERS

MONDAY THRU FRIDAY:9:00-6:00 WEEKENDS:1:00-4:00

OVER 25 MAKES & MODELS --IN STOCK NOW!,

IC SONY JVC AKAI
ro-, * ,

 Introducing the smallest DAT to date:

THE AIWA HD -X1
DIRECT DIGITAL RECORDING MASH FILTERS
DIGITAL IN & OUT RECHARGEABLE BATTERY
256X OVERSAMPLING SUB -CODE EDITING

A D CONVERTER W WIRED REMOTE & CASE INC.

2624 WILSHIRE BOULEVARD
SANTA MONICA, CA 90403
(213)828-6487/FAx(213)470-6176

CALL US LAST 201  838  3444
... a ::: In

: mCA1111;11111N) .4.0. 1:11
goo SOS OS ' .

:, ::: ::: ' ,c, _ - ,... "'
e

, .

.

..  30 Day Defective Exchange
:ii sm
oo MO  10 Day Refund Period'
. ::::

*Guaranteed Lowest Price

HIGH FIDELITY
Soun  cra sman
Pro Power 4,1405ff7

Stereo power a mp, 300
continuous 0 4 ohms; 900
bridged; 40 -LED. Orig. $799.
Pro Control 3
Preamplifier with digital
swikhing. Six total inputs,
monitors, i signal procc. loop.
ORIGINALLY $1298

w/ch
walls

CMOS
2 tape.a.

Ong.
FOR BOTH

SAVINGS
CUSTCM 17"

CALL
OTHER MODELS

PACKAGE
$499 $798...NOW

WIDTH

FOR1
DEAL

Il®t
Proton AA1150
 50 watts/ch stereo amp
 280 watts D.P.D
 Dual mono configuration
 Protection Circuitry

°T .....1'Y $ 24 9
1 /2 PRICE SALE 

1, f.-. 0 ciFF
-

DBX 1BXDS
1 band expansion/compress.

 Expand/compress
range by 50%
 Ambiance control

Originally $ 19
$500

dynamic

9

MB Cart 8505
3 -way co lower speaker
 1" Titanium dome tweeter
4" Cone midrange
 2 X 8" woofer
Oak, W3Inut, Block, White

Limited $1500Quantities
.".

-

.

.11''

\M".#

.
I-

esm m

-

55525
.... C5........,.- 24 Band, real-time spectrum analyzer

-

JVC HRS5800U
Super VHS Hi-fi stereo
4 head digital tracking system
*Jog shuttle - unit & remote
Dual screen programming
CALL FOR OTHER BRAND NAMES

LOW
LOW
PRICE-

pink noise generator
Rernote control $
Pho se coupled activator 289

hoMicrop ne

3025 Satellite Speaker System $299

55200 Equalizer $ 1 2 9
t

D8X SX1Q 'Pinnacle PN8+o '--
video Soued Dynamic Enhancer

diaduct ports

Proton SD -1000
 Remote control
50dB Separation enhancement
Gnema/music/bypass settings
Diabgue scatter reduction

Originally $3 9
9Call

$1000

DBX SX20
Video Sowed Impact Restorer

Excellent for any
audic/video system

BOTH FOR

$13 0
fcr video switchers

and accessories -

 1" liquid cooled polymer

 30-21 kHz
dome tweeter

..,

freq. rasp. r - 375 w peak pwr. 41 ' ''
 7 years parts

& labor Li.1,..%:!;'
,

Call For Low Price
.-.

Son Discmanr CAR STEREOS
D66, D180K, D25, D55 Fr'' 1 Pio
CALL FOR PRICE

I #,* ...-__(, ;: , .

, ,.- ., WA t.. 's a .i ..- - tfr 11 -_It TT
1174-.__. - IT

Sony Cordless Phones
 AM/FM Cassette Receivers
 CD Players & Changers
 Radar Detectors HEADPHONES

SPP50, SPP90, SPP320
CALL FOR PRICE

 Car Am lifiers & S kerspeaSELECT10

NBESTp
All Models Available

K240M, K280, K260, K340

1Call Us Last We Beat Any Price
_

...:.:,, .. ::::::... .: .:.,.:::::::::::: .,,,,,,

.. ................, .... .

Sound CITY, Inc. Guaranteed Lowest Price!!
__ - .

,C.301111 7 7Z:::.Meadtown Shopping Center
VISA Ma.r)C*rd) okiCitAA . ' . "a'. 1Route 23, South

Kinnelon, N.J. 07405 Best Selection, Service
FAX: 2018382516 and Value
 Call for Details ' Shipping & Handling Non-refundable  Not rasp. for typographical errors



"HSI
ELECTRONICS I

I 4523 -13th AVE., D'KLYN., NY 11219
1.718.436.4646 ASK ABOUT2LLFA.E! JVACATION

December Hours: Monday -Thursday 9am-9pm
COMPACT DISC

PLATERS
- TECHNICS -

SLP-370 NEW LOW
519-170 NEW LOW
SL PC.30 NEW FRONT LOAD
5 DISC ROTARY CHANGER WITH
FULL FUNCTION RMT. LOW
SLP.2 2 2 16 NIT 4 TIMES
OVERSAmPLING LOW
SL PC 20 S DISC ROTARY
CHANGER WITH RFAT. LOW
SLPC AS NEW LOW
SLCISNEW LOW
SLPC 16 NEW LOW

DCD 1700 - 999.99
- NAKAMICHI -

OFAS-3A 399.99
- YAMAHA -

COX 520 239.99
COX -9103 SEAM LASER199.99

- MAGNAVOX -
C011492 . 1.0W
C00,96 LOW
COELS66 LOW
C00610 LOW
CD0.630 . LOW

- PIONEER -
P064.730 LOW
1404A-630 LOW
PO5,330 LOW
POT.503 LOW
POT.403 LOW
P0.7300 LOW
440.6300 LOW
P0.4390 LOW
P0.4300 LOW

- /VC -
XLV.231 139.99
XLZ331 139.99
X1.54,03 249.99
X1.1,202 5 DISC 219.00
xLv.222 149,9
811-431 199.99
XLZ611 319.99
XL/44303 . 219 99

- TECHNICS -
RSTR-155 DUAL -ONE AUTO
REVERSE LOW
RSTR.165 NEW 169.99
RSTR333 DUAL 00TH AUTO
REVERSE LOW

- PIONEER -
CT64.614 MULTI TAPE
CHANGER .... HEW
CTW-6009 AUTO REV. 219.99
CTW.630R 004.129 NEW
CTW.630R 1301.0Y 14X PRONEw
CTw.330R DOLOY NEW
CTW-430 DOLBY NEW
CTS -603 LOW
CTW.330 NEW

- JVCT119.99
TOw.901 339.99
TOW -999 239.99
TOW -603 249.99
TOw.303 194.09
TD9,303 139.99
TOW.203 139.99
TOV.711 449.99
TDX.331 139.99
TDR.434 169.99
TDV.521 249.99
TOW -301 199.99

- AIWA
ADWX-999 369.99
ADWX111115  29699
ADWX.7 7 7 . 23099
ADWX 717 179.99
ADWX-616 149.99
ADWX515 . . 125.99
ADWX333 11099
ADF 1000 509.99
ADF SOO 275.99
ADR707 176.99
ADS SOS 139.99
ADE 00 .. 125.99
ADF 300 65.99

INE:181:2===- YAMAHA -
A5 630 364.99
A X 300 139.99
AX 800 SS WATTS . . . 219.99

- TECHNICS -
541,660 90 WATTS.

TTS
LOW

TECHNICS 31./V-430 INTEGRATED
AMP WITH TUNER LOW

SOUND PROCESSOR
- TECHNICS -

SHAV.ECI DOLBY SURROUND
SOUND

HNICS -

- PIONEER -
VSX.DIS 430W NEW
VSX-9700S NEW
VS1370133 NEW
VSX.5600 105W NEW
VS21.417003 NEW
VSX.4600 105W NEW
VSX.37013$ 400W NEW
VSX.8600 400W NEW- ,VC -
RX-703 339.99
Rx.903 639.99
RX-777 349.99
RX-333 249.99
RX.603 399.99
RX.403 249.99

- TECHNICS -
SAGS 100 40 WATTS . LOW
A.460 40 WATTS WEST

- TECHNICS -
SAGS 700 100 WATTS . . . NEW
SAGA SOO 40 WATTS . . . NEW
SAG% 300 60 WATTS . . . NEW

Mitat:=11111..
- TECHNICS -

SIDD33 QUARTZ OD_ LOW

- DOSE -
6.2 IN STOCK

- PINNACLE -
PH S - 1T01)
PN3

P117 - LOW
LOW

IN STOCK
IN STOCK

LOW

TECHNICS SPE
IN STOCK

- ADVENT -
HERITAGE 4NEw- . . IN STOCK
MAESTRO . . LOW
LEGACY . LOW
PROD. TOWER LOW
OADY II. LOW
MINI LOW

11111123711=1;11M11
- AUDiOv011 -

AV.235 AUTO REV.. . . 99.99
AV.3000 LOW 39.99
AV.216 . PULL OUT 09.99
AV.226 AUTO REVERSE
PULL OUT /19.99
AV -230 40W AR/PU 139.99

- DEMON -
DCK5320 1299.99
DCA.3500 POWER AMP249.99
DCA.3430 POWER AMP69.99

- PIONEER -
KEI48100 OR KE416100 OR

KE146070T OR KEN 9100 OR
KE 3600 OR KE 2600 OR
KE 1600 OR RE 1550
KEN 9096 I. EN 0666
KEN 7676 KEN 5656
KEN A646 KEN 6020199
KE 5737 KE 4747
GM 4000 GM 3000
CALL FOR ALL SPEAKERS

7977 SPRAS.. ...GREAT OUT
797 SPEAKERS LOW
C700 SPEAKERS LOW

- KENWOOD -
KRC340 KRC.410
KRC-076 KRC.610
KRC-870 KRC-777
KEK-02 KRC3000
RDT-99R KDC.92R

- ALPINE -
7156 489.99
7139 249.99

249.99
7280 ..... 279.99
3210 GRAPHIC CO 79.99
3517 POWER AMP 99 9911M13=1=IIII.
SONY PH 313 MKII . . . . LOW
SONY EH 626 W/CD  DOUBLE

AUTO REVERSE LOW
SONY 00.0 201 W,CD. . LOW

IMM:117=1:33=111
MS -I NEW - j'C - 679.99
PCX.1000 MEW
PCX.500 IN STOCK
PCV.39 LOW
PCM88 LOW
PCX.200 LOW
PC W.100 LOWINIME=1=111

-61ARANT2-
IAD 430 STEREO LOW
PAID 420 STEREO LOW
PAID 221 SNEAD LOW
WEID6C . . . PRO . . LOW

w4.02078 SPORTS NEW
WoH7.2097 NEW
w4.47. 702 .. LOW
SemE.605 LOW
simE2095 LOW
W6103 PRO IN STOCK

HEADPHONES

JCK-300 KORDLES5. . 189.99
1C04.200 KORDLIEll... LOW

- AlEDEN -
D4490 EXPANDED RANGE
DIGITAL MONITOR.. .30.99

ANTRIM
MORCD6

4099
77.99

7 99
PORTABLE DISC PLATERS

SONY
11.11 129.99
D-66 . . NEW LOW
D.333 - NEW
0-33 NEW
0.00 SAVE
0.100 FOR THE CAR... . LOW

- TECHNICS -
NEW SLX1A2 LOW

FOCUS ELECTRONICS - 4523 13th AVENUE, BROOKLYN. N.Y.
11219 1.716.436-4646 VISA. MC. AMEX Er C.O.D. ACCEPTED.

14 DAY RETURN POLICY. IF RETURNED AFTER 14 DAYS A 15%
RESTOCKING FEE WILL APPLY. OPEN SUNDAY 10-6 MONDAY
TO THURSDAY IN DECEMBER 9AM-9PM

-11

SERIOUS AUDIOPHILES

DESERVE SERIOUS

SERVICE.

And that's exactly what you'll
get from Reference Audio/
Video. We offer the finest in
high -end audio and the best in
friendly service by our know-
ledgeable staff. From the latest
CD players to state-of-the-art
surround -sound systems, you'll

111Refe

like our surprisingly affordable
prices, dedicated service and
fast snipping.

LIMITED OFFER:
FREE evaluation of your stereo
system by one of our expert
consultants! Call for details.

(213) 517-1700 Fax (213) 517-1732
18214 Dalton Avenue  Dept. S  Gardena, CA 90248

Hours: (PacificTime) M -F 9 a.m. - 6 p.m.  Sat. 9 a.m. - 1 p.m
Gift Certificates Available for the Hard -to -Please Audiophile.

ACOUSTAT  ADVENT  AKG  AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS  BEYER  BLAUPUNKI  CAL AUDIO
LABS  CANON  CELESTION  COUNTERPOINT  CWD  DAHLQUIST  DCM  FOSGATE
 HAFLER  HARMAN KARDON  JAMO  JBL  JSE  LEXICON  MAGNUM/DYNALAB 
MELOS  MFA  MOD SQUAD  NILES  OHM  CNKYO  PARASOUND  PHILIPS 
PIONEER  PRECISE  PROTON  PS AUDIO  REVOX  SNELL  SONANCE  SONY  STAX

THORENS  TICE  VELODYNE  VPI  AND MANY MORE!

YOU MAY NOT
KNOW OUR NAME...

BUT HOW ABOUT THESE?
 ADC  REINER
 ADS  GE
 ADVENT  FIFONICS
 AIWA  HITACHI
 AKO  INFINITY
 ALPINE  JVC
 ALTEC LANSING  K40
 AUDIO SOURCE  KENWOOD
 BANG A OLUFSEN  LEXICON
 114W  LUXMAN
 BAZOOKA  MB QUART

 PARADIGM
 PHASE UNEAR
 PHILIPS
 PINACLE
 PIONEER
 PROTON
 RCA
 SANSUI
 SOUNDCRAFTSMAN
 SONANCE
 SONY

 BBE  MINOLTA  SURROUND SOUND
 CERWIN VEGA  MITSUBISHI  SOUNDSTREAM
 CELESTION
 CUFFORD
 COUSTIC
 CWO
 NIX
 DENON
 ECUPSE

 MONSTER CABLE  STAX
 HAD  STILLWATER
 NILES  TECHNICS
 OLYMPUS  THORENS
 ONKYO  TOSHIBA
 ORION  TRIAD
 PANASONIC  YAMAHA

. ,
...;

Mealkown Shpng Ctr Rt. 23 S. Kinnotion NJ 0405
201-838-3444

ATTENTION
STEREO REVIEW

ADVERTISERS
The STEREO REVIEW Retail Mart is an ideal forum to
reach interested audio/video enthusiasts who are active
buyers themselves, and who advise others on stereo and
video purchases. The Retail Mart is and exclusive sec-
tion designed to showcase your advertising in STEREO
REVIEW.To place your ads, or for further information call
Toll Free at:

1-(800) 445-6066 9am. to 5pm. est

STEREO REVIEW

CLASSIFIED
For More Advertising Information

Call I -}i(N)-445-6066 9arn - 5pm F.s-r

RECORDS

RECORD COLLECTORS' SUPPLIES.REPLACEMENT
JACKETS, inner sleeves, 78 RPM sleeves, CLD boxes, etc.
COMPLETE CATALOG. Cabco, Box 8212, Room 640, Colum-
bus, Ohio 43201.

FREE CATALOG/ Remainder and cut-out LP's, cassettes and
CD's. Exceptional values in classical music. Rose Records,
Dept. SR, 214 S. Wabash, Chicago, IL 60604. 800 -955 -R -O-
S -E.

THE BINAURAL SOURCE -Exclusive one -stop source of true
binaural recordings for startling headphone listening (also
speaker compatible). Classical/jazz/drama sound environ-
ment albums: 43 recordings in all three formats, from U.S. &
Germany. Free catalog: Box 1727SR, Ross, CA 94957. (415)
457-9052.

LP's FROM RUSSIA. Worldwide pop, rock, hard rock, jazz titles
in Soviet pressings (Melodiya) Also large choice of Soviet
music: pop, rock, jazz, new wave, hard rock, heavy metal, folk,
classical. All LP's mint only. Ideal for record collectors and
dealers. Excellent conditions for exchange. Write for details
and free lists to: Sergei I. Zayats, pr. Pobedy, 16 kv. 134, 252135
Kiev -135, U.S.S.R.

GA
Rare Records Ltd.

We 1)115 and ...Ai

LP vinyl records
Over 11111,18111 titles in stock

139 West 72nd Street
Ness Yot N\' 101)23

212 877-5020



ILArAr-.
 Surround Sound.

Corner 
FOSGATE DSL-2

Dolby Biologic Call
tt JVC SUPERDIGIFINE
XPA-1010 Call

AUDIOSOURCE SS -3
Dolby Prologic & Remote $379

NHT ZERO 3
3pcs speakers pack $249

212-691-5823

Sound Advice...
System I

* HARMAN KARDON
 HK-55OVxi RECEIVER
 HK -750011 CD -PLAYER
A BOSE AM -5U SATELLITE

SPEAKERS $109900
OR WITH

it TRIAD SYSTEM 6
SATELLITE SPEAKERS

29900

HI-FI CITY is the first step in
"Hi -Fidelity Retail"

Sound Equipment-..
System 2

ft JVCSU1PERDIGIFINE
 RX-1010VTN RECEIVER
 XL-Z1010TN CD -PLAYER
tt JBL XPL-140 SPEAKERS

$189900

THORENS TD -320
TURNTABLE WITH SIGNET
ATC-09 Top Rated CARTRIDGE

$89900

FINANCING AVAILABLE FOR QUALIFIED CUSTOMERS

Sound Deals! Q
January Special

 SONY CDP-555......$359
 SONY D-35 Call
 DENON DCP-100 Call
 DENON DCP-50 Call
 a/d/s C2/3 Tape-Deck...$299
 BOSE AM -5U .....$599
 DENON DT -400 $279
Cable -Top Radio

AUTHORIZED DEALER "DCM*COUNTERPOINTPS AUDIO*YBACREEKMARANTZ`HARMON KARDON 145 W. 26th. St. NYC NY 10001
JEILHAFLERCITATIONMISSION CYRUS*a/d/s*TANNOYGOODMANSACOUSTATMISSIONOHM
*ENERGYODEON'TARDIS*AKGSTRAITWIRE*JVC SUPERDIGIFINETERKADVENT*DANTAX*GOLDRING*
*LANTANADUAL*REVOLVER*THORENS*SONANCE*STEREOSTONESLAZARUS* and much more WE ACCEPT ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS!

(212)691-5823/24

STEREO REVIEW

CLASSIFIED
For More Advertising Information Call I-800-445-6066 9am - 5pm EST

RECORDS

FROM EDISON TO ELVIS (AND BEYOND) LP'S. 78S. 45S
etc. Visit or mail -in wants. The Olde Time Music Scene. 915
Main Street, Boonton, NJ 07005. (201) 335-5040. Tuesday -
Sunday.

AUTHORIZED

PHILIPS, AUDAX, PEERLESS, FOCAL, AND DYNAUDIO
LOUDSPEAKERS in stock with good prices and competent
service. Crossover components also. MADISOUND SPEAK-
ER COMPONENTS, 8608 University Green, Box 4283, Mad-
ison, WI 53711. (608) 831-3433.

LOW PRICES!!! NAD, DENON, HK, NA-
KAMICHI, CARVER, BOSTON ACOUSTICS,
LUXMAN, HAFLER, ADS, B&K, ONKYO, PRO-
TON, BOSE, SNELL, JBL, M&K, PS AUDIO &
OTHERS!! SOUND ADVICE: (414)727-0071.
OPEN SUNDAYS!!!

SAVE 40% ON HIGH -END home speakers,
subwoofers, amplifiers. FREE CATALOG!
RTRD, 3021 Sangamon Ave., Springfield, IL
62702. 1 (800) 283-4644.
LOUDSPEAKER COMPONENTS -KITS. Eton, Dynaudio. Fo-
cal, Eclipse. Catalog $1. Meniscus, 2442 28th St. S.W. Wyo-
ming, MI. 49509. (616) 534-9121.

CALL TOLL FREE! 1(800) 826-0520. ONKYO *
NAD * HARMAN KARDON * PROTON * AU-
DIO CONTROL * CITATION * JBL * LEXICON
* HAFLER * M&K * STAX * CELESTION *
KINERGETICS * NITTY GRITTY * PROAC *
DAHLQUIST * BELLES * dbx * FRIED * CWD
* MONSTER CABLE * DCM * GRADO * NILES
* VELODYNE * SOUND SELLER, 1706 MAIN
ST., MARINETTE, WI 54143. FAX #(715)
735-5838, PHONE (715) 735-9002.
WE SELL MORE HIGH PERFORMANCE SPEAKER KITS
than anyone in the U.S. FREE CATALOG: 1-800-346-9183.
AUDIO CONCEPTS Dept. A, 901 S. 4th St. LaCrosse. WI.
54601

DIAMOND NEEDLES, PHONO CARTRIDGES & ACCESSO-
RIES. AUDIO-TECHNICA, AUDIOOUEST, BANG &
OLUFSEN. DYNAVECTOR, GRACE, LAST. ORTOFON,
PICKERING. SHURE, SIGNET. STANTON. SUNK°, TAR-
GET, TWEEK & ULTRA. TOLL FREE INCLUDING CANADA
(800) 221-0906. N.Y. (516) 599-1112. CREDIT CARDS AC.
CEPTABLE. FOR CATALOG SEND SELF ADDRESSED
STAMPED ENVELOPE. LYLE CARTRIDGE, DEPT S2, P.O.
BOX 158, VALLEY STREAM. N.Y. 11582

CALL US
LAST

WE WILL

BEAT ANY PRICE
PRINTED IN THIS MAGAZINE ON

AUDIO & CAR STEREO

The SOUND Approach
6067 Jericho Tpke , Commack, NY 11725
FAST DELIVERY
FULL WARRANTY

(516)499-7680

EXPERIENCED, FRIENDLY ADVICE! AUDIRE, PS, CWD.
STAX, KINERGETICS, THORENS, MIRAGE, AUDIOQUEST,
FRIED, MONSTER, QUAD, SPICA, STRAIGHTWIRE.
MORE!! FREE SHIPPING! READ BROTHERS STEREO.
593-B KING STREET, CHARLESTON, SC 29403.
(803)723-7276.

CABLE TV DESCRAMBLERS-FREE CATALOG!
1-800-648-7938. Jerrold, Oak, Hamlin, etc. Guaranteed Low-
est Dealer and Retail Prices, Warranties, Immediate Delivery
MCNISA'COD. Republic Cable Products, Inc.. 4080 Paradise
Road, *15. Dept. 714. Las Vegas. NV 89109.

CABLE TV CONVERTERS DESCRAMBLERS. Guaranteed
lowest prices in U.S., Jerrold. Hamlin. Zenith -many others!
Lowest dealer prices! Orders shipped within 24 hours!
MasterCard-Visa-C.O.D. accepted. Free catalog -Call
(800) 345-8927 only! Pacific Cable Co.. Inc.. 7325 1/2 Reseda
Blvd., 1370, Reseda, CA 91335.All other information, call (818)
709-9937.

"STEREO WORLD" IS YOUR DISCOUNT MAILORDER
SOURCE WITH SUPER DEALS ON HOME AND CAR STER-
EO LINES INCLUDING: KENWOOD, TECHNICS, PAN-
ASONIC. JVC, SONY, PYLE. PIONEER, SHERWOOD, JBL.
HIFONICS. BLAUPUNKT. AUTOTEK, ADVENT, AND MANY
OTHERS. CALL OR WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG. FREE
UPS IN 48 STATES. 10AM-6PM MON-FRI; VISA/MC; COD
ACCEPTED. "OUR 4TH YEAR" P.O. BOX 596. MONROE, NY
10950. (914) 782-6044.

High -end and hard -to -find audio compo-
nents bought and sold. All types. New and
used. Daily specials. Closeouts. Best
Prices! AUDIO AMERICA (VA). Call
1-900-776-5777.

HIGH -END LOUDSPEAKER systems, speaker kits and the
widest selection of raw drivers from the world's finest manufac-
turers. For beginners and audiophiles. Free catalog. A&S
SPEAKERS. 3170 23rd St. San Francisco, CA 94110. (415)
641-4573.

SINGERS!
REMOVE

Aill J FROM RECORDS
VOCALS

AND CDs!
An. kik.

.,-,-1

..,

4 , iNIS
4 -,{''''." -74" hi .4" q c'

'?.'e ,:ek, --- Or -. -

SING WITH THE WORLD'S BEST BANDS!
An Unlimited supply of Backgrounds from standard

stereo records! Record with your voice or perform live
with the backgrounds. Used in Professional Performance
yet connects easily to a home component stereo. This
unique product is manufactured and sold Exclusively by
LT Sound - Not sold through dealers. Call or write for a
Free Brochure and Demo Record.
LT Sound, Dept. SR -5, 7980 LT Parkway
Lithonia, GA 30058 (404) 482-4724
Manufactured and Sold Exclusively by LT Sound
24 HOUR PHONE DEMO UNE:14041482-2485

Authorized Dealer  CAR/HOME/VIDEO for:
-DENON -SONY -INFINITY -AUDIO CONTROL
-VELODYNE JVC COUSTIC -CWD. Call for
consultations & best price. C&C Audio/Video
(800) 321-0685. 11am-9pm Mon -Sat.

FOR SALE

LOW PRICES -HIGH END EQUIPMENT: Carver, Nakamichi,
Infinity, Haller. Luxman, ADS, B&K, Bose. Onkyo, Proton,
Philips and much more! (414) 725-4431.

THE BEST RECORD RACK IN AMERICA. Stackable, porta-
ble, oak units hold LP's, CD's and tapes. Free Mailorder Bro-
chure, (please mention Stereo Review). Per Madsen Design:
(415) 928-4509. P.O. Box 330101, San Francisco, CA 94133.

WE SELL SECOND HAND high quality Audio and Video with a
money back guarantee. We Modify quality components Too!
For a FREE monthly inventory send your name and address to:
ROSS' EXCHANGE. 3061 Clairemont Dr.. San Diego. CA
92117 or call (619) 276-8235.



FOR SALE

S. B. H. ENTERPRISE"'
1678 - 53rd St. Brooklyn. N.Y. 11201 Mon. -Fri. 8-7, Sun. 94

CALL (800) 451-5851 IN NYC (718) 438-1027

RADAR DETECTORS
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THE MINI AD WITH MAXI SAVINGS

Wholesale Connection
To order -Call: 718 997-6644

CD PLAYER
,chmcs 9L1,70 ,159

51P550 239
SLPC45 269

JVC XLI611 299
812431 269
X199403 259
X10512 Call

Pioneer PDM6 10 Call
PDM510 Call

Kenwood DP7020 299
DP5020 249
DPM6620 249

Yamaha C DX820 429
C00730 289
CDC610 429
CDC605 249

Sony CDP790 249
CDP690 219
CDPC705 Call
CDPC505 239
CDPC900 Call

RECEIVERS
Technic, SAGX 300 229

5720x 500 299
SAGX700 399

JVC 88903 599
8X803 399
88703 349
0X503 249
8X1010 Call

Yamaha 137(830 479
88730 399
88530 319
R%300 219

Kenwood KRV9020 569
KR 08020 469
0607020 329
KR 06020 269

Sony STRAV1020 Call
STRAV920 349
STRAV720 279
STRAV320 199
STRAV220 159

TAPE DECK
Technics 14579155 149

R 578265 189
RSTR355 259

JVC TDV1010 Call
790711 399
T 00531 259
T DW901 Call
10W803 249

Kenwood 604520 329
KXW8020 299
K 6W6020 219

Yamaha 0614730 Call
K%630 Call
10X00602 399
K X W202 259

Sony 728 0420 179

TCWR620 229
TC SYR 720 269

AIWA A 131800 299
*0640 159
A OWX888 309
A DWX777 259

HOME SPEAKER
Per Pall

Advent Hentag 489
Maeslro Call
Legacy 339
Prodigy Tower 239
Baby II 149

Bole 1025.09011 Call
62 429
42 319
A145 Call
515 Call
101 159jiin, 1X22 Call
1844 419
JBL2800 319
Pro Performer Cali

TURNTABLE
Technics 01120094611 359

CAR STEREO
Blaupunkt Atlanla Call

New Orleans Call
Phoenix 229
Boslon 229
Newport 189

JVC 6588190 199
K5861010 229
856500 169
051103 249
KSFIG5 299
X103500 399

Sony C DX6020 349
C DX 7580 Call
CDXA30 Call
887180 329
8114147 189

Sound Shear', TC301 259
1C303 329
1C306 Call

Kenwood 692908 379
K DC8319 Cali
KRC777 Call
KIRC610 3 19
KRC510 279
K RC 3004 199

Sansul R9100 129
003100 139

CAR AMP & SPEAKER
All Models 8 Brands Cali

RADAR DETECTOR
All Models A Brands Call

VCR 8 CAMCORDER
All Models 8 Brands Call

CALL FOR PRICES on Models and Brands Not Listed
HAS. Mon -Sat 10 AM -5 PM EST Prices subject to change PriceS
exclude shipping 8. handling Not responsible for typographical
errors MasterCard. Visa and COD accepted Write To

wholesale Connection 63-48 108th St Forest Hills. NY 11375

Dia/ This Number And Save!
Many Makes And Models Not Listed

PLEASE CALL

1-800-522-8937 'FREE
CD PLAYERS

Yamaha Hitachi
F 730 Call DA -C70 290
8X930 Cal. Yamaha
FIX 1130 Call COC605 Call
Nakamichi CCC 805 Call
Receiver' Call COX 530 229
Receiver2 Call CDX 830 Call
RS -1 Call Pioneer
Pioneer PDM-630 295
VSX 4700 Call POM-730 Call
VSX 5600 399 CLD30130 Call
VSX 9700 Ca I NAD
JVC 5100 Cali
RX 703 325 5170 Call
PX 803 Cal 5300 Call
F0(903 Call Nakamichi
8X1010 Call CD 4 289
Philips CD3 Call
FR50 235 CP.1 Call
FR80 Call JVC
FR70 Cal XLM 403... 249
FR980 Call XLZ 611... Call
NAD XLZ 1010. Call
7000 Call Philips
7100X Call CD80 Call
7400 Call CD60 335

CDC 875 Call
CDV 500 Call
CDV 600 Call

Waratai
Pinnacle
PN 5 + 145
PN 8 + Cal
D.Acauatica
PS 3.. .. Cal
Mirage
460 Cal
360 Cal
Polk
5 Jr + Cal
Monitor 7 Cal
RTA 8 Cal
KEF Cal
BOSE Cal
JAMO Cal

CAMCORDERS
All Brands

Call For Price,

DENON
Cellena G-05
Receiver
CD Player
Dual Tape Call
FiVN.73q.C1
Nakamichi
Cassette 1 Call
Cassette 2 Cal!
RX 202 Cal
NAD

Cali
6100 Call
Yamaha
KXVir 232 249
10(W 900... 519

MUMMEEG
Alpine
7180 289
7293 Call
7903 Call
3525 415
Pioneer
KEH8100 Cali
KEXM800 Call
KEH6070 Call
Soundatream
D10011 259
D20011 Call
Boston
751 Call

NAD 6.2 Pro Can
1600 Call Sony
1700 Call CDX A30 375
2103X Call CDX 6020 Call

Call XR 7070 295
2600A. Call R.Foagate
Yamaha Punch 75 Call
AVS- 700 239 SP 124 Call
DSPE-300 Call MBOuart
MX -1000 Call 0M 218 Call
MX -800 Call OM 130 Call
Philips Coustic
FASO Call RX 738 Call
FA80 Call CO -3 Call
DFA980 Call AMP 360 Call

Atlantic Buyers Club
18 Oak Hill Rd, Toms River NJ 08753 All products are new

and backed by our 10 day money back ouarantee

F REE Catalog. Best Prices on DJ Sound 8. Lighting Equipment
Car Stereo. Call SUPERIOR SOUND & L GHTING (800)

359-9201.

Build your own subwoofer for under $100.00.Easy instructions
in speaker manual. Many designs, parts available. $4 95 Low
prices on home and car equipment 1-800-331-7940

h,001wAlm
NONIL
ZED DE wit

The mark of a true Denon.
This sticker tells you who is an authorized

Denon dealer and who isn't.
Some people who offer Denon products are

not authorized dealers. That can lead to problems.
First, only authorized dealers offer you the

protection of a Denon warranty with your
purchase: at other dealers, you may have no
warranty at all.

Authorized Denon dealers stock only
components designed for the U.S., and have the
training to help you select the one right for you.

Authorized dealers know Denon technology
inside and out and stock factory parts for your
Denon to preserve true Denon sound.

So before you buy your Denon, look for this
Denon Authorized Dealer Sticker.

It assures you of the authentic Denon tech-
nology and support you expect. And nothing less.

To find your nearest AUTHORIZED Denon Dealer call:
1-201-575-7810
(9:00 am -5:00 pm EST) DENON

IN-WPLL STEREO SPEAKERS. All major
brands IN STOCK. Quantity discounts. Con-
tractors welcome. Fast delivery. THE
SOUND APPROACH, 6067 Jericho Tpke.,
Commack, NY 11725 (516) 499-7680.
CASH FOR ALL TYPES of used Stereo equipment. We buy by
phone. THE STEREO TRADING OUTLET. 320 Old York Rd..
Jenkintown, PA 19046. (215) 886-1650.

Introducing UNIMOTE. unique, custom-made multiple remote
controls holder 12111 Bailey St.. Unit 4. Garden Grove. CA
92645 (714) 894-5883

ADVANCED AUDIO INC.-HIGH PERFORMANCE LOUD-
SPEAKE RS AT FACTORY DIRECT PRICES 30 DAY MONEY
BACK GUARANTEE. FREE LITERATURE. RD2 BOX 18.
LEECHBURG. PA 15656

SDB-4/120
iA

Stereo Speaker Control Center -use with up to four speaker
systems - allows use of two amplifiers. SIZE. 16 3 4" W >< 2" H

5 3 4" D. FROM RUSSOUND, 10 Forbes RD., Newmarket.
NH 03857 CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-638-8055

A.D.S.. ADCOM, BANG & OLUFSEN. B&W,
CARVER, DENON, HARMAN,KARDON, NA-
KAMICHI, KEF, REVOX AND OTHER QUALITY
COMPONENTS. ALL PRODUCTS COVERED
BY MANUFACTURER'S U.S.A. WARRAN-
TIES. AMERISOUND SALES INC. 24 HRS,
EAST: (904) 262-4000, WEST: (818)
243-1168.

INSTRUCTION

FREE CATALOG. Institute of Audio Video En-
gineeing. 1831 Hyperion (SR), Hollywood,
CA 90027. RECORDING SCHOOL. (800)
551-8377, (213) 666-2380. Approved for In-
ternational Students. Member of NATTS.

COMPACT DISCS

DISCOUNT COMPACT DISCS!! Telarc $11.49/cd: Chesky
$10.99 DMP. Reference 8 Sheffield $11 99 cd. Mercury
Living Pesence $9.99! Hundreds of other labels al low prices.
Send SASE for catalog or your order with Visa MC Disc
Check $3 shipping to THE ACME COMPACT DISC COM-
PANY, P.O.BOX 7004. EVANSTON. IL 60204.

OVER 12000 USED CD's $3.99 TO $9.99. Buy,Sell. 6th Year,
Visa MC. Send $2 for 24 page catalog. AUDIO HOUSE. 4304B
Brayan. Swartz Creek, Michigan 48473 (313) 655-8639

LIKE -NEW CD $4.99, UP. We pay you up to $7.00! FREE
STOCKLIST: CCM-SR, 1105 Webster. Sandy, Utah
84094-3151. (801) 571-9767.

IMPOW RARE COMPACT DISCS. Send $1 00 for 4000 title
catalog. AB -CD, Dept. SR5, 270 Lafayette Street, Suite 1000,
New Yolk. NY 10012-3327 212-274-1010

COMPACT DISC PRICES STARTING AT $5.99.SEND $2
FOR CATALOG, REFUNDABLE WITH ORDER. HARRIS
HOUSE OF MUSIC. BOX 388759, DEPT SR. CHICAGO, IL
60638

MORE CD'S-LESS SPACE, COMPLETE STORAGE KITS
STARTING AT $19.95.FCS. 27475 YNEZ #344. TEMECULA,
CA 92390 714 699-7455

THE LARGEST MUSIC SELECTION in the world' Over 80,000
rock pop lazz CDs from Canada. Europe and Japan. Free
catalog' Overseas Shopper. Box 22354-B, Portland. OR
97222. 503) 652-7573.

LOW COMPACT DISC prices-Schwann CD and COLOR
CATALOGS $8.00 -Mini -Catalogs $3 00-DUWARS. P.O. BOX
6662-D Greenville, SC 29606.

Twenty Yee Records, Cassettes, Compact Discs with member-
ship FREE details' Blue Ridge. Rt. 6 Box 833 -AK, Bassett, VA
24055

WE BUY AND SELL USED NEW COMPACT DISCS.
WRITE CDCS, 551 VALLEY ROAD, SUITE 124. UPPER
MONTCLAIR, NJ 07043 PHONE FAX (201) 857-7872

INVENTIONS WANTED

A NEW IDEA? Call NATIONAL IDEA CENTER of Washington
D.C. FREE INFORMATION- 1-800-247-6600. ext. 150
Come see THE INVENTION STORE!'



INVENTIONS WANTED CAR STEREO

INVENTIONS / NEW PRODUCTS / IDEAS WANTED: Call
TLCI for free information 1-800-468-7200. 24 hours,day-USA,
CANADA.

MOVIES FILMS VIDEOS

CABLE TV CONVERTERS AND DESCRAMBLERS DIS-
COUNT CENTER! ALL MAKES AND MODELS. FREE CATA-
LOG! VIDEO -TECH. 3702 S. VIRGINIA. #160-304. RENO.
NV. 89502 ORDER TODAY! VISA,MC[COD 800-562-6884.

BLANK TAPES

4.95 SHIPPING ANY SIZE ORDER. UPS 1-800-245-6000
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1800 AMPEX REELS USED ONCE -SAMPLE $3.00. NEW
MAXELL REELS/CASSETTES. TDK SA90: $1.69, AR100:
$1.49, MA90: $2.49. AUDIO TAPES, BOX 9584-S, ALEX-
ANDRIA, VA. 22304. (703)370-5555. VISA/MC.

AUDIO CASSETTE de4,(51
c,

BUYERS: Is,

THE FACTS ARE

Get to know Greencorp's family of
Australian blank cassette tapes: and
how you can BUY DIRECT from

GREENCORP USA, Inc.
41111116

1-800-972-0707
FOR A DETAILED PRODUCT

INFORMATION BROCHURE & PRICE SHEET

WANTED TO BUY

TOP DOLLAR PAID FOR QUALITY LP & CD COLLEC-
TIONS! ROCK, JAZZ, CLASSICAL (especially Early MER-
CURY. RCA, LONDON Stereo; LYRITA, British EMI).
U.S.A:s LARGEST USED,COLLECTOR SHOP! PRINCE-
TON RECORD EXCHANGE, 20 TULANE STREET, PRINCE-
TON, N.J., 08542. (609) 921-0881.

LASER VIDEOS VHS

SUPER VHS ONLY! America's #1 distributor of prerecorded
S -VHS videotapes. For catalog call 1-800-331-6304 or write:
Super Source Video PO Box 410777 Dept. S. San Francisco,
CA 94141.

MISCELLANEOUS

TERMPAPER assistance. 19.278 papers available! 306 -page
catalog -rush $2.00. Research, 11322 Idaho, #206SX, Los
Angeles 90025. TOLL FREE HOTLINE: (800) 351-0222 (Cali-
fornia: 213-477-8226).

CLASSICAL INTRODUCTIONS --Nationwide singles network
to classical music 8 the arts. METACOM, Dept. A2, Box 6778,
Fort Meyers, FL 33911 (1-800-637-4358)

CLASSICAL MUSIC LOVERS' EXCHANGE'. Nationwide link
between unattached music lovers. Write CMLE, Box 31. Pel-
ham, NY 10803. (800) 233-CMLS.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

EASY WORK! EXCELLENT PAY! ASSEMBLE PRODUCTS AT
HOME. CALL FOR INFORMATION. 504-641-8003 EXT. 9542.

MAILORDER OPPORTUNITY! Start profitable home business
without experience or capital. Information free. Mail Order
Associates, Inc., Dept. 726, Montvale, NJ 07645.

GOVERNMENT SURPLUS

GOVERNMENT SEIZED. SURPLUS VEHICLES AVAILABLE
FROM $100 CALL FOR IMMEDIATE INFORMATION
504-649-5745 EXT. S-9542.

CAR
Alpins
Boslon Acoostrcs
./.404 Cantor
Pok Awl*
JVC
Korr000d
Carver
Soundstroom
Nakemichl
Pyr Arn id
Autorek

ADCOM

ADS
Cousbc
Bozooks
Ininity
Procision Power
M8 Orout
Donon
Sony
Yamaha
*PYI4
Flocktord Fosgate

CARVER PARADIGM
GTP 400 $305 HR 752 . ....... $549 3srs mini $200 pr.
GTP 50011 479 HR 722 465 ass 239 pr.
GFP 565 625 CT -17 659 5so 285 pr.
GFA 535 259 C-16 579 7so . 349 pr.
GFA 545 399 TEM 22 469 11 so 639 pr.
GFA 555 599 TEM 25 529
GCD 575 479 TEM 42 679

TEM 45

ADC
1440
1320
3025
310
5500

POLK
729 SDA-2B CALL

CM -1090 .............4-9 SDA-CRS $779 pr.
s,,,, SiNor Seven T 799 RTA-15TL CALL

TLAI 3600 M 3C005594,
R $569

299 TL 3300
TL 32043 1919 111,

769 pr.
1, 579

:79 M7 449
pr.
pr.

349 pr.
429 M 50 . ....... 280 pr.
379 M 4 159 pr.
319 A8700 CALL

AB BOO CALL

x,a TOR 2403
TO 1700 .......
TDR 1500
TD1400

K g 2 ........ $380 F.. TD 1200
K g 4 ........ ....... 539 pr.
Forte 11 1040 pr.
Ouseet 840 pr.

KLIPSCH

DENON CALL

Al yr [0.12 =WARM Sr PlanuSibbreCy WNW, 0, 9 J &SPY Arm.. tinAled
.111,114.4 ASS ,Or TA! as WI at 040 bm OTRoCilIa

"The Quick Connection"

B.J. AUDIO
9,1 Beachmeadow Lane
C[ncinnati. OH 45238

15131451-0112

V

?Adz Eleasame Duurats
43 Racal Court S.I. NY 10314

Mastercard r -

CAR STEREO. SPARS

W PRE

AIDS

w TEC

DD. CONTROL
ROTE!,

BLAUPUNAT

BA/COKA
BOSTON ACOUSOLS
CARVER

CLARPN
CONCORD

DENON

HARMON KARDON

NIFONICS

PRIER,
JVC

MNW000
EI 0

&I 1

NAAPPMCNI

ORION

NOME STEREO & SPARS

ADCOM

CARVER

Ci LEST..
DENON

INYWRY

SE.
SAD

NAKAMw
SONY ES
YAMAHA

ALSO CALL FOR FULL OETAILS OF PURCHASE

CALL FOR LOW LOW PRICES

PoDNEEF1

POCK

PRECISION POWER
pYLE

ROCKFORD FOSGATE

SOW
SOUND SERE.
SHE RW000
',MARA

CLOCK RAPOS

040144.1041

PROTON

&NW SYSTEM

DEMON

718-370-1303
WORD. MD. 002.1 tPrl

GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICES ON NEW EQUIPMENT,
NOT REFURBISHED. EARTHQUAKE, LAZER, SONY, PI-
ONEER, HIFONICS & BLAUPUNKT. (912) 923-2236.

CAR STEREO'S . . . LOWEST PRICES GUARANTEED!!
Alpine, Kenwood, Rockford Fosgate. Kicker, Coustic. MTX,
JVC, JBL, ADS, Impact, Pioneer, Sony, Autotek, Savard, Code
Alarm, Whistler. MiC, VISA or COD. CALL STEREO WARE-
HOUSE NOW! -1 -800 -284 -5596 -

This publication
is available in
microform
from UMI.

UMI
800-521-0600 toll -free
313-761-4700 collect from Alaska and Michigan
800-343-5299 toll -tree from Canada

TIPS FOR MAIL ORDER
PURCHASERS

It is impossible for us to verify all
of the claims of advertisers.
Therefore, the following informa-
tion is provided for your protec-
tion:

1. Confirm price and merchan-
dise information with the seller,
including brand, model, color or fin-
ish, accessories and rebates in-
cluded in the price.

2.Understand the seller's return
and refund policy, including the
allowable return period and who
pays the postage for returned mer-
chandise.

3. Understand the product's war-
ranty. Is there a manufacturer's
warranty, and if so, is it from a U.S.
or foreign manufacturer? Does the
seller itself offer a warranty? In
either case, what is covered by war-
ranty, how long is the warranty
period, where will the product be
serviced, what do you have to do,
and will the product be repaired or
replaced? You may want to receive
a copy of the written warranty be-
fore placing your order.

4. Keep a copy of all transac-
tions, including cancelled checks,
receipts and correspondence. For
phone orders, make a note of the
order including merchandise or-
dered, price, order date, expected
delivery date and salesperson's
name.

5. If the merchandise is not
shipped within the promised
time or if no time was promised, 30
days of receipt of the order, you
generally have the right to cancel
the order and get a refund.

6. Merchandise substitution
without your express prior consent
is not allowed.

7. If you have a problem with
your order or the merchandise,
write a letter to the seller with all the
pertinent information and keep a
copy.

8. If you are unable to obtain
satisfaction from the seller, con-
tact the consumer protection agen-
cy in the seller's state or your local
U.S. Postal Service.
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NEW YORK WHOLESALE

 Prices subject to
change

 Prices exclude
shipping charges

 Not responsible tor
typographical errors

FOR
SERVICE

FASTCALLEST (212) 684-6363 (212) 684-8046
°FARX

HOURS: MONDAY -FRIDAY, 9AM-7PM EST  SATURDAY 10AM-5PM
or Write Direct: 2 PARK AVENUE, DEPT. 15, NEW YORK, N.Y. 10016

We sell authorized U S branded merchandise and parallel imports All products covered oy manufacturer's warranty or New York
Wholesaler's exclusive limited warranty. Manufacturer's rebates may not apply Ask for full details at the time of prchase

CD PLAYERS

HARMON KARDON

RECEIVERS

PIONEER

CASSETTE DECKS

NAKAMICHI
H07300 MK II 229 SX1700 169 Cassette Deck 1 669

H07400 MK II 259
907450 New 319
HD7500 MK II 379

SX2700
VSX3600
VSX4700S

229
309
429

Casette Deck 2 289
RX202 669IR0505 1179

CR7A 134910ragon 1949

907600 MK II 499 VSX5700S 489 JVC

YAMAHA VSX97005 699 TOW203 149 TDW303 179

CDC605 259 VSXDIS 899 TOW503 209 TDW901 349

CDC610 469
CDC705 339
CNC805 429
CDX530 239
C00730 299
CDX930 New 449
CDX 1030 New 569

NAD
7000
7225
7240
7100X
74000

479

279

429
629
849

TDV521 279
TDX331 169

NAD
6325
6340
6100

AIWA

TOR431

TDV1010
189

489

209
329
419

DENON LOUDSPEAKERS ADWX999 399

DCM444 369 ADVENT ADF800 299

DCM777 649
DC01560 499
DC0560 New 199

HERITAGE

MAESTRO

499

469

ADS27
ADWX888
ADWX333

99
309
119

DC0660 New 249 LEGACY 349 ADWX777 259

DCD860 New 329 PRODIGY 249 ADS37 129

DCD2560 New 549 BABY 159 PIONEER

SONY MINI/SUB 139 ea 069 329

CDP590 169

CDP690 209
CDF790 239
CDP990 359

Outdoor

BOSE
101

149

159

C1S707

CTW430
CTW53OR

CTW63OR

329
129

179

239

CDP505 249 Roomate H 259 CTW83OR

CDP705 299 901 Class's 1149 HARMON KARDON

PIONEER AM5 629 TD4200 259

POM435 199 B&W 704400 329

POM530 229 DM310 New 399 TD4500 439

POM630 299
PDM730 399

DM620 New

DM630 New
639
879

704600
TD4800

629
1049

PD4550 149

PD5500 169

PD6500 249
PD8500 419

DM640 New

801

802
803 New

1199

4699
3600
2599

MEra=111
YAMAHA

AVX700 New 549
000500 New 459

NAD 804 New 1749 MX630 429
5325 249 805 New 1279 MX830 679
5340 329 V201 219 MX1000 949
5100 419 V202 299 MXM70 Call
5170 589 AX930 Call
5300 759 CANTON 50630 369

JVC GL260 399 AX730 Cal

XLZ1010 499 a300 399 CX630 359

XLZ431 219 KARAT920 New 629 CX830 559

XLV231 149

XLM403 279

MAGNAVOX
CDB490 109

CDB583 199

KARAT930 New
KARAT940 New
KARAT960 New
KARAT980 New
ERG070 New

829
1049
1279
1699

1279

CX1000
11540
TX930 New

OSR7OPRO New

60630
E070

949
269
339
199

379
149

CDB552 229 ERG080 New 1699 DSR1OOPRO 449
CDB630 279 ERG090 New 2129 AVS700 New 249

NAKAMICHI PLUS S 279 DSP700 New 929

CD PLAYER 4 289 PLUS C 479 DSPE300 New 669

CD PLAYER 3 429 FONUM 400 449 NAD
CE PLAYER 2 549
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3552
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3541 New
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6265
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6394
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SONY
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CDX6020

CDX7560 New
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CDX7520
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XR7070
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CDX7540
CDX7580

XE8
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79
169
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249
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SS4 0
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642CS1
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INFINITY
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42 Pro
5 2 Pro
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841 New
851 New
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349
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279
399
299
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249
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199
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549
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369
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89
99
179

199

Cal

109
149

169
189

259
279

89
159

99
149
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189
159

259
299

SAS -BAZOOKA
T52 139

116 159

T18 229
T62

T82
1102

T62A

159

229
159

229

TYPEWRITERS

SCM 1700
SCM PWP100C
PANA 900

FAX

Sharp
Panasonic
Canon
Toshiba
Murata

119

549
399

Ca

Fo

Lutes!

Prices

PORT CD PLAYERS

SONY D180
SONY D66
SONY D2
SONY D35
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012
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219
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339
139
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THE HIGH END

by Ralph Hodges

pow-
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DIGITAL
CINEMA ARRIVES

4

NOT much was said of it at the
time, at least within my ear-
shot, but with the release of
Dick Tracy last summer it

was possible for the public, at a limited
number of theaters and for a limited
time, to hear a digital soundtrack from
motion -picture film. This opportunity
resulted from a collaboration between
Eastman Kodak and its Rochester,
New York, neighbor, Optical Radia-
tion Corp. Their system, called CDS
(Cinema Digital Sound), is in fact an
optical one; the digital soundtrack was
photographically recorded on the film
in a space normally occupied by an
analog soundtrack. The team's stated
intent was to accompany the picture
with CD -quality sound. Some audio-
philes will find that an odious objec-
tive, but the number and stature of
studios beginning to associate them-
selves with this development suggest
that there is strong interest in digital
movie sound in Hollywood.

The CDS people gave a rushed over-
view of their work at the October
technical conference of the Society of
Motion Picture and Television Engi-
neers (SMPTE). So did the creators of
a similar but competing system, a con-
sortium of companies organized by the

National Film Board of Canada. The
Canadian group appears to be just
passing out of the feasibility -study
stage, and information on ultimate for -
mating was scant. CDS seems to be
complete and immutable, however, so
it gets the lion's share of this report.

CDS is intended to occupy the 0.1 -
inch -wide space now devoted to the
analog optical track on 35mm prints. It
is read by a high -intensity LED and a
charge -coupled -device (CCD) pickup.
Magnified, the track appears as a very
boring cribbage -board arrangement of
dark and clear dots (data bits), each 14
x 14 microns. The CDS team not only
wants the track to sound like a CD; they
want it to work like a CD too. The
sampling rate is 44.1 kHz, and what
ultimately pops out the back end is 16 -
bit linear digital audio. The techniques
of data formating and of error correc-
tion and concealment are also essen-
tially what we get from the silvery
discs. There is an important differ-
ence, however.

As the Canadians also acknowl-
edge, existing film speeds, which can-
not be meddled with by mere audio
people, just do not allow enough data
capacity per second to do the job.
Some compression is required, and
CDS gets it from a delta -modulation
scheme that affords a 24 -percent bit
reduction on the film.

What the CDS process leads to is
five full -range (20- to 20,000 -Hz) dis-
crete channels, plus a below -100 -Hz
subwoofer channel, plus automation
and identification data that are helpful
to the exhibitor but of no concern to
the audience. SMPTE's recommenda-
tion for full -range channel assignments
is left, center, right, left surround, and
right surround-in other words, stereo
surrounds, which have been rare up to
now and never seriously considered as
a "standard" format. This five -channel
sound is available without the magnet-
ic striping of six -track 70mm film or
the matrixing of 35mm Dolby Stereo
optical. You'll soon hear arguments
that surrounds needn't be stereo to be
effective and also that surrounds
shouldn't go out to 20,000 HZ and
wouldn't in most theaters because of
loudspeaker and other limitations.
Time and the ideas of film producers
and mixers will have to tell.

The CDS folk came to the SMPTE
affair with 18 minutes of demo materi-
al in what I suspect was Cinemascope

(that is, 35mm), although I heard no
announcement to that effect. The film
was screened at the Loews Astor Pla-
za, one of Manhattan's best first -run
theaters, and while it was produced
with conspicuous professionalism, its
content was almost bewilderingly mot-
ley, consisting of pictureless sound col-
lages of voices, barks, and emergency
vehicles, narration/hype from Holly-
wood poolsides and screening rooms,
and scraps of modern and ancient film
"classics." These last bits sounded
generally satisfying, but no mention
was made of how, considering the an-
tiquity of some of them, they had been
upgraded to showcase -theater opu-
lence and fidelity. Digital signal pro-
cessors? Judy Garland imitators?

The real kicker came when the nar-
rator started a gunfight with the audi-
ence, and we shot back-or some of us
did, I am convinced. I was astonished
at the authority and truly sharp local-
ization of muzzle blasts and bullet
"plaps" from every sector of the audi-
torium. In particular, the localization
was puzzling. I heard some excellent
side images, and these are quite diffi-
cult to form even with five full -range
channels. In any case, I don't think
you could bring this sort of business
off with less than full -range surround
channels. But would you want to? (No
joke here. The Astor Plaza is in Times
Square, which is a hangout for drug
dealers. For a terrifying moment, I
thought some had sneaked in.)

The bothersome thing about CDS is
that it kicks the analog soundtrack off
the film, and until they can sell enough
popcorn to pay for the new equipment,
many theaters will continue to need it.
I asked Ray Dolby whether he consid-
ered that a serious problem. For long
seconds he stared at me with what I
can only guess was perplexity before
replying, somewhat testily, "Of course
it is." I pressed on, knowing full well
that Dolby Labs is deep into develop-
ing a digital soundtrack of its own.
Could it find a way to save the 35mm
analog track? "There's always more
than one way to skin a cat" was the
best I could get.

When Dolby's digital soundtrack is
finally released, it will certainly be
optical and almost certainly quite dif-
ferent from the CDS version. Eastman
Kodak was a partner in launching
Dolby Stereo analog optical. Where
will it stand now?

S
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LIMN DOOR TWEETER.

ist NERGY loudspeakers have aecome the
personal favorites of discrim nating audiophiles
the world over. ur Dual Hyperdome tweeter
is the key reason why ENERGY recreates the
original performance with uncompromised
accuracy. ith more than $1 million in develop-
ment, it exhibits better dispession than any
other tweeter on the market today. hat's also
why our new ENERGY 22 -Series incorporates
the revolutionary. SPHEREXI'l baffle. is smooth,
sculpted surface angles gracefully out of the

way of direct radiated
sound. ifIraction is
eliminated for superior
soundstage and posi-
tional imaging. imply put, the ENERGY
22 -Series defines a new standard in sonic
precision. ake a lest drive today.

our ears will thank you.
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Adcom announces
the cure for the

common receiver.

oday, there is no reason to compromise your
1 favorite music by listening to a common

receiver. Because the Adcom GTP-400 tuner/
preamplifier with GFA-535 (60 watts per channel)*
amplifier gives you all the benefits of Adcom's
legendary clear, dynamic sound for a price close
to that of an ordinary receiver.

Why Separates?
The limited space in receivers prevents the use

of heavy duty, high -current, high -voltage power
supplies found in the best separate components.
Consequently, the performance of receivers is
compromised for their questionable advantage of
all -in -one convenience.

By dividing the tuner/preamplifier from the
power amplifier, Adcom isolates low -current,
low -voltage circuits from high -current,
high -voltage elements ensuring sonic purity and
demonstrably superior performance.

11 Elkins Road, East Brunswick, NJ 08816 U.S.A. (201) 390-1130

More Sound-Less Money
Many of Adcom's components have been

favorably compared to other components costing
two and three times more. The GTP-400 with
GFA-535 is a combination that promises to keep
faith with this tradition of offering superb
performance at a reasonable cost.

The price of these Adcom separates is close to
that of an ordinary receiver. But no receiver will
deliver the wide dynamic range and musical
satisfaction of an Adcom system.

Ask your Adcom dealer for a demonstration of
these affordable separates. You'll never listen to a
common receiver again.
*Power output, watts/channel, continuous both channels driven
into 8 ohms, 20 Hz - 20 kHz <0.09% THD.

A
details you can hear
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Adcom announces
the cure for the

common receiver.

Today, there is no reason to compromise your
favorite music by listening to a common

receiver. Because the Adcom GTP-400 tuner/
preamplifier with GFA-535 (60 watts per channel)*
amplifier gives you all the benefits of Adcom's
legendary clear, dynamic sound for a price close
to that of an ordinary receiver.

Why Separates?
The limited space in receivers prevents the use

of heavy duty, high -current, high -voltage power
supplies found in the best separate components.
Consequently, the performance of receivers is
compromised for their questionable advantage of
all -in -one convenience.

By dividing the tuner/preamplifier from the
power amplifier, Adcom isolates low -current,
low -voltage circuits from high -current,
high -voltage elements ensuring sonic purity and
demonstrably superior performance.

More Sound-Less Money
Many of Adcom's components have been

favorably compared to other components costing
two and three times more. The GTP-400 with
GFA-535 is a combination that promises to keep
faith with this tradition of offering superb
performance at a reasonable cost.

The price of these Adcom separates is close to
that of an ordinary receiver. But no receiver will
deliver the wide dynamic range and musical
satisfaction of an Adcom system.

Ask your Adcom dealer for a demonstration of
these affordable separates. You'll never listen to a
common receiver again.
*Power output, watts/channel, continuous both channels driven
into 8 ohms, 20 Hz - 20 kHz <0.09% THD.

A
details you can hear
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